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Introduction

A Tale of Four Futures

Daniel Hamilton and Kurt Volker

This is a tale of four futures. Each examines a plausible look at the world in the year 2020. Each is an exaggeration—an over-amplification of a potential model in order to put its contours in sharp relief. These futures are not predictions; they are narratives of how trends evident today could interact and evolve to shape the world we live in tomorrow. Each tale is vastly different from the next, and each provides profoundly different results for Europe, America, and the transatlantic partnership. Nonetheless, as different as they may be, each of these scenarios offers lessons for policy choices today—and in many cases, the same lessons.

The tales are told in the form of readable memos—from policy expert to political leader. Although the leaders change—the head of the ‘Atlantic Basin Network;’ a U.S. president and a U.S. presidential candidate; the Chancellor of Germany about to attend a ‘Euro-mark Summit’—the style is intended to be policy-relevant and constructive.

The scenarios are shaped by the interplay between a few key variables—does Europe emerge from its current crisis stronger than before, or weak and divided? Does the United States emerge as a re-invented and stronger global player, or as a weaker and still declining great power? Does the developing world take off on its own, leaving the transatlantic community in its wake? Or do globalization, widespread economic development and innovation bring the rest of the world and the transatlantic community into a closer alignment? ¹

¹ For other scenarios and discussions of scenario-building, see U.S. National Intelligence Council, Global Trends 2025: A Transformed World (Washington, DC, 2008); European Commission, The World in 2025: Rising Asia and Socio-Ecological Transition (Brussels, 2009); and the Worldwatch Institute’s annual State of the World series; James Canton, The Extreme Future: The Top Trends that Will Reshape the World in the
Answering these questions in different ways produces dramatically different results. Yet the forces that shape each scenario are present in real-world politics and economics today. The combination of developments in the developing world and choices made by leaders and publics in the United States and Europe will determine which forces are likely to dominate, producing vastly different outcomes. In each case, we ask whether these changes mean that Europeans and Americans will need each other more or need each other less, and whether they will drive us together or drive us apart.

- **Come Together** represents an optimistic, positive future. The newly developed countries have prospered—but they have done so in parallel with adaptation and continued strength in the older developed world as well. The story takes the form of a memorandum from an African deputy to the Brazilian head of the Atlantic Basin Network—a new and vibrant grouping that links the four continents of Africa, Latin America, Europe and North America around a set of shared political and economic interests across the North and South Atlantic. The rising South Atlantic, having grown to some degree in defiance of North Atlantic nations, is realizing its own interest in closer integration and collaboration with older developed economies in the world, just as Europeans and North Americans have come to appreciate that they must redefine ‘Atlanticism’ in a globalizing world.

- **Hello Goodbye** portrays a United States that has gone into steep decline, while the rest of the world has moved forward—including both Europe and the developing world. Here, domestic political gridlock in the U.S. precipitated a massive budgetary and economic meltdown, which in turn brought to power a largely reactionary and isolationist gov-

---

ernment. With a looming Presidential election, 2020 is a fresh opportunity to change course in the United States, and the story takes the form of a memorandum from a campaign advisor to a leading presidential candidate as the primary season gets underway.

- **Live and Let Die** is the opposite scenario: whereas Europe has descended into geriatric decline, the United States—thanks in no small measure to continued immigration and population growth—has managed its fiscal problems and become more closely tied to a growing developing world. The transatlantic relationship has become largely irrelevant, and Europe is faced with previously unthinkable choices about reversing key elements of European integration as competitive parts of the continent scramble to connect to dynamic markets elsewhere in a very different world order. The rise of the ‘Global South’ has rendered the ‘European South’ unsustainable within the old EU framework.

- **With a Little Help From My Friends** shows both Europe and the United States having declined, with neither one having come to grips with its fiscal imbalances, changing demographic pyramid, and high-cost, uncompetitive economic structures. Meanwhile, the relatively unregulated, low-cost, and often state-led economies of the newly developed world have boomed, turning the transatlantic relationship into a sideshow. The focus of global development and competition is now among players in the South, rather than in the interplay of North and South. This has left the transatlantic community with the choice of continued erosion in a losing global competition, or erecting higher barriers around a more integrated transatlantic marketplace in a (perhaps futile) effort to preserve liberal economics and high living standards in the developed North.

**Underlying Forces**

As different as these scenarios are, the forces that shaped them are real and identifiable even today. The question is how these forces are
harnessed or managed—if they can be—over the decade ahead. The authors in this volume discuss these forces, and recommend ways the U.S. and Europe can best address them. Some of the most important of these forces include:

• **Deficits and Debt:** One of the most obvious underlying factors is whether Americans and Europeans are able to get control of their fiscal imbalances while the rest of the world moves ahead. While each side of the Atlantic faces its own particular set of economic challenges, at their core both crises are essentially political. Each side of the Atlantic is paying a high economic price for evading hard political choices. In this regard, the twin crisis of deficits and debt could be a watershed moment: either the political spur to more competitive economies in the U.S. and Europe, or the time when each began to lose out to more vigorous powers.

• **Demographics:** Intimately tied to the question of fiscal management is the question of demographic change. Reiner Klingholz and Carl Haub explain that while the situation on each continent is considerably different, both continents face the challenge of aging populations. With low birth rates, low immigration, and longer average life spans, the population pyramid can flatten out or even reverse, with a smaller young population supporting a larger retired population. To the extent the demographic challenge is mitigated by larger immigration and/or birth rates, the challenges becomes more manageable. Yet such immigration and birth rate change would have significant social consequences—and with more significant consequences in Europe than in the United States. In fact, Theo Veenkamp suggests that the rise of anti-immigrant populism represents an early warning signal for a serious systemic crisis emerging in Europe.

• **Human Mobility:** International migration is larger and more diverse than at any time in history. Demetrios G. Papademetriou and Madeleine Sumption explain how it touches upon highly sensitive questions of economic prosperity, national identity, social cohesion, and in some cases, national security. Although the global economic crisis has cast uncer-
tainty over migration projections for the next ten years, such factors as economic growth, talent and geographical mismatches, persistently below-replacement fertility, and the rising cost of labor will continue to drive flows of people to traditional immigrant destinations, but also, increasingly, to emerging economies. At the same time, the notion of “mobility” will increasingly compete with “migration” as the core concept around which human movements are understood and examined, challenging countries to incorporate greater flexibility into their immigration systems and complicating issues of immigrant integration.

• **The Rise of Other Powers:** Rising powers clearly seek influence commensurate with their growing presence in their respective regions and on the global stage. Will these powers challenge the prevailing order or accommodate themselves within it? Hanns Maull and James Dobbins argue that they seek greater say and better status within the current international order, but not any fundamental revolutionary reconstitution of that order—although they acknowledge that at the regional level, for example in the Persian Gulf and East Asia, some do challenge existing arrangements. In contrast, Michael F. Oppenheimer argues that rising states will pose a severe challenge to the liberal order: they were not ‘present at the creation;’ many pursue illiberal economic and political policies; and they are ready to assert their growing power in the face of an uncertain and divided West. Bruce Jentleson, Giovanni Grevi and Richard Youngs add that what had been a sense of global convergence around such Western norms as rule-based institutions of collaboration, open non-discriminatory trading rules, the ‘democratic peace,’ and the ‘Washington consensus’ on development has given way to a broader and more complex global competition of ideas over such issues as multilateralism, the use of force, the rights and responsibilities of state sovereignty, international justice, and alternative models for domestic governance, particularly the relationship between state and market.

• **State-led Economics:** The effect of state-driven economics within developing countries can also be significant, though its
long-term implications can cut both ways. On the one hand, state-driven development provides an opportunity to assign resources more strategically, to prioritize infrastructure development, and to negotiate long-term access to energy and other raw materials. It can allow for directly negotiated deals for inputs that undercut global competition. This model appears successful today in cases such as China, even while past models of state-led development elsewhere have failed. Yet we know from experience that large, state-led enterprises over time can tend toward inefficiency, waste and corruption. In addition, Bengt-Åke Lundvall demonstrates that despite China’s remarkable investment in academic knowledge, its indigenous innovation capacity remains limited. Whether state-led economics proves sustainable in the medium and long term will have a substantial determinative effect on the nature of the global market we encounter a decade from now.

- **Regulation, Innovation and Competition:** A related current is the interplay between older, highly regulated economies in the United States and Europe, and far less regulated developing economies in the Global South. In everything from environmental standards to safety to labor market protections, relatively less regulated developing markets enjoy a built-in cost advantage. This is reinforced by generally lower wage expectations of populations emerging from poverty, as compared with those having become accustomed to long-term prosperity. The presence of relatively easier regulatory conditions also contributes to attracting new investment and fostering innovation, increasing further the potential competitiveness of developing economies over time. The effect of these advantages has long been mitigated by relatively lower levels of education and middle-class purchasing power within the developing world. But as these factors change—more widespread education and growing purchasing power—the competitive advantages of less regulated economies could become more pronounced, unless the U.S. and Europe take advantage of such strengths as innovation, services and high-end manufacturing.

- **Energy:** Within the overall question of the rise of state-driven economies, energy continues to stand out as perhaps the most
important challenge for developing and developed countries alike. Global energy and climate trends are unsustainable, as Christof van Agt, Alexander Ochs and Shakuntala Makhijani all demonstrate. On the one hand, a resource-scarce environment can favor state-driven economies that have the ability to produce and consume on a massive scale, and to negotiate long-term, privileged contracts to assure a reliable energy supply at the lowest cost possible. The imposition of costs tied to emissions reductions in developed economies can further add to the relative advantage newly developing countries enjoy in the energy sphere. On the other hand, a growing energy supply that outpaces growing global demand—for example, through new oil discoveries, Arctic exploitation, shale gas, and falling costs of renewables—could diminish the short-term advantages of state-led economics and even redistribute global market power away from the handful of major oil producing nations, although in some cases at significant environmental cost. How the energy sector develops—and is managed within developed countries—will be one of the most important factors in determining the contours of the world we will face in 2020. If the world truly is to break the link between the production of wealth and the consumption of resources, and thus move to a new model of economic development, the developed countries must chart a path forward.

- **Security Challenges**: Notably, while security challenges do not disappear over the coming decade—and arguably could become worse—they do not present themselves as the drivers of change. Grevi and Youngs, James Dobbins and Andrew Mack all question the rise of a multipolar, zero-sum world; they argue that deepening interdependence has entered the strategic calculus of all major powers, increasing their stakes in the stability of an open international system and tilting the balance away from confrontation. Terrorism and extremism, regional security competition, fragile states and proliferation of agents of mass destruction are likely to continue and indeed require active policy responses. But the other economic and structural forces our authors describe are likely to be much more significant in determining the shape of the world we will
inhabit in 2020, and in fact are generating other security challenges. Growing interdependence among the critical—and vulnerable—transboundary arteries carrying energy, people, money, data, goods and services upon which our societies rely is making ‘societal resilience’ a key aspect of security in a rapidly connecting world.

Lessons for Transatlantic Policymakers Today

The question of how best to address these underlying forces helps to establish an agenda for policymaking in the United States and Europe today. While trends outside the control of any government may do the most to determine how the real world evolves by 2020, government policy can still be mindful of, and in some cases even shape, these trends. Key areas of attention should include:

• Sound Fiscal Management and Higher Productivity Amidst a Changing Demographic Pyramid: Clearly—and no surprise to anyone following the daily news cycle—gaining a handle on the structural deficit and debt problems besetting Europe and the United States will be essential if governments are to have the means to influence other long-term economic trends. We share Hanns Maull’s assertion that without fiscal solvency, economic growth and job creation, sustained transatlantic leadership is implausible, for the normative appeal and continued relevance of the U.S. and European models for others depends heavily on how well they work for their own people. This is a challenge based not merely on fixing this year’s or next year’s balance sheets, but on boosting innovation and productivity while redesigning the structures of government expense and income given long-term changes in the shape of our respective demographics: fewer young people and workers, and an older population living longer. Either the work force is increased through higher birth rates and immigration, and also made more productive through innovation, or expenses need to be reduced. Reiner Klingholz argues that Europe in particular must make a virtue out of necessity; since European societies are aging ahead of others, Europeans can—and must—pioneer new lifestyle models for
shrinking, aging societies before other continents, which will all join Europe sooner or later. Bengt-Åke Lundvall and Theo Veenkamp join him in contending that this requires a fresh burst of social innovation. Yet while a few individual European countries have tackled these changes successfully for now, overall there is no Europe-wide, nor American, solution in sight, and overall the challenges loom larger for Europe.

- **Active Defense of—and Adherence to—the Liberal International Economic Order:** If the short-term success of state-led economic development and managed trade relationships continues, it could increasingly disadvantage Europe and the United States. An urgent priority for the transatlantic partners, therefore is to reinforce the international liberal economic order. In the short-term, this may mean more economic conflict, rather than less. There may need to be greater push-back on rapidly developing economies through established trade and regulatory mechanisms in order to increase the incentives for these countries to become true “responsible stakeholders” in the global economic system. But the goal of such push-back must clearly be to strengthen the global system itself, not to engage in cheap protectionism for short-term political expediency. It should be possible to develop a transatlantic dialogue about how to avoid destructive competition for emerging markets while enhancing our collective leverage for liberal principles. As Grevi and Youngs point out, in a world of relative power the normative posture of the EU and the U.S. constitutes a comparative advantage at a time when the normative identity of many of their partners is in flux. Yet if they want others to join and support the liberal order, they must be more consistent in supporting it themselves.

- **Realistic Regulatory Policies:** The United States and Europe will need to look carefully at the self-imposed costs of extensive regulatory practices in their internal markets. By creating long-term structural differences in costs between the developed transatlantic economies and the rapidly developing economies of the Global South, they have contributed to a long-term trend of job loss and low-cost external competition. Addressing this challenge can come in a combination of two
approaches: reducing unnecessary regulations internally, while imposing regulations on trading partners as part of the price of access to what are still the world’s largest pan-continental markets. For example, greenhouse gas standards may need to be more aspirational than mandatory for some time within already developed economies, as it is impossible to force developing economies to adopt equivalent standards. On the other hand, stronger enforcement of existing regulations on quality and product safety can—at admittedly higher cost—reinforce domestic industries and impose a cost on developing nation industries that fail to meet such standards.

• **Leadership in Global Energy Transformation:** As energy will continue to play a dominant role in shaping the global future, Europe and the United States have a keen interest in helping ensure that energy markets provide abundant, affordable, diversified supply. The transatlantic community should provide global leadership in all areas: supporting transparent and non-discriminatory energy market rules; developing new sources of traditional fuels; bringing non-traditional fuels (such as shale gas) into the mainstream while accounting for potential environmental concerns; overcoming distribution and refining bottlenecks to create more flexible markets; investing in technologies to make renewable fuels more cost effective, and investing in cost-effective technologies aimed at reducing energy consumption, and thereby keeping energy prices down and reducing overall costs of energy consumption within the economy.

• **Security Management:** There is a paradoxical lesson on security. While investment in national and global security clearly remains essential, this needs to be kept in proportion with the importance of security issues within this overall global economic environment. Operations such as those in Afghanistan, while vital to combating terrorism and preventing greater regional instability, have also been extremely costly. In the context of meeting the challenges of massive global economic change, investment in such security operations, and in homeland security measures in our own countries, also needs to be as efficient and cost-effective as possi-
ble. Even so, James Dobbins underscores an important reality: as the world’s predominant power for another generation at least the United States will continue to assume leadership responsibilities for protecting the global commons, including freedom of the seas, space and cyberspace, even as it seeks to share that responsibility more broadly. Security for the global commons also means ensuring the resilience of transboundary arteries carrying energy, people, money, data, goods and services, a task which is also essential to Europe’s future.

The Asymmetrical Impact of Change on Europe and America

Each of our tales, and all of our authors, underscore that the trends discussed in this book are likely to affect Europe and America in different ways, highlighting the asymmetrical nature of the transatlantic relationship.

- **Power:** Although the U.S. is apt to be less dominant than it has been over past decades, it is likely to remain the world’s principal power for another generation, whereas Europe appears to be waning faster as others rise. Grevi and Youngs highlight the difference: whereas the U.S. is a superpower able to switch through different modes of interaction, from occasional bargains and coalition-building to balance of power and coercion, the EU is unequipped institutionally and politically to do so.

- **Principle:** Differences in relative power can account for differences in the application of principles. For superpower America, multilateral engagement remains a choice. As a result the U.S. has been and continues to be simultaneously a guardian of international norms; a norm entrepreneur challenging prevailing norms as insufficient; a norm externalizer when it tries to advance norms for others that it is reluctant to apply to itself; and a norm blocker when it comes to issues that may threaten its position, or that exacerbate divisions among conflicting currents of American politics. On balance (and despite exceptions), the U.S. has sought to manage this normative-hegemonic interplay by accepting some limits on
its power in exchange for greater legitimacy and acceptance of its leadership by others. The unresolved question today is whether the U.S. and other key players are prepared to stick with this bargain.² Grevi and Youngs underscore that for the EU, in contrast, multilateralism it is not a matter of convenience but one of essence, as it goes to the heart of the European project. The growing normative assertiveness of rising powers will arguably test the EU’s role as a leading normative entrepreneur more than that of the U.S.

- **Mobility/Migration:** The EU and U.S. face similar migration pressures, ranging from publics often skeptical about migration’s benefits; strong underlying pressures for migration from neighboring developing countries; the need to manage porous borders effectively; and concerns about immigrant integration. Here again, however, asymmetries emerge, in part due to different social models and the degree to which demographics will drive immigration policies. The most worrisome trend for Europe, however, is that the EU has become a magnet for the unskilled, and lacks pan-European strategies to attract and integrate the highly skilled, whereas the U.S. continues to attract highly skilled migrants, even while struggling to take full advantage of its migrant population as a generator of growth.

- **Demographic Change:** Reiner Klingholz and Carl Haub point to another factor that will affect the transatlantic partners unevenly—demographic change. Whereas both sides of the Atlantic face the prospect of aging societies, Europe is arriving there first. America’s demographic situation is different, characterized by a relatively robust population growth rate and youthful population by European standards. It will also have to deal with the aging issue, but the experience is likely to be less severe. But the U.S. will need to face the fact that close allies facing aging, shrinking populations may be less able to support their militaries or provide foreign aid, per-

haps contributing to extra stress on U.S. resources.

- **Innovation:** Bengt-Åke Lundvall underscores some key differences in U.S. and European models of innovation. The U.S. competitive advantage, he argues, is an innovation model that combines strong technological capacity with entrepreneurial initiative, managerial competence and advanced markets for services. He contends that parts of Europe, not least the egalitarian welfare states in Scandinavia, have a unique potential when it comes to mobilizing employees in processes of change and engaging consumers as advanced users. He argues for the need to pay more attention in innovation systems to organizational learning, not just scientific knowledge, and the role of employees in the innovation process—areas in which parts of Europe may have some comparative advantage. Both Europeans and Americans, however, share an interest in incorporating the rising powers into a stronger international rule-based regime for governing the sharing and protection of knowledge.

- **Military Capability:** Even though U.S. power has declined relative to other rising powers, the United States military remains highly capable, whereas Europe’s military capabilities continue to decline. Even though Europeans took the political lead in the 2011 Libya intervention, they remained reliant on critical American assets that European militaries simply do not have. As James Dobbins notes, Europe thus remains fully as dependent on American military capabilities today as it did sixteen years ago in the Balkans, despite all of the intervening rhetoric and institutional innovation designed to strengthen Europe’s capacity for independent expeditionary warfare. And despite consistent and highly public American admonishment, there seems to be little prospect that European governments will halt the decline in their military capabilities or narrow their differences over the use of armed force as an instrument of policy. National decision-making is likely to remain decisive, with EU military expeditions limited to the least demanding of cases.
Taken together, these trends suggest a transatlantic relationship that, while still necessary, is no longer sufficient to tackle the most critical challenges facing each partner or the world; a relationship that remains important for both sides, but one that requires tending and that cannot be taken for granted. As Bruce Jentleson suggests, the relationship “needs to be valued for what it can, and needs to, be in the 21st century: the partnership of the world’s most stable democracies who have established a security community among themselves and who seek not just to advance their own interests but to promote broad international cooperation and foster a greater sense of global community.” Europe and America may no longer represent ‘the’ Free World, but at their best they can still be an anchor in a far freer and more fluid world. Their influence is likely to rest on their socio-economic performance at home; their normative consistency at home and abroad; and their ability to work together to engage others in support of the liberal order.

It is of course impossible to predict what the real world will look like in 2020—or even next week. But the exercise of extrapolating existing long-term trends in a variety of scenarios is instructive. By challenging current assumptions and conventional wisdom, it can evoke imagination, provoke deeper reflection, and open the door to new insights. It can clarify our understanding of the bigger issues when they can be lost amid the complexity and competing demands of the day-to-day. By focusing on potential outcomes in the future, it is possible to sharpen our understanding of the present. That, at least, is what the tales of the future we present in this volume are intended to achieve.
Come Together

January 15, 2020

To: Anna Soares, President, Atlantic Basin Network
From: Gregory Ngwenya, Secretary-General
Subject: The First Atlantic Basin Summit: How We Got Here and Why It Matters

The first summit of the new Atlantic Basin Network promises to advance a number of key goals of our many countries along the Atlantic rim. The peoples of the North and South Atlantic are interacting in a whole host of ways that present both opportunities and challenges. In fact, the most striking development of the past decade has been the new dynamic encompassing the peoples on all four continents of the Atlantic Basin.

As we consider our specific goals for this new initiative, it is perhaps useful to reflect on developments that have spawned the Atlantic Basin Network and given it such relevance. The simple fact is that globalization has generated more connections across the four continents of the Atlantic than perhaps ever before. The well-being of people across this vast region is increasingly influenced by interrelated flows of people, money and weapons, goods and services, technology, toxins and terror, drugs and disease. Not only have the peoples of the Atlantic gained greater access to each other’s markets, resources, and ideas, we are also confronting challenges that require us to erase the invisible dividing line that has separated the North and South Atlantic for so long.

In retrospect, it is strange that until now there has been no framework for Atlantic nations to address the issues they face together, even though there are many such efforts in the Asia-Pacific region. But of course we know that globalization is not confined to one region of the world, and the new Atlantic dynamic is really quite striking. You will want the government, business and NGO leaders to focus their attention on this new Atlantic dynamic, and to consider ways to work more effectively together. There a number of reasons why.

The Energy Renaissance is perhaps the most exciting development of recent years—not only because of the transformation of both
Gazprom and OPEC, but because new energy sources are now coming on stream, and a host of new technological advances truly offer the prospect that we can break the link between the production of wealth and the consumption of resources. It’s good that this has happened, because the prospect of 9 billion people basing their future growth on extensive use of oil and gas, as well as other resources, is simply untenable. Breaking the link is an historic challenge—but also an opportunity to move toward entirely different patterns of consumption and competitiveness. Cooperation and innovation across the Atlantic Basin could lead the way.

Of course, your own country of Brazil is quickly emerging as a major oil exporter now that the Santos Basin fields are fully on stream; oil now accounts for more than 10% of Brazilian GDP. High oil prices will continue to benefit oil exporters such as Brazil, but the extension of oil production beyond OPEC to the BRINKs and the inability of this more diverse group of producers to agree on pricing has blunted the full impact of China’s conversion to a consumer society. It has also made other alternatives more feasible and economical. In retrospect, OPEC simply wasn’t prepared for the BRINK countries (Brazil, Russia, Iraq, Nigeria, Kazakhstan), which have added more than 7 million barrels a day of new crude oil capacity over the past decade. Even so, other developments are accelerating the world’s transition from oil.

Perhaps the most significant transformation of energy markets has come from full-scale development of what used to be called “unconventional” gas resources. With unconventional gas deposits discovered in significant quantities on every continent, and with technology improvements to mitigate the environmental cost of fracking, together with breakthroughs in gas-to-liquid technologies, energy markets have been reshaped. The United States has become a major gas producer and exporter, while European production facilities in Poland, Ukraine and elsewhere are already producing 100 bcm of unconventional gas and are likely to double their production in the next five years. The EU’s new Green Strategy accelerated the continent’s shift from coal to gas, stimulated renewables R&D investment, and facilitated the introduction of a carbon tax. The EU also finally took concrete steps to enhance transparency and competition in energy markets and cross-border investments by enforcing the Treaty of Rome’s Article 28 competition and antitrust rules in EU energy.
markets, charging Russian companies Transneft and Gazprom with the same anti-monopoly violations as they did to American companies Microsoft and Intel a decade earlier. Taken together, these developments have stimulated competition and lowered prices. Even Gazprom, though still under state control, has moved toward a business model that is more efficient and has even introduced competition. Russia is exploiting its own shale gas resources, which are close to its existing pipeline infrastructure and cheaper to develop than its Arctic Shtokman or Siberian Yamal gas fields.

Alternative energy technologies have become profitable that previously had been considered commercially unviable. The Energy Renaissance is being facilitated by such advancements in improved energy storage technologies as battery materials, ultracapacitors and hydrogen storage materials for fuel cells, which have literally jumpstarted the prospects for hydrogen-based energy systems; as well as by a host of renewable energy sources such as wind, solar, and low-emission transport vehicles. The ability to generate hydrogen for automotive fuel cells from electricity in a homeowner’s garage has helped us avoid the need to develop complex hydrogen transportation infrastructure. As connection technologies and renewable energies merge to create the powerful new “energy internet,” the potential for millions of individuals and businesses to produce and share renewable energy will be transformative.

Markets for renewable energy are growing across the Atlantic Basin and elsewhere around the world. Clean coal advances have raised prospects for eliminating greenhouse gas emissions from coal plants. Emerging biofuels technologies that avoid significant land-use changes are already reducing net CO₂ emissions to the atmosphere.

Traditional terms of trade are also shifting, as technological and scientific innovation spreads across the Atlantic Basin. A series of innovations have not only unleashed new economic growth but transformed the very nature of our economies. The Internet of Things has made ubiquitous computing now a mainstay of daily life, boosted economic dynamism and growth first in the U.S. and then in Europe and Asia, and is generating considerable market potential for companies in Africa and South America. But the Faber Revolution—3D custom printing of goods and even living human cells from digital designs—
has truly transformed manufacturing. Now people can download real products, just like they used to download music, at home or at a local 3D production center. The Faber Revolution has reduced waste, sparked innovation, and revived manufacturing in the developed world, while introducing new possibilities to companies on your continent and mine.

Related innovations in service robotics and human cognitive augmentation technologies, including wearable and implantable devices, are improving vision, hearing, and even memory. Bio and information technologies have enhanced human mental performance at every life stage, and “biogerontology” advances have extended average human life by another five years. Manual workers are able to perform what were once thought to be superhuman tasks. Manufacturing and services productivity have been boosted, and the creative industries are enjoying mega-growth.

Taken together, these new technologies are already radically accelerating a range of enhanced efficiencies, streamlining supply chains, and generating cost and efficiency savings. They have helped some key economies cope with aging and shrinking populations.

We have entered a world driven by mass collaboration. Real-time, borderless, digitally-enabled collaboration has become the dominant paradigm of human activity at any scale, worldwide. The Cloud, the past decade’s innovative business model, is already being incorporated into a much broader, seamless software platform as purpose-driven online collaboration generates economic growth and improves lives. The rapid and continuous development and operation of such smart systems, which have become critical to every major economic and social sector, is driving new growth and employment.

Of course, we cannot deny that the transition has been wrenching as workers adjust and education systems are challenged. Unskilled labor markets and immigration patterns have been disrupted. While convulsions in job markets have been mitigated by the recent wave of social services innovations, structural unemployment afflicts many countries accustomed to a different division of labor, highlighting the need for viable mechanisms to skill and re-skill workers over the course of their working lives. And we continue to grapple with different approaches to privacy, security and even more profoundly, e-iden-
tity. While this is not exclusively an issue for the peoples of the Atlantic, it is useful for discuss.

The invention of lithium air has not only transformed the electric car industry, it underscores an important trend: the Western lead in technology is no longer as predominant as it once was. Although a Japanese company claims credit, the real breakthroughs came from Chinese scientists at the company’s research facility in Guangzhou. This innovation has the potential to again transform the way our economies work and our societies are organized. Moreover, the recent breakthrough in India of a nano-plastic membrane capable of converting saltwater into freshwater will transform the challenge of clean water. Cost constraints could still hamper large-scale adaptation, but the potential is huge—with initial advantage going to the Indian consortium that invented it.

Nonetheless, the economic revival of the North Atlantic has contributed to a staggering increase in the volume of Atlantic commerce. Despite the rise of the Pacific, more trade and investment continues to flow across the Atlantic than any other part of the world. Never have so many workers and consumers entered the Atlantic economy as quickly or as suddenly as in the past fifteen years. The global middle class has doubled over the past decade and now accounts for roughly 40 percent of the world’s population—and a healthy percentage lives in Atlantic nations. While in the past rapidly developing Atlantic countries were best known for the inexpensive goods and commodities they supplied to the rest of the world, today our consumers are have become a major engine of the global economy. Moreover, the 2015 financial crisis finally convinced companies to consolidate their increasingly global—and increasingly vulnerable—supply chains of products and tasks toward more inner-regional production chains. Although Chinese financing for Columbia’s grand Dry Canal Project—a 220 km rail line linking Columbia’s Atlantic and Pacific coasts—has been a showcase for China’s stepped-up lending to the developing world, overall leaders in both Latin America and Africa have become more wary of Chinese aims.

These developments, positive and negative, have prompted a new approach by both the U.S. and Europe to their neighborhoods and a new view of their role as we begin the third decade of the 21st century.
Both the U.S. and Europe are repositioning and re-energizing their partnership for these new times—in ways that we, as Atlantic nations, can profit from.

The United States has become one of your most important supporters as the new U.S. President works to position her country as a full Atlantic and Pacific power. She acted quickly to prompt the U.S. Senate to ratify the Law of the Sea Treaty, removing an important irritant in relations with your country as well as others. The U.S.-Brazil renewable energy alliance has shown remarkable progress in promoting ethanol as a globally traded commodity and promoting the development, distribution and commercialization of other renewables. The Atlantic Basin Network’s private-public Energy Cooperation Forum, instigated by the two countries, has been the most visible and concrete manifestation of the new Atlantic networks now being forged in a variety of areas. A starting point for this new relationship was agreement between Washington and Brasilia to guard against Chinese currency manipulation, as Brazil struggled with a flood of cheap Chinese goods and a surging Brazilian real. Ultimately, it was the ability of the U.S. to put together a new coalition—EU, Japan, Brazil, Mexico, India, South Africa and Korea—that made the difference. This new type of coalition-building is now much more characteristic of American approaches than in the past, and affords critical countries on each of our continents new opportunities for influence.

We have such potential for influence in part because the U.S. President has recognized that in a world of diffuse influence the U.S. can still play a singular role as a pivotal power, able to profit simultaneously from its position in the Atlantic Hemisphere and from its deep ties in the Asian Hemisphere. She has maintained close relations with traditional allies in Europe and Asia, but her trademark initiatives have all sought to encourage more effective and inclusive networks with other countries, including our own. The revival of the U.S. economy has facilitated her efforts; after struggles with recession and war there is a new consensus in the U.S. that Americans must band together with others if they are to advance their values, protect their interests, and extend their influence, and that without the engagement of other partners, Americans alone would pay the costs, in lives and treasure, of maintaining global stability.
Europe, too, is better positioned than it was a decade ago. In retrospect, the Great Recession and the lingering turmoil over the euro through 2013 served as the spur to a more competitive Union. The European Stability Mechanism, the innovation of “Maastricht bonds” and credible austerity measures have given the eurozone a scale and market depth only slightly below that of the U.S. treasury market. Although the EU failed again to achieve all of its Europe 2020 goals, it has recorded some notable achievements, particularly serious progress towards completion of its Single Market and related Digital Single Market, which have given EU companies new possibilities to restructure their activities on a pan-European scale and narrowed the gap among disparate EU economies. The Europeans are leading the world in terms of energy efficiency and use of renewables. They also seem to have understood earlier than most that the manufacturing and services industries were becoming increasingly intertwined, and have been able to make greater progress than anticipated in capitalizing on their advantages in each area. Innovations in the delivery of social services have restored some luster to the “European model” and improved the EU’s attractiveness as a place to invest, work and study. The EU also has demonstrated that economic strength can go hand in hand with high standards of welfare, despite intense competitive pressures. European flexicurity schemes, which help workers adjust as jobs come and go and develop skills over the course of their working lives, are being studied and emulated in many countries. European birth rates are again on the rise and the EU’s pan-European talent strategy combining free flow of labor, skills training and integration of migrants has helped to address the challenges of an aging and shrinking population.

Europe’s internal transformation has had profound external consequences. The EU remains the world’s largest exporting entity, largest source and destination of foreign direct investment, largest donor of foreign aid, and a critical source of capital for many other world regions. The EU has maintained its share of world exports despite the rise of other trading powers, and is a more significant trading partner for both the BRICs and the BRINKs than either the U.S. or Japan. Rapidly emerging economies continue to register high demand in the types of products in which many European exporters specialize.
By 2015 the Europeans realized that an EU that could move only in lock-step integration would be an EU unlikely to progress at all. Once a new consensus was forged around the premise that EU countries could only solve their debilitating focus on institutional processes through “variable geometry”—allowing some members to move toward deeper integration while others did not—the EU has become much more outward looking and flexible. Ukraine’s suddenly positive prospects, boosted by its own reformist government’s recent efforts, have prompted the EU to offer to begin accession negotiations. The prospect of Ukrainian membership in 2030, preceded by Turkish membership in 2025, promises to address Europe’s growth challenges and enable European companies to make use of a bigger Single Market to extend their production networks and thus to compete more effectively. Turkish membership will strengthen the EU in terms of energy links, economic growth, military capability, geopolitical reach, and will enable the EU to demonstrate that Western democracy and Islam are compatible.

Europe is preoccupied, as usual, but now with historic opportunities: the Arab Renaissance and the uneven rise of open societies across the Arab world; the revived Union for the Mediterranean; the Desertec Solar Initiative linking Europe and North Africa in an expansive solar grid; and the possibilities ensuing from the resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Europe’s Modernization Partnership with a reformist Russia holds considerable promise.

Despite the many positive changes to have affected the U.S. and Europe, it is interesting to see how such innovative societies, each more similar to each other than either would care to admit, always manage to embroil themselves in such tendentious transatlantic spats. The Transatlantic Forward Technologies Council created in 2016 to align regulations and standards governing new innovations has yet to demonstrate its effectiveness. The EU’s decision to ban human RFID implants until it can sort out not only the legal implications but the potential consequences for human development itself has triggered a major transatlantic row, even as both sides continue to their decade-long fight over appropriate legal systems to protect privacy. The dispute has spilled over into NATO, where a fierce but largely abstract debate rages over whether NATO would ever allow use of “drone armies” to fight human enemies on the battlefield.
Nonetheless, as Europeans and Americans reposition their own economies and societies for the new global economy, they share a keen interest in integrating others into mechanisms of global good governance and building the societal resilience of other nations. While there are some reasons to remain skeptical of Western intentions, it is an opportunity we in the South Atlantic should seize.

Most countries along the Atlantic rim take our budding cooperation seriously and see it as essential to their own development. As we look to future challenges, an Atlantic Basin Initiative has the potential for us all to address opportunities and challenges particular to the Atlantic while positioning Atlantic nations for a very different world as we look to 2030.

Your own country of Brazil has become a strong and influential regional and global player, not only in agriculture and energy, but as a burgeoning services and manufacturing power and a healthy multi-ethnic democracy. Brazilian leadership of the World Bank has been an important signal of the growing influence of rising powers. At home, progress over the past decade to lower crime, reduce poverty and advance the rule of law has been significant. Investment in Brazil has far outpaced that in China, India or Russia.

Brazil’s progress has been matched by steady economic growth and positive political developments elsewhere on your continent. Nonetheless, South America has yet to meet its potential. The economic competitiveness of South America continues to lag behind Asia and some other fast growing areas. Some parts of the continent continue to be among the most violent in the world, due to the activities of drug trafficking organizations, transnational criminal cartels, and persistent weaknesses in governance and the rule of law. Those connections are not only flowing south-north through the Americas, they are increasingly flowing west-east as well, encompassing the entire Atlantic Hemisphere.

If South Americans intend to play a larger role on the world stage, they must seek opportunities to address together these broader challenges. The Atlantic Basin Network offers one such frame—it is not exclusive, nor does it compete with other organizations. In fact, its innovation is that it is premised on the notion of public-private networks rather than state-based hierarchies. The new attitude shown the
region by the U.S. and Europe offer a potentially interesting new window for South Americans to step up their international profile while dealing in practical terms with issues they face together with other Atlantic partners. It is time to set aside the zero-sum formulas of the past and seek a genuine partnership with the North Atlantic.

Although the situation on my home continent of Africa is in many ways different, we Africans face many similar opportunities and challenges. Parts of Africa are among the fastest growing regions of the world and Africa is a major global supplier of oil, gas and other commodities. It is now viewed widely across the Atlantic Basin and around the world as an opportunity to be grasped, rather than a burden to be carried. The false dawns of the past have given way to prospects for real progress for the future. Market liberalization, improved public management of finances, the continuing boom in Africa’s commodities trade, and rapid expansion of consumer spending as well as banking, telecommunications and other services have created a new virtuous cycle for our continent. Africa is increasingly attractive as a base for low-cost manufacturing and offshoring, now that labor prices have risen so much in China and even in India.

At the same time, my continent remains vulnerable to HIV/AIDS, economic disruption, population stresses, civil conflict, corruption and failed governance. Many states lack the capacity to break up terror cells, thwart trafficking in arms, drugs or people, or provide domestic security. The stability of some regions of West Africa is being undermined by drugs coming from Latin America. Up to 250 million Africans could face starvation and malnutrition due to lack of fresh water supplies, lower crop yields, and drought. The dramatic crisis in Nigeria, which only came to what we can only hope will be a peaceful resolution last year, was a wake-up call to the need for Africans to tackle their internal challenges. Integrating Nigeria via the Atlantic Basin Network offers an opportunity.

Our four continents are being bound together in new ways. The opportunities we share are vast; the challenges we face are daunting. Even as the growing latticework of interdependencies across the Atlantic Basin has spawned new opportunities, it has also generated new vulnerabilities along the interconnected arteries and nodes that support the movement of people, goods, services, capital, ideas, and
technology upon which our societies depend. As our interconnections widen and deepen, our mutual vulnerability to breaks in these flows has increased, requiring mutual efforts to enhance the resilience of these networks and the critical functions of societies across the Atlantic space. A key goal for the Summit is to get both the leaders and the private and NGO stakeholders who will be attending to agree that together we are called to protect our connectedness, not just our territorial security. These developments call for close interactions between governments, the private sector, the scientific community, and non-governmental organizations. The very networks that have enabled globalization bring these dangers closer and make our societies more vulnerable to disruption. The networks themselves are prone to catastrophic disruption, either through aggressive action or because of the sheer complexity of the technology. Yet, these networks remain essential sinews of the global economy and of daily communications. As a result, they require protection. Just as governments used to protect their territories, so they must now protect the networks that connect them and their citizens with the rest of the world. Any truly transformative definition of security must go beyond territorial integrity to include protecting society’s critical functions, the networks that sustain them, and the connections those networks bring with other societies.

Natural changes have made this effort even more urgent. The accelerated melt of Greenland’s ice cap, together with major changes in the Antarctic ice shelf have given all Atlantic nations reasons to band together to address the consequences. The tragic hurricanes that hit England have galvanized the Europeans into action, and Hurricane Lois destroyed in two days what it took the people of New Orleans a decade to rebuild.

That is why the Summit’s headline project—the creation of the public-private Atlantic Movement Management Initiative (AMMI)—is so relevant. AMMI promises to align security and resilience with commercial imperatives in Atlantic movement systems, including shipping, air transport, even the internet. It will improve cooperation among public and private stakeholders and could serve as the core for a more ambitious global governance framework.
AMMI is a prominent example of how the Atlantic Basin Network can serve as midwife for the new Atlantic system that is emerging under globalization. The Atlantic Hemisphere is characterized by new interdependencies, the rise of new actors, a new technological and ecological environment, and new power relationships. Concerted efforts are required to enhance and protect the global economic, political, technological and human flows on which the globalized Atlantic system depends; and to ensure that societies along the Atlantic Basin are resilient enough to capitalize on the opportunities and deal with the potential disruptions they may face. In our increasingly interconnected region, capacity is derived from connectivity. This should prompt Atlantic leaders to strengthen connections to solve shared problems.

The Atlantic Basin Network agenda is ambitious: advancing cooperation on resource and energy connections; promoting trade and investment; coping with migration and integration; building resilient societies; enhancing good governance; investing in health and human development; and fighting organized crime, drugs and other transnational challenges. If the Summit is successful, there is a good chance that this initiative can avoid becoming just another acronym in the alphabet soup of new multilateral groups. In fact, its key strength is its role as an international non-organization—a network of networks that can facilitate robust functional linkages among the Atlantic continents organized around the principle of open regionalism.

I know that our history in dealing with our North Atlantic neighbors could give us pause when contemplating a new initiative bringing us closer together. But as I have outlined here, a host of developments suggest that broad, interwoven, multi-directional hemispheric cooperation is possible. I look forward to working with you to make this first Summit a success.
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Hello Goodbye

January 23, 2020

To: Governor Gifford
From: Your National Security Adviser
Subject: Charting a New Foreign Policy for the 2020 Campaign

The President has staked his Presidency on a reticent America. While that posture fit the national mood in 2016, when the Great Crash forced the country to retrench and resulted in his surprise election, America is in need of the new vision you can provide for the country. Your other campaign memos have focused on domestic policy. This memo reviews the dramatic changes in U.S. foreign policy in recent years and recommends a course of action for you to win the foreign policy debate and ultimately the Presidency.

America’s dramatic retrenchment over the past four years resulted not from overstretch overseas but from fiscal, economic and political problems at home. While wars in Iraq, Afghanistan and North Africa certainly helped to dilute the U.S. position in the world, in the end the country’s failure to tackle its own domestic challenges proved decisive.

A decade ago, America was burdened by a historically unprecedented and ultimately unsustainable national debt; high, persistent unemployment; creaking infrastructure; and declining competitiveness—all exacerbated by polarized politics that blocked the country from tackling any of these challenges effectively. If the situation had been allowed to continue, America’s federal, state and local debt to GDP rate today would have been more than 120 percent. We would have become Greece.

But we never reached that point. When debt hit 100 percent of GDP at the end of 2015, confidence in Washington’s ability to control its debt evaporated, triggering a dollar crisis in global financial markets. China’s announcement that it was cutting back its dollar holdings imposed tremendous pressure on the dollar. The Fed was forced to raise interest rates sharply and President Obama had to revoke his own budget in his last year in office. U.S. authority and influence were badly tarnished, and the appeal of the American model of market-based capitalism was considerably weakened.
Obama’s successor rode into office on a wave of anger at profligate government and the country’s dependence on foreign entanglements. The old center of American politics vanished as chastened Democrats pledged to narrow their focus on those most hurt by the crisis and the Republican party all but collapsed into the Tea Party, its leaders vowing to take a hatchet to the federal budget. It was an ugly and punitive time. No category of federal spending was spared, including entitlements and defense. Each side realized that they had to compromise on some fundamental points. Deficits were cut sharply through a combination of big spending cuts, tax increases and re-imposed budget rules. Despite their very different starting points, both political camps rallied to a new consensus centered on a far more circumspect and reticent America. In short, America’s diminished role was not due to the rise of other powers or external threats; it was a conscious decision by the American people.

Americans have not lost their sense of exceptionalism. But in the 2016 election the American people made it clear that they believed the best way to restore U.S. vigor and strength was to focus on problems at home, not engage in adventures abroad. In this sense the new national mood is more evocative of America’s Jeffersonian tradition, which has always prioritized building a model society that others might emulate, rather than the Wilsonian notion that the U.S. has both a moral duty and a practical need to spread democracy to the ends of the earth. America’s “new normal” consensus is that U.S. attempts to foster regime change abroad have on balance weakened American security, cast whole regions of the world into upheaval, and created whirlpools of instability from which undreamed-of threats later arise. The President himself is a reborn Jeffersonian who never tires of saying that his job is not to spread democracy abroad but to safeguard it at home. He likes to evoke Jefferson’s admonishment to make America “a standing monument for the aim and imitation by other countries.” He has been effective in capitalizing on the widespread belief that the 20th century legacy of protecting Europe and Asia had become outdated and only left America weaker and less competitive.

What has given the President’s message real force, however, has been the Jacksonian storm that swept both houses of Congress. The Jacksonian majority in the House is characterized by antiestablishment populism, strong aversion to government debt, cuts to any
defense programs not clearly focused on the American homeland; skepticism that free trade with low-wage countries benefits Americans; and rejection of the scientific consensus on climate change. These tenets are all energized by a firm belief in America’s “manifest destiny” yet fueled by deep skepticism about America’s ability to create a liberal world order. Born-again Jacksonians believe that the U.S. government should focus like a laser beam on the physical security and narrow economic self-interests of the American people. They are unlikely to support any U.S. military intervention in the name of human rights or any limited aims other than retribution for an attack on the United States. They are prepared to do whatever it takes to defend the country, but they do not believe that U.S. interests are best served by a liberal world order.

This historically unusual amalgam of Jeffersonian and Jacksonian traditions is reflected in the rather solid popular consensus that such global phenomena as outsourcing and offshoring have not only destroyed the viability of low-skill, high-wage manufacturing jobs, but have also displaced many high-skill service activities as well. As a result of this convergence of views, American political leaders are inclined to resist any “entangling” institutional commitments and obligations, and the U.S. Senate is unlikely to ratify any of the pending treaties gathering dust in its subcommittee chambers. The country has turned against the easy rhetoric of free trade and the benefits of international engagement. Popular support for an expansive foreign policy has shriveled; there is little to no support for expensive state-building interventions leading to state-building exercises, such as those in Afghanistan and Iraq. Nor is there any support for the kind of humanitarian interventions to rescue people under assault from their own governments that we’ve seen over the past decade, like Syria, Yemen, or Libya.

This new national consensus gave the President a clear mandate in his first term to reduce America’s footprint abroad and to focus, in his words, on “restoring America’s promise at home.” With support in the Congress, he is engaged in a massive burden-shedding exercise—shedding the burden of defending countries able to defend themselves, abandoning efforts to fix failed states, and focusing on those security challenges that he believes pose the greatest threat to America. Defense spending has been cut dramatically, and the current
BRAC exercise is slated to recommend the complete elimination of the U.S. forward presence in Europe, Japan, and the Middle East, with only a small force in the Strait of Hormuz and a token presence in South Korea.

If the President is re-elected, the changes are likely to be even more dramatic. The President’s goal is to transform America’s security posture from one premised on forward presence to one based on offshore balancing. His key argument is that the most vital U.S. interests are to prevent an attack on the American homeland; to prevent the emergence of any dominant power in Eurasia; and to forestall the emergence of a regional (“oil”) hegemon in the Middle East. The U.S. should not become embroiled in the conflicts of other regions, but should instead promote regional balances of power to thwart any states with hegemonic aspirations. The President has argued that such a strategic shift will not only reduce conflict and make the U.S. safer, it will allow him to reshape the U.S. military to suit this more modest set of objectives, at a price that American taxpayers can swallow. This is the rationale behind his interest in withdrawing U.S. ground forces from Europe and Eurasia (including the Middle East) and assuming an over-the-horizon military posture. He has stated repeatedly that the U.S. should reinsert troops into Eurasia only if regional power balances crumbled.

He has matched these efforts by picking up the pace on nuclear disarmament and really starting to zero. He has ordered unilateral reductions of the U.S. nuclear arsenal that do not depend on Russia or on the Congress, going even beyond the provisions of the 2017 START Reduction Treaty—which is languishing in the Senate—to cut the active U.S. arsenal to 800 weapons and removing all remaining U.S. nuclear bombs in Europe.

The sole area where the President has boosted spending is in homeland security, to protect American soil from terrorist attacks and nuclear threats. His ambitious proposals to create “America’s Shield” has invited great criticism from other countries and generated considerable controversy within his own party. But he is determined to shift the historic calculus governing America’s deterrence strategy from offense to defense.
The President has been effective in arguing that his policy accommodates the rise of emerging powers; shifts the responsibility of defending Euro-Asian powers onto themselves; is unlikely to embroil the U.S. in other countries’ disputes; and is thus both more efficient and effective in defending vital American interests than those wedded to the past. His strategy seeks to turn the emergence of other powers to U.S. advantage. It relies on a balance among many states to maintain U.S. security. All the other great powers are in neighborhoods populated by other would-be powers or dangerous regional foes. In contrast to a world of forward-deployed U.S. forces, which he believes only served to embroil America in others’ disputes and made the U.S. a magnet for others’ resentments, he believes that his approach to a multipolar world has deflected others’ attention toward threats nearer to home, and that self-imposed U.S. restraints have further negated others’ incentives to balance against American power. His approach is based on burden shifting, not burden sharing. It has transformed the U.S. from a regional stabilizer into a balancer of last resort by passing to others the primary responsibility for maintaining regional power balances and stabilizing Europe, East Asia and the Middle East. He argues that encouraging other countries to provide more for their own security, rather than relying on the United States, is a fundamental U.S. interest. Rather than identifying himself with Harry Truman’s admonition that “the buck stops here,” he has essentially passed the buck to other powers to take on the burdens of pacifying their regions, because their security and economic interests are greater. Better them than us, he always says.

The President believes that America is not in the business of solving other peoples’ problems, and can afford to be a bystander in the opening stages of regional conflicts. In most cases, he argues, regional powers will be able to deal with trouble-making neighbors. And in the few instances where they cannot, the U.S., as offshore balancer, can always step in to defeat an aggressor.

Global Impact

The President’s approach, supported by the Jacksonian-Jeffersonian majority in the Congress, has enjoyed some reasonable popular support. Faced with an overstretched military, massive government debt, popular disenchantment with foreign wars, and mounting challenges
at home, Americans have indeed lost their appetite for fixing other people’s problems.

Yet America’s new stance has had various repercussions overseas. Allies who had alternately relied on and recoiled from U.S. global leadership are finding it hard to adjust to America’s retrenchment. The current drawdown and likely full withdrawal of U.S. ground forces from Europe has unnerved governments across the continent. Europeans were particularly surprised when the U.S. failed to join them to address the renewed violence in the Balkans. NATO’s 70th anniversary summit was more funeral than birthday. The message the allies took away from that disaster is that Europe cannot rely on the United States. The effect has been to galvanize European cooperation in some ways, while adding to Europe’s internal disagreements in others. Moreover, some of our relationships, even among some former close allies, have become more selective and situational, so that it has become harder to classify European countries as either allies or adversaries; they cooperate on some issues and resist on others.

Japan, South Korea and Taiwan have also been confused by U.S. retrenchment from its high-profile position in the Asia-Pacific region. They do not want to trade traditional U.S. security support for any collective regional security arrangement. Nonetheless, American reticence and new Asian dynamics point to more intra-Asian, and less Asian-American cooperation. The Administration’s neglect of Taiwan, coupled with the continued rise of Chinese military power, means that the U.S. is no longer able to defend Taiwan from Chinese attack, a reality that could be tested in the near future.

Even as our traditional bonds with Europe and Japan have weakened, many countries have been attracted by China’s alternative development model. Moreover, China is increasingly becoming the epicenter of an increasingly interlinked Asian hemisphere. In fact, greater Asian integration oriented around China is slowly filling the vacuum left by the weakening multilateral order, further undermining that order in the process. The creation of an Asian basket of currencies was perhaps the most visible recent effort by Asians to insulate themselves from financial contagion from volatile Western financial markets; reduce their overreliance on the United States; and facilitate regional economic integration.
Maritime security concerns are providing a rationale for naval buildups and modernization efforts, such as China’s and India’s development of blue-water naval capabilities. India and China can now project naval power to European shores far more easily than European powers can project power to the Pacific. The buildup of regional naval capabilities could lead to increased tensions, rivalries, and counterbalancing moves, but it also will create opportunities for multinational cooperation in protecting critical sea lanes.

Advances by others in science and technology, expanded adoption of irregular warfare tactics by both state and non-state actors, proliferation of long-range precision weapons, and growing use of cyber warfare tactics will increasingly constrict U.S. freedom of action. The multiplicity of influential actors and distrust of vast power means less room for the U.S. to call the shots without the support of strong partnerships.

These trends, of course, are uneven—although China and India compete, they are also rising together. The invention of the next generation of Internet by a joint Chinese-Indian team of scientists should prod us to understand the need to make equally important connections. Early and significant adoption of these technologies is already providing considerable economic advantage to those countries.

Perhaps the greatest impact of a more reticent America, however, has been in the Middle East. Lacking consensus behind a military solution to Iranian development of nuclear-weapons capability, and now faced with a nuclear Iran, the United States declared that it could live with a nuclear-armed Iran—just as it did with China in the 1960s, when China was seen as far more dangerous a rogue state than Iran was at the time. The President has declared that while a nuclear-armed Iran hardly is desirable, neither is it “intolerable,” because it can be contained and deterred successfully by the United States. His explicit extension of the U.S. deterrence umbrella to Israel, Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states, together with Iran’s dual declaration that it would not attack Israel and not supply such weapons to terrorists, have dampened the possibility of a proliferation snowball in the Middle East. Nonetheless, politically the President has distanced himself from Israel, where—as elsewhere in the region—there is consternation about his assertion that America’s new deterrence strategy for the
Middle East did not require an on-the-ground American military presence in the region, and that offshore U.S. air and naval power would provide sufficient deterrent power. Regional fears about a nuclear armed Iran could still trigger an arms race and greater militarization. States in the region worried about Iran and feeling abandoned by the U.S. are developing new security arrangements with external powers, acquiring additional weapons, and some are pursuing their own nuclear ambitions. Episodes of low-intensity conflict taking place under a nuclear umbrella could lead to an unintended escalation and broader conflict if clear red lines between those states involved are not well established.

America’s diminished presence in the Middle East has only accelerated deeper economic ties between that region and Asia. Some two-thirds of Mideast oil exports go to Asia, and some 70 percent of Asian imports are from the Middle East. This pattern is likely to intensify. The U.S. unwillingness to maintain open seas has prompted concern over oil supply routes and is now leading to a China-India naval arms race. Japan, alarmed at the prospect of its oil supplies being disrupted, is engaged in a furious domestic debate about whether to revitalize its naval projection power.

The President’s offshore balancing strategy means that the United States has abandoned any pretense of promoting democratic transformation in the Middle East. Faced with the rise of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, and confronted tribal conflicts resulting in a radical Libyan regime following Gaddafi’s ouster, the United States simply opted out, arguing that it could not successfully pick and chose winners in the region’s politics, and decided to avoid the double risk of becoming entrapped in potential domestic upheavals and thereby giving additional stimulus to radical Islamic terrorists who want to target the United States.

All told, this Administration’s foreign policy is hastening the emergence of an apolar world, as other states rise, globalization quickens, and non-state actors play increasingly influential roles. The relatively predictable relationships and structures of the past have given way to fluid patterns of simultaneous cooperation and competition among the major powers—the U.S., China, the still-fitful EU, Russia, India and Brazil—as each seeks to obtain the best economic and political
advantage for itself while cooperating on issues of common concern. A whole other tier of emerging powers—from Turkey and South Africa to Indonesia and Egypt—are gaming the system, asserting their voice without necessarily buying into international rules or norms of behavior. This pattern is producing unexpected accommodations and temporary alliances. It has generated tensions and made it far harder to build collective responses and to make institutions work. The Brasilia Round of global trade talks—following on the heels of the Doha Round’s failure—itself proved to be stillborn, as other countries have followed the U.S. call to “take care of their own.”

As a result, U.S. influence is not what it once was. Both Beijing and Moscow diluted international efforts to pressure the government in Nigeria to end its tragic conflict. The joint EU-Chinese peacekeeping operation in Africa foundered. Resource nationalism has reappeared as countries scramble to secure supplies of raw materials, food, water and energy.

This is not a world conducive to American interests. Apolarity has increased the number and nature of threats and vulnerabilities facing the United States. These threats can take the form of rogue states, terrorist groups, energy producers that choose to reduce their output, or central banks whose action or inaction can create conditions that affect the role and strength of the U.S. dollar.

Your challenge in the coming campaign will be to convince the American people that a world without America is a dangerous world for Americans. The government may be broke, but America is not poor. To advance American interests and values, the United States must reinvest and reengage. It is time to embark on a new course.

**Winning Back the Presidency—and America**

For the moment, the traditional internationalist alliance between those who believe that open commerce and an activist U.S. political and military presence are the best means to ensure American prosperity and security is on the defensive. America’s Wilsonian impulse—the notion that the United States has both a moral obligation and an important national interest in spreading American democratic and social values throughout the world, creating a peaceful international community that accepts the rule of law—has been muted.
But the President was wounded in his own party’s early primaries by Senator Cartwright’s charge that his extreme policies had sacrificed our allies and our interests. Similarly, your initial statements challenging your primary opponents, most of whom still cling to the rhetoric of retrenchment, have resonated with an activist core of supporters. If you are to win the foreign policy debate and with it not only our party’s nomination but the election, your challenge will be to unite this internationalist core, which straddles both parties as well as independent voters.

The President’s improbable election was due to a unique moment in American political life when economic crisis coincided with a surge of populist political energy and a significant loss of popular confidence in establishment institutions, ranging from mainstream media and the foreign policy and defense and intellectual establishments to the financial and corporate leadership and the government itself. The failure of political leaders of the time to break out of their petty bickering and to tackle the mounting pressures on America’s position at home and abroad unleashed a populist backlash of striking proportions. Yet this constellation is uneasy, unsustainable, and vulnerable to change.

You should have no illusions—your call for a revival of America’s internationalist impulse will be difficult. If done right, however, your message could resonate with the forgotten mainstream. In retrospect these past four years have perhaps been an inevitable corrective, a necessary interlude, a painful *intermezzo* of realigning ends and means. But the President has made mistakes, the country is on the rebound, and there is a growing realization—which you can capture—that America cannot simply retreat from the world. Voters are turning away from the President’s message of sullen retrenchment and are receptive to a new message of progress. This is your opportunity.

Your opponent’s call to “take care of our own” is resonant in America today. Indeed, the need for domestic renewal is self-evident. But how do we “take care of our own” in a world where it takes seconds to transfer wealth, minutes to flash news, or hours to transmit diseases from one continent to another? An apolar world of disparate itinerant and diffident powers will not help us cope with new diseases, civilian disasters, conflicts over resources or the breakdown of world trade. America’s domestic renewal requires America’s active engagement
abroad. The affairs of the world have become too deeply integrated into the fabric of our lives for us simply to ignore the rest of the globe while we concentrate on our domestic priorities. Foreign policy must be founded on a renewal of our domestic strength; yet we cannot rebuild our domestic strength in opposition to an active foreign policy.

America cannot sustain an effective foreign policy unless the American people are confident that our actions abroad serve our interests at home. America still has greater capacity over more dimensions of power than any other country, and traditionally has been better connected to all other countries than they have been to each other. The problem is that in our decade of retrenchment we have allowed all of this to atrophy. We have cut ourselves off from a critical source of American strength—the openness of our country and our people. You have the opportunity to challenge the prevailing consensus and to build a new domestic coalition to reestablish American vigor at home and abroad.

You must be clear that the need for constructive engagement is not a call for a new unilateralism. It is an effort to reconcile our domestic needs with our international challenges. What is required is a fusion of our values and our interests. As the next American President, you have the opportunity to break the cycle of expansive idealism alternating with narrow self-interest—both, at heart, forms of unilateralism. It is time to build a consensus on new priorities.

Today’s apolar world is an increasingly difficult and dangerous one for America. That is why you have a chance to change the terms of debate—to emerge from our decade of retrenchment to encourage a greater degree of global integration, establish a core group of governments and others committed to cooperative multilateralism to help manage apolarity and increase the odds that the international system will not deteriorate or disintegrate. To win the Presidency, you must tackle this mood head-on and energize a new coalition of internationalists; free-trade pragmatists; and value-centered voters.

You must make the case that there is no substitute for American leadership, but in an era of lowered expectations and resources such leadership must be of a different kind. There will be a premium on consultation and coalition building and on a diplomacy that encourages cooperation when possible and shields such cooperation from the fallout of inevitable disagreements.
There are positives upon which to build. Anti-Americanism has diminished, and no Great Power rival or set of rivals has emerged to challenge the United States. Yet overall the situation is troubling. Your platform should focus on one clear message: the United States can and must take steps to reduce the chances that an apolar world will become a cauldron of instability.

A key point of attack is that there is little evidence that others are willing to share U.S. global burdens. Washington has pulled back, but others have not come forward to share the burden, they have moved into spaces created by U.S. absence to extract as much advantage as they can for themselves. China’s rush to lock down reliable long-term access to natural resources has led Beijing to aggressively buy commodities in Africa, Latin America and other emerging markets. Your challenge that the President was “asleep at the switch” when Russia forcefully re-annexed Georgia was a bright moment of challenge that forced many to reconsider their approach, even though in the end it failed to either stop Russia’s actions or to swing the national mood. Europe’s failure to step into the breach, however, affirms your argument that even though the U.S. has stepped back others have not stepped forward. The result is a more disorderly and less prosperous world.

In fact, you can make a strong case that the rising powers are simply not ready or willing to stand up for a vast set of principles—the collective defense of democracy, nuclear nonproliferation, trade liberalization, international criminal justice, environmental protection, respect for human rights—that have been enshrined in many international and regional treaties and agreements and that are essential to America’s own security, prosperity and democracy. Constructing this web of international norms was the mission of two generations of American leaders, supported by the American people. It was slow and painful work over decades, and now it is unraveling. The “new” powers are still wedded to old principles—sovereignty, self-determination, non-intervention, and autonomous economic development. They are not ready to abandon their traditional stance favoring nonintervention over the collective defense of human rights and democracy.... Trying to gain greater status without a road map, they fall back on their default option: the rhetoric and posturing of bygone days, invoking national sovereignty and nonintervention, calling for limited interna-
tional jurisdiction, and defending the application of different standards to different nations. Unfortunately, this mood is resonant within America as well. Whereas many Americans and Europeans especially over the last half a century championed cosmopolitan norms of individual rights over collective rights of state sovereignty, actors such as China, Russia and India continue to jealously guard the norms of self-determination, autonomy and sovereignty.

The U.S. did continue one key element of its previous policy framework: it has resisted the further spread of nuclear weapons and unguarded nuclear materials. Given their destructive potential, this effort remains extremely important. But as part of our retrenchment we have shied away from any additional security assurances and defensive systems that could be provided to states which might otherwise feel compelled to develop nuclear programs of their own to counter those of their neighbors. And we have abandoned our ability to work with other key countries to impose robust sanctions—on occasion backed by armed force—to influence the behavior of would-be nuclear states.

In short, you can make a good case that our retrenchment from the world’s affairs only hurts us more. Ten years ago, the basic complaint was about the U.S. having too much power; today the even worse—perhaps far worse—challenge is that the U.S. has too little of it.

The way forward is not to propose sweeping adjustments to questions of global governance, but to use U.S. power and its connections to other powers to forge limited coalitions for specific ends. The U.S. should actively form issue-specific major power groupings, most of which will be steered by Washington, that seek to reach informal bargains that can shape broader agreements in more formal mechanisms such as the IMF, NPT or the UN. The Major Economies Forum developed this way, and did the Nuclear Security Group. Such efforts are a relatively effective and efficient mechanism through which to advance U.S. interests and structure relations with other key powers in an apolar world. This is the age of minilateralism.
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Memorandum for the Chancellor
Subject: Your Attendance at the Euromark Council

It is somewhat ironic that your meeting with the Euromark Council falls almost exactly 10 years after the European Union first agreed to a bailout package in an effort to stabilize Greece’s then-massive debt. At that time, European leaders asserted that Europe has always moved forward through crisis—and this would be true again for the eurozone.

Instead, that decision—or rather, the weakness of it—appears to have been the catalyst which, given underlying trends, set in motion the chain of events that has brought us to the decision before the Euromark Council this weekend: whether to put the Reinfeldt Commission’s recommendations for a new European Confederation up to individual member states for ratification. If approved, those states invited to ratify will remain part of a single market and currency zone; the rest will remain outside with loose political coordination among all. The practical effect will simply be to recognize the reality that has set in over the past several years: that the dream of a unified Europe that motivated an earlier generation will never be realized, and instead that the “euromark zone” will be recognized as the new core Europe. And within the euromark zone, Germany will continue to be an even more dominant player than it had been in the old eurozone.

It is worth retracing the steps that brought us to this point. When the eurozone crisis first hit ten years ago, the Lisbon Treaty had just been put into effect. Yet the centrifugal forces pulling Europe apart were already well at work.

Underlying Economic Factors

On the economic side, the most important of these was the interplay between globalization and demographics. In the preceding 50 years, Europe had built a social welfare model based on a large working population, with a globally competitive economic output, support-
ing a modest elderly population. Each of these foundations, however, had changed by the time of the eurozone crisis.

When women joined the workforce, Europe’s working population continued to grow, even as total population growth stabilized and began to reverse. Once women were “in,” however, the overall size of the working population itself began to decline, while improvements in health care meant that the size of the retired population continued to grow. This alone would have been enough to put pressure on state budgets as the costs of pensions and health care for the non-working population could not be borne by the size of the residual workforce.

But the rise of lower-cost, less regulated economies around the world meant that while the population was changing, jobs and productivity gradually migrated away from Europe as well, leaving this smaller European workforce without the income-generating possibilities needed to sustain this old economic model.

Immigration has done little to change this dynamic—and indeed Europe’s failure to manage its immigration issues has been one of the key components of EU decline. As we have failed to create mechanisms to attract and retain high-skilled labor, Europe has become a magnet for the unskilled, which has only fueled political conflict and given rise to the populist movements that have entered parliaments all across the continent. And even though Europe feared that the revolutions sweeping the Arab world in 2011 and 2012 would generate a massive immigration from North Africa that would bring low-wage workers into a weak economy where there were already not enough jobs for the existing European workforce, in fact the opposite happened. As the “Arab Lion” economies took off, immigration dwindled and even some long-resident populations returned home, further depriving Europe of the influx of human talent it has needed. Although the United States, in its own chaotic way, managed to adapt through population growth, deregulation, and drastic reform of social programs, Europe was literally shrinking.

A further factor was the self-imposed cost of Europe’s regulatory choices, most importantly in the energy sector. The year 2010—or perhaps a few years before—marked the beginning of the transformation of global energy markets. Prices of traditional fuels began to rise dramatically as newly developing economies used them to power eco-
nomic growth. Because they endured almost no costs on the back end by burning them “cleanly,” they were able to bid up prices on the front end, raising costs to all consumers.

Those developed nations that invested in market-competitive alternatives—nuclear power in China, Russia, India Brazil and (belatedly) the United States, shale gas in North America, etc.—were able to absorb the impact of the rising cost of traditional fuels. Much of Europe, unfortunately, was not.

The nuclear standards imposed by Europe—as the German price for continued French and central European development—meant that nuclear power was never the cheap alternative it could have been. The European ban on shale gas production after the 2014 Krakow disaster meant that Europe’s only access to natural gas was from Russia’s monopolistic and diminishing supply, or from LNG—in either case pushing the price of gas in Europe today to nearly 4 times global market levels. And finally, the European mandate on renewables has added as much as a further 35 percent to the cost of electricity production in Europe as compared with global markets.

The high costs of energy have had a significant effect on prices throughout the European economy, and in turn have led to a modest reversal of low external tariffs, as well as diminished European role as an innovation economy. It is simply faster, cheaper, and easier to develop new technologies and processes on the spot in places like India—where they can be brought from drawing board to mass-market in nearly a single and constant motion. European-owned capital, while still significant, invests, profits, and re-invests largely outside of European territory.

**The Euro Collapse**

It was these underlying factors, setting the conditions for fundamental financial unsustainability, that lay behind the eurozone collapse in 2013, and the continued weakness of the euromark and wider European economy today. Bailouts and austerity measures might have worked, had the underlying factors been favorable. But it became clear to markets, and eventually to European leaders, that no amount of bailout money or painful austerity measures could compensate for these underlying fundamentals.
The European social model had to be reworked—and it had to be applied differently across different member states based on their underlying economic fundamentals. While some could sustain a more generous system, most could not. Once the first debt restructuring was announced in Greece, the floodgates were open. The run on Greece led to the runs on Portugal and Spain. The other eurozone members saw the price of their debt skyrocket to unsustainable levels. What had previously been unthinkable—the dissolution of the eurozone—instead became the only means of self-preservation for the healthy and stressed economies alike. The new “euromark” in the north was all that could be salvaged—and that in turn became the foundation of the two-speed Europe that has since emerged.

As you know more than perhaps any other leader, even this euro-mark zone remains under long-term economic pressure. The competition from Asia, South Asia, the Middle East, and the Americas remains exceptionally tough, and structural realities within the euro-mark zone mean that fiscal and monetary policy options remain extremely limited. But at least the well-being of the population in this zone has remained somewhat stable, whereas much of the rest Europe has suffered steep declines in per capita income.

This new, northern Europe also rests more squarely on the shoulders of Germany than the EU as a whole ever did. Indeed, the EU at its origins was created as a way to constrain Germany. Today, German militarism is barely a historical memory, while Germany’s fiscal discipline, strong industries, and global trading relationships are more important than ever in sustaining the vitality of the euromark area. And while the euromark zone cannot financially prop up the governments of southern Europe, the underlying strength of the euromark economy has spillover effects that benefit the entire continent.

The southern European states have managed to stabilize currencies and government finances at lower levels of real wages and GDP per capita than had been the case in the old eurozone. While this is a decrease in prosperity on paper, and indeed in reality, it is less significant in practice than expected. The persistence of gray economies, seasonal tourist economies, small-scale agriculture, together with cultural and lifestyle differences with northern Europe have meant that
the “decline” in the south has been relatively modest, and the region’s economies are now more stable than before.

The euromark zone has also helped stabilize a more constructive relationship with Russia. Russia continues to suffer from its own problems—worse than the rest of Europe, with declining population, a long-term public health crisis, lack of robust economic diversification, internal ethnic and religious strife, and decaying infrastructure. Russia continues to be a major source of energy for the euromark zone, but the euromark zone itself now enjoys a diversity of supplies and a healthy balance sheet, meaning Russia is an economic partner, but has no capacity for mischief affecting Europe.

**A Less Perfect Union**

It is important to review these economic fundamentals from several years ago, because they led to the political changes that define the Europe we face today.

First among these was the rise of nationalist movements on the right in virtually every EU member state. Initially dismissed as fringe elements, these movements have now become the dominant political forces shaping every European state—much as the Social Democratic movements had done during the period of European construction starting in the 1960s. The difference, however, is that today’s movements mark a clear departure from the concept of European “solidarity” that had been championed for so many years. The dream of Europe was seen as an alternative to the dream of strength and prosperity, and publics opted for strength and prosperity at a national level instead.

The politics in each member state is now principally driven by the health of the nation: national well-being, national finances, religious and ethnic affirmation. Whereas the Lisbon Treaty has aimed to build a more integrated Europe through more empowered institutions, the unanticipated effect was that nationalist movements were able to use the new structures to tie central European institutions into knots while they advanced national agendas at home.

This is not to say that the concept of “Europe” has been fully removed from the vocabulary. Rather, it is the meaning of this concept to average Europeans that has changed fundamentally. Instead of a
concept that defines oneself, it is instead a concept that defines one’s neighborhood. Whereas publics in an earlier era, thinking of themselves as “European,” accepted costs, direction, identity, sacrifice—and expected benefits as well—from European Union institutions, publics today accept neither the costs nor the benefits beyond the national level. Europe is back to being a geographic concept, not a political one.

With such changed expectations, the de facto development of a two-speed Europe—the ten euromark countries in the north, and the remainder in the periphery—was only a natural extension. And indeed, seven years on, this looser Europe appears to be stable and even hopeful.

**Cheap Security**

Perhaps the one bit of good news is that no serious security threats appear to affect Europe. Violence and instability in the Middle East has been replaced with booming economies. Radical Islam has marginalized itself as a political force as Muslim reformers have shown publics a better life on this earth. The terrorism that hit its peak in the 2000’s has retreated as a threat to Europe. Though nuclear weapons have spread to 17 nations, the likelihood of their use—and particularly use against any part of Europe—remains extremely low. Russia remains consumed by its internal disintegration. And the regional conflicts in which Europe was engaged a decade ago—Afghanistan, Libya, Syria—have long since ended.

All this means that Europe’s maintenance of minimal national defense establishments—no more than a quarter percent of GDP—still carries little risk. While Europe is not able to mount substantial military operations, even for UN peacekeeping missions, the need to do so is also practically non-existent. The United States and South Asia continue to lead on global security matters. Europe is able to contribute to international “policing” operations where appropriate, and usually along its own periphery, but has long since given up the unnecessary ambition to lead truly international operations, or take part in more aggressive interventionist operations. Meetings at NATO’s cavernous headquarters in Brussels, though embarrassing and anachronistic, are also largely irrelevant, especially since the United States has stopped attending at ministerial level. The United States
looks outside of Europe for dealing with hard security issues, and security issues internal to Europe are outside of NATO’s purview.

As with much else, the real issues on security are dealt with at a national level—intelligence, police, cyber, borders. The widespread use of biometric scanners linked to detailed personal data profiles has allowed the eurozone to maintain a single external border for its core continental members, while their use throughout the rest of Europe states adds to the security of Europe as a whole. All of this has come at far lower cost than the prior investment in high-end conventional military equipment, which was unaffordable in difficult economic times and went largely unused.

**A Distant United States**

The lack of any real security threats is also important because it means the growing U.S. distance from Europe is of little relevance. While Europe lurched from internal crisis to internal crisis, the United States grappled with its own internal crises. The United States, however, has re-emerged as a strong global political, economic and military player.

After coming to the brink of financial ruin in 2013—when in parallel with the euro’s collapse, markets began dumping U.S. Treasury bonds—President Obama and the Republican-controlled Senate and House hammered out a massive restructuring of public finances that slashed social and defense spending and raised revenue through tax reform. At the same time, substantial industry de-regulation was introduced (especially in the energy sector, and at the expense of environmental and labor concerns) in an effort to lure economic activity back to the United States from outsourcing abroad.

Though extraordinarily painful for the first few years—resulting in the weakest showing of the Democratic Party since the Civil War in the 2016 elections—the U.S. economy began rebounding in 2017 and is now experiencing strong growth. The effect of a rebounding U.S. economy has tied it even more tightly to Asia, South Asia and Latin America, which are enjoying strong growth of their own.

In short, the Bush Administration’s unilateralism and the Obama Administration’s cool *insouciance* toward Europe were not aberrations,
but in fact harbingers of what is now a deeply embedded reorientation of the United States to the newly developed world. While the combined US-NATO-EU Summits were relegated to “one-per-Administration” events, APEC, U.S.-ASEAN, OAS, and bilateral U.S.-India, U.S.-China and U.S.-Brazil summits are now all at the top of the U.S. priority list. And as these relationships have matured, the contributions of newly developed countries to global peace and security have largely replaced those made by Europe in the last century.

*The New Core Europe*

All this brings us back to the subject of this weekend’s Euromark Council meeting. The 2015 Luxembourg summit took the first steps in cleaning up the debris of the eurozone collapse: amending the Lisbon Treaty, eliminating layers of accumulated Brussels bureaucracy, establishing coordination mechanisms between euromark and non-euromark European economies, and restoring national sovereignty over nearly all but pure Single-Market issues.

This weekend’s gathering will complete that task. It will seek to codify what has stabilized as a less ambitious but more sustainable European order. Gone are the dreams of Europe being a major global actor, of a single Union, an economic powerhouse able to use its strength to leverage soft power in the world. In its place is a diverse Europe with a Single Market, but with significant variance in economic performance, living standards, and external relations.

For the periphery, this has been a mixed bag. Ironically, in Greece, which was the catalyst of the eurozone collapse, day-to-day life has been only marginally affected. While there is little economic growth and wealth creation, and social spending has been slashed since its heyday in the 2000’s, the people remain close to agriculture, fishing, and family—and tourism has continued to bring cash into the economy. For Ireland, however, times have been exceptionally hard. In either case, however, it is clear that euromark citizens do not have the capacity to sustain the economies of the periphery.

And yet amid all this, the euromark zone, with its emphasis on economic centralism but political pluralism, has proven itself an effective model for a more modest core Europe. Stripping away the residual baggage of past structures will allow the euromark zone to reform—
tackling more deeply some of the economic fundamentals that caused the collapse of the old eurozone in the first place. If leaders seize this opportunity, it can give an outlook to more robust economic growth in the euromark zone in the future, which can become a driver of growth in the neighboring non-euromark areas.
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With a Little Help from My Friends

June 9, 2020

Memorandum for the President
Subject: Your Participation in the U.S.-EU and G-20 Summits

As you approach the last U.S.-EU and G-20 Summits of the first term of your Presidency, Asia, South Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East are all booming, but the United States and Europe are not. And this confronts the West with some fundamental questions: Is the era of Western global leadership now over? With our emphasis on democratic values, rule of law, private sector economics, and long-ago developed national infrastructure and economies, can we ever successfully compete with the newly developed economies around the world? And is the world now irretrievably moving away from free markets and free trade as the basis of the global economy?

It is too early to know the answers with certainty. One tends to believe that the pendulum always swings back to center. But the possibility that what we are living through is a long-term, structural, one-way shift in global power, resources, and values is worth pondering. And whether or not this is truly the case, the fact that it is an open question is reason enough to consider some radical proposals for reinforcing the U.S.-European partnership that has languished in the past 20 years. If we do nothing, the developing world will continue to eat our lunch; the alternative may be higher external walls, around a single transatlantic marketplace. That, at least, is the European proposal coming into the U.S.-EU Summit, and as hard as it would be to implement, it is certainly worth exploration.

Brave New World

Though we are used to the shape of the global economy today, it is worth recalling just how much it has changed over the past 10 years. China is likely to surpass U.S. GDP next year—far faster than anyone had predicted just 10 years ago, and India is nearing two-thirds of U.S. GDP. Trade between them has grown exponentially—and indeed trade among all countries excluding the U.S. and Europe now accounts for over 80 percent of global trade.
The non-transatlantic nations now account for over two-thirds of all energy production, energy consumption, foreign direct investment destinations, new patents, kilometers of high-speed rail lines, global tourism expenditure and destinations for global tourism, and spending on movies and music. And they account for seven-eighths of the world’s population—so there is still room to expand. In short, in just about every conceivable measure of economic performance and cultural output, the traditional transatlantic share of the world has fallen to the status of a distinct minority, and trendlines point to more of the same.

The only area where the transatlantic community still leads the world is debt—which, though reduced as a share of GDP from the crises of 2012 and 2013, still remains extraordinarily high (averaging over two-thirds of GDP across the transatlantic community) given the difficulty in cutting long-assumed social benefits to an aging population, while paying for them with a barely growing workforce.

Moreover, it is not only the quantity of the rest of the world’s weight that has changed. It is also the quality. A whopping 40 percent of non-transatlantic GDP—and a majority in strategic industries—is controlled by state-run enterprises. The majority of goods are traded among countries where at least one of them does not have a free-floating currency—so while prices are nominally set by global markets, in reality they are set by state regulators.

While the United States and Europe have tried to emphasize renewable energy and reduced CO₂ emissions, these efforts have been dwarfed by the rest of the world’s massive consumption of traditional energy supplies with a view toward fueling rapid growth at the lowest possible cost, meaning that global emissions have continued to rise and are now at double-digit rates of increase.

This has also given rise to significant resource competition among the newly developed countries, pushing up global prices in nearly all areas—from foodstuffs to energy to minerals to water—and affecting the U.S. and European economies significantly, even though we are not driving the change. Thus far, this resource competition has remained in the economic sphere—though it remains possible it could spill over into political or military competition as well.
Although the majority of populations live in countries that we would consider genuine democracies—with China being the main exception—the behavior of most countries in global markets is more one of mercantilist nationalism rather than liberal internationalism. And while committed to democracy at home in most cases, their interest in seeking to advance democratic values abroad is nearly non-existent.

Domestically, in both the United States and Europe, growth has been stagnant for a decade. Jobs lost in the Great Recession have not returned, simply because the cost structures and bureaucratic rigidities on both sides of the Atlantic—as well as their stagnant markets—make it easier to create growth and jobs just about anywhere else in the world. And the ease of global communications and transportation has continued to make the actual location of an industry less and less relevant to its global success.

**Shift in Global Security**

Alongside the shift in economic weight has been the shift in global security challenges, and in security capacity. While the United States remains the world’s largest military power by expenditure, China continues to pour money into new equipment and capabilities, and is able to get far more “bang for the buck.” This has prompted growing military spending by others in Asia—including Taiwan, Japan, Korea, Indonesia, India and Singapore—leading to a tense but stable military balance in which the United States has become more of a foot on the scales rather than a singularly dominant military force.

The same can be said for the Broader Middle East region. Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Israel, Egypt, Syria and Turkey are all beefing up defense establishments as deterrents against each other.

The geographic foci of the world’s most intense security competition has shifted to the South China Sea, the Indo-Chinese and Indo-Pakistani borders, Egypt/Saudi Arabia-Iran, the unified Korea and China, and internal borders within southeast Asia. The Israeli-Palestinian conflict—while still unresolved—is by comparison relatively quiet.

Iran’s acquisition of nuclear weapons has led to a flurry of other states acquiring nuclear weapons as well, creating a new era of “balance of terror” deterrence, in which Europe and the United States are
largely on the sidelines. Fortunately, the simultaneous growth of democratic practices throughout the Broader Middle East and South Asia, including Iran, has given a higher degree of responsible civilian oversight to these multiple nuclear programs.

Russia has proven to be neither a threat nor a partner. Its early ambitions under President Putin for a resource-nationalism-based revival of Russian power and a Russian sphere of influence have come to naught. Russia has enjoyed neither the resource-based income it has sought, nor the good governance needed to put such resources to strategic purpose. Its neighbors, meanwhile, have grown increasingly independent economically, politically, and culturally over the past 25 years, diminishing Russia’s influence still farther.

In this new global environment, NATO has become largely irrelevant. The Afghanistan and Libya operations ended long ago, and NATO has retreated to the popular but largely unnecessary task of protecting European territory against military attack. This is due in no small measure to the fact that, on the one hand, Europe has largely stepped out of military affairs, unwilling to fund more than minimalist defense establishments for purely territorial defense, and on the other, the United States has turned its focus clearly to the areas in the Middle East and Asia where today’s security problems actually reside. European partners are unable to bring much to the table in these areas, while regional partners have become indispensable for managing regional security competition.

The Decline of Atlanticism

Given all these trends—and the challenges they imply for the United State and Europe—it is therefore surprising to look back in hindsight and see that transatlantic cooperation grew weaker at the same time that the rest of the world was growing stronger.

Rather than joining together because of common values and interests, we allowed the weaknesses of our politics and finances to dictate our relationships. Each side of the Atlantic has actively pursued its own relationships with Asia, with South Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America. This has mostly taken the form of seeking buyers for Western debt securities, and agreeing to structured business deals brokered directly with foreign governments and their state-owned
entities. These activities have only served to reinforce the growing state role in the global economic order, rather than international economic liberalism.

Just as these weaknesses in our economies and finances drove us to pursue other relationships with greater vigor, likewise the weakness in our political vision did the same for diplomatic relationships. While the EU-Asia and EU-Africa and EU-Latin America summits—and their American equivalents—have all blossomed, U.S.-EU summits were reduced from twice yearly to annually to once every two years and now to once in four. After NATO in 2016 closed the doors on its Afghanistan operation—its longest, most demanding, and least successful—a NATO summit was held since at the beginning of your term of office, in 2017, and not again since. The next will only be held again in the next term, if then. The G8 has long-since stopped meeting, giving way in full to the G20 instead.

**G20—A Troubling Agenda**

This brings us full circle to the U.S.-EU and G20 meetings at hand. The Chinese, as G20 hosts, have proposed a new “rules of the road” document aimed at solidifying principles of state-led growth and trade. This includes exempting state-to-state contracts, and state-entity to state-entity contracts from WTO rules. It includes international recognition of privileged “easements” negotiated by states and state-owned entities for unique access to key resources. It explicitly forbids linkage of contractual arrangements between states or state-owned entities to “conditionality” on democracy, human rights, or other issues of governance. The list goes on.

Of course even the Chinese know the G-20 is a fig-leaf organization. It is the bilateral and sub-regional deals that have grown to dominate the newly developed world’s economic interactions. Nonetheless, the Chinese aim is to get an international endorsement of the type of bilateral economic deals they have been pursuing successfully for many years. Their behind-the-scenes diplomacy and deal-making has bought them support among a majority of the G20 nations, who are attracted to the predictability implied in the Chinese approach (and the fact that it legitimizes their state-driven trade practices in any event). There will be a heavy push for agreement at the meeting in
Shenzhen—and even in the absence of full agreement due to U.S. and European objections, the substance of the document will be put into practice by the majority of G20 states anyway.

From a transatlantic perspective, however, this new rulebook—whether agreed formally or implemented as a matter of practice—is a direct assault on the liberal economic order that has benefited the global economy, and been sustained through the IMF, WTO and other organizations, for decades. We have lived through the erosion of this order in practice; it is another thing to consign it to history as a matter of decision. Indeed, perhaps the time has come to push back with a new initiative for a liberal marketplace, centered on the transatlantic community.

**Reinvesting in the Transatlantic Market**

That is what makes this upcoming U.S.-EU summit—two days ahead of the G20 meeting—one of the more important ones we have had in decades. In days gone by, we used to think of the world as “the West and the Rest.” Under today’s conditions, however, it is “the Rest” that have moved forward, and “the West” that has been reduced in relevance. Given the shifts in economic weight and dynamism, we may be unable in the short term to exert much influence on the economic development going on in the rest of the world. But we do have the opportunity to affect our own “internal” transatlantic economy and political cooperation, and lay the groundwork for potentially greater influence down the road.

To do this, Europe has proposed an ambitious agenda for the U.S.-EU summit. This includes the creation of a single transatlantic marketplace. The establishment of a joint regulatory authority, with mutual recognition and eventual harmonization of existing regulatory regimes. The elimination of restrictions on the movement of people, capital and goods across Europe, Canada and the United States. The adoption of fiscal and monetary policy guidelines, including deficit and debt limits, to help smooth the operation of a single transatlantic market. The raising of external tariffs around this market. The establishment of joint political-consultative bodies to oversee implementation of these proposals over renewable 5-year periods.
Even just two years ago, these proposals would have seemed ridiculous in scope, dangerously protectionist, and correspondingly impossible to imagine implementing. As the balance of economic power has shifted away from the transatlantic community, however, we are less and less able to assure our own individual economic well-being, or to influence the operation of a global marketplace along liberal economic lines.

If trends continue as they now stand, we will see the continued erosion of wealth, jobs, market share, and technological innovation within our own community. It is therefore worth serious consideration whether the creation of a billion-strong Transatlantic Single Market can help to reignite economic dynamism in the transatlantic area, in order to exert a greater influence on the development of the global marketplace.

To be sure, just as we object to the Chinese agenda, there are elements of the European agenda to which we would object as well—and equally, demands we would have, such as on reducing Europe’s own labor market rigidities and budget deficits, and relaxing some environmental restrictions. Still, the potential benefits to the United States of “fair” competition within a larger transatlantic market may help offset the increasingly “unfair” competition of a dynamic yet state-led “rest” of the world.

It will not be possible to reach agreement on such a transatlantic agenda in a single meeting. Still—just as the Chinese agenda will not go away even when it is not formally endorsed at the G20 meeting, the idea of a transatlantic marketplace should not go away even though it is fraught with difficulty. It may be the only way to restore our own economic weight and credibility before it is too late.
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Section I
Rising Powers
Powers have risen and fallen throughout history, but the particulars of their rise and fall can be understood only in their specific historical context. The most recent rise of “emerging” or “pivotal” powers concerns a group of countries which do not belong to the circle of advanced industrial democracies (“the West”). It takes place in the post-Cold War system of international relations and its specific arrangements of governance. This “system” (the sum of interactions across national boundaries) and its specific arrangements of governance (i.e., the present “international order”), which evolved out of the post-war settlement following World War II, has been characterized a) materially, by a highly dynamic social and economic environment, shaped by rapid and far-reaching scientific and technological advances, and b) politically, by the “post-Cold War settlement,” which in the early 1990s replaced the rather rigid security framework of bipolarity under the East-West conflict. In this system, the dynamics of interdependence which during the Cold War had largely been confined to international relations outside the communist bloc and its allies, were expanded to engulf those parts of the globe, as well. The post-Cold War international order re-affirmed many of the original principles of the post-World War II order, but soon turned out to be much less durable.¹

The dynamics of the post-World War II international order offered rising powers avenues for expansion from very early on, and has continued to do so. But this expansion came at a price: successive waves of integrating newcomers led to a serious erosion of the “liberal interna-

tional order” within which they took place.\(^2\) Over the last two decades, in particular, this order thus has come under increasing strain, largely as a result of diffusion of power within the system, but also of its own successes and its inherent contradictions. Policy mistakes and domestic political dynamics also played a role.

Against this background of an increasingly fragile international order, the most recent wave of rising powers represents a further serious challenge to the governability of this existing international order—but not a fundamental challenge in terms of demands for a “new international order.” The new powers want to have a say on policy substance and policy execution, as well as more of a voice, more power and a better status in the extant arrangements of governance within the present order, but not any fundamental, revolutionary reconstitution of that order; after all, the existing order enabled them to rise, and they thus are its beneficiaries. This is true only for the international order at the global level, however: at the regional level, for example in the Persian Gulf and East Asia, some of those emerging powers do challenge existing arrangements of order in ways which are fundamental and could have critical consequences for the system as a whole.

Among the rising powers, China stands out as being in a class of its own, and it will likely remain there for several decades to come. Beyond China, at a lower level, for different reasons and in a different category, Iran also poses a particularly difficult problem from the perspective of international order. China challenges the dominant position of the U.S. in the security architecture of East Asia, and already today, its diplomacy has a global reach; Beijing could thus plausibly develop into a superpower rival to America. Iran certainly does not have that potential, but it does represent a serious challenge to U.S. dominance in the Persian/Arabian Gulf region and the Middle East.

In this new world of international relations, the transatlantic community still would appear best placed to serve as crystallizing focus and catalyst for effectuating international order: the only other plausible alternative that could mobilize sufficient power resources and purpose to do so would be the “G-2”—with America and China acting together as an alternative core for efforts to maintain international order.

order. That alternative may still come about by default, if the transatlantic community fails to rise to the situation, but it still seems far-fetched. In any case, to be viable and sustainable, any future international order will depend on cooperation by others, beyond that core of America and either Europe (and Japan) or China. The rise of new powers therefore confronts governments of the transatlantic community and Japan with the need first to secure the required degree of cooperation among themselves, and then to accommodate others, both in terms of specific policy solutions and institutional arrangements of global governance. To be able to impress its own aspirations and concerns on the international order of, say, 2020, which is likely to be much more complex and contested than that of 2000 or even 2010, the transatlantic community would have to lead by example, by persuasion, and by broad-based international legitimacy for its policy proposals built on perceptions of responsibility and fairness.

The Context: A Liberal Institutional Framework, with U.S. Hegemony at its Core, But Problems Galore

The present international system is characterized materially by processes of rapidly deepening and widening transnational interdependence, propelled outward by technological dynamism and market exchanges (globalization); politically, it is marked by a liberal international order, dominated by the United States as its founder and hegemon. As any order, this order contains its share of inherent tensions and contradictions, such as

- the tension between the expansive exploitation of economic opportunities (e.g., the switch from coal to oil in global energy or the opening of new markets in the South) and the imperatives of political control (such as containment of the Soviet Union or, more recently, the “management” of China’s rise);

- the tension between the need to procure common public goods to sustain systemic order and the ability and willingness

---

of the hegemon to shoulder the costs implicit in providing those goods, and—related to this -

- the difficulties in securing adequate and legitimate arrangements for burden sharing between the hegemon and its allies;
- the dilemma of squaring efficiency with legitimacy in global governance;
- the tension between military and non-military forms of influence and control;
- the problem of persuading domestic audiences, particularly in the U.S., but also among its principal allies, to make available the resources needed to maintain and develop the international order, and finally
- the discrepancy between the norms and values professed and actual policy practice.

The liberal international order particularly suffered from serious blemishes in the behavior of its hegemon, America, and its allies. The United States was not beyond practising double standards by insisting that the rules and norms of international order be followed by others, while exempting itself. Some of its allies represented regimes which were anything but liberal; and at times the U.S. intervened militarily or through covert action in ways that blatantly contradicted central tenets of a liberal international order. In mobilizing domestic political support for its foreign policy posture, America twice (in the late 1940s/early 1950s, and again after September 11, 2001) came dangerously close to doing away with some of the foundations of liberty and democracy at home. Moreover, the demise of the Cold War complicated the conduct of American foreign and security policy by bringing the inherent tensions and contradictions described above to the fore.

Yet despite all these tensions and contradictions the liberal international order has survived and flourished since 1945. Of course, the Cold War greatly facilitated the management of those structural tensions. In the United States, for example, it was mostly the “communist threat” that allowed successive administrations to mobilize societal resources for foreign policy purposes on a massive scale. They were able to do so by a significant re-interpretation of America’s traditional
foreign policy identity and role concept during and immediately after World War II—the triumph of Wilsonianism which Henry Kissinger so bemoaned in his magisterial study on U.S. diplomacy.4

A Progressively Widening Membership

The liberal international order, designed and upheld largely by the United States, offered important opportunities for new powers to rise peacefully. The first powers to do so were those of Western Europe and Japan. While the re-emergence of Europe in the 1950s and 1960s and their integration into the post-war international order overall was in many ways rather easy, it nevertheless did entail the demise of the international monetary and financial order designed at Bretton Woods in 1944, which was replaced by a “non-order”—a system with “dirtily floating” exchange rates, whose fluctuations reflected market forces, but also occasional government (central bank) interventions. A first significant erosion of the post-war international economic order had taken place.

The 1970s also witnessed the demise of the post-war international oil order built around a “public-private partnership,” as David Painter has called it, between the U.S. government, American oil companies and the governments of Saudi Arabia and Iran. It led to the rise of oil power, which was then (as now) heavily concentrated around the Persian Gulf, and thus to a new group of powers from the “Third World”. This shift began when domestic oil production in the U.S. peaked in 1970 and then began to decline rapidly, which turned the U.S. into a major oil importer. Oil power also brought financial clout, as became apparent with the at times huge current account surpluses of the Arabian Peninsula oil exporters. Those surpluses have been recycled primarily through Western banks, and have long helped finance U.S. current account deficits.

The third wave of new powers was that of the “mercantilist” or “developmental” East Asian trading states, beginning with Japan and followed by the so-called newly industrializing countries/ economies6

---


Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan. A third group of manufacturing exporters were ASEAN countries such as Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines and Indonesia during the 1980s and 1990s, which in turn were followed by Vietnam and, of course, mainland China. The rise of those “developmental states”\(^7\) appeared to challenge the liberal international trading order with the mercantilist strategies pursued by governments, which promoted export-led growth while restricting imports, mostly through non-tariff regulatory barriers. Yet over time, those countries were successfully accommodated within the liberal trading order through a series of mutual adjustments involving voluntary export restraints, market-opening, exchange rate management (such as the Plaza and Louvre agreements on revaluing the yen) and the upgrading of the GATT into the WTO. With regard to China, this process is still incomplete, however, given the scale of China’s industrial achievements and ambitions. Finally, the restrictive nuclear non-proliferation order, which the two superpowers had imposed on the rest of the world during the Cold War, also came under strain through “new powers”—first, rather discreetly, Israel and then, more dramatically and persistently, India, Pakistan, North Korea and, probably, soon Iran. Others, however, such as the rising powers Brazil and South Africa, dismantled already initiated nuclear programs and thus reverted to the established non-proliferation order.

All those instances of new powers rising point to the remarkable capacity of the liberal institutional order to accommodate newcomers by reforming the system while leaving its fundamentals untouched, but also to the increasing strains and the growing fragility of this order as a whole. Parts of the problem stemmed from the fact that the newcomers were reluctant to see their success as the result of a level playing field, nor were they necessarily satisfied with the existing principles and institutional arrangements of the liberal international order and the scope of their participation in decision-making. While levels of frustration differed from case to case, nationalist resentment at having to play to the tune of the American hegemon was never far from the surface—even the Europeans bore grudges. Among those grudges

---

\(^6\) Abbreviated as NICs or NIEs. The latter term was used to accommodate mainland Chinese sensitivities about Taiwan not being a “country.”

were the benefits that America derived from its hegemonic position (thus, it could afford to run ever-growing balance of trade and budget deficits, which it could finance comfortably due to the reserve currency status of the dollar), and also a certain envy at the elevated status and prestige America enjoyed as the hegemon.

Overall, the post-World War II liberal international order, founded in the second half of the 1940s and reconstituted in its essential aspects after the end of the Cold War in the early 1990s, has shown remarkable adaptability. Thus, since the demise of the East-West conflict as the dominant political conflict structure in international relations, the primacy of security politics has been replaced by that of economics and individual rights; today, international relations seemingly are no longer concerned with collective survival but with socio-economic development, prosperity, and human security.

There has been a price for this adaptability, however. As its substance changed, world politics has experienced a loss of coherence; this, in turn, has encouraged a shift in the sources of foreign policy decision-making away from interstate imperatives toward the primacy of domestic concerns. Moreover, the degree and success of adaptation has been uneven. It was most successful in the international trade order, while the non-proliferation regime, the international monetary order and the governance of international oil were more seriously affected. In many areas, a gap seems to have opened up and to be widening between the needs for political action to sustain and develop international order in line with the rapid expansion of interdependence, on the one hand, and the supply of governance through existing mechanisms of national foreign policy adjustment, cooperation and coordination between states and international regimes and institutions, on the other hand. If those trends are extrapolated in the future, then the prospects for international order seem bleak; international relations appear destined to become yet more turbulent and volatile.

In short, present arrangements and institutions of international order no longer appear adequate; the world needs a more effective system of global governance. This is where the newly rising powers come in. Their rise makes global governance more complicated still. Yet they could also be part of the solution. Will they help or hinder the necessary renovation of the liberal international order?
The Liberal International Order: Reasons for its Resilience

A number of factors may help explain why the integration of new powers until now has caused so remarkably few problems for the liberal international order. First of all, of course, the new powers benefitted from that order’s characteristics. It provided them with opportunities, often at quite favorable conditions, since the United States assumed the lion’s share of the maintenance costs of that international order. There also often existed domestic political affinity and empathy, as quite a few of the rising powers were fellow democracies (as in the case of European countries and Japan). Others at least shared an understanding about the key principles and norms of that liberal international order, frequently supported by strong transnational ties, particularly through business channels.

Above all else, however, the integration of newcomers into that order was supported by the realities of Cold War bipolarity: the security guarantees extended by the United States to many of the rising powers and the role America played in guaranteeing regional stability in the critical regions of Western Europe, East Asia and the Middle East was probably the single most important cause for emerging states to accept this international order and U.S. hegemony. In fact, not only were many of those emerging states in the past closely aligned to the United States; their rise was often also actively promoted by America out of strategic considerations. Thus, the rapid reconstruction of war-devastated Europe and Japan and the economic build-up of East and South East Asia during the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s was part and parcel of their integration in U.S.-dominated security arrangements (NATO in Europe, the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty, other bilateral security arrangements with the Republic of Korea, with Taiwan, with Thailand and the Philippines, as well as SEATO).


The economic rise of America’s partners was therefore considered desirable for strategic as well as for economic reasons from the standpoint of the U.S. hegemon. The only major exception from this general pattern was the rise of oil exporting countries during the 1970s, which for the first time produced a broader challenge to the existing liberal international order outside the West-West context through demands by developing countries—supported, if somewhat lukewarmly, by the new oil powers—for a “New International Economic Order.” But the oil-exporting developing countries organized in OPEC in the end not only showed little effective solidarity with other developing countries, they also failed to maintain the collective discipline and policy coherence among themselves which they would have needed to retain their oil market dominance. When the international oil market turned around in the wake of the Iranian revolution in the early 1980s and prices began to fall, the major new oil powers on the Arabian Peninsula, led by Saudi Arabia, had already been co-opted by the United States into a new version of the old “public-private partnership,” in which the United States guaranteed the security of the Arabian gulf states, while those ensured sufficient oil supplies at moderate prices.

The integration of new powers into the liberal international order has thus so far been remarkably smooth, even after the end of the Cold War. Why should this time be different? After all, there still seems to be a fundamental consensus on basic norms and principles concerning this order: none of the presently emerging powers, with the possible exception of Iran, fundamentally challenges the premises of the present international order—and even Iran does not contest

---

10The two principal “emerging oil powers” of the 1970s, however, Iran and Saudi Arabia, were also close allies of the United States and thus confirm the pattern noted above. The two new oil powers took divergent positions with regard to international oil prices, with Iran as a “price hawk”. This undermined American influence over price developments during the 1970s. Both Iran and Saudi Arabia became the pillars of the U.S.-anchored regional order in the Persian/Arabian Gulf. This order was undermined in 1979 by the Iranian revolution and the fall of the Shah.

free markets and private property rights. Most of the new powers even accept the principles of democracy and individual human rights, albeit with significant differences in interpretation and political realities that are often more authoritarian than democratic. Still, even the governments in Russia or China conduct their political discourses in the terminology of Western democracies. There does not seem, therefore, to be anyone seriously challenging the core normative framework of the liberal institutional order, even if there is plenty of unhappiness about the details. What has changed, however, is the salience and the quality of security issues. As a result, the U.S. is often no longer considered critical as a guarantor of national and/or regional security.

**Who Are the New Powers?**

There is significant disagreement and uncertainty about which states make up this most recent wave of emerging powers. What is clear is that Brazil, China and India belong to it. But even the narrowest definition of this group, the famous concept of the BRIC countries by Goldman Sachs, contains at least one country which hardly qualifies as a “rising power:” Russia. In comparison with the former Soviet Union, to whom it is the successor state, Russia may well seem a declining, rather than a rising power, and its energy wealth is certainly also not new. There are also other good reasons to doubt whether Russia should be seen as a “rising power.” Beyond China, India and Brazil, other countries frequently referred to as “rising” or “pivotal powers” are Mexico, Brazil, Algeria, Egypt, South Africa, Turkey, India, Pakistan, and Indonesia, Nigeria, and Iran. At least in the case of South Africa and possibly also Brazil, outstanding charismatic leadership (Nelson Mandela, Lula da Silva) may have contributed to the status as “emerging power.”

---

12I am grateful for this insight to Volker Stanzel.


14Since 2011, South Africa has officially joined the club of the BRIC countries; the acronym therefore was changed to BRICS (for the membership of this grouping consisting of Brazil, India, China and South Africa).

What makes a country an “emerging power”? Andrew Hurrell\textsuperscript{16} argues that in order to qualify, a country should, apart from displaying rapid economic growth and considerable economic weight, also dispose, first, of significant actual or at least potential military and political power, as well as sufficient internal cohesion to plausibly contribute to a revised international order. Second, it should aspire to a more influential role in global affairs. Third, the country under consideration should entertain significant relations with other emerging powers, and, fourth, it would, unlike established middle powers such as Australia and Canada, not have been fully integrated in the post-1945 international order until now—which precludes the European powers and Japan, but also traditional middle powers, such as Australia or Canada.

Following this line of argument, I propose the following criteria for identifying an emerging power:

1. A state which is not part of the inner circle of the existing international order (i.e., no membership in OECD before 1990), but
2. is among the fifteen largest economies in the world today, or will be by 2050,
3. or, alternatively is among the fifteen top countries in terms of investment capital surplus and/or a large energy exporter,
4. is domestically reasonably settled and
5. entertains international ambitions, at a regional or even global level,
6. has shown persistently above-average economic growth for the last decade,
7. is among the world’s largest fifteen military spenders, and/or
8. has a nuclear weapons capability or the potential to develop one at short notice, and/or
9. plays a significant (i.e., regional great power) military role in a critical region (Middle East/East Asia/Europe).

To qualify as a “significant power”, a country should meet criteria 1, 2 and/or 3, 4, 5, and 6, as well as at least one of the categories 7–9. Based on this, only a few of the countries mentioned (and listed in the annex) can be considered “significant rising powers”, namely China, India, Russia (but not a new power, and of uncertain political resilience), Brazil, Turkey, Iran (?) and Saudi Arabia (?).\(^{17}\) (In the annex to this chapter, the candidates are listed, with countries meeting the criteria marked in bold).

Two aspects make this wave different from previous ones. First, with China, India and Brazil it includes some of the world’s most populous and largest countries with some of its biggest economies; and second, it comes at a time when the dominant position of the United States and its principal allies has already been weakened significantly by previous expansions and mutations of the liberal international order. It also includes one particularly important country—China—which sees itself as an at least partially dissatisfied power and takes a critical attitude towards the United States.

There are also several states which explicitly challenge the dominant position of the U.S. in their respective regions. They include Iran (and, possibly, Turkey) in the Middle East and Brazil in Latin America. Yet those regional challengers fall into two distinct categories: Brazil or Turkey may have very different notions about the organization of their regions from notions entertained in Washington, but such differences should be amenable to mutual adjustment. This will be much more difficult in the cases of Iran or China. China’s national unification project (Taiwan) and its reluctance to accept Japan as a co-equal partner in regional co-operation pose a challenge to America’s traditional dominance in the Western Pacific, while Iran threatens the U.S. position in the “American Lake” generally known as the Persian/Arabian Gulf.\(^{18}\) Yet the global supremacy of the United States rests at least in part on its dominant political and security position in those two critical regions. Any challenge to America’s regional position in those critical region will therefore also likely have implications at the level of the global international order—if not in terms of its overall

\(^{17}\) The question marks indicate reservations regarding domestic political stability.

architecture, then certainly in terms of its ability to function effectively in specific situations.

**China: A Special Case**

There are good reasons to assume that China will play a special role in the political challenge to international order from this wave of emerging powers. By almost any yardstick, China is by far the biggest new kid on the block, and thus arguably in a category of its own. It is also the only rising power which can plausibly claim to be a global power already now, given its position as a permanent member of the United Nations Security Council and its worldwide economic and political presence. Its economy will probably surpass that of the U.S. economy in terms of purchasing power within the next few years (the IMF predicts the year 2015). Moreover, China is also the only country among the emerging powers that could plausibly challenge the United States politically, as well as economically, as the dominant global power within a generation. China also directly threatens the U.S. position in East Asia, and it is also involved, through its material and political backing for Iran, at least to some degree in the Iranian challenge in the Gulf (but by developing closer ties with Saudi Arabia it is also drawn into Saudi efforts to contain Iran.19 Its “learning authoritarian system”20 so far has proved remarkably adept at keeping this huge country together and pushing it forward at almost lightning speed towards industrialization and development.

None of those considerations apply to any of the other emerging powers. Russia, with its huge nuclear weapons arsenal, its influence in the eastern European periphery and shady foreign policy ambitions will certainly continue to present the United States and its allies with difficulties. Iran, with its budding nuclear weapon capability, its radical Islamist foreign policy ideology and its influence in Iraq, as well as its influence with important non-state actors such as Hamas and Hezbollah in Lebanon and Palestine, poses a very serious and difficult challenge to U.S. and Western interests in the Middle East. Still, neither

---

represents a challenge as large and as complex as that of China. Nor does India: by almost any yardstick other than population, India will continue to play in a lower league than China for decades to come, and its foreign policy is much more cautious, regionally focused and defensive than that of China: it has traditionally focused on regional dominance in South Asia and the Indian Ocean, and on containing Pakistan. Its large border conflict with China also puts India on the defensive. India may thus become a significant constraint on China’s foreign policy and an asset to America in its region, but it seems unlikely to develop into a global foreign policy challenge on a par with that of the People’s Republic within the next 20 years. This reflects the assumption that India almost certainly will be tending towards closer cooperation with other powers to hedge against, or even to contain China, rather than side with it or be drawn into a Chinese sphere of influence, but also the fact that India’s regional environment in South Asia does not have the same critical importance in a global context as does East Asia.

The nature of the challenge which China represents for the present international order and its hegemon, the United States, first and foremost concerns China’s search for domestic development, prestige and international status—all of which are considered critical for the maintenance of the rule of the Chinese communist party, the supreme policy objective of Beijing. It may well be the imperatives of socio-economic development in China, rather than strategic conflict, which could cause the greatest frictions with America and the transatlantic community in the future. It is simply not clear when and how the Chinese economy can swing from its present path of industrial modernization based on excessive investment and huge trade surpluses to a trajectory which would be less conflictual in its implications for China’s international economic relations. Nor is it clear that this

---

21 Thus, according to the latest projections by Goldman Sachs, by 2050 the Indian economy would still be ‘smaller than that of the Unite States and only about half the size of China’s. According to those projections, China would overtake the U.S. in 2027 to become the world’s largest economy. O’Neill, Jim/Stupnytska, Anna: The Long-Term Outlook for the BRICs and N-11 Post Crisis (Goldman Sachs Global Economics Paper No: 192, Dec. 4, 2009) (http://www2.goldmansachs.com/ideas/brics/long-term-outlook-doc.pdf) [accessed March 10, 2011]

change of direction in the Chinese development model can be achieved without major political discontinuities, which in turn could produce tensions with the West. China’s national security strategy, which is focused on its territorial unity and thus directly threatens Taiwan, also implies a direct challenge to America’s present strategic position in the Western Pacific. Against this has to be held the massive interdependence which ties the American and Chinese economies together in what correctly has been termed the economic equivalent of “mutual assured destruction” between two former superpowers, the U.S. and the Soviet Union.

China does not pose an ideological challenge to America: the alleged difference between economic models (“Washington consensus” versus “Beijing consensus”) is less significant than often assumed and concerns more the difference between an advanced industrial country and an industrial latecomer. All established industrial powers, starting with Great Britain and the United States, initially developed their industrial base through a variety of mercantilist strategies, just as China did over the last 30 years. This “developmental state” approach becomes untenable and dysfunctional, however, at a certain level of economic complexity, leading to its reconfiguration within an advanced industrial economy, in which governments and economic actors interact and jointly shape what essentially are mixed economies, rather than economies of particular type.

Will China be a “responsible stakeholder” in the liberal international order, as demanded, famously, by Robert B. Zoellick; an “irresponsible stakeholder”; or a “dissatisfied responsible great power”? China’s basic foreign policy approach seems to be driven by the search for status recognition, but also by opportunism. It will follow the

---


26 Yong Deng, China’s Struggle for Status, The Realignment of International Relations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008).
rules and work within the institutions wherever that promises to be beneficial for China. This will include a willingness to make contributions to sustaining the present order (albeit not, of course, without adjustments to accommodate China’s weight and influence) where China’s material stakes in this order are large, such as in the international trading order or in the present monetary and financial system. Where the Chinese leadership views the rules and institutions as obstacles to China’s interests, it will ignore them or bend them wherever that seems possible without serious negative repercussions. And it seems at present very unlikely that China would accept any constraints on its future policy options and its sovereign freedom of action by international rules and institutions. In short, China will insist on being involved in laying down the law and upholding it vis-à-vis others, but it will not consider itself bound by that law. This traditional great power attitude is, of course, quite familiar from others, including America itself. But it will also become increasingly problematic in an non-hegemonic, apolar world.

The Rise of the Rest: Implications for the Transatlantic Community

In sum, the most recent wave of emerging states will not challenge the present liberal institutional order in its foundations, but it will make its management vastly more complicated and uncertain. China emergence as the world’s largest society and economy will be particularly critical.

Some policy implications of this are fairly obvious: for example, the transatlantic community should concentrate its efforts to sustain and develop further the present international order on the challenges posed by China’s rise. This does NOT mean, however, that the West should focus its foreign policies only on China directly. For much of the impact of China’s rise, and of this present wave of rising powers in general, is systemic, and the responses therefore will also importantly have to focus on the systemic level—but then include China in working on that level.

A constructive approach to China would try to persuade China to modify its present, highly pragmatic and opportunistic foreign policy
approach—to induce, in other words, “foreign policy learning.”27 The aim would be to have China reformulate its foreign policy role concept in ways which better reflect its rapidly evolving position in the international order. But such a change in China’s foreign policy would—if it were possible to elicit it from abroad at all—would have to be linked to changes in Western policy behavior. Thus, the West could help propagate appropriate standards of behavior for “great powers” by itself setting examples and creating incentives (both material and immaterial, such as standing and status), for new powers. But even assuming that China’s foreign policy role concept would shift, nudged by the West, in such a direction, there would still be huge difficulties. For example, “burden-sharing” is an objectively vexing issue: what exactly should being a “responsible stakeholder” involve? The present debate between China and the United States on currency valuations show that the answer to this is neither obvious nor easily achievable without paying a significant domestic price—presumably, on both sides of the divide. Moreover, the rapid changes in the relative weight of China (and others) in international relations will probably require highly flexible, dynamic adjustments in global governance—something which again poses major objective difficulties, even if one assumes that the political will to do so existed.

The picture is further complicated by the challenge to U.S. hegemonic leadership that China does pose, rather directly, in East Asia, and more indirectly also in the Middle East. The complications arise not least out of the complex interdependence between global and regional order in critical regions: transitions to different regional orders in either of the two regions are likely to reverberate at the global level, just as considerations of global order may constrain great power behavior at the regional level. How this would play out is impossible to predict, but the policy implication is clear. In critical regions, it will be important to sustain regional orders not only for their own sake, but also because they represent building blocks of global order. This also works the other way round, at least to some extent: a robust and vibrant international order could help sustain fragile arrangements of regional order. But it would be unwise to rely

too much on arrangements and considerations of global order to underpin critical regional orders: their stability and sustainability must be secured independently from each other as much as possible. For example, in the Middle East the present regional order would probably be strengthened by by a meaningful peace process between Israel, the Palestinians and the Arab world (i.e., enhanced regional stability through regional efforts), but also from an inclusive global oil order involving all major producer, consumer and transit countries. The development of more robust multilateral security institutions could serve to strengthen regional order in East Asia through regional efforts, but progress on nuclear non-proliferation at the global level could also contribute to this end, as would a U.S. decision to ratify, and thus join, the UN Law of the Seas Convention.

As China rises, it will change international relations, but it will also be changed itself. One obvious aspect of this is the involvement of ever larger numbers of individual and collective actors (both state and non-state) in China’s external relations; another is the growing complexity of this involvement on the ground abroad, as China’s presence broadens and deepens. Both developments will tend to undermine the ability of Beijing to carry out coherent and consistent foreign policies. To cite just two recent examples: to what extent were the promotion of a more expansive definition of Chinese interests in the South China Sea or the ramming of a Japanese coast guard ship by a Chinese fishing trawler in the disputed territorial waters off the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands actions undertaken by the Chinese state? the result of bureaucratic politics? or even the consequence of individual ambitions and spontaneous reactions by well-placed individuals? And to what extent are we now confronted with a clearly defined, coherent and consistent Chinese government policies on those issues? The second example concerns Sudan. Originally, Beijing was uncritically and unequivocally backing the regime in Khartoum, but China’s increasingly diversified and multi-faceted involvement with the country, including the South, has produced significant policy modifications, as China became aware of the possible negative effects of the Darfur conflict and a North-

South split of the country on Chinese interests. Growing Chinese involvement in world affairs thus complicates Beijing’s calculations of interests and its policies.

What does all this imply for the transatlantic community? Clearly, U.S. hegemony is increasingly unsustainable, both internationally and probably also domestically. It will have to be supplemented and, eventually, superseded by more collective forms of management through “effective multilateralism”. Yet this is easier said than done. One crucial task in this context will be to mobilize a critical mass of support for international agreements and their effective implementation. While this ultimately will no longer be possible without at least some of the emerging states; the West may have to establish agreement within its own ranks first, so as to overcome the disruptive influence of veto players and free riders. Once there is such a transatlantic basis, it will be easier to find partners among the new powers and beyond. Yet if the West were unable to find agreement within its own ranks, the rising powers are unlikely to come to the support of international order, as they would probably find it even more difficult to agree amongst themselves.29

While the rise of China and other powers will at times certainly lead to tensions and conflict within the transatlantic community and the West at large, there is nothing inherent in that rise which would make transatlantic cooperation less feasible, less likely or, indeed, less desirable. The impact of the rise of China and other new powers certainly will often be different in degree, but it will be similar in kind, and therefore should strengthen, rather than weaken transatlantic solidarity. To illustrate: the rise of China will affect the U.S. position in the Western Pacific much more than that of the European Union, which does not have direct security interests in that region. Yet America and Europe share an overall interest in regional stability. It would thus be short-sighted if European countries tried to benefit from tensions between America and China.

---

29 The most recent illustration of this problem was the decision to appoint Christine Lagarde, formerly the French Minister of Finance, as Managing Director of the IMF to succeed Dominique Strauss-Kahn. Although there was widespread unease about yet another European in this position, with many prominent voices demanding a break with the tradition reserving that position for a European, the BRICS and other rising powers were unable to agree on a candidate of their own, despite a number of well-qualified candidates.
The question then will be not so much whether there is still a *raison d’être* for the transatlantic community, but whether America and Europe will find the political will and the right ways to forge broad winning coalitions for effective global order. To do so, they will increasingly have to rely on forms of power other than their traditional military and economic strengths.\(^3^0\) This will include ‘leadership by example’ (both in terms of best practices and normative legitimacy) and ‘leadership by down payments’ to demonstrate serious commitment. The transatlantic community will have to demonstrate that it will “put its money where its mouth is”: double standards and claims to be exempt from international rules and norms, for whatever reasons, are bound to diminish the transatlantic community’s legitimacy, and hence also its influence in world politics.

No doubt this kind of foreign policy reorientation would be contested strongly domestically. Governments will have to ask their electorates to mobilize societal resources to help others cope with global challenges at a time when their own societies will likely be grappling with the consequences of low economic growth, demographic aging, overextended public finances, and increasingly stringent external constraints produced by commercial competition, resource scarcities and the growing impact of climate change. The demands on the political skill, leadership and inspiration of transatlantic governments in this context therefore are huge.

Overall, the present dynamics of international relations therefore point towards a world of disorder, painful ruptures and upheavals. To avert this will require levels of regional and global cooperation and even integration with the new powers in general, and with China in particular, that go significantly beyond anything we have seen in recent years. This will test the political mettle of transatlantic leaders, who will need to persuade their societies to make resources available for purposes of foreign policy and international order, rather than—as seems to be the case now—regard foreign policies primarily as a convenient way to advance domestic political interests. As always, but perhaps more than ever before, good foreign policy will therefore have to begin at home.

\(^{30}\)Patrick, op. cit.
## Annex I: Emerging Powers Indicators I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>9,872 (2)</td>
<td>70,000 (1)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>4,046 (4)</td>
<td>39,000 (3)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>2,229 (6)</td>
<td>8,500 (6)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>2,194 (7)</td>
<td>11,500 (4)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>1,033 (15)</td>
<td>7,000 (7)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(yes)</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>(879)</td>
<td>4,500 (14)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran*</td>
<td>(826)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>(342)</td>
<td>5,000 (11)</td>
<td>(Yes)</td>
<td>(yes)</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1,560 (11)</td>
<td>10,500 (5)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>(505)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>(469)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia*</td>
<td>(591)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>1,467 (12)</td>
<td>4,600 (13)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>(344)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>(451)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>(Yes)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>(278)</td>
<td>4,500 (15)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>(580)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>(596)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>(824)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>USA (1), Japan (3), Germany (5), UK (8), France (9), Italy (10), Spain (13), Canada (14)</td>
<td>USA (2), Japan (8), Germany (9), UK (10), France (12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*borderline case, but arguably among the most significant emerging powers in the second tier, given its sizeable population, regional military power and political influence, and vast energy resources.

*The largest economy according to the CIA World Factbook is the EU, with the U.S. as #2. European economies are also listed separately. The ranking here excludes the EU.
Annex II: Emerging Powers Indicators II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Among largest fifteen military spenders (% of world total) (rank)</th>
<th>Nuclear weapons</th>
<th>Significant regional military power</th>
<th>Among top ten capital investment holders (SWF capital, $ bll., 2010)</th>
<th>Among top ten oil exporters (mbd) (% of world total, 2009)</th>
<th>Among top twenty in terms of population (mio./rank) (2010 est.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>100 (6.6) (2)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,330 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>36.3 (2.4) (9)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1,173 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>53.3 (3.5) (5)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>142.5</td>
<td>5.6 (14.6)</td>
<td>139 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>26.1 (1.7) (11)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>201 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>243 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>78 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran*</td>
<td>no program</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2.2 (5.7)</td>
<td>77 (18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>152 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>112 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>no abolished</td>
<td>(yes)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>80 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia*</td>
<td>41.2 (2.7) (8)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>6.3 (16.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>24.1 (1.6) (12)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1.6 (4.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>184 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>90 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>67 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>USA (1)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Singapore (380.5)</td>
<td>UAE (2.0)</td>
<td>USA (310)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>France (3)</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Kuwait (202.8)</td>
<td>Norvay (1.8)</td>
<td>Bangladesh (156)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UK (4)</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Qatar (85)</td>
<td>Angola (1.8)</td>
<td>Japan (127)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japan (6)</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>UAE (627)</td>
<td>Iraq (1.9)</td>
<td>Philipp. (100)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Germany (7)</td>
<td>DPRK</td>
<td>Canada (1.5)</td>
<td>Ethiopia (88)</td>
<td>Germany (82)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Italy (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Congo (71)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canada (13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Australia (14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spain (15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*borderline case, but arguably among the most significant emerging powers in the second tier, given sizeable population, energy resource power, regional military power and political influence.
Chapter 2
The U.S. and Europe Face the BRICs: What Kind of Order?

Michael F. Oppenheimer

The liberal world order as we know it—open, non-discriminatory, with strong rule-based institutions of collaboration among democratic, market-driven states led by the U.S.—is in a two-decade long decline. The decline is probably terminal, though the moment of the system’s demise will be clear only in retrospect. Failed multilateral trade negotiations, mercantilist trade, currency and foreign investment practices among both established and rising states, weak surveillance of macro-economic policies and exchange rates, growing state to state competition for resources, failure to collectively address emerging issues such as climate change—all demonstrate and contribute to erosion of the liberal system, and all are structural, not consequences (indeed, some are causes) of the recent and continuing global economic crisis.

Arresting the slide is the most to expect over the short term. Though it is easy to invent grand bargains and system-changing institutional projects, this is not a moment for heroic order-building, which presupposes abundant political capital and either hegemonic leverage or consensus among a greater number and diversity of major players. These conditions do not, and for the foreseeable future will not, exist. Making the most of the present requires internal reform within major players to restore growth, employment and competitiveness (among established market economies), rebalance growth (in China), and strengthen institutions of collective decision-making (in the EU). This risks inattention to global challenges, but collective action cannot come from states with disparate interests, stagnant economies and weak institutions.
Over the medium-to-long-term, and even under favorable growth assumptions, the challenge posed by the BRICs (and other rising states) to an efficiently functioning, liberal global system will be severe, and the barriers to a common U.S.-European response will be high. This is the case even as the BRICS themselves face growing impediments to growth. Extrapolating recent hyper-economic performance based on continued success of investment/export-led growth models can make the BRIC challenge seem more formidable than it is, and can cause us to overlook areas of potential collective action among developed countries and rising states as the problems they encounter begin to converge. At the Center for Global Affairs at NYU, we’ve been working under a Carnegie Corporation grant to develop alternate future scenarios for pivotal states, and have become convinced of the contingent nature of recent BRIC successes, particularly for China, Russia and Turkey. Growth rates for this set of countries will continue to exceed those for advanced developed countries given their continued, though diminishing, cost advantages, but will not be sustained at recent historic rates, and weak internal institutions, income inequalities, inadequate infrastructure, ageing populations, environmental stresses could cause dramatic declines in economic performance and government legitimacy. As BRIC governments face these inhibitions, some political space could be created for more market-driven development strategies, and a narrowing of differences about how to maintain/extend a liberal global system. The growing disquiet among Western investors concerning their treatment in China, for example, could reinforce outside leverage for liberal reforms.

However, even in a less robust future, the BRICs will continue to challenge the liberal system. Not present at the creation, with often illiberal economic and political institutions, growing power and an uncertain and divided West, we can expect strong assertions of views in conflict with our own, and growing friction between the BRICs and established powers. Global negotiations—on almost anything—will face diminishing returns; regional and bilateral arrangements will proliferate; home-grown systems of economic management and global trade/financial engagement will widen differences and clog negotiating arenas. For at least the medium term future, reform of global institutions to reflect shifts in relative economic power may succeed, but will complicate decision-making without necessarily enhancing legitimacy.
The extent and effects of revisionist challenges to the liberal order will also depend on internal reform and transatlantic collaboration among advanced countries. It is hard to imagine the latter without the former. Without fiscal solvency, economic growth and job creation in the U.S., sustained transatlantic leadership is implausible. Without improved EU institutions and structural reform at national levels, a positive European response to U.S. initiatives is equally implausible. With diffuse leadership and internal preoccupations, disparate and conflicting responses to BRIC challenges (and opportunities) are more likely than not. There is a strong possibility that the West will not meet these tests, that the result could be an illiberal, multipolar and conflict-prone world, delivering far less than optimum growth and with fewer opportunities for the BRICs of the future.

A common U.S.- European agenda that works within this system of diminished relative power and consensus would begin with a rebuilding of economic competitiveness and institutions of common action. For the short term, U.S. fiscal pressures, stubborn unemployment and partisan divides limit bold leadership on behalf of new ideas. Europe’s institutional deficit and deepening divisions between north and south limit both its ability to propose new ideas and its capacity to respond to ideas from outside. Yet we should be able to find sufficient political capital to continue present efforts to reform global institutions, improve cross-border financial regulation, bring collective pressure on China for more market-based currency pricing, improve IMF surveillance and seek commitments from major players to limit global trade and financial imbalances. While a restarted Doha is too far a reach, prevention of further protectionist backsliding should be possible. Many of these efforts will not succeed over the short term, but could lay the ground for effective follow-through when internal conditions become more favorable.

It should also be possible to develop a transatlantic dialogue about how to avoid destructive competition for BRIC markets, and enhance our collective leverage with the BRICs on behalf of liberal principles. These guidelines should prioritize action through the WTO and the IMF, but will also entail joint bilateral representations to countries that violate free trade and investment principles. The substance of such actions is well known: IPR, export subsidies, government procurement, currency pricing, FDI-related performance requirements,
lack of financial transparency, etc. On some of these issues, the U.S.-Europe coalition would be joined by others. (Brazil on currency issues, for example). As economic conditions improve in the U.S. and Europe, we should also be able to build new momentum into discussions on a U.S.-EU free trade area. We should also try to craft common policies towards pivotal states whose anchoring in the West is feasible and important in solidifying their democratic institutions: Turkey and Ukraine would benefit from such a common approach.

Even as we imagine a restoration of growth and employment, and both structural and institutional reforms in Europe, the enhanced capacity for collective action may not save the liberal system. We will have to decide, at some point in the not-too-distant future, what kind of game we are in with the BRICs, and with China in particular. Is it plausible to imagine a combination of restored Western leverage, reformed global institutions, and the liberalizing pressures of modernization to push the BRICs towards a full embrace of the old rules? If so, the reform agenda is worth significant investment, and the tensions of finding consensus in diversity are tolerable given the ultimate benefits. Patience would be called for as the BRICs work out their own internal adjustments to interdependence, and come to accept responsibility for carrying some of the weight of liberalization, of accepting the constraints on autonomy of full engagement in effective institutions. The contemporary period will come to be seen as transitional, from a deep liberalization limited in geographic scope, to a somewhat more shallow but still functioning liberal order with broader, more diverse membership and manageable frictions. Such a system would deliver higher levels of growth through enhanced market and capital access, common rules for treatment of foreign investors, intellectual property protection, and strong institutions with accepted procedures for dispute resolution.

But all the Western effort we can muster may not be sufficient to get us to this optimistic scenario. The free ride on the open system from which the BRICS have greatly benefited, may be the only condition under which they are prepared to participate. As overdue concessions are demanded for market based currency pricing, liberalization of trade in services and manufactured goods, IPR protection, nondiscriminatory treatment of foreign investors, elimination of trade distorting subsidies, it may become clear that the burden/risk sharing the
West expects from the BRICs is not in the cards. We may already be well into a realist game of power competition and commercial aggrandizement with the BRICs, in which case pursuing a liberal global agenda invites self-deception and a misallocation of political capital.

Improved transatlantic collaboration is essential under either set of circumstances, but the purpose and agenda of such collaboration varies greatly depending on whether the context is liberal or realist. Liberal expectations require recommitment to comprehensive, Doha-like global trade and investment agreements, further institutional reform, internal (to U.S. and EU) negotiating mandates, and patience with illiberal but (assumed) transitory BRIC illiberal practices. Faith in liberal answers to the challenges of growth and stability would be sustained. Protectionist/mercantilist responses to BRIC ingratitude would be resisted. This liberal discipline would have to be reinforced by gains in growth, employment, and deficit reduction in the U.S. and Europe.

A realist context incentivizes a U.S.-Europe collective response to the BRICS aimed at maximizing leverage in competition for markets, resources, capital and technology. We would pay lip service to institutional reform and liberal values, but would invest little in these projects. We would make full use of existing and accepted measures to counteract currency manipulation, export subsidies, import barriers, and protection from import surges, but would operate outside legitimate measures when necessary. We would do so on a coordinated basis whenever possible, in concert with other rising states with similar grievances. We would resist accusations of complicity in the demise of the liberal system, arguing (with Gilpin) that liberal order is possible only under the hegemonic leadership of a liberal state, that these conditions have passed into history, and that it is past time to abandon the self restraint of naïve expectations. The risks here are two: a premature abandonment of these principles that generates self-fulfilling prophecies of protectionism and conflict; and an inability to protect the U.S.-Europe relationship from the same competitive forces that poison the relationship with the BRICs.

By imagining alternate, plausible trajectories for the transatlantic relationship, and for the BRICS, we can construct future scenarios that provide some discipline for our thinking about these issues, and a
heads up for policy makers about potential surprises and, hopefully, unrecognized opportunities.

Three fragmentary scenario concepts might include:

**Multipolarity/Fragmentation**: slow, partial recovery from economic crisis, blocked structural reform in the West, and illiberal competition among the U.S., a fragmenting EU, and the BRICs. No one gains optimum benefits from globalization, but Europe gains the least, the BRICS face new constraints as global growth and market access diminish, and the U.S. is best positioned to succeed on a relative basis given its strong bilateral ties to the BRICS, major European countries, Japan, other rising states, and its hard power advantages, which are more relevant in this scenario. Clearly a worst case, but not necessarily the least likely of the three.

**Multipolarity/Effective Balance of Power**: successful reform and recovery in the West, and leveraging of collective capacity in a struggle for power and influence with rising states. The West preserves the gains from previous—and continuing—liberal reforms, but is unable to extend these practices to the BRICs. The competition with rising states is expressed in mercantile struggle for economic gains of globalization, and for influence within weakening global institutions and access to natural and other resources.

**Liberal Hegemony**: successful reform and recovery in the West, and a leveraging of its collective capacity to re-legitimize and extend the liberal system to the BRICs and others. The appeal for the BRICs of fuller participation in, and responsibility for, strengthened institutions is a result of renewed success and credibility of the market-driven growth model, and increasing impediments to sustainable growth in the BRICs. This reassertion of Western power and norms is hegemonic in the sense, not of direct control of the policies and politics of rising states, but of the wide acceptance of Western values in a consent-based system. The best scenario clearly, but not viewed with the same enthusiasm by the BRICs, and therefore not the most likely.

From a policy perspective, the usual ‘solution’ to the dilemmas posed by such plausible but conflicting realist/liberal scenarios is to seek the upside while preparing for the worst. If only this were a controlled experiment, with transparency among the actors, clarity of pur-
pose, and opportunities to learn from mistakes. Unfortunately, confidence in a common agenda between the BRICs and the West has already eroded, trust is diminishing, transparency is minimal, and incentives to competition—from weak institutions, internal stresses, growing strategic competition—are strong. Preparing for this world, as we must, will cause the upside to recede still further. Focusing on restoring our power and capacity for joint action with Europe is an imperative, but risks drift and decline in the liberal order. One can imagine the BRIC challenge being met by transatlantic collaboration, but aspirations for an order both liberal and global are unlikely to be realized.
Section II:
Prospects for Normative Order
Norms are about what is right and just. As such they are more about values than things material. But they do have tangible impact. Work by Joseph Nye and others on “soft power” gets at part of this.1 So do emphases on how—as bases for judgments about legitimacy—norms create “permissive conditions for action.”2

In the immediate aftermath of the Cold War, there was a strong sense of global convergence around Western norms: e.g., the end of history, the democratic peace, the Washington consensus. Over time it has become increasingly apparent that normative legitimacy is more contested than consensual. Not as in the post-9/11 “war of ideas” formulation of freedom vs. fundamentalism, but as Steve Weber and I argue, a broader and more complex “global competition of ideas” being driven by debates such as those over globalization, the use of force, the rights and responsibilities of state sovereignty, international justice, optimal balancing of the state and the market, and alternative models for domestic governance.3 And all this amidst technologies that make for multiple channels of information flow and ever more dynamic forms that flow takes.

With this as general context, I focus on questions about normative challenges in three parts: first, continuity and change in the value placed on the Atlantic Community within the United States; second,

domestic governance and the Western democracy-capitalism model; third, key normative issues affecting 21st century international order.

**American Valuation of the Atlantic Community: Continuity and Change**

Shared values are a big reason why the fundamentals of the Atlantic Community are still sound. We have our societal, cultural and political differences in areas such as religiosity, some aspects of the appropriate role of the state, gun control, and the death penalty—although some even question whether these are as stark as often assumed. Either way it is the core commonalities, not differences, that are defining. We are all liberal democracies with a shared philosophical heritage and political values. Our economies are intertwined, with tensions and competition but connected in circumscribing ways. Our societies are interlinked in many ways, both in formal institutions and more informal networks. Our peoples have affinity for one another based on common culture and heritage. This “gestalt” of community is a key reason why even with the end of the Cold War, NATO in particular and the Atlantic Alliance more generally did not conform to the axiom that “alliances are against, or only derivatively for, someone or something.” It also provided the undergirding for intense policy conflicts such as over the Iraq war. Indeed, even amidst the animosities of those years, 57% of Europeans and 67% of Americans still saw enough common values to be able to cooperate on international problems.

We do continue to value the same norms. But how much do we value each other?

Two major challenges must be met, one driven by global strategic changes and the other by domestic politics. The global strategic


7 *Transatlantic Trends Report: Key Findings 2008.*
change is that the 21st century world is no longer West-centric. The Soviet threat had centrality not just to North American-European relations but in making Europe the central theater of all of world affairs. It's not that Asia is the new central theater, it's that there is no single central theater. I don’t subscribe to the zero-sum calculation of a Pacific focus replacing an Atlantic one. It's really more additive, lots of theaters, lots of relationships, lots of issue sets—a global age. Yes, the U.S.-Europe partnership affects and is affected by most if not all of these. But much less determinatively so. Talking and thinking as if this were not true, and especially as if the global strategic context could be made to go back to what it used to be, sets an unrealistic set of expectations.

The other challenge is in the mix of generational and ethnic change within American politics towards cohorts who put less value on relations with Europe. World War II is less part of family lore than part of history books. The FDR-Churchill relationship is still iconic but much more historically distant. Today’s American university students still come to Europe in large numbers, but the growth is much more in non-European study abroad. Students in our “Duke Engage” program for research, internship and experiential opportunities take many more summer placements in the developing world than in Europe. Language departments are shrinking or at best holding steady in Romance languages (other than Spanish, but that is about Latin America, not Spain) while growing in Chinese, Arabic, Urdu and the like. Ethnically the country is relatively less Euro-hyphenated, as Carl Haub outlines in his chapter in this book. The point here is less rising antipathy than a degree of apathy, not more conflict but rather less priority.

In sum, while the relationship is not in crisis, it does need tending.\footnote{For some ideas and proposals, see Daniel S. Hamilton and Frances G. Burwell, Shoulder to Shoulder: Forging a Strategic U.S.-EU Partnership, December 2009, http://transatlantic.sais-jhu.edu/bin/c/s/us-eu_report_final.pdf; Thomas Wright and Richard Weitz, The Transatlantic Alliance in a Multipolar World, November 2010, http://www.thechicagocouncil.org/userfiles/file/task%20force%20reports/The%20Transatlantic%20Alliance%20in%20a%20Multipolar%20World.pdf.} Shared values remain important. Shared interests do as well. Shared understandings need to be refreshed. Perspectives need to be adapted. The goal should be to keep the relationship a high priority one but with no illusion of making it as important as it used to be. We cannot
expect the transatlantic relationship to be as valued as highly as in the post-World War II/Cold War period. It needs to be valued for what it can, and needs to, be in the 21st century: the partnership of the world’s most stable democracies who have established a security community among themselves and who seek not just to advance their own interests but to promote broad international cooperation and foster a greater sense of global community.

**Domestic Governance and the Western Democracy-Capitalism Model**

Whether based on Jeffersonian and French Revolution ideals of the rights of man or Churchillian pragmatism of the least bad system, we in the West, and the United States in particular, have held to the normative position of the supremacy of democracy as a domestic system of governance, and of capitalism as an economic system for prosperity. The 20th century provided plenty of supporting evidence. Democracy vs. Nazism, democracy vs. Stalinism, democracy vs. various other dictatorships: pretty clear political verdict. Capitalism vs. Soviet and other socialisms: pretty clear economic bottom line.

But here too the 21st century is bringing new challenges.

**How Well Is the Western Model Working?**

It was the sense of “rupture” that concerned him. That’s how a distinguished Brazilian retired diplomat expressed his concern about what was going on in the United States at a recent conference. That statement has really stuck with me. It digs deeper than just the usual comments about partisanship, or interpretation of particular election results, or who’s up and who’s down in various policy debates. It gets at the depths to which political differences penetrate into our society, and mix in a dangerous brew with cultural, racial, religious and ethnic differences. One does need to be conscious of too much present-ism and bear in mind that our politics have had prior periods of intense political conflict. Still, when interacting with a number of other forces and with the brew stirred by the unprecedented reach and penchant for sensationalism of the Internet and other new technologies, this does seem to be a particularly worrisome period.
One aspect that bears particularly on the normative appeal internationally of the U.S. model is whether we can live up to our traditional claim of *positive societal heterogeneity*. Electing African-American Barack Obama as President was seen by many around the world as a validation of core U.S. claims of equal opportunity and acceptance of diversity. It was of course more complicated than that, but the impact was still profound. But anti-immigration sentiment—indeed, not just sentiment but policy measures targeted at Hispanics—cut in the other direction. So too does increasing income inequality for African-Americans as well as Hispanic-Americans.

An even greater test is with Muslim-Americans. For a number of years post-9/11 there was much chest-thumping on how more content and less radical Muslim communities in the United States were compared to Britain, France and elsewhere in Europe. But recently there has been a dramatic increase in terrorism linked to Muslim-Americans—the Fort Hood shootings, the Christmas 2009 “underwear bomber” on the aircraft landing in Detroit, the Times Square car bombing, as well as Muslim-Americans heading to Somalia, Pakistan, Yemen and elsewhere for training and active fomenting. All this is ratcheting up pressure, for substantive security reasons as well as politics, for tighter homeland security and counterterrorism measures focusing on Muslim-Americans. How well the security-civil liberties balance is struck will resonate especially widely globally. And this is not just because of al-Jazeera, jihadist bloggers and the like. How well purported norms are upheld at home long has resonated abroad. In 1957 a main reason President Eisenhower sent the National Guard to enforce the integration of the public schools in Little Rock, Arkansas was concern about how segregation at home was playing into the Cold War ideological competition.

Another issue is about *policy capacity*, whether the political system can deliver policies of sufficient coherence to address the crucial problems their societies face. While destructive partisanship has been all too amply demonstrated in recent years, the recent fracas over the debt ceiling took this to new lows, particularly the power exerted by the Tea Party and its political fundamentalism. But the policy capacity problems of the American political system are not just a matter of partisanship. Indeed they go back to James Madison’s *Federalist #10*. As part of the *Federalist Papers*, Madison warned about the danger of “fac-
tions”: a “minority of the whole, who are united and actuated by some common impulse of passion, or of interest, adverse to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate interests of the community.” What would Madison think of K Street? If he read *Politico*? The agricultural lobby, the oil lobby, the finance lobby all have plenty of support on both sides of the aisle. It is what political scientists call interest disaggregation, or what we could simply say is the whole of the national interest being greater than the sum of particularized interests. For all the heralding of the cap-and-trade bill that the House of Representatives passed in 2009, even if it had passed the Senate it would have been so broken out into special interest provisions that it would not have amounted to much of a genuinely comprehensive and strategic national energy-environmental policy. The same is the case with health care and financial reform: bills that did pass, and ones that went much further than prior legislation, but still are well short of the policy capacity needed to achieve the posited societal goals.

In sum, the normative appeal of the U.S. model to others depends heavily on how well it works for its own people. There is nothing idealistic about this, it is quite realistic. Nor is it just new age, it is very much age-old. It was no less than the eminent realist scholar Hans Morgenthau who stressed that the Cold War struggle would be determined “by the visible virtues and vices of their [U.S., Soviet] respective political, economic and social systems . . . It is at this point that foreign policy and domestic politics merge . . . The United States ought to again concentrate its effort upon creating a society at home which can again serve as a model for other societies to emulate.”

*How Universal Its Appeal?*

Even if we Americans do get our own house more in order, the question remains whether the Western democracy-capitalism model sets a global norm. The 21st century version of this question is more complex than the 20th century democracy vs. dictatorship and capitalism vs. socialism (and even that was not as straightforward as often posed).

---

This is especially true for economic systems. China’s economic miracle has not been about conversion to Western-style capitalism so much as its particular blending of the state and the market. Some see this as a new model of state-based capitalism. The other BRICs (Brazil, Russia, India) offer their own variants, each with greater market forces than earlier decades but also with the state playing a significant ownership, planning and strategic investing role. Given whose economies are growing faster, whose financial sector plunged the world into the recent recession, and even in some sectors where the dynamic innovation is (e.g., green technology), it is not hard to understand the appeal of such alternative models.

Underlying the particular policy challenges raised are fundamental normative issues about the state-market balance, which by Bretton Woods standards and according to the prevalent modernization-development model limited the former and maximized the latter. Casting this as about neo-protectionism, or neo-mercantilism, or authoritarian capitalism is much too dichotomous and simplistic to capture current debate and practices. It’s more about “purposive state intervention to guide market development and national corporate growth,” both internationally (e.g., in currency markets) and as more sophisticated versions of the “developmental state.”

The normative challenge here is not a confrontational one, or at least does not have to be. It does, though, point to pluralism more than universality, and the need to accept the legitimacy of a range of economic models beyond Western ones, and to adjust institutional rules and frameworks accordingly. Actually, it should not just be accepting in a concessionary or begrudging way, but being open to ways in which these other models may have strengths that ours do not for international economic stability and prosperity, perhaps even our own national economies, and ourselves doing the learning and adapting.

In terms of political systems, when it comes to civil liberties and individual rights liberal democracy is unrivaled. But effective policy capacity can be a different issue. Even beyond the problems addressed above, this may turn the usual celebration of American exceptionalism on its head. The particularly American version of democracy, struc-

---

tured according to the principle of “that government is best which governs least,” reflects the principal motivations of our Founders for achieving self-government and ensuring individual liberty. When juxtaposed against tyranny and repression, these most surely have universality. But for countries with mass poverty, endemic injustice, and other pressing human needs—that is to say, much of the world today—people are looking not just to be protected from government, but also to be protected by government. That never has and never will justify repressiveness, but it does recognize that in many societies political legitimacy is a function of performance, not just process. To the extent that we advocate democracy, it needs to be democracy that delivers what others want for themselves, not what we want for them. It cannot just be about freedom from; it also has to be about the capacity to. In this regard one can give due to China’s internal problems and systemic negatives, yet still acknowledge the ways in which a system that has pulled hundreds of millions out of poverty in the past twenty years has its attractive elements. The point here is not some great authoritarian wave but also not democracy sweeping the world—another question fundamental to the liberal order that is open and uncertain.

International Norms and 21st Century Global Order

I focus here on six international normative challenges key to 21st century global order.

Multilateralism

The “mixed messages” the U.S. long has sent over the UN and multilateralism generally reflect the core debate over prerogative encroachment vs. policy enhancement. That is, does multilateralism enhance U.S. capacity to achieve policy goals more than the constraints on freedom of action and other impediments encroach U.S. prerogatives? No questions that there are more policy enhancement examples than critics admit. And the policy enhancement gains in today’s world are potentially greater than ever. But House Republicans, among oth-

ers, remain to be convinced. One of the first initiatives of the incoming chair of the House Foreign Affairs Committee in 2011, Ileana Ross-Lehtinen, was to tie U.S. funding for the UN to whether it “advances American foreign policy goals.” In taking on such views, UN proponents inside and outside the administration also need to be serious about addressing the inefficiencies and other “pathologies” that this and many international institutions often have. This is going to take a “tough love” approach, the “love” part being making an even more convincing case that the U.S. is willing to strengthen multilateral institutions even when this means less U.S. control, the “tough” part being serious about institutional capacity and pushing harder for reforms than some ideological multilateralists might like.

On the issue of opening up the leadership of international institutions to greater 21st century representativeness, the United States needs to be more proactive than begrudging. There are potent normative aspects to increasing the roles of non-Western rising and emerging powers. Power and interests are of course part of the equation, but the very formulation of “democratic deficit” speaks to the normative dimension. It is not just rhetoric when Chinese, Indian, Brazilian, Turkish, Indonesian, South African, Qatari and other leaders speak in terms of respect and dignity as why they and their peoples want the affirmation that comes with seats at the various tables, leadership positions and other roles and recognitions.

The G-20 is an important step in this direction. So too are such other recent developments in the formal structure of international institutions such as changes in the IMF quota and voting structure and U.S.-declared support for India as a permanent member of the UN Security Council. These, though, are only partial steps. Key issues remain, including the European hold on the IMF Managing Directorship, the U.S. hold on the World Bank Presidency, and other prospective candidates for UN Security Council expansion.

---


14This includes Germany and Japan although my focus here is more on this as a North-South issue.
There are basic arguments about how larger groups can be less efficient decision-makers. While this is more varying than often portrayed, it is the case that just increasing non-Western roles would not resolve all of the problems international institutions have. There are other factors that affect their effectiveness or lack thereof. Still while not a sufficient condition for effective 21st century international institutions, narrowing the democratic deficit is a necessary condition. The situation is akin to others in life, be it political or personal life, in which one gets more credit for a change that one chooses to make than when one is forced to make it. International institutional expansion and reform is going to happen; it is thus strategic to be a part of making it happen, get some of the credit and have some shaping effect.

**Use of Force**

The use of force will always be in part discretionary for states. The key question is how much. On the one hand the Bush 2003 Iraq invasion showed the dangers and ramifications of being too unilaterally discretionary. The broader Bush Doctrine context and the “take a number” rhetoric of neo-conservatives (within the administration as well as in the commentariat) made this about not just Iraq but also broader norms regarding the use of force. On the other hand fully subordinating decisions to use force to UN Charter provisions and procedures is unrealistic as a policy matter and is questionable normatively, as demonstrated by the distinction made between the legality (no) but legitimacy (yes) of NATO’s 1999 intervention in Kosovo.15

The decision process on the March 2011 Libya intervention working through a UN Security Council resolution, with a broad coalition and with support from Arab regional organizations (Arab League, Gulf Cooperation Council, Organization of the Islamic Conference) concretely manifested the Obama administration’s commitment to multilateralism in the use of force. Still more generally the administration has been quite explicit that “the United States must reserve the right to act unilaterally if necessary to defend our nation and our interests.”16

---


There is a political angle to this: foreswearing the unilateral option other than in clear cases of self-defense would be politically suicidal. But it is not just politics. It also is policy and strategy. Deterrence would be weakened, options would be limited. Indeed, could any state genuinely make such a pledge and keep to it? Still given track records (not just the Bush administration, not just the Cold War, but also going back further in history, as Latin Americans are well aware) the U.S. is under particular scrutiny when it comes to the use of force.

Iran may well be a crucial case. Polls show shared concern on both sides of the Atlantic about Iran acquiring nuclear weapons, but significantly greater American than European support for military action. Some argue that general support for and good feeling towards Barack Obama would modulate European opposition if he did resort to military force against Iran. Others see the potential for even greater disillusionment which even if less violent than anti-Bush demonstrations could cut deeper as happens when people feel let down. Irrespective, global reaction likely would be negative. Even if there were to be some sense of “thank you for cutting off the head of the serpent,” that would be muted and tacit—and likely not even expressed in private meetings for fear of more Wikileaks exposure. It also would need to be layered over with more explicit criticism of the United States for acting unilaterally, which would further weaken the claim of normative credibility going forward on this seminal issue.

For its part the UN system has its own challenges. Its general pattern has been to do better on cases of clear interstate aggression (e.g., the 1990 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and the 1950 North Korean invasion of South Korea) than intrastate (e.g., Bosnia, Rwanda, Kosovo, Darfur, Democratic Republic of Congo). The “Responsibility to Protect” (R2P) has been an important effort with normative as well as procedural and policy components to enhance UN capacity in ways that respect traditional claims of state sovereignty while also being true to the UN Charter as having been, as then-Secretary General Kofi Annan put it, “issued in the name of ‘the peoples’, not the gov-

---

17 The German Marshall Fund Transatlantic Trends 2010 polls found 86% of Americans and 79% of Europeans expressing concern about Iranian nuclear proliferation, but a 65%–43% split on military action; http://www.gmfus.org/trends/doc/2010_English_Key.pdf, pp. 16-17.
ernments, of the United Nations.” Striking this balance is inherently difficult. It is further complicated by cover story manipulations both by repressive developing world leaders cloaking their repression in nationalist and anti-colonialist garb, and major powers dressing up interventions largely geared to self-interested objectives in contrived R2P justifications.

**Historical Justice**

Here too there is some rhetoric in claims of historical injustice at the hands of the West (Europe as colonizer, the U.S. as superpower, the post-World War II “liberal” order). But only some. There also are sincere and solid arguments. Some we may agree with; others we may not agree with but still can see their basis. And, frankly, whether we do or not, the fact remains that many non-Western leaders ground their positions on certain issues on their assessments of historical injustice.

The principle of “common but differentiated responsibility” (CDR) is one of the more interesting efforts to apply this normative debate to particular policy questions. The “common” element gets at shared responsibilities for problems that are global and transnational in scope (e.g., global public goods) and thus require international cooperation. The “differentiated” responsibility takes into account variations in causal impact (who did what and how much to create the problem) and relative capabilities for resolving it. This has been mostly applied to global environmental issues. Success has varied. In the 1989 Montreal Protocol on Ozone Protection and its follow-on agreements, CDR was both important as a principle around which consensus was built and pretty effectively operationalized for policy action. On climate change, while the principle has been affirmed, operationalizing into terms of who does what and who pays for what has been much more problematic.

---

Notwithstanding such problems, CDR does capture this normative debate over historical justice in ways that could be applied to other global policy areas (e.g., development, technology transfer, viral ownership). It needs to be refined and adapted. Rhetorical flourishes will not go away, but should not get in the way of policy frameworks and formulas.

**Sovereignty Rights and Responsibilities**

“What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas,” was the tag line of a recent America television commercial. But what happens inside states doesn’t stay inside states. Not contagious disease outbreaks, nor carbon emissions, nor terrorist safe havens, nor many other aspects of failed and failing states, nor financial sector policies, nor, as previously discussed, genocide and mass atrocities. The “Vegas dilemma” is how to balance the rights that sovereignty confers on states and the responsibilities that come with it both inward (to their own people) and outward (to the international community).

The liberal order leaves a mixed legacy on this issue. The end of colonialism vastly increased the number of sovereign states. In this historical context the affirmation of the rights of states was largely consistent with the rights of the people within those states to self-determination. But there also was the “organized hypocrisy” by which norms were affirmed in principle but violated in practice by the U.S. as well as the Soviet Union.19 It thus is harder for those with interventionist pasts to be credible about the mutuality that can be achieved. But while the emphasis of “newly Westphalian” states, whether de jure in terms of newly independent or de facto in terms of having finally achieved global power and stature, on their sovereign rights more than responsibilities is understandable, it further complicates the need for a greater degree of post-Westphalian-ness given the transnational reach of so many threats.

**Democracy Promotion and Human Rights Protection**

Rhetoric aside, this is a complicated issue for the United States in three respects. First is prioritization in relation to other policy objec-

tives. This long has been evident in policy towards the Arab world in the tension between two old adages, “he may be an SOB but he’s our SOB” and “those who make peaceful change impossible make violent revolution inevitable.” Traditionally the tilt was largely towards the former. While amidst the “Arab Spring” the overall shift has been in the other direction, there still are tensions across the different cases (e.g., military intervention in Libya but not in Syria, pressure for regime change in Egypt but not in Bahrain) as well as uncertainty about what trade-offs will be made as new regimes take shape. Similar if lower magnitude prioritizations are in play in relations with China, Afghanistan, Pakistan and others.

Second is that in terms of impact, support for democracy and human rights can cut both ways. Too little support can leave democracy movements, dissidents, et al, more vulnerable to repression by regimes calculating that the U.S. and the outside world doesn’t much care. Yet that also can put the U.S. so much on the side of the repressive regime that protest movements and successor governments which might not have been anti-U.S. become so. On the other hand U.S. support can be counterproductive if a regime assesses that it can’t free a dissident the U.S. champions for fear of losing face, or ties to the U.S. undermine a democracy movement’s nationalist credibility, or through other such perverse consequence chains. These tensions also are a part of the China policy mix, as well as with regard to Iran.

Third is consistency. While it may be true that even with its limits the U.S. still has a stronger claim to being pro-democracy and human rights than many other countries, judgments on this issue are less in comparison to others than relative to one’s own self-styling and rhetoric. This can create a “relative hypocrisy” gap in which contentions that we do more than others are less salient than that we do less than we claim. A key therefore is to narrow the rhetoric-policy gap, still of course allowing for some speechifying but with more of a pragmatic sense of not preaching more than one is prepared to practice.

**The West and Islam**

It was striking that the Egyptian revolution was anti-regime but not anti-American. This was despite the close relationship the United States had maintained with Hosni Mubarak for decades; despite Arab
public opinion having fallen back from its original enthusiasm for the Obama administration because of the administration’s failure to make progress on key issues on the immediate agenda, particularly the Israel-Palestine peace process; and despite the administration’s wavering during the 18 days of Tahrir Square. The main reason, in my view, was the very persona of Barack Hussein Obama and the sense that he had empathy and respect for the people of the Arab world. His June 2009 Cairo speech was intended to convey this sense even more than particular policy positions. It persisted despite policy differences and disappointments. As such it demonstrated how normative dimensions can have realpolitik benefits.

There is no guarantee, though, that this sense of affinity will persist. One of the key issues is whether we avoid making the same mistake with political Islam that we did in the Third World in the Cold War when we lumped together most all leaders, parties and movements that in any way smacked of radicalism as part of the Soviet orbit. Some were, like Kim Il Sung in North Korea and Najibullah in Afghanistan. But in so many other cases they had their own local-national identities and agendas which even when having anti-American elements carried possibilities for cooperation or at least coexistence. Political Islam is here to stay. It will be part of the political mix more often than not. It takes varying forms, some extremist-jihadist-violent and others more peaceful and compatible with democracy. Whether the U.S. is able and willing to live with at least some forms of political Islam that while not virulently anti-U.S. also are not pro-U.S. will carry resonant normative messages in the Arab world, also in the broader Islamic world, and more broadly globally.

Conclusion: America and the Leadership Trope

Overarching all these issues is how the United States sees its 21st century global role and how others see it. It remains generally true that most countries believe that we are most likely to resolve or at least effectively manage global problems if the United States plays a constructive role. But that does not mean the U.S. as The Leader. This not only runs counter to others’ interests and sense of their capabilities, it also hits at the subjective level of dignity, respect and pride – and as such is normatively objectionable.

Yet in our domestic political discourse America as The Leader is still the bipartisan trope of choice. Instead it needs to be acknowledged that as a group of us wrote during the 2008 campaign, “despite the prevalent presumption that America must always be in charge, effective leadership is not always centered in Washington.”22 It’s difficult to conceptualize crisply this “more than this”—“less than that” U.S. role. There’s no clear historical precedent in prior international systems, nor an evidently applicable analogy from leadership in business or other sectors, not even an insightful metaphor. But the reality is that whether because of historical relationships, priorities of interests, factor endowments, issue area specializations or other factors, different states have different comparative advantages for taking the lead on different issues. Seeing this reality requires a national self-concept that affirms the crucial role the U.S. does need to play while acknowledging that Washington is not the font of all wisdom or the exemplar of all norms.
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Chapter 4
What Norms for a New-Order Transatlantic Relationship?

Giovanni Grevi & Richard Youngs

The waning of Western hegemony challenges Europe and America in different ways and highlights the asymmetry of the transatlantic relationship. It does not necessarily or entirely undermine the liberal international order that they have shaped over decades. The capacity of the EU and of the U.S. to build and sustain viable formats of international cooperation in times of turbulent change will be the litmus test of their leadership, and of their partnership.

Perceptions have been shifting faster than power, compounding narratives of American and above all European decline. Common to the transatlantic partners is that their presumed uniqueness dilutes as power grows more diffused and the market of ideas more competitive. Regardless of their own self-perceptions, ten years down the line the U.S. will likely be regarded as less ‘exceptional’ and the EU as less of a ‘model’ for emulation. Different countries and regions will devise their own paths, drawing from different experiences and domestic circumstances.

While the end of deference towards established powers centers and normative engines, such as the U.S. and the EU, need not completely undermine their influence, it will certainly require them to exercise such influence differently. Influence will rest on their socio-economic performance and normative consistency, at home and abroad, more than on claims to past entitlements. It will also depend on their ability to work together to engage others.

The normative identities of the EU and of the U.S. could still be a major asset in fostering their leadership in a less permissive global environment. Retrenching into a fenced community of values defined in opposition to emerging powers would squander such comparative advantage. Such introspection would imperil the liberal order more...
than it would successfully safeguard the transatlantic community’s own core values. This is the key canon that must define the normative orientation of the EU-U.S. relationship in the much-heralded post-Western world order.

The weakening of normative consensus at the international level, from financial matters and development models to democracy promotion and humanitarian intervention, need not determine conflict or trigger the ascendancy of a fundamentally alternative worldview. Instead, it requires the start of a serious debate on the future global order. That will demand often difficult adjustments by all involved, but will unlikely engender the wholesale or definitive demise of liberal internationalism. The latter provides the normative fabric of an international system that most benefit from, or aspire to. It is to this standard that the transatlantic partners must together set their compass.

Europe in a Post-Hegemonic World

In an international system marked by the de-concentration of power and deepening interdependence, establishing the normative and institutional coordinates for cooperation among more, and more heterogeneous, actors is of essence. Milieu-shaping under post-hegemonic conditions, namely when the U.S. is less predominant and its primacy is contested, sets a daunting challenge. For the EU, it is also an existential one. This is not only a matter of interest, since the prosperity of the Union as a major trade power and energy consumer lacking military clout depends on international stability. It is also a matter of identity.

The EU is a community of law built on the rejection of war and bent on the creation of a rule-based international system. While self-perceptions and the surrounding discourse should not be taken at face value, all polities need a narrative and this remains the core European ‘story’ and principal *raison d’être*. The then-Community has been ritually defined as a civilian power, domesticating international relations through non-coercive means, namely negotiation and compromise.¹

From its very conception, European integration has been described by Jean Monnet, one of its principal architects, as a step towards a more organized world order.

Crucially, the EU is not a state. As a project, it is endowed with a value-based vision grounded in peace, democracy and sovereignty-sharing, which has proved attractive in Europe and beyond. As a process, it is at the cutting-edge of governance experimentation and innovation, having established over time a mixed system including supranational, inter-governmental and trans-governmental features, unevenly mixed depending on the policy area. As a collective international actor, however, the EU lacks some critical attributes of sovereignty, notably the capacity to speak with one authoritative voice, to mobilize its resources at its discretion, to entertain difficult trade-offs and to guarantee its own security. The latter domain remains largely the preserve of its member states, themselves turning to the U.S. as the protector of last resort. In short, the EU lacks both nimbleness and fist. But it carries economic weight, has shown political endurance and offers solutions that, when achieved, are lasting ones since they are the product of compromise and enshrined in law.2

The current transition away from the relatively comfortable post-Cold War world raises the question of the very pertinence of the EU in a post-hegemonic context of growing normative diversity and competition.3 This question engulfs different dimensions of the EU as a normative actor.

First, it concerns the scope for the EU to invest in multilateral cooperation, thereby fulfilling its vocation to tame sheer power in international relations. It is a matter of both demand, i.e. whether other pivotal actors feel the need to foster rule-based cooperation; and supply, i.e. whether the EU is capable to trigger and sustain governance innovation. Doing so would not least demand surrendering some of the benefits enjoyed by its member states in the traditional
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multilateral system. It is also a matter of what interpretation of sovereignty will prevail, whether an uncompromising and conservative notion of it as independence from the influence of others, or a progressive one as authority and capacity to engage with others.

Second, the pertinence question addresses the very normative cornerstones of the Union, namely the values of peace, democracy, market economy and rule of law that it embodies and seeks, in principle if not always in practice, to promote. The issue here is whether these values will maintain a universal appeal or will be challenged by truly alternative normative systems, based for example on nationalism, corporatism and state capitalism, which will prove both sustainable and attractive. Deep down, the question is whether modernization necessarily entails approximation to the normative coordinates of political and economic liberalism. ⁴

Third, the pertinence of the EU will very much depend on its ability to defend and promote its normative preferences in complex, tough negotiations on issues critical to its prosperity and cohesion. From social to environmental standards, from financial regulation to the application of the precautionary principle to product and food safety, the EU has consistently used institutions as platforms for compromise and norms as channels of influence on the global stage. ⁵ In so doing, it has acquired a distinctive profile as the driving force for multilateral agenda-setting on issues such as climate change and international justice and it has leveraged its critical economic mass to export its normative preferences, sometimes at odds with American ones. The growing normative assertiveness of rising powers, commensurate with their expanding economic and political clout, and their skills as strategic actors in multilateral negotiations, will test the role of the EU as leading normative entrepreneur. In turn, this challenges the internal legitimacy of the Union as a filter, or shelter, against the hardships of globalization.


⁵ Zaki Laidi, La norme sans la force. L’énigme de la puissance européenne (Paris: Sciences Po, 2005).
In sum, the question is whether the EU’s distinctiveness will be an asset or a burden in a polycentric and normatively contested world. In other words, whether the EU is a power ‘lost in transition’ or whether it is, somewhat counter-intuitively, ahead of the curve, uncomfortably waiting for others to speed up and join it in a post-modern world. As noted by Francis Fukuyama, the end of history is the EU, not the U.S. The problem is that history is in full swing, and is being largely made outside Europe.

### Between Multipolarity and Interpolarity

The answer to the crucial ‘pertinence’ question very much depends on the direction of the transition itself. A range of observers expects the emergence of a multipolar world of balance of power and fierce normative competition, if not clash. In such a context, the end of hegemony would result in a vacuum of leadership and in the disconnect between major power centers bearing different and irreconcilable priorities concerning common challenges. Whether in tackling financial instability, climate change or resource scarcity, international imbalances and transnational risks would go unaddressed and generate ever more frictions. That would further undermine multilateral cooperation and lead to what has been defined a ‘zero-sum’ world.

This entirely plausible scenario would arguably stretch the Union to a breaking point or anyway result in an even more introverted and defensive Europe, abdicating its role as norm entrepreneur, transformative agent and integration lab. Arguably, a Union deprived of normative aspirations would not be sustainable in the long term, as centrifugal national interests would prevail over the waning commitment to the common good and a better world.
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9 Rachman, op. cit.
A zero-sum environment could entail alternative implications for the normative fabric of the transatlantic partnerships. As a key feature of the partnership’s profile and projection, the normative edge of Europe and America could take a back seat, overshadowed on either side of the Atlantic by a progressive securitization of the political agenda beyond traditional threats to engulf economic and societal issues. The U.S. would probably still find in many European countries some of its best allies for specific purposes. However, the transatlantic partnership as a community of values would lose traction, not least in the eyes of others. Alternatively, the EU and the U.S. could be drawn closer together as fellows in a turbulent world, promoting their shared values in opposition to those of others and assuming a more or less antagonist stance in terms of spreading such values. An ideological partnership in a post-hegemonic world would risk building more barriers than creating bridges and could turn differences of interests with other actors into normative alienation.

That said, while plausible, the scenario of a multipolar, zero-sum world is neither the only conceivable one nor, arguably the most probable, as it neglects three basic factors. First is the deepening of global interdependence, encompassing the economy, the environment, resources and security issues in a web of connected, transnational risks. This changes the context of power relations since interdependence entails both shared challenges and mutual vulnerabilities. The second factor is the diffusion of power from states to non-state actors and even individuals, empowered by new technologies. This is perhaps a more consequential trend than power transitions among states over the long term.\textsuperscript{10} It does challenge public authorities at the national and international level but it also harbors the potential for eroding normative contrapositions from the bottom up. Transnational advocacy networks and epistemic communities catalyze shared diagnoses and common aspirations, while business can bring solutions where governments fail.\textsuperscript{11} The third factor is the potentially game-changing impact of the so-called Arab Spring. The latter could hardly be anticipated and democratic transitions in key Arab countries face many hurdles. However, if sustainable, the shift from authoritarian to demo-


\textsuperscript{11}Parag Khanna, How to Run the World (New York: Random House, 2010).
cratic regimes in North Africa could have a transformative impact in the region and beyond, paving the way for normative convergence in a traditionally volatile theatre.

On balance, the case can be made that deepening interdependence has entered the strategic calculus of all major powers, increasing their stakes in the stability of an open international system and tilting the balance away from confrontation. The conjunction of power shifts and interdependence leads to an interpolar world where leading countries cannot ultimately ensure their prosperity and security by detracting from those of others.\textsuperscript{12} Great powers have more to fear from each other’s weakness than from each other’s strength. Differences between them follow cleavages that vary depending on the issues at hand, thereby making the emergence of opposing blocs unlikely, notably on normative grounds.\textsuperscript{13}

In an interpolar world, sufficient political will could be harnessed to devise new formats of cooperation and reform old ones. Under this scenario, the liberal international system would remain the bedrock of global order, although its norms and practices would have to adjust as rising powers bring their agenda to the table.\textsuperscript{14} Progress would likely be achieved by trial and error more than by any clear design.

In this context the EU would be, in principle, well equipped to contribute to multilateral agenda-setting and rule-making. The practice of consultation, negotiations and compromise inherent in EU policy-making would be an asset to foster convergence at the international


\textsuperscript{13}For an account of the changing alignments in the context of the G20 negotiations, see Stefan A. Schirm, \textit{The G20, Emerging Powers and Transatlantic Relations}, Transatlantic Academy Paper Series, May 2011.

level and advance new deals. However, the EU would need to become more effective in crafting its positions and in using soft and hard power tools to pursue its normative goals, in ways consistent with the universal values it purports to uphold. America and Europe would remain each other’s indispensable partners (but not the only important ones) to shape a new global order, although their initiatives would need to gather the support of a much wider range of actors.

**The EU and Global Governance: Full Spectrum Engagement**

The EU stakes a lot of its normative identity, and strategic interests, on the sustainability of effective multilateralism. The next decade will challenge the means by which it pursues this central goal. Like a glorious firm producing analog material on the verge of the digital revolution, the EU will have to update its products and business model to shape and fit new modes of international cooperation. Otherwise it risks being pushed to the margins of key governance formats and becoming a venerable brand for vintage collectors, lagging behind the frontier of global governance innovation.

The rise of new powers taking a selective approach to international cooperation and protecting their sovereignty, the proliferation of non-state actors acquiring ever more autonomy as both agents and spoilers of cooperation, and the accumulation of old and new challenges on the international agenda set a tall order for the reform of global governance. The conflation of these trends demands inclusive leadership and operational flexibility from the transatlantic partners. Arguably, the growing governance deficit impacts them in different ways and entails both challenges and opportunities for their partnership.

For America, multilateral engagement is a choice from a wider strategic toolbox. For Europe, it is not just a matter of convenience or, indeed, enlightened self-interest, as it is for the U.S., but one of essence, as it corresponds to the very *raison d’être* of the European project. The U.S., while materially diminished relative to others and
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normatively challenged, is a superpower able to switch through different modes of interaction, from occasional bargains and coalition-building to balance of power and coercion. With the exception of issues where it enjoys exclusive competence, such as aspects of trade policy, the EU struggles to do so, as it is unequipped institutionally and most of its members are reluctant to engage in power politics and trade-offs.

Such differences account for the paradoxical misalignment of American and European approaches to collective action, at a time when the Obama administration announced a new grand strategy centred on enhancing cooperation in a multi-partner world. The U.S. has pushed fast-forward a whatever-works agenda (stitch-up in Copenhagen) while taking unilateral action (quantitative easing) and resorting to traditional power balancing (South China Sea) when other tactics didn’t work and U.S. interests were at stake. The EU and its member states have nominally pursued global deals while struggling to define common interests (for example in the G20) and testing alternative channels (bilateral trade agreements) while fighting a rear-guard battle concerning their position in multilateral frameworks (reform of IMF quotas and executive board).

While the U.S. has probably gained more credit as a governance innovator in the last couple of years, for example thanks to the Nuclear Security Summit initiative, neither the pragmatic and selective approach of this American administration nor the principled but stiff and inconsistent approach of the EU have proven particularly effective so far. The relative dissonance between European and American perceptions and tactics is one of the reasons for that. However, the reputation of the EU and of the U.S. as responsible stakeholders is not a given, but relies on the judgment of an ever-growing global public. The deepening debt crisis on both sides of the Atlantic vividly underlines this point. Over the next decade, such a reputation will largely
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depend on their ability to do more to underpin and expand cooperative frameworks in addressing three common challenges. First, delinking balanced economic growth from the unbound consumption of energy and other natural resources. Second, delivering global public goods such as preserving the security and openness of the commons for all sorts of (legal) human, material and immaterial flows. Third, supporting and enhancing human development and human security, notably in fragile countries and regions.

For the EU, this will require adopting a policy of full-spectrum engagement, seeking to connect with partners through different channels, as need be. Bilateral partnerships, mini-lateral or pluri-lateral groupings, inter-regional relations and global multilateral institutions should not be seen as alternative vehicles for cooperation but as concurrent platforms for global governance. The EU should devise a strategic approach to pursue its end goals through different formats in a consistent and mutually reinforcing way. This is not about giving up on Europe’s multilateral aspirations but pursuing them through a flexible and incremental approach, better fit for a polycentric and diverse world.

The ultimate purpose of the EU’s engagement should be to frame fair deals in multilateral treaties and regimes, as the latter enshrine predictable commitments in an uncertain world. But it should do so by seizing, and seeking, opportunities to enhance cooperation beyond traditional institution-building and by working in close partnership with non-state actors to make inroads into new governance territory. On climate change issues, supporting the implementation of the environmental objectives of China’s new five year plan, and harnessing public-private partnerships to this end, does not detract from the pursuit of a global post-Kyoto emissions regime. When assisting fragile states and taking preventive action to avert conflict, different levels of governance can and should come into play, and the contribution of non-state actors to mediation or community-building can be harnessed. The codification of best practices to manage natural resources, bilateral partner-
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ships with pivotal regional powers, the joint Africa–EU Strategy and cooperation with the UN are complementary in fostering development and security in Africa. In short, the EU should improve its performance as a venture capitalist to invest in governance innovation with a view to laying the foundations for viable multilateral frameworks.

Political Norms

Another challenge facing the EU and U.S. relates to the type of political norms that will prevail in the emerging international order. The precarious balance between interpolarity and multipolarity, as well as the shifting sands of global governance, leaves some fundamental questions unresolved on this score. One pivotal concern will be the role that democratic norms assume in the reshaped global system. Much has been written on the fate of democracy in a post-Western world order. Some see democracy as increasingly challenged. Others see it as actually gaining appeal as a global norm, as interconnections of all kinds deepen and rising powers hitch themselves fully to the international system. This will be one of the core existential questions that will determine the contours of next-generation international relations: will democracy consolidate itself as the only political norm with truly universal appeal, or will a properly normative perspective be one that allows for greater heterogeneity of political systems in the future? The rise of energy-rich autocracies since the mid-2000s along with China’s relatively strong performance in the post-2008 financial crisis have bred democratic pessimism. The Arab Spring has slightly tilted the pendulum back towards a more universalist view of democracy.

Curiously, the EU and U.S. both stress the centrality of democracy to their international policies, but also have a less than fully appreciative view on each others’ approach to supporting democratic norms. Rhetorically both the US and EU have long declared support for the international spread of democratic norms to be not merely a standard set of policies like any other dimension of foreign policy, but as constitutive of their whole global ‘beingness’. Many comparisons have been made over the years between U.S. and European democracy promotion policies. The complexities, time-sensitivity and country-specifici-
ties of these policies have militated against these comparisons reaching clear-cut, parsimonious conclusions. At some moments it has seemed that the EU has been the more committed supporter of democracy, anchoring eastern European transitions while the U.S. tended to the pernicious temptation of unilateral power politics. At other junctures, it seemed that the U.S. was more ‘forward-leaning’ on democracy, with the EU an insipid Realpolitik cynic given to fatuously overblown normative rhetoric.

Curiously then, the ostensibly shared adherence to international democracy has invariably not engendered the transatlantic harmony and unity that one might have expected. Both the U.S. and EU exhibit a tendency to claim that their degree of commitment to democracy makes them unique—by implication, relative to the partner on the other side of the Atlantic. America’s ‘manifest destiny’ competes with the EU proclamation that its democracy promotion is an immutable off-shoot of the democracy-embedding multilateralism of its own integration project.

Often the issue of democracy has divided more than it has united the transatlantic partners. The European perspective frequently has the U.S. as fool-hardy missionary zealot, riding rough-shod over domestic sensitivities in the name of a Washingtonian-template democracy constructed solely at the behest of American interests. Such views have a long pedigree but, of course, reached their apogee under the Bush administration. The degree of European animosity to U.S. democracy policies plumbed such depths after 2000 that many European governments began rejecting the whole discourse of democracy promotion and on many issues sided with autocratic regimes against the United States. Such perspectives persisted even when they were objectively a misrepresentation of U.S. policy, which owed far more to traditional realism during the second Bush administration.21

Both European and American policymakers have tended to perceive the transatlantic breach on democracy to be wider than it actually is at the level of on-the-ground democracy initiatives and projects. The most comprehensive recent project comparing European and U.S.

approaches to democracy concluded that neither European governments nor the US can be accused of having done much to export their own institutional templates.\(^2\) This is not to suggest that significant differences do not exist; in general it is true that the U.S.’s ‘political’ approach to democracy contrasts with the European ‘developmental’ perspective.\(^3\) However, whatever the differences in terms of democracy-promoting strategy, the bigger issue is that the EU and U.S. are now united in a decline that raises thorny questions over how they can continue to defend a politically liberal world order. This should be motive for a new era of deep cooperation on the role of political norms in foreign policy.

In fact, in recent years some such convergence has been evident—but, ironically, around a diminished conviction in democracy support. Naturally, neither European nor American politicians would doubt the basic legitimacy of democracy as a norm. But the problematic record of democracy support during the early 2000s produced a striking degree of caution on both sides of the Atlantic. The transatlantic community came to question its ability positively to influence pro-democracy dynamics more than it evinced any enthusiasm to act as standard bearer of liberal political change.

The reality of the new international context is that today both the EU and US share the challenge of keeping some focus on democracy but in sensitive ways that are attuned to local conditions in different regions of the world. Neither side of the Atlantic has progressed far in recalibrating democracy support strategies for a different global order. The transatlantic community will not be the arbiter of other countries’ domestic politics to the same extent as in the fifty years following the end of the World War Two. This need not breed a relativism of political norms, but it will entail multilateralization of the democracy support agenda. Rising democracies such as India, Turkey, Brazil, Indonesia and South Africa certainly resist many elements of Western democracy promotion, but they have also introduced initiatives that


offer positive support to incremental political liberalization in their respective regions.\textsuperscript{24} Emerging non-Western donors are also looking seriously at the governance-development nexus, which they prefer to the ‘democracy promotion’ angle as a route into politically relevant aid programs. There is potential here in respect of which the U.S. and EU need to work together, gently to encourage non-Western democracies to step up their efforts, while according them greater say over the nature of the ‘democracy agenda.’

Of course, now the Arab Spring represents an opportunity for democracy support to shift to the front-foot and assume a less defensive air. Both the EU and U.S. have reacted with some admirable new policy commitments in support of Middle Eastern democracy. Both actors have recognized that their rhetoric was not matched by the substance of their reform commitments in the years preceding the Tunisian and Egyptian revolts. Both have recognized that their caution on democracy lagged behind the demands for change, open government and leadership renewal among all sectors of society. Both are beginning to plough money, technical expertise and diplomatic influence into backing Arab reformers. But some cautionary words are still appropriate: it remains to be seen whether the EU and U.S. will be willing fully to welcome the results of free elections across the region; and there are clearly regimes, especially in the Gulf, where a status-quo mentality persists among Western diplomats. Moreover, little in the way of concrete transatlantic coordination on the Arab Spring has yet taken root. If this is a moment of opportunity, the EU and U.S. still need to demonstrate that it is one from which they extract the same conclusions in relation to democracy’s broader normative status in the new global order.

Conclusions

The transatlantic relationship needs to move with the times. It cannot remain immune from or disinterested in the broader shifts in global power constellations. Both the EU and U.S. are grappling with

the enormously difficult task of refashioning concepts of the ‘normative’ in a rapidly reshuffling world order. We have shown here that in respect of the two issues of global governance and democracy support, this task remains very much a work in progress. For the transatlantic relationship, the uncertainty of the current juncture is both boon and bane. In recent years, the narrative of a grand normative project has been largely absent from the EU-U.S. relationship. As the partners fight their own respective economic and political crises, and scramble to protect their immediate material interests in the face of relative decline, the notion of a normatively-oriented transatlantic agenda can easily look like an expendable luxury.

Going back to normative basics, however, is the key to unlocking the stalemate at both the domestic and international levels. For one, there is a need to debate the normative compact underpinning increasingly contested social and economic deals at home, to renew the domestic bedrock of international leadership. For another, in a world of relative power, the normative posture of the EU and the U.S. constitutes their comparative advantage at a time when the normative identity of many of their partners is in flux. Precisely when normative perspectives are being debated anew and in some cases redefined, it is of the utmost importance that the U.S. and EU do not embark along different paths. It is equally critical that, with normative differences growing more visible, albeit not necessarily deeper, the EU and the U.S. explore innovative paths for engagement with others and prevent tensions at home from engendering mutual alienation abroad.

Shared normative reassessment is sorely needed across the Atlantic. How far such an endeavor does eventually take shape and succeed will be incomparably important: it will determine whether this is the moment at which the moorings of the transatlantic relationship come definitively adrift or when a normative renaissance becomes possible.
Section III
Demographic Trends
Chapter 5

Europe’s Demographic Future:
At the Edge of the Post-Growth Society

Reiner Klingholz

Three major trends are shaping Europe’s demographic future: low fertility, aging societies and increasing immigration. Europe’s population, already the oldest in the world, is aging faster than those of other continents and will soon start to shrink. Hence Europe—where the so-called population explosion got under way in the 18th century—is again taking on a pioneering role in demographic development. The old continent is setting a demographic trend for stagnant or shrinking populations that sooner or later will reach most corners of the world.

Today, 14 out of 44 European countries already report an excess of deaths over births, a number that will grow over time. The total population of Europe, including Russia, Belarus, Ukraine and Moldova, is 740 million, and is expected to shrink by some 20 to 50 million by 2050. The situation for the EU, Europe’s economic heart, which is more attractive for immigrants, is more stable: the population of the 27 EU countries is some 500 million and is still growing. Only one-fifth of population growth in Europe is due to an excess of births over deaths; a much larger part is due to immigration.

The number of EU citizens is expected to peak at 526 million around 2040, followed by a slow decline until 2050. Without immigration the EU would lose 45 million, or 9% of its population by 2050, or roughly the current population of Poland and Greece combined. European stagnation stands in contrast to expectations of 36% growth for the U.S. and Canada, 25% for Latin America and Caribbean, 25% for Asia and 100% for Africa in the same time period. Consequently, the EU’s share of the world’s population would shrink from 7.3% to 5.5% over the next 40 years.
Nevertheless, some 6% of the world’s population is located within a 1,000-kilometer radius of the Czech capital of Prague, a region which can be called Europe’s cultural heartland. The only world regions with a higher settlement density are large-scale conurbations in China and India, each of which is home of some 15% of mankind. In effect, Europe is the world’s third most important population center. Since the postwar project of European integration, the continent is becoming a powerful and innovative economic unity. Today the EU with its 27 member states, stretching from Portugal to Romania, is a Union that guarantees free movement of goods, persons, services and capital.

Today there are various factors changing the demographic composition of the European continent.

**Low Fertility**

Europe is the only continent with a fertility rate below the replacement level of 2.1 children per woman. Europe’s women give birth to 1.6 children on average. The gap between Europe’s “fertility belt”—which stretches from Finland, Norway, Sweden, Ireland and Great Britain to France and where the average is 1.9-2.1 children per woman (comparable to the U.S. level)—and most other European countries (where it is 1.3-1.6) can be attributed mainly to different family and gender policies. EU countries with small gender gaps, with a high proportion of women in the labor force, and relatively equal numbers of men and women working, typically show higher fertility rates.

**Aging**

In 1958, when the European Union was founded, every one of today’s 27 EU members had fertility rates above 2.1 children per woman. The rapid change to today’s low levels is the main reason of concern because the large group of the postwar baby boomers is replaced by a next generation that is barely two-thirds as large. The crucial question is how this shrinking post-baby-boomer generation can generate the wealth needed to care for its aging parents and at the same time invest so much into education and innovative industries that it can compete with young and fertile populations on other continents.
In coming years, huge waves of retirement are expected in all industrialized countries around the globe. The working population will then have to support a growing number of pensioners. This will put social security systems under considerable stress. This applies even for countries with replacement fertility like France, Ireland or the U.S. In France, the lower part of the population “pyramid” has evolved into a column, because every child’s generation is about as big as their parent generation. France’s population is likely to rise by roughly 9 million by 2050, if fertility remains at today’s level. But this growth will only lead to an increased number of over-60-year-olds. There will be no growth in the younger cohorts (see Figure 1).
More than 50% of Europeans have already reached the second half of their lives. The average age in Europe is rising by some two days a week. Between today and 2050 the median age of EU citizens will rise from 40 to 49 years, transforming Europe literally into an old continent (see Figure 2). By then, 29% of the people will be 65 and older. Today’s EU working age population (336 million) between 15 and 64 years of age will start to shrink even before 2015 and fall to some 299 million in 2050. At today’s labor force participation rates, the number of people in the actual workforce will drop from today’s 238 million to 212 million in 2050—even to 177 million under the unrealistic assumption of no immigration. Today’s pension age cohort of 65 and older will grow from 87 million in 2010 to 150 million in 2050. As a result, the “old age dependency ratio” (number of persons 65+ per 100 working age persons) will double from 26 to 50. In hyper-aging countries like Italy or Germany, one in seven people will be over 80 in 2050. Only in Japan will the population be even older. Given the fact that dementia prevalence is around 20% at 80 and 30% at 90, it is clear that these societies will face challenges unknown in today’s countries.

Life expectancy in highly developed western Europe has reached historical levels, whereas some central and eastern European countries have experienced a decline in life expectancy during the transformation period following the fall of the Iron Curtain. Male newborns can expect the longest average lifetime in Iceland, Sweden and Switzerland (80 years) and the lowest in Russia (63). The highest projected life span for females is 85 years in France and 85 in Spain, Italy, and Switzerland. The lowest projected life span for females is 71 in Kosovo and 73 in Moldavia. Compared to the most developed European countries, the U.S. shows a life expectancy of 5 years less, 75 years for males and 80 years for females.

Within Europe divergent demographic trends are observed (see Figure 3). Central and eastern European countries, including East Germany, experienced an enormous decline in birth rates after the fall of the Iron Curtain. Fertility rates in these countries are generally recovering, but they have not reached the level of pre-transformation times and are far below replacement level. As most of these countries have experiences outward migration since 1990, population decline is expected in most regions of the former Eastern bloc over the near future. Romania and Bulgaria are about to shrink by 10% and 15%
Figure 2. Median age

(for details on assumptions, see http://esa.un.org/unpp/index.asp?panel=4)
respectively by 2030. By the middle of the century, the number of Russia’s inhabitants could sink by some 16 million. The working age population will suffer especially heavy losses, shrinking by 15 million, or about 20%, by 2030. Belarus may lose 1 million, or 12%, by 2030 despite immigration. Ukraine will lose 5 out of today’s 45 million in that period. High mortality, mainly related to alcohol abuse especially among men, contributes to these losses in the former Soviet sphere.

In the middle of this crisis Russia has to master an enormous transformation: turning an economy based mainly on exploitation of natural resources—which President Dmitry Medvedev once called “primitive”—into a service and knowledge-based economy supported by a broad, relatively well-educated and healthy middle class. Even security policy questions are increasingly being asked from a demographic per-
spective. In coming years there won’t even be enough recruits to serve in an army of today’s size or to protect the 20,000 kilometer-long Russian border.

Migration

Today, Europe’s prosperity makes it increasingly attractive for people from other regions of the world. Nearly all EU countries, as well as the 3 associated nations Iceland, Norway and Switzerland, have growing immigrant populations. Some 30 million EU-27+3 residents (6% of the total population) are international migrants. First- and second-generation migrants who have already assumed citizenship in their new home countries are estimated to account for roughly the same share. Together, these people with migration background make up 12% of the entire EU-27+3 population. In countries with a long immigration history during the postwar economic boom, or those with colonial bonds, like Germany, UK and France, around 20% of the population have a migration background.

Even with increasing immigration, however, a number of European countries will not be able to stabilize their populations in the future. Germany, for example, has had a surplus of deaths over newborns every single year since 1972. Immigration was a vital factor for population growth since that time. The natural decrease was compensated by immigration until 2002, but since then migrant inflows have failed to compensate for the decline in population. So far, Germany’s population has declined by about one million. A further decline of some 12 million is expected by 2050, despite projections of further immigration of either 100,000 or 200,000 persons per year respectively—the largest decline in the EU (see Figure 4). In East Germany massive outward migration of young people led to a population loss of more than 1.5 million since reunification in 1990. Some remote rural regions in the former GDR are on their way to total desertion. Germany’s workforce (between 18 to 64 years) will shrink by 30% in that time period, in East Germany even by 50%. By 2050, the UK and French populations will be larger than Germany’s. As the UK and French populations will remain younger than Germany’s in 2050 it seems plausible that their economies then could also be more power-
ful than Germany’s. The country’s influence within the EU will decline proportionally.

Qualified migrants are becoming increasingly important to guarantee the economic prosperity of European nations. The closest sources for Europe’s further immigration are the 14 neighboring countries in the Middle East and North Africa, where the number of working age people will double until 2050. Unfortunately, in most European countries there is a rising public and political fear of foreign infiltration. Germany, for example, has made immigration more difficult and as a consequence it has nearly stopped in recent years. One reason for public reluctance against further immigration are the problems all European nations have integrating their migrants adequately into society. Many immigrants have poor qualifications and their children often tend to follow the same trend. This makes it difficult for European governments to justify further immigration of qualified migrants to fill the widening gaps in the labor market.

**Policy Options**

These population developments, however, do not necessarily mean that Europe is on the road to ruin. Instead, they indicate that Euro-

---

**Figure 4. Population projections for Germany.**

Data source: destatis.
pean societies face multiple challenges that differ widely from country to country and even more from region to region. Especially remote rural areas in central and eastern Europe will see an accelerated depopulation over coming decades.

As demographic variations follow long term trends, the decline of Europe’s native work force and the aging process are inevitable. Therefore, the European populations and governments have no option but to learn to cope with the coming changes. They have to increase their productivity and to fund their social security systems with a smaller number of working age individuals. They have to focus not on human quantities but on human capacities, which are defined by the education and health standards of their populations. The key to mitigate the aging process is education. The continent’s most important resources—its minds and talents—will be valued even more highly in the future. Most European countries must develop into knowledge-based societies in which jobs for unskilled workers will become even scarcer in the future. Education and lifelong learning are the preconditions for higher retirement ages, which are needed to make pension systems demographically sound. Education is especially crucial for partly or potentially marginalized groups such as migrants. Unemployment among migrants is at least twice as high as among native-born citizens in most European countries. Income levels of migrants and their share in respected jobs are far below average. At the same time, the EU needs a concerted and appealing migration policy to attract highly skilled workers and their families.

The examples of France or Sweden show that low fertility can be countered by a family policy featuring a mix of financial incentives such as lower income taxes for families and an infrastructure that allows both parents to stay in the workforce after limited parental leave. Reducing the debt burden is another way to prepare for the future as the coming generations will have trouble to pay back what the recent governments have accumulated. Overall, the need to reform might turn into a motor of European innovation.

If these urgent reforms are not approached seriously, however, Europe’s competitiveness could fall behind younger and growing countries in other world regions. With regard to demographic challenges, the U.S. is in much better shape, but most of the reforms nec-
essary for Europe have to be tackled in the U.S. too—especially debt reduction and social security reform. In these areas the challenges for the U.S. seem to be higher than in most European countries, whereas the readiness for reforms appears to be lower.

There is another approach for Europe to remain a vital partner in the world economy: a strong and growing European Union. Since the Union was founded in 1950 by its first six member states, their share of the world population has declined. Their share of world economic output has been declining since the 1960s. Today the figures are 3 and 11 %, respectively. Only by constantly accepting new member states has the EU been able to raise its share of world population to roughly 7% and its share of aggregate world economic output to 20%.

Source: ESPON.
European integration was also an attempt by European countries to maintain their international status in a situation marked by rapid demographic and economic development in other world regions. If the EU will be able to accept new countries in the future, it could maintain its global influence, at least as far as the figures are concerned. Turkish accession would boost the EU’s share of the world’s population to 8%. And while the accession of Norway, Switzerland and Iceland would not change much in demographic terms, it would serve to further increase the EU’s share of the world economy. The inclusion of the former Yugoslavian Balkan countries might only be a matter of time, and with the accession of Ukraine, the demographic giant in Eastern Europe, the EU could keep its long-term share of the world population between 6 and 8% until 2050 (see Figure 5).

How to Survive in the Post-Growth Society

Given that the world population is still growing by 230,000 heads per day and the ecological footprint of the human race is far beyond the limits of sustainability, less European consumers sound like a blessing for the environment (less U.S. citizens would sound even better). Global environmental problems and resource crises will increase as the world’s population increases to 9-10 billion by mid-century. The question for Europe is how it can overcome its demographic challenges and the ecological crisis at the same time. The solution might be found in demographic sustainability, a term barely discussed in future studies.

Certainly excessive population growth rates (such as in many African countries) are not sustainable, since they cause a wide array of problems from shortage of schools and jobs to overexploitation of natural resources. But very low fertility rates are unsustainable as well, as they lead to quickly-aging societies, to a disparity between working and pension age groups and to unstable social structures.

Demographic sustainability for Europe would call for a stable or slowly shrinking population, because a constant number of inhabitants can use the existing infrastructure most efficiently. Regarding the actual average fertility rate of some 1.4 children per woman in many European countries, there is an urgent need for a better family policy
in those countries below this line. But countries with fertility rates above 1.8, like France, UK, Ireland or Sweden do not need a further pro-natal policy. Immigration will fill possible demographic gaps.

Migrants can slow down shortages on the labor market but they cannot prevent societies from aging. Europe’s biggest challenge is to survive the peak of its aging process, which will come around 2045. After that point the baby boom generation will leave the population pyramid, and Europe will open a new page in its demographic chronology.

Until then it is important to realize that countries like Germany have already reached the demographic post-growth era, which will most probably lead to an era of no overall and no significant long-term economic growth in the future. These nations are the frontrunners not only in demographic change but also on their way to a sustainable future. They have to invent the models for the well-being of their societies without growth, models that will be highly demanded by more and more countries.

Nearly all countries around the globe have falling fertility rates. One third of all countries already have fertility rates below replacement level. No major highly-developed country has a fertility rate above 2.1 that would guarantee a long-term growing population without immigration. Fertility rates in emerging countries are falling faster than in early industrialized countries. While in Germany the fertility rate fell from 2.5 during the time of the baby boom to 1.4 today, in South Korea it fell from 5 to 1.2 and in China from nearly 6 to 1.5 with only a few years’ delay. That means that these countries will face a much more pronounced aging of their societies only a decade after European countries. As most countries have embarked on a path towards development that has meant better education for men and women and therefore falling birth rates, the time of worldwide population growth will come to an end sometime during the second part of this century. Even China, the most populous country of the world, will start to shrink by the end of this decade. The emerging countries’ current advantage—their young and productive populations and high economic growth rates—will become relative when their societies enter the massive aging process. China, today a synonym for explod-
ing prosperity, might be the first country in the world to grow old before it has become rich.

All these countries urgently need models for demographic and ecological sustainability, for prosperity without growth. As the pioneer of demographic shrinking, Europe has no other choice but to build the blueprint for post-growth lifestyle models before others do it. Europe’s future will be based more on stability than on growth. The nature of these models remains unknown, because all European governments still follow the paradigm of growth, even though some of them have already entered the demographic post-growth phase. But more and more countries will have to learn to live in prosperity with an aging, stagnant or even shrinking population. These populations will be older, smaller, wiser and more peaceful than today’s. Therefore they might be the model societies for a sustainable living on a limited planet.
This chapter examines the ways in which demographic factors are likely to affect future relations between the U.S. and its European partners. In fact, there has already been some effect as European countries begin to grapple with problems brought about by low birth rates and the economic crisis, and the challenges that unprecedented aging is beginning to present to its European (and non-European) allies. The word “crisis” is not used here loosely. That term and others like it are routinely used in Europe to describe the current demographic situation and its portents for the future. The U.S., itself far from immune from future budget challenges due to aging, is likely to find itself with less and less assistance when global issues arise. This chapter suggests that it is time for transatlantic allies to address these issues and, should few solutions be found, to address their consequences. It also suggests that national leaders be more fully informed on the issues, which is almost certainly not the case today.

The European Perspective

The most serious problem facing many European countries today is societal aging, which is proceeding at a pace that could not possibly have been anticipated and, in fact, was not. The severity of the aging process varies but is more evident in several NATO countries of western Europe and in most countries of eastern and southern Europe. The issue in low birth rate countries is often described in terms of the decrease in population size but, except for some countries of the former Soviet Union, decline in projected population size by 2050 is quite modest or will not occur until after mid-century. While past decline in birth rates to low or very low levels is the driving issue,
many countries now find themselves in an unprecedented condition due to the unusual alteration of their age structures that resulted.

Figures 1 and 2 give the trend in birth rates from 1960 to the present in terms of the total fertility rate (TFR). The TFR is the most useful measure of the birth rate as it captures the rate of childbearing of a given year in terms of the number of children women are currently averaging. When it remains relatively constant for a period of time it gives a very good idea of completed family size and a rather strong suggestion of what may be expected in the future. As can be seen, TFRs have declined to two children or less and, often, to far less than two.

The population “pyramid” of Germany below illustrates the alteration in age structure due to low fertility quite well. Germany is shown as an example, given its importance as a major Western ally, but the situation is roughly the same in most industrialized countries of Europe and in Asia.

The pyramid graphs population by five-year age group and sex, with the youngest group, ages 0-4 (births in the most recent five years), at the bottom moving up to the oldest age group, ages 80+. At the current birth rate, women in Germany would average about 1.36 children each during their lifetimes, far less than the approximately 2.1 needed to “replace” both themselves and their partners. A TFR less than 2.1 will ultimately result in population decrease. The TFR in Germany has been below 2.1 since 1970. Germany is but one of many European countries whose age structures have essentially “pre-programmed” dramatic societal aging that will be difficult and almost impossible to reverse. Pension and health care systems are facing increasing strain while proposals to raise retirement ages are bitterly opposed. As can be seen in the pyramid, the age group of German females 0-4 comprises but two percent of the population whereas that of older groups in the childbearing ages, generally considered to be 15-49, comprise as much as four percent or more. As the age groups below 20 move upward into the childbearing ages, the number of births will decline further even if the TFR increases. In Germany, as in

---

1 The total fertility rate is the average number of children a woman would bear in her lifetime if the pace of childbearing of a given year were to remain constant.
Figure 1. Total Fertility Rates, Selected Industrialized Countries 1960–2009
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Source: National statistical offices.

Figure 2. Total Fertility Rates, Selected Industrialized Countries 1960–2009
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Source: National statistical offices.
much of Europe, childbearing begins late, with the highest birth rates found among those over 30.

At present, the German TFR is not rising despite government efforts to increase financial support to parents and in the face of such direct obstacles as the general unavailability of day-long child care centers, badly needed by two-earner couples. To this can be added a low level of confidence in the economy in general. This will mean a period of twenty years at minimum in which the age structure will frustrate even somewhat successful attempts to increase the number of births. Based upon recent trends and the evidence available, prospects for increases in European birth rates are, at present, very poor.

Countries which find themselves in a situation similar to Germany are all continental countries of the European Union (excepting France) and all of the remaining countries of eastern and southern Europe. Countries of northern Europe, particularly the Scandinavian countries, are in less dire straits, in part due to more liberal accommodations for two-earner families. But, despite some countries having

---

2 It should be noted that the larger economies of East Asia are in a similar or worse position. In Japan and South Korea, the TFR is 1.4 and 1.2, respectively and not rising, while in Taiwan, the TFR is an incredibly low 0.9 and falling.
better demographic prospects, all industrialized countries face a level of societal aging that will place tremendous pressures on social security systems and health care. Differences are only a matter of degree.

Figure 4 shows the youngest age group, 0-4, as a percentage of the largest age group in the childbearing ages. Different age groups are used for the older ages since the timing of fertility decline has been somewhat different among countries. Clearly, the availability of new parents entering the childbearing ages in the future will often be insufficient to avoid unprecedented aging in many countries. Japan is included as it is an OECD member state. Many of the low fertility countries have moved to address the low birth rate but have waited until the age structure has become a significant obstacle. In some cases where there had been some TFR increase before the current recession, foreign born women have accounted for growing proportion. France (along with the U.S., to be discussed later) has long been supportive of young families with children and the results show.

3 The Population Division produces a comprehensive series of population projections for all countries every other even-numbered year.
The inevitability of aging is evident in Figure 5. The “Medium Variant” of the United Nations Population Division\(^3\) makes the assumption that all low-fertility industrialized countries will see their TFR rise to 1.85 over the next few decades or longer. The projected TFR increase is quite gradual but it must also be emphasized that increase is not happening at present. The “Constant Fertility Variant,” as its name implies, assumes in the TFR from the time the UN made its projection (2008). Both of these scenarios result in proportions of the population above age 60 that have never been seen in history even in the case of the U.S., whose current TFR of 2.0 is viewed as a nearly unobtainable goal in many other countries.

Another UN scenario, the “High Variant,” is the most optimistic. In it, the TFR exceeds two children per woman by 2050 but the difference in aging is surprisingly little. In the case of Germany, even an increase to 2.1 as early as 2035-2040 results in a percentage 60+ of 35% by 2050, lower but still a major national concern.

The result of these demographic transformations is not difficult to imagine. A population pyramid top-heavy with the aging and retirees
will place strains on national budgets that will have to be addressed even as the tax-paying younger labor force shrinks. The high social taxes paid during the working lives of many Europeans provide free or low-cost university educations, guaranteed government pensions and government-supplied health care. This is, of course, now well known and the subject of frequent media articles. As the labor force shrinks so, of course, does the population of military age so that many NATO countries will play a decreasing role, placing pressure on the United States to increase its own when needed. The latter is likely to be quite politically unpopular.

Demographic developments are only one cause of the fiscal crises alluded to above. Unemployment was already running high even before current recession. The European Union is now grappling with bailing out the economies of its weaker members and the future of the euro itself is being discussed. It may be argued that the last thing the EU needs is a demographic crisis. In Germany itself, it has been referred with such dramatic expressions as “demographic suicide” and “worse than the 30 Years’ War.” The United States must fully understand the causes and consequences of “old” Europe perhaps better than it does.

Decreases in labor force sizes have also stirred an immigration debate in Europe that is different from that in the United States. Most other industrialized countries do not have the melting pot tradition of the U.S. and have a much stronger cultural identity which increases resistance to rising proportions of foreigners. In addition, recurrent terrorist attacks and terrorist threats have done little to place immigration in a favorable light, however much it may be needed. Some countries also face significant language assimilation difficulties, such as Germany and Japan, which do not have access to native language speakers from former colonies. In Germany a conservative candidate sought to gain advantage with the electoral slogan “Kinder statt Inder” (Children instead of Indians). But, to date, only a decrease in children seems to be likely.

Raising the birth rate takes money, quite a bit of it. In Spain, couples were offered 2,500 euros for each birth in 2007, but the government had to withdraw the offer in 2011 due to budget constraints. In Japan, any expenses for pro-natalist programs will require taking funds
from other programs, and huge reconstruction costs resulting from the March 2011 tsunami have strained the budget even further. Russia is one of the few countries whose policies have had some effect. The government began giving the equivalent of $9,000, a huge sum, to couples for each second and subsequent birth in 2007. Vladimir Putin has made raising the birth rate a high national priority and the TFR did rise from 1.3 in 2006 to 1.5 in 2010.

The American Perspective

By any measure, the U.S. is in a very different situation than many European countries. Its population growth rate, a bit below one percent per year, is robust by European standards, its structure comparatively youthful, and its population of 310 million is projected to easily pass 400 million by 2050. It does not have a population “problem” in the same sense as Europe. Nonetheless, the demographic contrasts between many industrialized countries and the U.S. are dramatic but not as dramatic as many Europeans believe.

It should be re-emphasized that the demographic situation of a number of larger NATO allies, particularly France and the United Kingdom, is more similar to that of the U.S. than to their European neighbors. As has been seen in Figures 4 and 5, the U.S. does not face as serious an aging crisis as does Europe in general but, even at that, projections show that funding for Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid will become a rapidly growing proportion of the U.S. budget.

The U.S. does have a relatively high TFR for an industrialized country, at 2.0 in 2009 (in France it is also 2.0, in the U.K. 1.9, and in northern Europe, 1.9) but it is not “high,” as many Europeans believe. The TFR for the group often considered the “majority,” i.e., white, non-Hispanic women, was 1.85 in 2009, below a number of European countries. One of the striking contrasts between the U.S. and Europe is the proportion of population growth due to “minorities.” The U.S. Hispanic population was estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau to have accounted for 55% of U.S. population growth from July 2008 to July 2009, an estimate that is likely to remain unchanged since the U.S. census count in 2010 was almost exactly as expected. The proportion of births to white, non-Hispanic women was about 51% while that of
Hispanics accounted for 26%. Other groups, such as Blacks, Asians, American Indians, and Pacific Islanders accounted for the remaining 23% of births. The difference in population growth between white non-Hispanics and Hispanics is a result of both the youthfulness of the Hispanic population and its higher TFR of 3.0. The median age of the white-non-Hispanic population is 41.2 years compared to the Hispanic median age of 27.4. As a result of these two factors the ratio of births to deaths among Hispanics is 8.7 births annually to one death, while, among white-non-Hispanics the same ratio is a very low 1.1 birth per one death, the latter much more similar to a European country.

In Figures 6 and 7 the age pyramids of the two largest ethnic groups, which together account for about 80% of the U.S. population, illustrate the vast difference between the age structure of the two groups. It is quite obvious that the majority of the difference is the result of immigration, which has risen to quite high levels since the 1990s. Net immigration (immigrants minus emigrants) reached an estimated one million although there has been a slight reduction since 2008-2009, presumably due to the recession. Thus, it is immigration that keeps the U.S. “young.” While there has been increasing opposition to immigration throughout much of Europe, anti-immigrant sentiment in the U.S., where it exists, appears to be primarily targeting undocumented immigrants. Today, in the author’s opinion, there is unlikely to be any major constraints placed on legal immigration by Congress in the future. In Germany, recent statements by Chancellor Angela Merkel that immigrants must assimilate German culture is a result of both a desire to maintain traditional cultures as well as a reaction to threatened terrorism. The U.S. has always been a country built by immigrants, who despite early resistance to new groups, has resulted in a relatively homogenous society, a combination of many cultures.

Barring any completely unforeseen changes in future immigration trends, projections of the U.S. Census Bureau show that the current majority population, white-non-Hispanics, will cease to be a majority sometime between 2040 and 2050, and, in any event, there will be virtually no growth in that population in the absence of a “baby boom” type rise in its birth rate and a sudden surge in immigration from Europe and other majority-white population countries. Neither scenario is expected and, at present, would seem quite far-fetched. All
Figure 6. Population of U.S. White non-Hispanics by Age and Sex, 2009

Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

Figure 7. Population of U.S. Hispanics by Age and Sex, 2009

Source: U.S. Census Bureau.
Census Bureau scenarios project a virtual zero-growth white non-Hispanic population out to 2050, barely exceeding the current 200 million.

Summary

From a demographic perspective, industrialized Europe and the United States have entered a period in which their global influence will only continue to wane. The demographic factors are currently being exacerbated by the economic realities of recession, a condition from which the U.S. is likely to exit more easily than its European allies. Some points to highlight are as follows:

- Unprecedented aging in Europe (and in East Asian allies such as Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan) will place great strains on national budgets.
- The U.S. will have a similar experience but perhaps less severe.
- Budget constraints will make it more difficult for low-birth rate countries to fund programs to support younger families and childbearing.
- Both budgets and a reduction in age group pools for the military will likely reduce the ability of low-fertility countries to support global actions where needed.
- One potential impact will be a reduced willingness and ability to provide foreign aid to developing countries in dire need. Such programs are already being called into question in Europe. In order to make foreign aid politically palatable, governments are more and more refusing foreign aid due to corruption in the receiving countries and emphasizing the benefits to the providing country as a result of increasing markets in receiving countries.
- Expanding overseas markets, while helpful to Western countries’ bottom lines, often do not bring in social taxes since manufacturing must be transferred overseas to keep products locally affordable.
• Thus, the traditional wealthy nations and former colonial powers are likely to become more isolated and bereft of power. This may not be a bad thing in and of itself, but will emerging developing countries be willing to take military action against rogue states or in cases of genocide as Western powers have done in the past?

• An unknown benefit to former industrialized powers may continue to come in the form of the purchase and resuscitation of corporations in Western countries by successful firms in former colonies. This is already happening to companies in the U.K. by large corporations in India.

• Finally, it is probably time for the transatlantic partners to address mutual demographic realities and seek solutions. Such discussions would certainly be politically sensitive but could lead to such programs as an efficient exchange of labor forces, sharing of knowledge on social issues such as providing a proper climate for the accommodation of families, and keeping national leaders fully aware of the demographic situation in each other’s countries.
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Trends In Immigration And Mobility

A decade into the twenty-first century, international migration is larger and more diverse than at any time in history. More countries than ever before are significant players in the migration game—as countries of origin, transit, or destination, or as a combination of the three. From the old hands to the migration novices, countries across the globe continue to struggle with the fundamental questions the phenomenon brings: how to meet rapidly evolving labor market and economic needs, successfully integrate newcomers and protect their rights and dignity, and ensure that migration serves the interest of their economies and societies. The impacts of migration reach far and wide, touching upon highly sensitive questions of economic prosperity, national identity, social cohesion, and in some cases, national security.

The global economic crisis has cast uncertainty over migration projections for the next ten years. Five years ago, analysts expected the strong growth in international migration to continue uninterrupted. The jobs crisis that the deep and prolonged recession engendered for many large immigrant-receiving countries, however, brought the rise of foreign-born populations in many major host countries to a virtual halt. Some of the migration flows that have previously boomed, such as inflows to Spain, Ireland, Greece, and the United States, dropped dramatically, with large reductions in illegal immigration flows, free movement in the European Union, and, in some countries, corporate transfers, labor migration at various skill levels, and business migration.
How long the impact of the global economic crisis will last, and how quickly immigration flows will “recover,” remains unclear. On the one hand, the economic crisis has hardened public opinion toward migration and has strengthened opposition to greater openness across Europe and North America, including in France, Italy, the United Kingdom, and the United States (to mention only a few). If this opposition persists well beyond the economic recovery, the dampening effects of the crisis on migration could be prolonged.

On the other hand, many of the underlying drivers that fuelled migration during the economic boom will continue to be relevant, unless persistent economic troubles bring about a “worst-case scenario” of chronic unemployment and low growth for key immigration countries. The supply or migration “pipeline” is likely to remain robust. The already large pool of significant emigration actors is growing apace, even if only about twenty or so countries provide the vast majority of migrants. Moreover, major sending countries in South East Asia are likely to grow in importance as their citizens become more engaged in the global economy and as their education levels rise (increasing their ability to take advantage of employment opportunities across the world).

Second, “pull factors” such as economic growth, talent and geographical mismatches, persistently below-replacement fertility, and the rising cost of labor will continue to drive immigration flows to traditional immigrant destinations, but also, increasingly, to emerging economies. Alongside these drivers, the globalization of higher education and the continuing growth of global corporations (or firms that recruit globally) are also expected to create movement both to and from emerging economies.

---

1 Several wealthy countries (particularly in southern and eastern Europe) face extremely low fertility rates, raising the possibility of a mutually beneficial movement of people that could “arbitrage” the demographic differences between regions with very different demographic profiles.

In other words, more, rather than less migration is likely in the medium term, unless the effects of the recent recession linger, or a sharp deterioration in public attitudes towards migration creates unexpectedly powerful barriers to movement. Even if, with hindsight, the almost unprecedented growth of immigration in some countries over the past two decades turns out to have been an anomaly, the movement of people is set to remain a central component of the global economic landscape.

It will also be a socially, culturally, and politically complex one. For the biggest immigration actors, migration has already fuelled rapid, profound, and highly visible social and cultural change, with the resulting transformation happening almost literally before people’s eyes. This extraordinary pace of change has created deep unease, especially since many new immigrants come from nations with significant social, cultural, religious and racial “distance” from host countries. Further exacerbating these concerns, growing migration during the economic boom came not just in the form of “desirable” immigrants such as skilled workers and degree-level students, but also undesirable ones, namely the unauthorized. This created a popular feeling in some countries that governments had lost control over migration, prompting support for the overhaul of visa systems in some cases, and enormous increases in border and interior enforcement spending in others.
Changing Migration Patterns in the 21st Century

Despite uncertainty about the future flows of international migrants, especially in the next three to five years, some standard observations about the nature of migration flows will remain largely reliable. On the one hand, the “traditional” characterization of immigration as the long-term or permanent movement of people from less to more wealthy countries will remain a relevant lens for examining migration during the next decade. However, it will increasingly find rivals in other forms of movement, including more temporary stays by workers from developing countries (both low and middle income ones) and greater mobility among citizens of wealthy nations. These trends fore-shadow the emergence of a still relatively small but growing phenomenon whereby “mobility” will compete with “migration” as the core concept around which human movements are understood and examined.

This phenomenon manifests itself in various ways. First, states are increasingly significant players as both senders and recipients of immigrants simultaneously. Some of the most developed countries, including the UK, Germany, the U.S. and Canada, already fall into this category and more are likely to join their ranks. These trends are closely linked to the emergence of a more global labor market for workers whose skills in areas such as business, engineering, or scientific research are in high demand worldwide.

On a similar note, corporate mobility is also growing. The movement of people within global corporations has been a feature of modern migration for some time, as firms have located in multiple countries to take advantage of talent, local or regional markets, or simply lower labor costs, taxes, and other incentives. But this share of migration is rising and (sometimes controversially) firms transferring their staff across the globe are now no longer overwhelmingly based in wealthy nations. “Intra-company transfers” make up 60% of employer-sponsored immigration to the United Kingdom, for example, and the use of corporate transfer visas has also increased substantially in the United States, becoming as popular as the more commonly known H-1B visa. (In both countries, India is the major sending country by some distance).3 The nature of corporate mobility is also changing. Short-
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3 Indian nationals received 40% of intra-company transfer visas issued in 2009, and 68% in the United Kingdom. US Department of State, “Visa Statistics” (Washington
term assignments are increasingly supplementing and often replacing the traditional, longer-term expatriate assignment. In some sectors such as IT, these short visits are also strongly associated with the ever rising trade in services.

More generally, the conventional dichotomy between permanent and temporary flows will become less relevant in describing migration decisions. Not only are short-term periods of work abroad now common among the highly educated (especially the most elite professionals and graduates); many migrants also move with open-ended long-term intentions, deferring decisions about permanent residence until their plans have taken shape. On the other end of the skill spectrum, receiving-country policymakers remain interested in encouraging temporary and circular flows among less skilled workers (in part as a means to avoid some of the troubling obligations of immigrant integration when foreign workers stay permanently). These efforts, however, have not been particularly successful, with the exception of a few seasonal work programs involving small numbers of migrants with explicit and tightly regulated contracts.

Another overarching trend is the continuing globalization of higher education, a process through which human mobility and human capital investments have become increasingly interlinked. On the one hand, students are willing and able to travel long distances in order to receive an education that will guarantee the relevance of their skills in the global marketplace. Rising incomes in and beyond the BRIC economies mean that increasingly, students’ families can afford the tuition fees and are willing to make investments in their education abroad, in part as insurance against changing personal fortunes or political circumstances. Meanwhile, educational institutions have taken steps to facilitate this movement. An illustration is the global expansion of universities (sometimes with campuses on several continents) and policies in countries such as China and Japan designed to attract foreign students with courses taught in English by an international faculty. On the other hand, employers—especially large firms that make heavy investments in recruiting—are spreading their search

efforts across the globe to identify talented graduates and experienced professionals wherever they are located (including in emerging economies’ previously little-known universities and colleges).

Finally, short-term travel for business and tourism have boomed with the falling cost of travel. Despite a decline during the economic crisis, global travel has bounced back to pre-crisis levels, and strong growth is projected over the next ten years. The volume of travel is a product of rising prosperity and brings enormous economic opportunities. However, it has also created anxieties most notably about terrorist threats and serious transnational crime, not to mention more traditional concerns about illegal immigration.

Shared Challenges in the United States and Europe

The size and changing shape of international migration is challenging nations to manage the deep transformations it entails much better. At the heart of this challenge is nothing less daunting than adjusting and even rethinking the accommodations each society has reached, often after decades and centuries of upheavals, on how societal goods and political power are allocated.

Facing skeptical publics, policymakers in both the EU and the U.S. will need to demonstrate that their migration systems are “under control,” that immigration serves the interests of their economies and societies; and that immigrant integration is robust and sustainable. Achieving these goals depends not only on domestic policies (including visa policies as well as education, training, and social policies), but also on cooperation with other nations to tackle problems which are fundamentally transnational in nature.

The Integration of Immigrants and their Descendants

One of the dominant themes in the debate about immigrant integration in the coming decade is likely to be the quest for greater social
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cohesion. Governments across Europe and North America are struggling to respond to the challenges of immigrant integration, and the results of their efforts are modest at best. In most countries, many immigrant groups and their offspring are well behind natives in educational achievement, economic opportunity, and social and political engagement. These cumulative disadvantages translate into varying degrees of economic, social, and political marginalization. Marginalization, in turn, breeds mutual wariness: many immigrant communities see themselves as aggrieved, while many natives view immigrants and their children with impatience, if not mistrust and suspicion. Moreover, the problem shows no signs of going away, not least because the global economic crisis has fuelled inequalities, hitting already-disadvantaged minorities hardest.⁶

Immigrant-receiving nations of Europe and North America have taken very different approaches to immigrant integration. These range from the nearly half-century German denial of the permanence of immigration and its embedment in the host society’s “life,”⁷ to the British emphasis on racial equality, the officially “welcoming” but in practice isolating and marginalizing Dutch model, or the United States’ laissez faire approach that relies on immigrants’ rapid incorporation into the labor market. Remarkably, however, alternative policy choices have often had similarly poor outcomes.

Integration challenges vary with a country’s circumstances, migration history, and social and economic structures. For example, Germany’s immigrants face chronically high unemployment, while the primary challenge to integration in the United States is the large number of unauthorized workers with limited prospects for upward advancement.⁸ Each country has its own economically marginalized

⁷ That denial only started to break down with the change in Germany’s citizenship laws in the late 1990s, and a more accepting approach became official government policy in the middle of the last decade with the passage and implementation of legislation that focuses explicitly on immigrant integration. See Douglas B. Klusmeyer and Demetrios G. Papademetriou, Immigration Policy in the Federal Republic of Germany (Berghahn Books, 2009).
⁸ Ibid.
groups (such as unauthorized Hispanic immigrants in the United States, Surinamese and Moroccan youths in the Netherlands, or Pakistanis and Bangladeshis in the United Kingdom, to name just a few). In almost all countries, insufficient social mobility among the children of immigrants from certain key sending countries also drives concerns about integration in the long term.

On both sides of the Atlantic, therefore, ensuring more successful integration that is shared across ethnic groups will be perhaps the single greatest challenge of the coming decade.

**Making Immigration More Selective**

In all but a few states the majority of overall migration is not “selected” on the basis of its potential economic contribution, but instead comes through channels such as family unification and humanitarian protection. (Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and, in recent years, perhaps the UK, are notable exceptions). Introducing immigration schemes that respond responsibly to economic need and build up a country’s human capital infrastructure in economic sectors that fuel growth and prosperity is good policy. It can also be good politics. Where governments can show that immigration serves national economic interests (and where good selection and integration policies succeed in making existing immigrants more economically self-sufficient and socio-culturally incorporated into the communities of which they have become part), public confidence in immigration and its benefits is easier to foster.

A parallel challenge is to select more effectively from the large pool of workers who apply through economic channels. Again, forward-looking countries (and particularly Australia) have already made substantial investments in adapting their systems to admit the workers with the greatest potential to integrate, find employment, and contribute immediately to host societies. But the United States and most European countries still lag behind.

A somewhat wider range of countries have been considering how they can boost their share of the “most talented” immigrants—elite researchers, professionals, and businessmen that almost all observers recognize as valuable assets to the country because of their obvious
contributions to capital and skill accumulation, innovation and scientific developments, and (if they return to or invest in their countries of origin) the diffusion of knowledge. This has led to speculation about a nascent “war for talent” between immigrant-receiving countries. While the evidence of direct, zero-sum competition between these countries remains rather limited, greater competition between nations in this field could well grow in the coming decade (even if it does not extend to include competition for the “merely” skilled, for whom supply still significantly exceeds demand).

Controlling Illegal Immigration and Resisting the Irresponsible Growth of Immigration

Being thoughtful about and actively managing migration across the board is essential for getting the most out of immigration and regaining control over often negative public perceptions. Yet the active management of legal flows, while critical, is not enough to turn the tables on how immigration is perceived in many countries. To do so also requires success in controlling illegal immigration and maintaining a sense of measure in how to grow a legal immigration flow.

Generally speaking, poorly regulated and illegal migration unsettles receiving communities and the broader public, while undermining immigrant integration and reducing the benefits to receiving communities and economies. Illegal migration may benefit unscrupulous employers, family networks and oblivious consumers; but it takes a social and political toll, in some cases wrapping all migration into a shroud of illegitimacy, such as in the United States. Illegal migration is also deeply entrenched because it enriches the criminal syndicates and smuggling networks that organize it and the “migration facilitating industry” (the network of labor recruiters, travel agents, job brokers, etc.) that makes tens of billions from migration. These networks, organizations and individuals find in human smuggling a highly profitable business whose costs—regardless how they are measured—are worth the risk in large part because they are borne primarily by the immigrants themselves.

While illegal immigration is the target of expansive “control and removal” initiatives across the Atlantic, much less thought has been given to the several instances where total immigration was permitted
to grow at rates that were unsustainable. Building legislative and institutional frameworks to manage flows and assist with the integration of newcomers requires resources and an ability to evaluate what works and what does not and adapt accordingly. Very rapid immigration growth makes thoughtful policy in these areas difficult. At the same time, the growth in immigration during the economic boom occurred with little regard to the policy consequences of an economic downturn that would reduce the demand for migrant labor. Hence the term “irresponsible” growth of immigration, a term that certainly applies to Spain and Ireland, but also to a lesser degree the UK, the U.S., and Greece. In the years leading up to the recent economic crisis, most of these countries grew their immigration at rates without historical precedent.

In coming years, policymakers will be asked to demonstrate that they know how to grow legal flows “responsibly” while preventing the growth of illegal immigration by chipping away at the drivers that facilitate it (from transnational criminal networks to the employers of unauthorized labor at home). Success in controlling this phenomenon, in turn, creates political space for managing an orderly and flexibly regulated flow of legal immigrants whose contributions to the economy and society are higher in large part because the process is successfully regulated.

**International Cooperation**

Migrant-sending states also have a strong stake in immigration policies. First and foremost, migration provides an essential lifeline to families and economies, in the form of remittances. (According to the World Bank, remittances are expected to have reached $325 billion worldwide in 2010, even excluding substantial informal and other unrecorded transactions). Sending countries also tend to be deeply concerned about two additional issues: the protection of the labor and human rights of their citizens abroad and the risk that both smuggling networks and unscrupulous employers could systematically exploit
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them; and the risk that selective immigration policies in receiving countries will drain their most valued human capital (although this theme is not nearly as analytically straightforward as it might appear).

For immigrant-receiving countries, despite the substantial resources and attention devoted to managing migration at the national level, a gnawing concern has emerged among many policymakers that the unilateral approach alone cannot solve some of the persistent problems that many countries face. These problems tend to be fundamentally transnational in nature and thus only partially sensitive to receiving countries’ immigration policies. They include: stubbornly high levels of illegal immigration in certain countries; the rise in transnational or criminal networks attempting to smuggle people across borders; the large numbers of individuals seeking humanitarian protection, often for reasons not recognized under current refugee and asylum law; and a host of economic inefficiencies arising from difficulties in evaluating migrant workers’ foreign credentials and transferring earned entitlements, such as pensions and other social insurance benefits across national borders.

International cooperation on these issues is not always easy, especially where negotiating partners take only some of the many relevant actors’ motivations into account, have conflicting interests and priorities, and have vastly differing capabilities to guarantee that the provisions of any ensuing agreement will be honored fully. However, the potential benefits of greater cooperation at both political and operational levels remain significant, making this an area ripe for further development during the next decade.

Adapting Policy to New Forms of Mobility

The changing nature of migration can put a strain on the existing policies and immigration infrastructure, especially in countries where policies evolve slowly and adaptation is difficult. This is especially a problem for immigration systems if, as we have argued, traditional approaches to both visa policies and immigrant integration strategies may be losing some of their relevance in a world where mobility is gaining gradually on (permanent) immigration as the dominant paradigm.
First, it is perhaps no surprise that some of the more flexible and strategic immigration nations are embracing temporary-to-permanent or “provisional” immigration pathways. Specifically, instead of assuming that most migration is permanent, this approach allows workers to enter as temporary residents but to transition to permanent residence as their plans and their employers’ plans evolve. Indeed, for globally mobile immigrants and their employers, rapid decisions on visa approval are likely to be much more important than the immediate access to permanent residence. Similarly, strict visa rules that prevent permanent residents from spending substantial periods of their career abroad without jeopardizing their residence and social protection rights may be burdensome for the most sought-after immigrants (particularly in countries where the process of acquiring permanent residence is cumbersome and time consuming).

A second, related question is how and where to invest in immigrant integration, given the changing nature of human mobility. Integration policies are typically based on investments in human capital (education), workforce skills and experience, and language abilities that pay off over time. Short-term migrants at all skill levels are almost certainly less willing to make these investments, unless they can reap the dividends in the long term (including after they have moved on from the initial destination and/or have returned to their countries of origin). This raises a host of questions about how countries can think more creatively about integration policies, exploring the full range of potential solutions, such as smaller investments that pay off “up front” (including work-focused language skills or skill and language acquisition programs that “cross-walk” between these two typically discrete systems); a stronger role for sending-receiving country cooperation in implementing and financing mutually beneficial training opportunities; and the recognition of qualifications and portability of social rights.

More generally, the changing shape of migration patterns underlines the need for nations to incorporate greater flexibility into their immigration systems. Systematic evaluation of policies on the basis of
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clear evidence and extensive data will be essential to any effort to build a flexible and responsive immigration system (whether this analysis is conducted through an independent body such as the Migration Advisory Committee in the United Kingdom, or under a dedicated staff within immigration departments, as in Australia and New Zealand).

**Migration, Mobility, and the Transatlantic Relationship**

Despite some significant differences in their social models and the degree to which demographics will drive immigration policies, the European Union and United States face similar pressures: publics often skeptical about migration’s benefits; strong underlying pressures for migration from neighboring developing countries; the need to manage porous borders effectively; concerns about some immigrant groups’ integration; and the imperative to reap the economic benefits of immigration more fully in the face of relatively modest economic growth prospects. In addition, comparable levels of economic development mean that for the most part, it is possible for the two sides to negotiate as equals, without many of the asymmetries that hamper other efforts at cooperation on immigration. Indeed, some policy areas crucially rely upon cooperation between the EU and the U.S. in order to allow both to attain their policy objectives. This is clearest in the case of travel and border security, although certain measures to facilitate labor mobility also require international coordination, as we discuss shortly.

The transatlantic relationship is among the most significant relationships between wealthy nations in immigration policy (even if it is, of course, far surpassed by intra-EU or U.S.-Canada cooperation). The sheer size of the North Atlantic economic space and the number of workers and travelers who circulate within it make dialogue on migration both necessary and inevitable.

**Facilitating Travel while Maintaining Security**

The most concrete area of EU-U.S. cooperation in the field of human mobility, and the one that has absorbed the greatest policy
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11The Five Country Conference of English-speaking immigration nations (Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the United States) is another significant example of international cooperation on immigration.
energy, is without doubt information sharing for the purpose of travel and border security. Over the past decade, states have been developing a new border architecture, the purpose of which is to manage the risks of terrorism, serious organized crime, and illegal immigration, while facilitating mobility for the huge numbers of international travelers who enter and leave the transatlantic space every day.\textsuperscript{12} Various innovations characterize this new infrastructure: the collection, sharing, and processing of huge amounts of data about individual travelers; an emphasis on the secure verification of identity (notably through the use of biometrics); and a greater measure of international cooperation on border control and information sharing.\textsuperscript{13} The purpose of these policies is to allow countries to anticipate risks by receiving data before travelers arrive at their border (and increasingly, before they can board an airplane to travel to any of the participating states); to allow more intensive but also more rapid and cost-effective screening of all travelers; and to reallocate labor-intensive screening resources from the vast majority of less “risky” individuals to the few potential threats.\textsuperscript{14}

Cooperation on security measures has taken place both at the political level with the signing of formal international agreements, and at an operational level (for example, in the form of a Working Arrangement signed between Frontex and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security in 2009). A full discussion of the potential for EU-U.S. cooperation on border security and travel is outside the scope of this brief. But it is worth pointing to a few areas of particular importance. The first is a series of agreements between the European Union and the United States (and subsequently with other countries) designed to prevent the misuse of individual travelers’ data and protect the rights of those whose data are collected and processed.\textsuperscript{15} These agreements are under

\textsuperscript{12}A much more detailed discussion of this border architecture and the challenges it has raised can be found in Demetrios Papademetriou and Elizabeth Collett, “A New Architecture for Border Management” (Washington DC: Migration Policy Institute, 2011), http://www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/borderarchitecture.pdf.

\textsuperscript{13}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{14}To date, the United States has driven the development of new screening practices and technologies, but the European Union, Canada, and others are also increasingly turning to personal traveler information to assist their travel and border control efforts.

\textsuperscript{15}Paul De Hert and Rocco Bellanova, “Transatlantic Cooperation on Travelers’ Data Sharing: From Sorting Countries to Sorting Individuals” (Washington DC: Migra-
negotiation in early 2011, and will probably form the core of transatlantic cooperation efforts until they are successfully completed.

Second, border security officials often talk about the need to both promote security and facilitate mobility. In future, making more progress on the facilitation part of the puzzle would be a particularly fruitful priority for the transatlantic partnership. This could include efforts to make registered traveler schemes more accessible to EU and U.S. nationals (building on the existing but so far limited experience of cooperation between the United States and the Netherlands, for example). On a more technical note, it could also include measures to ensure interoperability between the still evolving border management technologies, processes, and systems, so that incompatibility does not stymie future efforts to exchange information so as to accomplish shared objectives.

Facilitating Labor Mobility between Transatlantic Countries

The flows of people across the Atlantic exhibit each one of the characteristics of the emerging global migration system discussed earlier, from foreign student flows and corporate mobility to temporary-to-permanent migration pathways and substantial short-term or circular movement. Transatlantic labor migration is predominantly “high-end”—the movement of businesspersons, scholars, researchers, and professionals (indeed, European-born workers in the United States are among the country’s highest earners). 16 We briefly discuss two areas in which policies to facilitate these flows—in both directions—deserve much greater attention.

First, licensing and credentialing requirements in individual occupations create a substantial barrier to the movement of professionals. These requirements differ between countries (and sometimes even within countries, between sub-national jurisdictions). Even where concrete differences are minor, practicing in another jurisdiction may still be difficult, requiring complex and time-consuming certification
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16 Madeleine Sumption and Xiaochu Hu, “Immigration and Mobility from The European Union to the United States” (Washington DC: Migration Policy Institute, forthcoming).
and licensing procedures. The mobility chapters of free trade agreements often seek to create processes for mutual recognition of qualifications among professional and licensing bodies. These provisions can be controversial where they have the effect of opening wealthy country labor markets to nationals of lower-wage nations. However, there is much greater scope for EU-U.S. cooperation on this issue, since it could represent an agreement among equals for a genuinely two-way movement of highly skilled workers within a gradually expanding circle of professional occupations. In the United States, and agreement of this kind would build upon the experience with “TN” visas created under the North American Free Trade Agreement.

Second, there is clearly a rationale for further action to increase the portability of benefits for workers who divide their careers between countries. Currently, a complex web of bilateral social security and totalization agreements enables labor mobility by avoiding double taxation for social security taxes and making the entitlements that workers earn portable between countries (they cover primarily pensions, but in some cases also health benefits). However, the scope of these agreements is often limited and their provisions vary widely by country. Even private benefits such as tax-deferred private pensions can be difficult to transfer between countries. The creation of a simpler, fully transparent, and more complete framework for transferring earned entitlements, both public and private, across the Atlantic would be a valuable investment of both time and political capital.
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17One current example is the EU-Canada Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA), currently under negotiation. This agreement seeks to smooth access to a wide range of professions throughout Canadian provinces and EU Member States.

18The U.S. has bilateral social security and taxation agreements with Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, South Korea, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom, spanning a period of three decades. Internal Revenue Service, “Totalization Agreements” (Washington DC: IRS, 2010) http://www.irs.gov/businesses/small/international/article/0,,id=105254,00.html.

Other Forms of Transatlantic Cooperation

Security concerns—in the form of information sharing and data protection—have dominated the EU-U.S. conversation in recent years. However, the EU-U.S. Migration Dialogue agreed to in 2010 aims to bring together policymakers from both sides of the Atlantic (at a range of levels) to discuss broader questions, exchange ideas, and identify areas of potential cooperation. These areas include skills recognition, managing legal migration, policies towards unaccompanied children, and asylum and refugee resettlement. For example, the Migration Dialogue provides a potential venue for training officials in areas requiring technical expertise (such as anti-fraud or asylum processing); for sharing operational-level information about the approach to returning failed asylum seekers to their countries of origin or disrupting human trafficking networks; and for consulting with each other in advance of multilateral meetings on migration issues with other countries (such as the Global Forum on Migration and Development).

If these efforts prove useful and thus continue to receive support, the next decade could see the beginnings of a broader and more productive transatlantic partnership on immigration matters across the board.

Conclusion

Migration links sending, transit, and receiving countries, as well as immigrants, host communities, and employers, in an intricate web of interdependence. Addressing the challenges of the next decade will require the cooperation of all of these actors. It will also require thoughtful policy decisions, consistent implementation, and above all, flexibility and the willingness to continually evaluate and adapt policies in response to changing circumstances. As the nature of migration flows evolves, countries must also be prepared to adapt their policies accordingly. Success in these delicate tasks promises political and economic gains through migration’s dynamism and potential for contributing to the host country’s growth and prosperity. And as countries grapple with the legacy of the deepest, most profound economic crisis for a generation, finding solutions to the challenges we have outlined becomes all the more difficult and necessary.
As we have argued, the scope for international collaboration on migration is substantial. Nations that press ahead with unilateral policies and fortress mentalities without engaging in the possibilities for partnership with other receiving and sending countries, will ultimately lose an opportunity to reap the economic and social dividends that the evolving international migration system has to offer. The United States and the European Union and its member states can learn a lot from each other in all aspects of international migration; and they have even more to teach other nations. Whether they choose to do so is the only remaining question.
This chapter seeks to tease out deep currents that are relevant to human mobility and imagines the sort of responses that could address these currents.¹

Migration policy is so very difficult because it is directly connected to many other basic and controversial areas of politics: wealth, work, welfare, security and identity. Throughout history, migration has been driven by very deep currents of hope, often to be met by equally deep currents of fear. It can be a spark for often combustible sentiments that have little to do with migration as such and more to do with slumbering anxieties and broken dreams about changing societal circumstances. For this reason, understanding people flows and the responses they trigger, in particular when it concerns migration, can help us better understand deeper societal developments and concerns.

People Flows to Europe in the Next 10-15 Years: Trends and Patterns

Since a comprehensive analysis of basic trends related to human mobility for the next 10-15 years and how they might affect Europe

¹ This chapter builds on but goes beyond a publication by Demos/openDemocracy entitled *People Flow: Managing Migration in a New European Commonwealth* (2003, London), which I wrote together with Tom Bentley and Alessandra Buonfino. The exploration in this chapter is far-ranging. I have embarked upon it as a (retired) reflective practitioner with a political science background and a generalist mind, not shying away from treading adjacent territories like history, sociology and economics. Naturally, my assumptions, tentative conclusions and suggestions therefore deserve to be scrutinized by others who are more qualified than I am.
would far exceed the limits of this chapter, some choices have to be made. We can safely omit “normal” business travel, study abroad, tourism and family visits from the picture. These types of mobility will probably vary with economic indicators, but are not likely to lead us to deeper understanding about what is really going on. So we turn to migration and more in particular to migration to and not from Europe. Projections of future “reverse brain drain” to countries such as China, India, Turkey, Morocco and others would be interesting, but in the context of this study they would be “mere” illustrations of changing (economic) relations, for which much more dramatic economic and financial indicators are also available.\(^2\)

Narrowing our focus to migration to Europe confronts us nevertheless with substantial problems. First of all, migration numbers are notoriously difficult to predict. On the other hand, maybe such numbers are not really what we are looking for. In our search for deep currents we would be better served by knowing something about the overall nature, direction and patterns of future migration trends rather than about their numbers. First, on a global scale the proportion of the population that migrates is and probably remains marginal. Second, as communication and transport costs fall, the growing range of routes and means of migration will probably lead to patterns of movement that will become more complex and diverse, including several forms of circular migration. Third, if the global economy further develops in an overall positive direction, more adventurous migrants will be succeeded by a much larger number of less adventurous career-oriented movers who have become rich and educated enough to further improve their chances elsewhere, i.e. in the U.S. and the EU—until differences in wealth have sufficiently evened out and the migration “hump” flattens to more normal proportions and patterns. At the same time, in the years leading to 2020 pockets of (extreme) misery for economic, political or military reasons will continue to prompt especially younger desperados to migrate, while varied types of refugees will have to be taken care of under the umbrella of the UN and other organizations. If the global economy in the coming 10-15

\(^2\) A somewhat related indicator of those changing relations would be a shift in the numbers of especially Asian students, who traditionally have gone to the U.S., Canada, Europe and Australia, and who increasingly would go to top foreign universities in Asia.
years develops unevenly or even stagnates, however, migratory flows will have shapes and intensities that roughly correspond to these developments.

In other words, migration in its varying forms, patterns and numbers is here to stay, and in one form or another the EU will have to take its share. Seen from a long term perspective, one could say that it is “business as usual.”

In this respect it is important to note that the EU is employing a variety of policy instruments to achieve more coordinated entry management, including prevention of entry and return of illegal migrants and unaccepted asylum seekers. This very incremental process will continue steadily over the coming decade. It will remain a bumpy road, marked on the one hand by gradually increasing effectiveness and on the other hand by the never-ending cat-and-mouse game among immigration officials on the one hand and potential migrants and human traffickers on the other, the latter always remaining able to find new entry points through the porous borders of the EU.

As far as integration policies are concerned, the picture will probably remain diverse. Integration policies vary widely among individual EU member states. If there is any overall pattern to be discerned it could be said to exhibit a mix of the following elements:

- ongoing and not very visible “classical” integration of a substantial number of migrants via three generations;
- widely publicized and magnified integration failures and incidents;
- an ongoing public debate fed by entry and integration incidents, with considerable variety in the nature of the debate within and among countries.

**Populist Responses to Migration Flows to Europe**

Judging from the rise of anti-immigration populist parties in an increasing number of European countries, more and more voters in those countries definitely do not regard immigration as a marginal phenomenon. On the contrary. New populists on nationalistic and
anti-migration tickets have won the notable support of voters in recent elections: 11.9% in France (National Front); 8.3% in Italy (Northern League); 15.5% in the Netherlands (Geert Wilders’ Dutch Freedom Party); 28.9% in Switzerland (Swiss People’s Party); 16.7% in Hungary (Jobbik); 22.9% in Norway (Progress Party); and 29% in Austria (Freedom Party). There are also significant parties of the nationalistic extreme right in Belgium, Latvia, Slovakia, and Slovenia. Finally, the 2010 publication of Thilo Sarrazin’s anti-Muslim and nationalistic book “Germany does away with itself” won large support in German opinion polls and revealed a polarization that has long been simmering under the surface.

For a better understanding of the present rise of anti-immigration populism in Europe let us first examine this rise in historical perspective. Leo Lucassen³ takes the example of the Catholic Irish, who in the beginning of the 19th century were driven by failed harvests and hunger not only to the U.S., but also to England. They landed in the slum areas of Manchester, Liverpool and London, where they were viewed as an indigenous cheap labor threat. But their Catholic background was at least as threatening. Beginning in 1880 William Murphy traveled through the country preaching that through the Irish “Papacy and catholic despotism threatened English liberal freedom,” galvanizing mobs to kill Irish and burn their houses. Those riots lasted for decades, and it took a century before the Irish had found their place in society. Even when many second- and third-generation Irish had climbed the social ladder, the dominant image of the Irish was still that of those who were left behind in the slums. Lucassen agrees with U.S. migration expert Aristide Zolberg that the approaches taken toward Catholics in England resemble the views directed against Muslims in present-day Europe.

Anti-immigrant polarization in the 1960s and 1970s in Europe revealed basically similar patterns, though usually less violent. It was also more complex because of additional complications. One compli-

³ The data in this paragraph are mostly extracted from Leo Lucassen, “Het verleden als laboratorium: Immigratie en polarisatie in West-Europa sinds 1850” (“The past as laboratory: Immigration and polarization in Western Europe since 1850”), from ‘Polarisatie: bedreigend en verrijkend’ (“Polarisation: threatening and enriching”), Raad voor Maatschappelijke Ontwikkeling (Council for Societal Development), 2010.
cation was the independence of all European colonies, which generated new categories and flows of immigrants who often arrived at times of economic recession and higher unemployment, generated in part by the oil crisis. Political entrepreneurs such as Enoch Powell in the UK responded by predicting great chaos and “rivers of blood” in 1968 as a result of ongoing immigration from the West Indies, Pakistan and India—just as four decades later Geert Wilders sketched disasters of apocalyptic proportions in his anti-Islam film *Fitna*.

Today, a large proportion of the grandchildren of these immigrants are doing well. Half of West Indians are married to white English. And despite a lower comparable percentage for the Asian Hindus, many of their grandchildren have reached middle class positions. In the meantime Enoch Powell and the like have done substantial damage, with long-term effects.

The second post-WWII complication resulted from the expansion of the welfare state in most western European countries. As a consequence, temporary laborers from the Mediterranean region did not return home in periods of economic decline. Instead, many stayed because of accumulated rights to certain forms of support, and many also brought their families to join them. Thus, despite the success of many second- and third-generation migrants, this last factor has paradoxically contributed to the growth of persistent pockets of second- and third-generation of unemployment which, as with the Irish, have a disproportionately large effect on the overall image of the group.4

Let us now try to look more closely at the latest and still expanding rise of anti-immigration populism in Europe in order to find out whether in this case we are basically dealing with a recurring phenomenon or with something more unique and even more alarming. The necessary distance for evidence-based observations is lacking, and as far as I know no systematic research on the emerging populist wave is yet available. Nevertheless, I will try to identify some specific characteristics of the emerging new wave of anti-immigration populism as it is affecting more and more European countries.

---

Four aspects in particular are striking: the scale, the variety, the link with wider issues and the focus on Islam. I do not believe that Europe has ever experienced such a rise of anti-immigration populism in so many European countries in very different parts of the continent at the same time. On a positive note, one could conclude that this shows that the European Union is, maybe particularly in its crises, becoming more and more a living and interconnected entity. This is all the more intriguing when we realize that the specific contexts and histories of all of these affected countries differ widely.

I will illustrate this point with some sweeping generalizations, just to give an impression of the type and scope of variation. In the northern, more secularized part of Europe, where for instance abortion and homosexuality are less contentious and where social security is most developed, the fear that all of these gains are at risk is coupled with the fear of immigrants and Muslims in particular. In countries such as Belgium, France or Italy, older populist parties with shady roots in post-war fascism now try to ride the new waves as well. In eastern EU member states, poisonous mixtures of post-communist disillusion, trial-and-error democratic development and fragile economic conditions provide fertile soil for new populists. Despite this variation, in almost all cases fragmentation of the political center goes hand in hand with radical and polarizing populism with political programs that connect nationalism and anti-immigrant policy elements with other issues that appeal to many voters.

As far as I can judge, this wider scope is rather unique from a historical perspective. The additional issues that are linked to the anti-immigration/Islam stance seem to address in one way or another deep-felt negative feelings about political elites, the media, the government, the economy and social security, including pensions. Finally, the prominent place of anti-Islam statements clearly resembles the anti-Catholic element in the case of the Irish in England. A new element is that in our age these sentiments can be much more systematically fed into the minds of the electorate with a never-ending supply of new pictures and examples of the “deeply alien and un-Western” nature of the Islam than was ever possible in the 19th century.

See also Luuk van Middelaar, *De passage naar Europa: Geschiedenis van een begin* (The passage to Europe: the history of a beginning.) (Groningen, Historische Uitgeverij, 2009).
The Deep Current Underlying Today’s Populism: Foreboding of a Systemic Crisis

In trying to identify the mix of emotions that together might constitute the deep current(s) we are looking for, I come to the following enumeration. It is fear of strange outsiders taking over, both based on personal experience and on the imagination that it might come to one’s good old neighborhood. It is uneasiness about where their real loyalty lies. It is disbelief about their apparent lack of respect for one’s own values. It is anger about what the government has never done for one but is now doing for them. It is powerlessness as one sees the government’s lack of control. It is losing respect for the intellectuals who accuse one of racism and in the meantime walk with their smart heads in the clouds and don’t see the real dangers on the ground. It is bitterness about traditional parties that have let one down or even betrayed one. It is deep concern about perspectives for one’s children and grandchildren as the global economy comes closer and closer. It is disbelief as one sees the unraveling of social cohesion. And it is a growing sense of insecurity triggered by an unholy mix of old crime and new terror dished out daily through the screen in one’s living room. It is loss of trust in the sustainability of social security and pensions, Shock about the greed and risky behavior of banks. And finally, it is mixed feelings and groping in the dark about what Europe really is about. A telling aspect of this mix of emotions is that it can quite well go hand in hand with satisfaction about one’s personal social and economic situation.

From a long-term perspective one could conclude that, with the swing of the pendulum, these recurring knots of very negative emotions, though always garbed in different clothing, are what politics has been and is and always will be about. As in the past, sooner or later either the political establishment will be able to take over the agenda of the populists, or the populists will join the establishment, while in the meantime the children and grandchildren of the new immigrants will be more and more successful and the economic crisis will be over. From another perspective, however, one can also conclude that this time the phenomenon should be interpreted as a very disturbing sign

---

6 This section is partly based on my personal analysis of hate mail sent to the Netherlands Agency for the Reception of Asylum-Seekers when I was its general director, and of incidents that took place in that same period.
on the wall, because so many other very crucial concerns are connected with anti-immigration sentiments. But also because the elites themselves seem increasingly shaky about the tectonic vibrations that are disturbing their sense of security, while deep down, many seem just as much groping in the dark about which direction to go.

I believe this second perspective better reflects current realities, and suggest that we label the present rise of populism in Europe as a set of early warning signals for a serious systemic crisis that is emerging in Europe. No less. No less, because populist voters may have better antennae than elites for societal disruptions or even a “big disaster” or “civil war” that hate mail messages tell us may not be far away. They might have better antennae than elites because in one way or another elites are part of the supporting societal infrastructures and populists are not. They may have the sharper eye of the outsider. They would never formulate the danger in the way I just did, but you can ‘t fool them because they see the signs and turn to leaders who speak their language and share their worries. Recent polls in the Netherlands show that a large proportion of the populist voters knows well that the solutions Geert Wilders propagates are too simplistic. Many also don’t agree with his more radical anti-Islam statements—but at least they trust him for shaking up the elite and their systems. If such an insight would be more widespread it would mean that the anti-Islamic aspect of the rise of populism in Europe is not the core of the problem, but the wrapping paper in which it is seen and felt. Since politics is very much also about the way things are seen and felt, the anti-Islamic aspect remains important and must be addressed, also for intrinsic reasons. But from a long-term perspective, the populist voters’ unpolished foreboding of a systemic crisis in Europe is in my view the deep current we are looking for.

Searching for Clues to the Crisis and Imagining Levers for Systemic Innovation

In view of the heuristic path we are following it is useful to consider more carefully my point about a systemic crisis: is it really a crisis, and

---

7 Quotes from hate mail. As one can see, some of them might just as well be called angst mail.
is it really systemic? On the one hand various observers stress that we should not be too alarmed by the ongoing rise of populism because it is basically a necessary corrective reaction to the decades-long neglect by traditional parties of justified worries and fears of a substantial part of the voters, especially with respect to immigrants and their integration. These observers add that, also for several decades, the public discourse has been dominated by self-confident cosmopolitans, so that locally-rooted worried and angry citizens are right to claim their own space in their own way. Those observers also note that until now there is very little anti-democratic populism. On the contrary, democracy is alive and kicking and the arena is still mainly parliament and not the streets. Finally, part of these observers state that populist voters should be taken seriously but deserve better answers than those provided by populist leaders. On the other hand, other observers sense a much deeper change and crisis, which could be well summarized as “systemic.” Before trying to choose a position between these different interpretations of what is going on, let us first try to create some sense of the mixed emotions that drive populist voters and that are probably shared by a sizable part of the additional electorate. To really connect with the involved deep current let us not focus on emotions related to immigration directly but to wider and deeper ones. I think that the mixed bag of wider and deeper emotions can be paraphrased into the following cluster of populist statements, formulated on a more abstract level:

— “our government is losing its grip”;
— “the economy is running wild”;
— “our society is falling apart”.

In even more abstract terms these statements indicate very fundamental worries about democracy, capitalism and society as evidenced by the day-to-day experiences of populist voters. An appropriate label for the composite cluster of the systems that is at stake here could be “capitalist democratic society.”

Let us now return to the interpretation of what is going on. Since one of the leading departure points in this chapter is to take populist voters seriously and listen carefully to what they try to say, I choose the more dramatic interpretation and stick to my original choice to
see the populist mood as a foreboding of a systemic crisis, because if
we take the three statements at face value that is basically what they
are concerned about.

In order to further specify this interpretation the next question
must be whether the voters’ intuition that a systemic crisis is
approaching should be seen as an early warning for a systemic collapse
or as an early warning for the need of a fundamental system improve-
ment. If we look at the hate mail, the voters just don’t know and at
times fear the worst. That is where the elite, including the political
leadership, must come in and help with reading the signs on the basis
of additional overview and knowledge.

My own conviction is that Europe still has a lot of potential in a
world that is changing fast in unprecedented ways—but only if it
begins today to prepare its defining systems for the future. Systems
that are based on a number of crucial paradigms that were invented in
Europe 3-4 centuries ago. In other words: Europe must prepare for
capitalist democratic society 2.0,8 starting today. The rest of this chap-
ter will explore this point with a view towards finding out what this
may mean for Europe and the United States in the year 2020.

An uncomfortable question now presents itself: how on earth can
we ever hope to advance policies that can tackle the three identified
major worries with respect to a cluster of systems of such awe-inspir-
ing size and complexity? Our chances of answering this question
increase if, from the outset, we realize two things.

First, the three statements are exaggerations, but exaggerations are
the stuff of populist politicians. Still, they must contain at least several
cues that guide us to real problems, otherwise they could not be so
potent. Let us therefore try to identify for each of the three involved
systems at least one of those cues and see whether we can thus find
entry points for the sort of policies that we are seeking. Second, the
government, the economy and the society are not realities that can be
improved or redesigned at one stroke or with one massive effort. They
are huge, complex and dynamic systems. The best we can ever hope to
achieve is to design or find key levers, both for stimulating construc-

8 I use the label ‘2.0’ as a metaphoric indicator for a next and more sophisticated gen-
eration of a major innovation.
tive and discouraging destructive dynamics in a more sophisticated direction.

**Democracy: “The Government is Losing its Grip”**

It would of course be impossible to identify in this paragraph the central clue that could help us both to explain why the government is losing its grip and to find the lever for moving in the direction of democracy 2.0.9 There are probably several such clues. I want to identify at least one plausible clue and explore how it could lead us to at least one lever for triggering 2.0-oriented changes in the democratic system.

* A Clue: Decreasing Public Manageability of Increasing Man-made Complexity

Governments have probably never been able to meet fully the expectations and demands of their subjects or citizens. Simply, because there were always unforeseen side-effects of their decisions and unexpected events to which they had to react. Also, I presume that, before modernization started, subjects and citizens as a rule had more or less static expectations of what their government could do for them. However, in Europe the Renaissance unleashed an ongoing interaction between governments and citizens, continuing until today, in which governments became more and more ambitious and citizens more and more demanding. The cumulative results of this process have led to a splendid civilization with unholy dark sides and staggering man-made complexity that is itself driven by man-made acceleration.

The process I just described in a few sweeping statements is usually called modernization and is the original trademark of the West. An intrinsic part of this modernization process in Europe10 was an ongoing process of introducing such elements as separation of powers, popular elections, sophisticated bureaucracies and respect for human rights. The post-WWII period in several ways has been a continuation of this process, including through the introduction of social secur-

---

9 Actually, we should speak of democracy 3.0 since modern democracy was partially developed on the basis of rediscovering ancient Greek democracy.

10 There were and are marked differences in this respect between the various regions of Europe, but I assume that the underlying dynamics basically form one interconnected historical process.
rity systems and the emergence of the European Union. In order to search in an open manner for a clue that could possibly explain governments’ “loss of grip,” I suggest to replace—at least for the rest of this chapter—the term “government” by “public affairs infrastructure.” In this way we can examine not only the government bureaucracy and cabinet but also parliament, the judiciary and the galaxy of (semi-)public institutions that are circling around modern governments, and which together make up the present democratic system in Europe.

There are clear signs that at the start of the new millennium the many complexities that have in one way or another to be dealt with via the public affairs infrastructure are increasingly too much and too difficult to handle. Let us focus on the key aspect of decision-making on policies. Modern parliamentary democracy was one of the innovations resulting from the modernization process. This innovation has basically three functions: the prevention of civil war by ensuring peaceful change of political power; involving citizens in public affairs and creating a reasonably fair mechanism for meaningful decision making on public affairs. Parliamentary democracy can therefore be regarded as a never-ending battle for political power, disguised as a never-ending search for good policies in a way that ensures sufficient grass-roots support. This triple function increasingly becomes a handicap and weak point as complexity increases. From a strictly “technical” point of view, modern parliamentary democracy as we know it is not the best set of institutions, rules and practices for generating sound and implementable policies on increasingly complex public issues. As man-made complexities continue to increase this becomes more evident. The ever-ongoing acceleration further aggravates this development.11 When public issues become more complex, it takes more time to take a decision on them, even more so when that has to be done on EU level. At the same time the acceleration of especially economic and financial changes gives less and less time for decision making. All this can lead to a creeping but potentially very dangerous decrease of public authority: the famous gap. The far-reaching implications of this evolving systemic shortcoming of modern parliamentary democracy in

11See also Hartmut Rosa and William E. Scheuerman (eds), High Speed Society: Social Acceleration, Power and Modernity (University Park: Pennsylvania University Press, 2009).
Europe become immediately clear when we realize that this is the public decision-making system that has to deal with the dilemmas underlying the various themes that are the subject of the Transatlantic 2020 project.

It is important for a proper understanding to be as precise as possible on the question whether this “law” of diminishing public manageability of increasing man-made complexity is typical of parliamentary democracy, or whether it pertains to modernization in any political system. I assume that the latter is the case. Any public affairs infrastructure is ultimately fueled by political decision-making that is inevitably the result of extremely complicated processes in which a variety of actors with a variety of interests and positions participate. This phenomenon has as such little to do with the question whether a particular public affairs infrastructure is part of a parliamentary democracy, an authoritarian system or the court of Louis XIV. It is inherent in the exercise of political power. And likewise, any public affairs infrastructure is in principle capable of realizing an ongoing modernization of its society that is at least comparable to the ones at both sides of the Atlantic. To be sure, the type of resulting man-made complexity might show some differences varying with the type of political system. Also, the modernization of the public affairs infrastructure itself will show some differences in outcome, varying with the type of political system.\(^\text{12}\) But what they share is that they are all under the spell of ongoing modernization\(^\text{13}\), gradually leading to a fundamental shift in the capacity of individual humans to grasp public issues and manage the public realm.

Societies prior to the Renaissance were undeniably complex, but nevertheless in those days it seemed in principle possible for one gifted person—a ruler or a scholar—to master the complexity of his society in accordance with his needs. A ruler with his advisers or a

---

\(^\text{12}\)For an empirical assessment of some of those differences between developing countries, see Goran Hyden, Julius Court and Kenneth Mease, Making Sense of Governance: Empirical Evidence from Sixteen Developing Countries (Boulder: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2004).

\(^\text{13}\)I regard modernization as an ongoing process for a long time to come and don’t go into the issue whether in some respects we have reached a post-modern phase. It might nevertheless be useful to distinguish some phases of modernization.
council of administrators could decide on major issues on the basis of mutual consultation within a common frame of reference. Each could in principle grasp the whole and the dialogue or debate seemed mainly necessary for inventarizing all arguments, considerations and interests. Likewise, in those days it was in principle still possible to become a universal scholar mastering in an integrated manner all branches of science as they existed at the time. The main reason that this was so was of course not that at those times human and physical nature were basically less complex than nowadays. Rather, in those days the desire to master this complexity to such an extent that man could fundamentally reshape his environment and fate had not surfaced yet.

The paradox of modernization therefore seems to be that in the name of shaping ourselves a better world, we have produced a world of such complexity that no single person—however gifted he or she may be—could even dream of encompassing it. The impressive civilization which we have built during the last few centuries rests on a human foundation which has grown weaker over time—a foundation of individual people among whom no single person can even strive to grasp the totality of what we have wrought.\textsuperscript{14}

This incremental process of increasing vulnerability does not become quickly evident because on an individual level modernization seems to lead—admittedly with its ups and downs—to more control over one’s life for more people during longer periods. On a collective level, however, public decision-making inevitably suffers increasingly from a lack of common grasp of complex public issues, thus enlarging the chances for unproductive polarization instead of tough but constructive debates.

It seems to be the price we all have to pay unwillingly for ongoing modernization. The most relevant difference for our quest is that

\textsuperscript{14}See also Theo Veenkamp, \textit{Into the third millennium: the need for societal innovations?}. Paper prepared for the Symposium ‘Europe into the third millennium’, organised by the University of Exeter from 9-12 April 1992 under the auspices of UNESCO, the Council of Europe and the Vienna Academy for the Study of the Future. This paper was a modified version of Theo Veenkamp, \textit{Europe on the Threshold of a New Era: Time Bomb or Catalyst?}, Provost’s Lecture 1992, Ball State University, 10 February 1992.
Western societies are farthest ahead on this inclined plane, simply because they are farthest with modernization.

A Lever: Paradigm Laboratories

Moving in the direction of 2.0 requires that we introduce a crucial innovation into the political decision-making machinery that will enable the system to deal with the increased man-made complexity in a more sophisticated manner and in less time. The multi-actor, complex and sometimes very polarized political decision-making machinery that is increasingly unable to produce on-time policies and regulations that match the complexity of public issues must in my view be accepted as a fact of life that can from time to time be changed cosmetically, but not intrinsically. The exercise of political power is not imaginable without an at-times-bloody political arena. It is part of the human condition. Therefore, the only possible innovation for dealing faster and in a more sophisticated manner with increasing man-made complexity that I can think of at the moment must come from outside the existing political decision making machinery. Really innovative changes from within in the end are all doomed to failure.

At present it seems that more and more good ideas and analyses are more or less torn apart in the decision-making arena, while the shreds are used for constructing a politically acceptable but hardly implementable compromise. I am not naive: compromise is the heart of politics, but complex societies demand sophisticated compromises. What I therefore have in mind is truly external, very sophisticated input into the political decision-making machinery that is so plausible and attractive in several ways that the different parts of the machinery can hardly resist using it as a solid and common departure point for the decision-making process. As a quasi-replacement for the missing shared frame of reference from the pre-Renaissance period. I am heartened in this opinion by Richard Sennett, who in a Spinoza Lecture in The Hague drew an intriguing lesson from the start of the Renaissance. Sennett described how the Renaissance began with individuals who, influenced by humanist thinkers, opened up their minds and

15 Among others by, when appropriate, containing a strong narrative as crucial part of the input.

repositioned themselves as observers of the evolution of their lives. Man as work-in-progress instead of man as God’s creature. This change in attitude became visible first and foremost in a practical and material way. During the 15th and 16th centuries the strictly organized and supervised medieval guild workshop changed gradually into a wider institution: a laboratory that was open to experiments with materials, tools and new technologies. The dominant rule in the early-modern workshop was that informal, open cooperation is the best way to experience differences in expertise, views, ideas, etc. Each component of this rule is important. *Informal* means that contacts between people with different expertise and (field of) interests are rich when they are messy and weak when they are strictly regulated, as in dull meetings following strict formal rules. *Open* means that you want to know on what somebody else is working without needing to know to what it shall lead. In other words, from the very start you want to avoid the iron law of usefulness that determines a product or a policy goal. *Cooperation* is the simplest and most important term, implying that you go for the gains that result from the exchange between different parties, instead of going for the battle between parties in order for one of them to win. Sennett concluded that the high-tech laboratories of today still operate on the basis of this informal open cooperation, while the same rule seems totally absent in trying to deal with the complexities of modern society. This absence leads in his view to all sorts of inhumane consequences. So, laboratories that generate highly sophisticated and innovative input on complex public and societal issues and that operate in the same way as high-tech laboratories on the basis of the rule of informal open cooperation are what we are seeking.

In view of the deeply-rooted arena character of the political decision-making machine, such laboratories can only be created totally outside the public affairs infrastructure. During my long career in the public realm I have tried several times to create safe informal creative spaces within this infrastructure, but in the end I always felt a little bit like Don Quixote. The parallel with high-tech laboratories is important, because such laboratories are clever in developing very seductive high-tech products, which in the end are hard to resist. That should also be the ambition of complex societal issue-oriented laboratories, with the major difference that they are not technology-driven but paradigm-driven. Precisely because so many complex societal issues have
the shape of a real (often ideological) dilemma, the trick that liberates
the necessary creative energy usually is a paradigm shift, leading to one
or more sometimes totally new ways of looking at the dilemma. In
other words, the creation of paradigm laboratories might produce the
lever that we are seeking.

Fortunately enough, I have an example of such an attempt at hand:
the Netherlands National Think Tank Foundation. The Foundation
was launched in 2005 as an initiative of a number of young scholars,
supported by the University of Amsterdam, McKinsey & Company
and the Dutch Innovation Platform. The Foundation selects each year
a multidisciplinary team of approximately 20 promising master stu-
dents, recent graduates and Ph.D candidates. The team functions as
the yearly National Think Tank. During a three-month period the
team must develop an innovative and creative solution for a complex
societal problem. The team can make use of input from many experts
from the domains of science, economy and government. In addition to
that there is full-time support from a renowned consultancy firm. The
innovative proposals must be concrete and implementable. The final
outcome is presented in a public report each year. This pressure-
cooker approach has until now led to influential reports on the care of
chronically ill (2006), education (2007), stimulating young people to
choose a healthy life style (2008), energy transition (2009) and trust in
a changing society (2010). “Alumni” of the yearly think tank remain
connected through a virtual community.

The use of paradigm labs is no magic wand or quick fix. But if such
labs are used more and more systematically, in the long run they may
lead to a fundamental change of the dominant political/administrative
culture in the direction of less ideological polarization and more coop-
ervative idealist pragmatism. In the end this has the potential to influ-
ence the nature of political parties, the profile of politicians and the
roles of civil servants.

**Capitalism: “The Economy is Running Wild”**

Just as in the section on democracy I will try to identify at least one
plausible clue that can help us in understanding what really is going
on and in finding a lever for moving in the 2.0 direction.

---

17 www.nationale-denktank.nl. There is no English language website yet.
A Clue: Growing Vulnerability to the Inevitable Destruction of Jobs

The twins of capitalism and modernization was born in Europe. One can regard capitalism as a growth-oriented way of generating wealth, financed by investors motivated by maximum return, that makes innovative use of modern technology—with the important side-effect of ongoing creation and destruction of jobs (the famous “creative destruction” of Schumpeter). The results, in Europe, on the whole are impressive. But capitalism has always had one major weak spot: employment can ultimately never be more than a side effect. Capitalism is wealth-driven, not employment-driven. The inevitable periodic and unpredictable creation and destruction of jobs has been going on in Europe for quite a few centuries. But it seems that in Europe the periodic destruction of jobs is becoming more and more a problem that has destabilizing effects with unacceptable ramifications.

In western Europe the postwar welfare state was developed with the purpose of reducing these ramifications, but it now turns out that the costs of maintaining it at the existing level are too high—and not immigrant-proof. In central and eastern Europe, (artificial) communist job security has been replaced by a rough sort of capitalism. The transition is difficult. For demographic reasons—the aging of the population—unemployment is unlikely to become a large problem for several decades, but at the same time persistent pockets of unemployment—notably of (descendants of) immigrants—could have disproportionately destabilizing effects on the whole society, in any case much more so than before WWII. Lucassen argues that for a variety of reasons today’s (descendants of) Mediterranean immigrants have less chances in the labor market than their 19th century Polish and Italian predecessors. Also, more general unemployment can quickly rise to high levels, as we see today in for instance some Southern European countries.

An additional complication is that the financing factor is becoming more and more an additional cause of unpredictable dynamics, rather than only a facilitating factor, adding to employment volatility. But there is a more fundamental factor at play: the problem of never-end-

---

18 I leave aside the environmental sustainability aspect.

19 Lucassen, op. cit.
ing acceleration. Mostly because of ongoing globalization it becomes increasingly important to be quick and creative in generating new types of employment. But in a sizable number of EU countries there is a mixed bag of structural and cultural restraints that prevents reacting in such a manner. Finally, in the wider circle of countries bordering Europe there are huge numbers of educated youth with no job perspective, creating a potentially destabilizing force both in their own country and vis-a-vis Europe.

The trend that is sketched in the previous paragraph in a rather impressionistic way produces a steady stream of negative news bits, which for populist voters results in the growing conviction that the economy is running wild and that there are hard times ahead for one’s children and grandchildren. Those voters are not like their cosmopolitan colleagues, who are (still) confident that they and their children will be able to ride the waves. They, however, increasingly grope in the dark about how their offspring can best prepare for such an unpredictable future. This emergent anxiety is extremely important because it is all about jobs. Let us hear what Ben Verwaayen, CEO of Alcatel-Lucent, has to say about jobs:

What, especially today, is the core of a society? It is jobs. Jobs create prosperity; jobs create well-being; jobs create cohesion. Jobs give people identity; independence, further development and self-confidence. But we live in a changing world. In which centres of power are shifting and in which the criteria for participating in the economy are broadened. In that world the existing balance of jobs cannot be taken for granted anymore, in the West, in Europe.20

What is basically going on here? My hypothesis is that the globalizing capitalist wealth-creating machinery—driven by the ongoing interaction between investors, entrepreneurs and consumers—increasingly runs the risk of losing its various national political and societal foundations because it is less and less able to create meaningful jobs on time for those whose jobs are destroyed by ongoing economic developments. My guess is that one of the reasons for this process is that, precisely because of geographically expanding global-

20In a Volkskrant interview of April 6, 2010.
ization, the chances of national mismatch of and time lag between supply and demand of jobs increase steadily. Moreover, the pain that is caused by the loss of jobs becomes larger as modernization becomes more successful, simply because there is more to lose, which fact at the same time makes it more difficult to move to where the work is. I assume that these unnerving constrains are felt and feared most by populist voters. Seen from a historical perspective a large proportion of them probably belong to the last that have moved upward thanks to modernization only to be the first to fall back again thanks to concomitant globalization. Socially and politically, this is a potentially explosive situation. Especially as such an existential threat can easily be seen and construed as primarily coming from the others, from outside. I think that the dynamics that erode incrementally globalizing capitalism in the way that I am describing here are at play in one way or another in all existing modernizing societies. But if ongoing modernization means that more and more people reach a position in which there is more and more to lose, then the social and political risks in the West are the greatest, again, because modernization has most progressed there. In the US and Europe in different manifestations, because of different social and political cultures and infrastructures, but probably basically sharing, the same degree of risk.

A Lever: An Additional Instrument for Creating Employment

It must not come as a surprise that in my view a crucial lever for moving out of this dangerous situation and in the direction of Capitalism 2.0 could be the creation of an additional instrument for creating employment. Since employment basically is only a side effect of the capitalist way of wealth creation, it is not realistic to expect that such an additional instrument can be positioned in the heart of the existing capitalist machinery. The dominant role of maximal-return-oriented investors in fueling the machinery will prevent that, especially in Europe, with its relatively high wages. Also, government-financed employment is reaching its limits, again, particularly in Europe. We are therefore forced to be truly innovative.

I think that what we are looking for is an additional and new way of creating employment that

• operates in a real but strictly local market,
• is financed by strictly local investors who operate via banks and not via the stock market;
• operates on the basis of employment-oriented interaction between investors, entrepreneurs and consumers who are each driven by more complex motives than presumed in the existing capitalist philosophy:
  —multiple return-oriented investors;
  —multiple profit-oriented entrepreneurs;
  —multiple satisfaction-oriented consumers;
  —multiple reward-oriented employees.

At first glance it seems revolutionary, but actually it is already in the air, thanks to a new generation of economists who have reconstructed homo economicus as a much more complex ideal type than the original one. Each element of the additional way of creating employment that I have just suggested needs clarification.

• *A local market* as a relatively stable countervailing economic reality against the dynamics of globalization;

• *Employment-oriented* as an indication of an economic activity whereby available human resources are taken as the starting point and ideas, technology and funds consequently are added;\(^\text{21}\)

• *Local multiple return-oriented investors (not via the stock market)* as an indication of investors who want a reasonable return plus a non-financial bonus in the form of certain privileges, connections or otherwise; because they are local; and not investing via the stock market, because being part of the enterprise in one way or another is rewarding to them;

• *Local multiple profit-oriented entrepreneurs* as an indication of entrepreneurs who want a reasonable profit plus a non-financ-
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\(^{21}\)I saw a first example of such an approach when I visited a number of beautiful palaces in Jaipur, India. When I asked my guide, a history teacher, why these palaces were lying so close to one another, he answered that building them was primarily meant by the involved maharadjas as a way to create employment for their subjects.
cial bonus in the form of satisfaction derived from the adventure and from the contribution he or she is giving to society and from the status that or she receives; or otherwise;

- **Multiple satisfaction-oriented consumers** as an indication of consumers who are willing to pay a reasonable price plus a non-financial bonus in the form of certain privileges, a sense of belonging to the larger enterprise, or otherwise;

- **Multiple reward-oriented employees** as an indication of employees who want a reasonable salary but who are also willing to be paid additionally by on-the-job training as far as necessary for doing the work.

In a macroeconomic sense this new type of multiple profit-oriented enterprise would mean the enriching of the economies of all modernizing societies with an additional driver, taking untapped and possibly “unrefined” human resources as a departure point for new economic activities culminating in irresistible products and services of competitive quality to be bought by multiple satisfaction-oriented consumers.

Bringing this new type of enterprise to the market implies having to solve a lot of thorny problems which will differ per national context. I see no initiating role for governments here, except some (crucial) facilitating activities. Many banks owe us quite a bit these days, and it would be creative thinking in a very strategic way if they would try to pay us back by returning to their core business of facilitating innovative economic activities, but this time of the kind I am describing here, and if necessary with the help of paradigm laboratories. Banks 2.0 functioning as one of the key levers for moving in the direction of Capitalism 2.0. There is a new generation of young bankers waiting to do it all very differently.

**Society: “Our Society is Falling Apart”**

In this section we will try again to a) find at least one clue that can help us both with understanding the justified fear of populist voters that their society is falling apart and b) find at least one lever that can help reverse this trend into the direction of Society 2.0.
Ongoing modernization usually triggers two sorts of basic reactions: on balance a sense of enrichment by the open-minded (living in an adventurous mode) and on balance a sense of loss by the closed-minded (living in a safe mode). Analysis of election results shows that the closed-minded are strongly represented in the populist voters. In line with my approach to focus on what the populist voter is trying to say, this aspect needs further scrutiny. In most European countries people with closed minds have a problem: their habitat and other certainties are disappearing. Their rural towns and villages are becoming empty and dead. Higher education students with all their new ideas are “in” and good old professionals like carpenters and plumbers are “out.” And when your children have graduated from university, they are still out, because they don’t know the codes. Strange people you don’t understand, who have strange habits and whom you cannot really trust, have come to live on your street. What happened to the time when you could stay with one boss during your whole career? To make things worse, liberal and cultural elites make fun of your favorite TV programs, look down on your simplicity and almost force you, in a condescending way, to become more open and tolerant, as they call it. But that goes against your grain, mentally and physically. They are fitter, stronger and better equipped than you in riding the waves of modernization, and you feel humiliated. You start to resent them and hate them. When someone finally comes along who says it all out loud and who wants to lead the attack, he or she is your person.22

These days we have a word for this: “culture wars”—emerging clashes within civilizations rather than between civilizations, whether “Muslim” or “Western,” much more fluid and enigmatic than good old class struggle, but paradoxically enough no less real, especially in its virtual manifestations. In any society there are always many divisions, but culture wars seem to become the main new driver of divisiveness, of polarization. As far as I can judge this process is on its way in most European countries but in different degrees and different disguises. In many but not all cases anti-immigration and anti-Muslim feelings function as catalysts, but they are not the driver. The driver is ongoing modernization and the dramatic changes that it brings about.

I assume that the emerging culture wars are the visible manifestation of the disintegration of the old underlying (mostly immaterial) infrastructures that kept communities separate and together in ways that were manageable. They are an unforeseen side effect of ongoing modernization. Because of this disintegration, it seems as if nobody knows his or her place in society any more, regardless of whether an individual is part of the common people or part of the elites.

_A Lever: Promote Upgrading of Societal Infrastructure_

When trying to imagine a lever than can move us out of the dangerous culture war situation into a process in the direction of society 2.0., it occurs to me that we are dealing here with a very different type of human invention than democracy and capitalism. It is not too difficult to decide roughly when and how modern democracy and capitalism were invented—even though they each required substantial time to mature. Society, as a construct, is probably one of the most important human inventions ever, but we are used to see our present and previous societies as the result of many shaping forces and not as a conscious human construct. I guess and hope that there are historians and anthropologists who can show us that the ongoing development of specific societies can be better understood by digging up their underlying paradigms and how they shifted in an implicit way from time to time into new paradigms. It seems as if, for the first time in history, we are in need of a more explicit paradigm to help us deal in a more conscious manner with the destructive effects of ongoing modernization on our societies. Such a paradigm should contain the key elements of a more sophisticated _societal infrastructure_ that can serve as a beacon for upgrading the present disintegrating societal infrastructure. With this in mind I have constructed a first draft of such a paradigm, which on the one hand connects with what should remain and on the other hand can serve as a reference point for 2.0-oriented change.²³ I have labeled this paradigm, as if it were a new chemical product, JMCC: “Just Multiple Connected Coexistence.”²⁴

---

²³Society X+1.0 would be a more appropriate label since we simply don’t know how many generations of society there have been before our type of society.

Multiple indicates the acceptance that different people have different strategies for survival and growth, according to choice or necessity. Therefore all people will have the best chance of becoming successful when being able to access a strategy that suits them best: for instance living in an ethnic community (the safe mode) or a mixed community (the adventurous mode); sending children to an ethnic school (the safe mode) or a mixed school (the adventurous mode). Multiple implies that there is no intrinsic preference for any of these strategies, but at the same time there is a an acceptance of equal minimum standards of living, quality and security for people, regardless of the path that they follow. If this requires governments and institutions to operate differently in different circumstances, so be it.

Connected implies an acknowledgement that modern, increasingly multicultural society is becoming so all-pervasive and multi-faceted that physical and psychological withdrawal into one’s own perceived micro-world becomes a natural and understandable reaction. But such a reaction, if unchecked, could undermine the minimum of cohesion and shared emotions, memories and values, necessary for any society to sustain itself. Thus an essential component of JMCC is active promotion of all sorts of connections between micro-worlds.

Just refers to the leading, uncompromising and overarching principle that characterizes a resilient open society, despite the freedom to choose any strategy to respond to its multicultural character: namely, the rule of law. The rule of law also means not rule by religion, race, the market, violence, media, or money. It includes the choice of parliamentary democracy as a way of creating law and the separation of powers to implement and apply law. It includes adherence to those human rights that are enshrined in constitutions and international treaties. It is an indispensable but not sufficient element for holding society together.

Coexistence in itself may not appear to dreamers of a better world to be a very ambitious concept. But in combination with the other three elements it can create the basis for peaceful coexistence, for coexistence that can facilitate the emergence of all sorts of constructive and

25'Multicultural' is used here purely as a description of the type of society in which most Europeans now live, and not as a normative concept.
creative surpluses. For coexistence that is sustainable in an ever-changing world.

*Infrastructure* indicates the interrelated set of conditions that facilitate just multiple connected coexistence. It can refer to material conditions such as the design of neighborhoods and roads and immaterial conditions, like new narratives or competitions between schools—ethnic or mixed—in determining which one delivers student populations with the highest degree of connectedness.

The JMSS paradigm can help us as a conceptual lever for promoting an innovative upgrading of existing societal infrastructures in such a way that they become sophisticated enough, for facilitating people and communities to respond in constructive ways to the eroding effects of ongoing modernization. Such a promotional effort is by far the most difficult challenge that I have suggested in this chapter. It basically is about changing our societal patterns in such ways that our open society remains sustainable within the context of ongoing modernization.

Trying to move in the direction of Society 2.0 is difficult for several reasons. In the first place, the social sciences are lagging behind the physical sciences when it comes to their orientation to developing innovation. In order to prove their legitimacy as a science the main emphasis in the social sciences until now has been on empirical research—with impressive results—and not on research and development. It is time for a next phase, with a proliferation of R&D paradigm labs. The second difficulty is that moving in the direction of a more sophisticated society basically must be a help-yourself job. In Europe we have had our share of disastrous utopian dreams trying to mold society from above. Revitalizing society and making it more resilient and creative can only lead to anything substantial when the initiatives come from society itself. In a metaphoric sense the process should be seen as a rite of passage for the coming of age of societies in Europe after too much dependence on government and too much magical belief in the market.

*Moving in the Direction of Capitalist Democratic Societies 2.0. in Europe*

The purpose of this section was to explore connecting deep currents underlying the growth of anti-immigration parties in Europe.
with specific policy responses focused on dealing in a constructive way with those currents. The unexpected outcome of my trial-and-error exploration is that the identified deep currents should not primarily be addressed by government policy responses but by creative responses from non-governmental sources: young scholars, helped by universities and consultancy firms, for dealing in a more sophisticated manner with man-made complexities; banks and entrepreneurs for developing an additional and more sophisticated manner for creating employment; private initiatives for promoting a more cohesive, sophisticated and sustainable open society. To the extent that these non-governmental actors are committed, government can move in by intelligent facilitation—not the other way around. Also, though I did not dwell on it, it is clear that such efforts can have greater impact the more they are coordinated, simply because they are (sometimes deeply) related.\textsuperscript{26}

It therefore becomes at least imaginable that launching a lever oriented European Capitalist Democratic Society 2.0 Program in one form or another might by a rather sensible thing to strive for.

\textbf{The Wider Context}

In this short section I will touch on a few aspects of the wider context of my explorations: the regional context, the transatlantic context, the Islamic dimension and the “West and the Rest.”

\textit{The Regional Context}

The European Union is connected at its eastern and southern flanks with a ring of societies that are unstable to varying degrees and that are each in their own way in an ongoing process of modernization. The ‘Arab Spring’ being the most recent example. It is official policy of the EU to gradually turn this into a zone of positive interdependence. If an inspiring nongovernmental EU group would launch a Capitalist Democratic Society 2.0 EU Program, such a step would simultaneously create many chances for shared initiatives focused on strengthening ongoing modernization processes in non-EU countries. Promoting multiple profit employment-oriented enterprises could

\textsuperscript{26}Indicative for this interdependence is that one could have an endless debate about whether it should be Capitalist Democratic Societies or Democratic Capitalist Societies.
have a particularly strong and positive multiplier effect. Of course, all of this, if necessary, would be facilitated by the EU government.

The Transatlantic Context

I have the impression that the deep currents that are identified in this chapter basically are also at work in the U.S., but perhaps less connected with anti-migration sentiments and more directly connected to ongoing political polarization. I think that in a general sense a good case could be made for initiating in one way or another also in the U.S. a capitalist democratic society program 2.0. At the same time, the argumentation, flavor and tone for initiating such a program in the U.S. would probably have to be quite different, among other reasons because of the very different societal and political belief system, type of capitalism, global position and importance attached to military power. Still, or rather, precisely because of that, an interconnected approach between the EU and the U.S. would probably have great mutual additional value.

The Muslim Dimension

It is time to return to the comparison with the anti-Catholic dimension of the anti-immigration sentiments directed against the Irish in the UK. That took several decades to wither away. My assumption is that the same will happen with respect to the anti-Islam dimension of the emerging anti-immigrant populism in Europe—although perhaps lasting longer because of the very visible connection with some international incidents and dilemmas. In my view the basic strategy should be in all cases to deconstruct the problem of Islam into its underlying contexts, i.e. into specific socio-economic, cultural, and (geo)political problems, and to address those. In most of these cases the Islamic dimension may cause some very specific additional complications, but as a rule those complications will not be the main

\[\text{\textsuperscript{27}}\text{Hamed Abdel-Samad, an Egyptian born German, predicts in his book Der Untergang der islamischen Welt. Eine Prognose (Munich: Droemer Knauer, 2010) a total collapse of the Middle Eastern region as a consequence of inability to respond to ongoing modernization, resulting in mass migration to Europe.}\]

\[\text{\textsuperscript{28}}\text{The more we talk about the Islam as a fundamental problem the more we dance to the tune of Al Qaeda and the like.}\]
cause of the problem to be addressed. For the rest, leave the ongoing debate about the modernization of Islam to the national and international Muslim communities themselves. Such a strategy would probably have as a result that in the coming decades there would be marked differences between individual EU countries with respect to the persistence of the problematic nature of the Islamic dimension. Such differences would then mainly be caused by differences in content and timing of integration policies in the involved countries. Likewise, EU policy with respect to the Middle East would differ from country to country and would also take into account on a country-by-country basis the specific nature of the Islamic dimension.29

**The West and the Rest**

The West and the Rest are intimately connected with each other by ongoing modernization processes. This growing interconnectedness has developed itself since the European Renaissance. The road that led to this interconnectedness was bumpy, at times even rather bloody, and fed deeply-rooted cultures of superiority in the West and humiliation in the Rest.30 I think we have now arrived at a period in time in which, as far as ongoing modernization is concerned, the overall global picture is becoming more and more diffuse, while historically-rooted cultures of superiority and humiliation are lagging behind in this process and remain more distinct. It is even more complex because cultures of hope and optimism are now emerging in the Rest and cultures of uncertainty and pessimism are becoming more dominant in the West. The point that I want to make is that when interests clash in the international arena the old superiority can still very quickly rankle the old humiliation, making it much more difficult to find a solution for the clashing of interests. The concept of “liberal world order” implies that the world is made up of countries that have a modern parliamentary democracy, rely on a capitalist mode of wealth creation and have an open society. If preaching the blessings of these three building blocks of a liberal world order by the West could be replaced by swapping uncertainties about how to deal
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with complicated side effects of ongoing modernization, that would give an enormous boost to the emergence of a new more constructive and balanced type of interconnectedness.

A joint EU-U.S. capitalist democratic society 2.0 program could act as a powerful catalyst of such a switch, especially when such a program would be open to participants from the Rest. In the process such an initiative could also contribute to new optimism in the West. I used the term “catalyst” because change is in the air already in many ways. A dramatic example is that the West and the Rest are equally hijacked by Islamist terrorists of various backgrounds, being rather effective in triggering a culture of fear in their rearguard action against ongoing modernization, which therefore also triggers real cooperation between the West and the Rest. Old labels never die; they just fade away. Let us therefore not cling to these labels in actions and words any longer than is strictly necessary.

**Conclusion**

Writing this chapter turned out to be an inspiring journey for me personally. It remains to be seen whether the outcome of this journey can also contribute to the Transatlantic 2020 project. That could be best further explored by discussing at least the following questions:

—Did I hit upon some plausible deep currents related to immigration to Europe?

—Did I imagine some potentially meaningful and implementable responses to these deep currents?

—Are these outcomes relevant in a transatlantic context?

—On a more abstract level: could striving towards something like “capitalist democratic society 2.0” be a suitable lever for triggering constructive and inspiring processes of change in and of the liberal world order and between the “West and the Rest?”
Section V
Questions of Energy Sustainability
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Alternating Currents:
How Global and Domestic Energy Trends will Affect the European Union, the United States, and the Transatlantic Partnership in 2020

Alexander Ochs and Shakuntala Makhijani

Over the next decade, energy choices will play a central role in relations between countries, with resource constraints and climate change providing challenges as well as opportunities for international collaboration. As global economic leaders and major energy consumers, the European Union and the United States will be key actors in determining the direction of world energy trends.1 In this article we examine continuities and changes in the past and present of EU and U.S. energy policies in order to discuss how they might look like a decade from now and to explore how these policies will shape transatlantic relations. In other words, we assess the transatlantic energy policy situation around the year 2020 based on an analysis of the current landscape, past trends, and an understanding of policy-making processes on both sides of the Atlantic. Insofar, it follows the hope that we can see the future, as “it is much like the present, only longer.”2

Several factors, including physical, situational, ideological and institutional ones, interact to shape a country or region’s energy policy. Naturally, available energy resources and technologies are first and

---

1 It is likely that China and India will become the two largest energy markets in this century. Other key countries determining the future international energy system are the fossil-fuel rich nations, at least for a few more decades, and increasingly the countries that have committed themselves to develop sustainable energy systems based on renewable energy production and a highly efficient consumption.

2 “I’ve seen the future and it’s much like the present, only longer.” Dan Quisenberry, pitcher for the Kansas City Royals. http://www.baseball-almanac.com/quotes/quisquis.shtml
fundamental determinants of energy strategies as they limit any actor’s choices of what sources can be accessed. But strategic options are also influenced by socioeconomic, political and normative considerations, with some countries reluctant to prioritize renewable and efficient energy options despite their environmental, health, and long-term economic benefits until immediate technology installation costs become smaller and payback periods shorter. Other technical considerations like grid capacity and proximity of consumption centers to available energy resources and production sites can further limit the attractiveness for capitalizing on domestic, alternative energy sources.

The importance granted to energy security concerns also shapes policy decisions. Energy security considerations can lead countries to prioritize domestic resources to minimize foreign imports, especially due to risks from dependence on fossil fuels from politically unstable regions. Decision-makers also prioritize sustainability concerns differently. These include the environmental and public health impacts of various energy resources and, increasingly, climate-related goals that help determine limits on greenhouse gas emissions from energy use. Some governments still consider fossil fuels indispensable, while others emphasize longer-term national benefits from harnessing renewable resources.

The influence of these various factors on energy policy outcomes is not predetermined. Rather, it is defined by the political players in each country. Their actions, in turn, are influenced by the perceived political realities surrounding them, including the configuration of their “own” domestic political system. Forecasting the nature of EU and U.S. energy policies in 2020 thus requires predicting public decisions in the next ten years regarding, among others, energy resource deployment, energy security, climate, environmental and development policy goals as well as international geopolitical developments. Insofar, predicting future energy policy might be “very difficult” indeed.3

3 “Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future.” Neils Bohr, Nobel Prize winning physicist. http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Niels_Bohr

Understanding the current state of energy production and consumption in the EU and U.S. is essential for predicting future trends and policies. Resource constraints and sustainability pressures increasingly require a shift away from fossil fuel dependence. The 21st century energy system in many countries will feature energy efficiency, renewables, and smart grids as central components. Others will remain on a carbon-intense fossil-fueled path for some time. Transition versus stagnancy of the energy system is thus a key trend to analyze if we want to understand whether the transatlantic community is drifting apart or growing together in this issue area. This section provides an overview of domestic primary energy consumption in the EU and the U.S., with a particular look at renewable energy development over the past two decades.

Similar Mixes, Divergent Trends: Electricity Generation and Energy Consumption

In 2009, U.S. electricity generation totaled 4.2 million gigawatt-hours (GWh), with fossil fuels accounting for 70 percent of this generation. Coal alone contributed 46 percent of U.S. electricity production. Nuclear power accounted for an additional 19 percent of generation, with the remaining 11 percent provided by renewable energy sources, mostly hydropower.

EU-27 electricity generation in 2009 was significantly lower than in the U.S., at 3.2 GWh. Fossil fuels provided just over half of this generation, with coal playing a much smaller role than in the U.S., contributing 27 percent of total production. Nuclear and renewable generation played a larger role in Europe, at 28 and 19 percent respectively, with hydropower accounting for over half of renewable generation. Figure 1 displays the U.S. and EU electricity generation mixes for comparison.

Growing versus Developing Rapidly: Renewable Electricity Generation

Electricity generation from renewable sources grew much more rapidly in the EU than in the U.S. in the period from 1990 through
2009. In the EU-27 over this period, overall electricity generation grew by 24 percent, while renewable generation grew by 93 percent. In contrast, the 18 percent growth in renewable electricity generation in the U.S. for this period lagged behind the overall electricity generation increase of 30 percent.

The relative growth in solar and wind electricity generation in the U.S. and EU illustrate the much more rapid European expansion.
Solar generation in the EU-27 increased over 1,000-fold from 1990 to 2009, while solar power in the U.S. increased less than 3-fold. Similarly, EU-27 wind generation increased by nearly 170 times over the same period, while the U.S. saw a significant but still far smaller 23-fold increase in wind generation from 1990 through 2009.

Figure 2 displays renewable electricity generation by source over the 1990 to 2009 period. Hydropower continues to dominate in both the U.S. and Europe, but wind generation growth is increasingly determining the path of overall renewable electricity growth. The quicker growth of renewables in Europe are not due to better potentials but the result of concrete targets and specific support mechanisms, as discussed below.

Energy Intensity, Energy Efficiency

The EU leads the U.S. in energy efficiency measures. In 2008, the energy intensity of the EU-27 was nearly one-third lower than the U.S. 7,603 Btu of primary energy consumption per 2005 USD, at
5,238 Btu. Figure 3 tracks the decline in energy intensity in both regions, with the U.S. consistently higher than the EU-27. The lower energy intensity of the EU-27 is especially notable as it includes not only western European countries, but also outdated energy systems in new member states of central and eastern Europe. The EU-15 countries that are more comparable to the U.S. in terms of industrial development and other socioeconomic factors are about twice as efficient as the U.S. in terms of value of production per unit of energy consumed.

The U.S. also trails the EU in combined heat and power (CHP) generation, a process through which waste heat from electricity generation is recaptured for local heating uses. Efficiency rates for CHP systems range from 65 to 80 percent, compared with the average efficiency of 33 percent for conventional U.S. fossil fuel plants. Electric
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5 “Efficiency Benefits,” Combined Heat and Power Partnership, United States Envi-
power generation from CHP plants in the U.S. totaled 81.5 TWh in 2009,\(^6\) compared to 366 TWh (11 percent of total electricity generation) in the EU in 2006. CHP generation accounts for 2 percent of the overall 20 percent energy efficiency improvement target set by the EU for 2020.\(^7\)

Average energy consumption per person in the U.S. is more than twice that in Europe, at 330 million Btu per capita in the U.S. compared to 155 million Btu in the EU-27. Per capita consumption remained relatively stable for both the U.S. and Europe from 1990 through 2008.\(^8\)

**Grid Capacity and Energy Storage:**

**Norwegian Water Storing German and Danish Wind**

In terms of grid integration and storage considerations to accommodate new renewable capacity, Europe in general is farther along in creating incentives for advanced metering infrastructure, interconnections between different regional grids, and more integrated electricity markets—all of which contribute to grid flexibility and enable a higher share of renewable energies. As a result, regional grid capacity, though differing immensely within Europe, is in large parts of the continent well ahead of the outdated U.S. systems.

Renewable energies can be used off-grid (e.g., at the household level) and in micro-grids. For their large-scale, on-grid employment, however, due to their intermittencies, they need either very robust, smart, wide-ranging transmission lines bringing many different producers on-line, or “natural allies” of renewables like natural gas that can be fed into the grid to cover renewable production lows or con-
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consumption peaks, or storage—and in the best case all of the above. So far, Scandinavian hydroelectric pumped storage capacity has been sufficient to buffer a lot of the recent growth in wind generation in Germany and Denmark, but this potential may be exhausted soon. As in the U.S., other grid-scale storage options have not yet become widespread, and excess wind power is frequently curtailed when the grid cannot accommodate it.

**Carbon Emissions: Introducing One of the Greatest Polluters of All**

U.S. energy-related carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions increased nearly 16 percent between 1990 and 2008, from 5,020 to 5,810 million metric tons. In contrast, EU emissions fell more than 6 percent, on the path to compliance with Kyoto Protocol commitments. The United States is the world’s second biggest greenhouse gas producer in the world, and has just recently been passed by China as the planet’s number 1 polluter.

The carbon intensity of U.S. society becomes even more obvious if we look at energy-related per capita emissions. Whereas EU 27 citi-
zens emit about 7.9 tons of CO₂ per capita per year, still well above world average, the average U.S. American releases 19.2 tons into the atmosphere. Only Canadians deplete more.⁹

What’s Left, What’s Renewable?
Fossil Resources and Alternative Energy Potentials in Europe and the United States

Availability of domestic fossil fuel resources can discourage countries from investing in renewable resources. This section examines fossil fuel reserves in the EU and the U.S. as well as the current exploitation and potential of renewable energies to describe what energy path both regions have taken in the past, and what their future options are.

Fossil Fuel Resources: Abundance and Scarcity

While both regions face diminishing oil reserves, the U.S. still enjoys relatively abundant coal and gas resources. In contrast, EU-27 domestic fossil fuel resources appear to be reaching a state of shortage. In the ten years leading up to 2007, annual decline in extraction averaged 4.9 percent for coal and lignite and 2.8 percent for crude petroleum and natural gas.¹⁰ Net fossil fuel imports as a share of primary energy consumption increased from 47.8 percent in 2000 to 54.5 percent in 2007. The largest share of EU imports for all three fossil fuels now comes from Russia, with Norway providing significant additional oil and gas resources.¹¹

Coal

Coal is still a dominant power source in both Europe and the U.S., but past trends and future projections of coal availability and consumption differ between the two.
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Total U.S. recoverable coal reserves were estimated at 260 billion short tons in 2009, nearly 30 percent of the estimated world total.\textsuperscript{12} At current rates of consumption, U.S. recoverable coal reserves would last 249 years. However, if EIA-projected coal consumption increases continue into the future, these reserves would be exhausted in 119 years.\textsuperscript{13}

Figure 5 displays U.S. coal resources, which are mostly concentrated in Illinois, Kentucky and West Virginia (bituminous coal), and in Montana and Wyoming (subbituminous coal).


Total recoverable coal reserves in the EU-27 were estimated at 62.9 billion short tons in 2009. At current rates of consumption, these reserves will last for 78 years. However, EU coal consumption has been steadily declining for the past two decades, which means that domestic reserves will likely last longer.\(^{14}\)

Figure 6 displays coal consumption trends in the U.S. and EU-27 from 1990 to 2009. The significant divergence in these trends led the U.S. to surpass the EU-27 in coal consumption in 1996. Over the 20-year period, U.S. coal consumption increased by more than 10 percent, in contrast to the dramatic 40 percent decline in EU-27 coal consumption.

EU-27 coal imports grew from 15 percent of consumption in 1990 to nearly 30 percent in 2009. Meanwhile, the EU-27 exported less than 5 percent of its coal consumption. In contrast, the U.S. imported

only 2 percent of its coal consumption in 2009, and exported 6 percent. However, U.S. coal imports increased more than five-and-a-half times from 1990 to 2009, while exports dropped by almost half.\textsuperscript{15}

In the U.S. especially, coal is hailed as a low-cost, domestic source of energy. However, this cheap abundance already shows signs of decline. Furthermore, there are significant health and environmental costs from coal mining, production and combustion that are not reflected in the production cost paid by electricity producers (or the electricity price paid by consumers) but need to be covered by the society as a whole. A recent study published by the New York Academy of Sciences compiled data on the range of coal energy costs to determine its unaccounted-for external costs, summarized below.\textsuperscript{16}

As coal is often used as a substitute energy source when oil and natural gas become too expensive, its prices respond to fluctuations in those markets. This sensitivity combined with increasing electricity demand worldwide caused global coal prices to more than double from $41 to $85 per ton from March 2007 to March 2008 and remain above $70 in 2010. Furthermore, estimates of coal reserves typically do not take profitability into account or fully consider geologic, economic, legal and transportation constraints for expanding coal mining, which means that the economically competitive coal reserves might not last more than two or three decades.

Coal electricity production from mining to combustion causes significant environmental damage, despite regulations on some impacts. Coal is the most carbon-intensive major source of energy, emitting 1.5 times as much carbon dioxide as oil and twice as much as natural gas for the same amount of energy produced. Although coal generated 50 percent of U.S. electricity in 2005, it accounted for 81 percent of electricity-related carbon emissions. With greenhouse gas emissions now a central energy-related environmental concern, high carbon intensity is a major drawback for expansion of coal generation.

\textsuperscript{15}Ibid.

Coal releases tons of numerous additional toxic and carcinogenic substances into the environment through mining, processing and combustion, including mercury, lead, cadmium, arsenic, manganese, beryllium, chromium, nitrous oxides, sulfur dioxide and particulate matter. These have significant public health and ecological impacts through contamination of air and water resources. All in all, the study’s best estimate for U.S. coal externality costs in 2008 was $345.3 billion, or 17.84 cents per kWh. This dramatic figure suggests that if the full environmental and health costs of energy sources were taken into account, coal would be much more costly and a range of renewable energy sources would become cost competitive.17

Oil

Petroleum consumption in the U.S. and Europe is mostly linked to transportation. In 2009, transportation accounted for 72 percent of U.S. oil consumption. Domestic reserves of oil in both regions are in decline and imports are increasing. While the EU is dealing with its constrained oil supply by limiting consumption, the U.S. is turning to increasingly aggressive and environmentally harmful methods of expanding U.S. oil production.

Figure 7 shows the trends of oil consumption in the U.S. and EU since 1990. EU oil consumption has been in steady decline since 2005, while U.S. oil consumption began to increase again in 2010 after a few years of decline. Since 1990, U.S. oil consumption has increased by 13 percent, while EU-27 consumption increased by only 4 percent.

EU-27 oil production has also seen a downward trend for over a decade, unlike U.S. production, which has increased.18

U.S. proved crude oil reserves were estimated at 20.7 billion barrels in 2009, down more than 20 percent since 1990.19 Most of these reserves are concentrated in Texas, Alaska and California, as well as offshore in the Gulf of Mexico.20 U.S. oil consumption in 2010 was 7
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19Ibid.
20“U.S. Crude Oil, Natural Gas, and Natural Gas Liquids Proved Reserves, 2009,” Natural Gas, United States Energy Information Administration, 30 November 2010,
billion barrels, of which only half was met with domestic production despite fairly steady increases in annual production over the past two decades.21

EU-27 proved oil reserves are much lower and in faster decline than in the U.S. Proved oil reserves in the EU-27 in 2011 are estimated at 5.8 billion barrels, down 37 percent from 9.2 billion barrels in 2000. The United Kingdom holds nearly half of these remaining reserves, with most of the rest located in Denmark, Romania, Italy and the Netherlands.22 European oil consumption in 2010 was 5.1 billion

---


22Ibid.
barrels (nearly equivalent to reserve levels) while production was only 1 billion barrels, leaving Europe highly dependent on imports.

Figure 8 displays average daily oil import trends in the U.S. and the EU. Despite the EU-27 countries’ lower level of oil consumption, the region still imports more oil than the U.S. due to fewer domestic resources. Imports are rising in both the U.S. and Europe as domestic supplies decline.

Canada is the largest single-country source of U.S. oil imports, accounting for 21 percent of imports in 2010. Nevertheless, the U.S. still relies heavily on OPEC for its oil supply, which made up 49 percent of 2010 U.S. oil imports.$^{23}$

The EU-27 receives the largest share of its oil imports from the former Soviet Union, with Russia alone providing 30 percent of EU oil imports in 2010. African imports provided the next largest share at 22 percent, half of which came from Libya. The Middle East and other European countries combined accounted for most of the remaining one-third of EU-27 oil imports.24

In an attempt to expand domestic oil production despite declining reserves, the U.S. is turning to increasingly controversial resources. The Obama Administration is moving forward with granting permits for offshore drilling,25 despite the April 2010 BP oil rig explosion which killed 11 workers and resulted in widespread economic and environmental damage.26,27

The Pacific Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) is another U.S. offshore resource, currently producing about 61,100 barrels per day.28 The total endowment including undiscovered resources is currently
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26The spill was capped nearly two months after it began and only after releasing 4.9 million barrels of oil into the Gulf of Mexico. Since the oil spill, BP has reimbursed the Administration for over $700 million in clean-up costs including for compensation benefits, dissemination of public information, clean-up personnel, monitoring and assessment, and clean up equipment and materials. The BP oil spill caused serious economic disruptions to tourism and fisheries in addition to its ecological impacts to sea turtle and marine mammal populations.
13.05 billion barrels of oil, only 1.46 of which are economically recov-
erable reserves. The risks and expense of offshore drilling draw into
question the value of exploiting the relatively minor Pacific OCS
reserve.

The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) in Alaska is another
hotly contested domestic oil resource. While drilling advocates have
argued for exploiting ANWR for oil despite its protected status as
valuable wildlife habitat, the added resource would make little impact
in national supply. According to 2008 U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA) projections that assumed the start of ANWR oil
production in 2018, annual production from the region would be
expected to peak at around 780,000 barrels per day in 2027, compared
to the projected national production peak at 6.3 million barrels per
day in 2018. Cumulative ANWR oil production from 2018 through
2030 is projected at 2.6 billion barrels, less than half of what the U.S.
currently consumes in one year. The market impacts of opening
ANWR to oil drilling would likewise be miniscule, lowering global oil
prices by only $0.75 per barrel in 2025, a small enough shift for
OPEC countries to counteract by reducing their oil exports.

The U.S. also relies on neighbor and friend Canada for 20 percent
of its crude oil imports. Currently 40 percent of Canada’s oil pro-
duction comes from tar sands, a proportion that is rapidly expanding.
Unlike liquid crude which is extracted through drilling, tar sands are
accessed through open pit mining and refined to crude oil through an
energy-intensive process. Producing one barrel of oil requires two
tons of tar sands. Most of Canada’s tar sands are located in Alberta
which had 170 billion barrels of oil recoverable at 2006 prices, making
the country’s oil reserves second only to Saudi Arabia. Canadian tar
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sand production is rapidly increasing, growing from 760,000 to 1.3 million barrels per day from 2005 to 2006, and expected to reach at least 3.3 million barrels per day by 2020. Oil production from tar sands has serious environmental consequences, including water contamination and low rates of land reclamation following mining processes. It also emits higher levels of greenhouse gases than conventional oil, a step in the wrong direction given the urgency of addressing climate change.32

Improved fuel economy, advanced biofuels, improved public transportation systems, and commercialization of electric vehicles are all viable alternatives to the U.S. track of exploiting expensive and environmentally damaging offshore and unconventional oil resources. The EU has been much more proactive in implementing these alternative measures and steadily reducing oil consumption.

Natural Gas

The U.S. is one of the world’s largest natural gas producers, and gas production has grown rapidly in recent years due to exploitation of shale gas reserves. In contrast, the European Union has far more limited gas reserves, both conventional and unconventional, and has been more conservative in tapping into shale gas resources.

Figure 9 displays U.S. and EU natural gas consumption since 1990, which shows overall higher levels in the U.S. and a recent decline in the EU.

The United States has long been one of the world’s largest natural gas producers, and while rising production from other regions including the former Soviet Union and the Middle East have drawn market share from the U.S., it remains the source of almost one-fifth of global natural gas production today.33 At the end of 2009, the U.S. had 272.5 trillion cubic feet (7.7 trillion cubic meters) of proved natural gas

reserves, while the EU and Norway had a combined 158.3 trillion cubic feet (4.5 trillion cubic meters).34

Natural gas is the cleanest burning fossil fuel, emitting only half the amount of carbon dioxide as coal and two-thirds that of oil for the same amount of energy produced.35 In the near- to midterm, natural gas can serve as a substitute for coal baseload power, and as a bridge technology to renewable energy sources. Because natural gas electricity can be quickly turned on and off, it can serve as an ally to renewable sources while new grid and storage solutions are still being developed to manage variability issues.

34Ibid.

In recent years, the U.S. has seen a boom in natural gas production, largely due to rapid growth (average annual rate of 48 percent between 2006 and 2010) in production from shale formations.\textsuperscript{36} In 2009, shale gas made up about 16 percent of U.S. natural gas production, and the U.S. Energy Information Agency (EIA) projects that share could grow to 47 percent by 2035.\textsuperscript{37} The EIA estimates technically recoverable shale gas resources in the U.S. to be 862 trillion cubic feet, equivalent to about 38 years of U.S. natural gas consumption at 2010 levels.\textsuperscript{38}

The European Union, by contrast, accounted for only about one-twentieth of global natural gas production in 2010. Norway (not an EU member state) is by far the largest European producer of natural gas, with 3.3 percent of global natural gas production in 2010.\textsuperscript{39}

European conventional natural gas production is expected to decline, potentially by 30 percent or more, by 2035, while natural gas demand continues to rise.\textsuperscript{40} In the absence of a significant increase in domestic natural gas production, the EU will face growing import dependence. In an effort to diversify its natural gas supply mix (the current Russian dominance of which has proven dangerous to European energy security), the EU has pursued multiple policies, including the construction of pipelines to transport natural gas from the Caspian region to Southeastern Europe without transiting Russia and the construction of new import terminals for liquefied natural gas (LNG). Whereas the U.S. imported about 11 percent of the natural gas it consumed in 2010, many European countries imported more than 70 percent of their natural gas.\textsuperscript{41}

\textsuperscript{36}Annual Energy Outlook 2011, United States Energy Information Administration, site accessed 14 July 2011 http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo

\textsuperscript{37}Ibid.


\textsuperscript{39}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{40}Impacts of shale gas and shale oil extraction on the environment and on human health, European Parliament, Directorate-General for International Policies, Economic and Scientific Policy Department, 2011.

\textsuperscript{41}BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2011, site accessed 14 July 2011 http://www.bp.com/sectionbodycopy.do?categoryId=7500&contentId=7068481
Figure 10 illustrates the rapid increase in EU-27 import dependence for natural gas supplies since 1990, while U.S. imports have been lower and increased more slowly. The recent shale gas boom has allowed for a decline in U.S. natural gas imports since 2007.42

Shale gas has been greeted by some within Europe as a potential solution to the energy security concerns caused by Europe’s import dependence on Russia. The U.S. State Department, through the U.S. Shale Gas Initiative, has also sought to promote responsible shale gas develop in certain European countries with at least one stated purpose being the strengthening of regional energy security.43 Some have also proposed that given its lower carbon content and the higher efficiency
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of the power plants in which it is used, that new supplies of natural gas from shale could enable some European countries (i.e. countries such as Poland with high coal dependence) to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions associated with their power sectors.

However, the extent to which estimated shale reserves could provide enough production to significantly change the energy mix or energy security is a matter of debate. Perceptions vary significantly from country to country, and officials in countries such as France and Germany have justifiably argued that any incremental natural gas supplies could displace renewable or nuclear power, rather than coal. The EIA estimates technically recoverable natural gas from shale basins in 14 European countries to be about 639 trillion cubic feet, or about 44 years of those countries’ natural gas consumption in 2009. Some 70 percent of these reserves are located in Poland, France, and Norway.

The environmental and public health impacts of producing shale gas in Europe have been the subject of much debate. Critics have argued that Europeans would not tolerate the number of instances in the U.S. of water and land contamination with methane, leaked or spilled fracturing fluids and high-saline produced water, air pollution, well blowouts, and community impacts such as noise and light pollution. Many suggest that in Europe, higher population density and lower water availability will make widespread shale gas production much more difficult than in the United States. In addition, unlike in many parts of the United States where individual land-owners hold the rights to minerals below their property and therefore have strong financial incentives to allow drilling on their land, in most European countries the government retains the rights to all minerals, and land-owners have a far lower incentive to allow drilling, especially if it is perceived to be environmentally risky.

At the very least, most Europeans who believe that shale gas development could benefit Europe argue that member countries must avoid repeating the mistakes of the U.S. shale gas boom by waiting for
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the results of extensive environmental impact studies before permitting drilling and by creating much stricter regulations governing drilling and hydraulic fracturing. In combination with a much lower availability of drilling rigs in Europe than existed in the U.S. at the onset of the shale gas boom, that political reality will almost certainly result in a much slower pace of shale gas development than has been seen in the U.S.

**The Nuclear Option: A Fallout Everywhere**

Even before the nuclear tragedy in Fukushima in the summer of 2011, nuclear power globally was the only energy source with negative growth in recent years. Nuclear power generation declined for the fourth year in a row in 2009, falling by 2 percent. The European Union still accounts for about half of nuclear generation worldwide, with France accounting for about half of that. The U.S. follows Europe, contributing almost one-third of world nuclear generation.

The U.S. is currently operating 104 commercial nuclear reactors, more than any other country, and with a combined capacity of 101 GW in 2009. However, no successful orders for new plants have been placed since 1973, and 138 reactor projects have been cancelled. The last U.S. reactor was completed in 1996.

Of 28 recent license applications, four nuclear power plant projects had been granted early site permits as of February 2011, which some have taken as indication of a nuclear renaissance. However, none of the reactor designs for these projects have been approved, and those plants in competitive markets will require loan guarantees which could involve prohibitively high fees. The remaining 24 applications have been cancelled, suspended or delayed. Despite the permitting difficulties for nuclear power projects, the long hiatus and slow restart to new investments are not due lack of permits but rather the unwillingness of utilities to cover the financial risks of nuclear power without state guarantees.
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EU-27 installed nuclear capacity was 133 GW in 2004, just under half of which was located in France, which is the greatest exception to Europe’s overall nuclear phase-out.47 Nuclear power in Europe is following the global downward trend with 143 operational plants as of April 1, 2011, compared to the maximum of 177 plants in 1989, as aging reactors are being retired much more quickly than new ones are being considered for construction. The vast majority of these plants are in the original EU-15 member states, where currently only two new plants are under construction. Two additional plants are under construction in the new member states, with four more in planning stages, and expansion approved for two existing plants.

Phase-out plans in many EU countries are contributing to the transition away from nuclear power. In the wake of the Fukushima disaster, the German government accelerated its phase-out schedule, committing in May 2011 to shut down all of the country’s nuclear reactors by 2022. In 2009, Lithuania ended its nuclear power program by shutting down its only plant, a Chernobyl-style reactor that accounted for 76 percent of the country’s electricity generation. Other European countries have taken initial steps. Belgium is currently considering a phase out program, Spain has a policy of no new nuclear construction, and Sweden only allows new reactor construction if an existing plant is shut down.

Nuclear power countries around the world are rethinking nuclear safety issues in light of the ongoing Fukushima crisis. The accident bankrupted the world’s fourth largest power company, demonstrating the tremendous financial risks of nuclear power. Lifetime extensions for operating plants will also be reconsidered, as older reactors present a greater safety concern.

The U.S. response to Fukushima was mixed. Interestingly, major nuclear energy companies such as Exelon and NRG were the most forthcoming about the economic unviability of future nuclear construction. Republican lawmakers and Energy Department officials on the other hand continue to emphasize nuclear power as an important

part of future U.S. energy development, despite the need to prioritize safety above all other concerns.

Reactions in the EU were generally more cautious. Just days after the Fukushima disaster began, EU Energy Commissioner Günther Oettinger put forth the idea of a nuclear energy-free Europe in the foreseeable future. Shortly thereafter, the European Council called for safety reviews and assessments in all EU nuclear plants and a review of current safety regulations.48

Nuclear power will play a diminishing role in the future in both the U.S. and the EU as old plants are decommissioned, and despite some remaining U.S. enthusiasm for new nuclear projects, new capacity cannot keep pace with the retirement of existing nuclear plants. Security issues, waste and safety concerns are major contributors to the decline, but the excessive costs and siting issues with nuclear plants and waste facilities will continue to pose the greatest barrier to new nuclear investment.

**Renewable Energy: Great Unused Potential**

The EU has demonstrated greater urgency in transitioning to renewable energy due to its more limited availability of domestic fossil fuel resources compared to the U.S. Climate change concerns related to greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuel combustion should be a major in both the U.S. and Europe. This section examines the existing capacity, generation and resource potential of various renewable energy sources in the U.S. and EU to determine where the major areas of past development have occurred, and what renewable resources provide the greatest opportunities for future expansion.

**Hydropower**

The U.S. and Europe have similar hydropower profiles, both in terms of existing capacity, share of electricity generation, and potential for future hydro development. Between 1998 and 2009, conventional...
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Hydropower generated between six and nine percent of U.S. electricity, with the variation due to water availability fluctuations.\textsuperscript{49} Hydropower accounted for over 60 percent of U.S. renewable electricity generation in 2009.\textsuperscript{50} Large hydro accounts for 80 percent of hydro generation, with small-scale plants making up the remaining 20 percent.\textsuperscript{51} In 2008, hydropower provided 10 percent of EU-27 electricity production, and accounted for 63 percent of renewable electricity generation.\textsuperscript{52} EU-27 total installed hydro capacity is about 102 GW, 90 percent of which is provided by large hydropower plants.

As for additional hydro potential, according to the Department of Energy, the U.S. currently has about 80 gigawatts (GW) of installed hydroelectric capacity, with an additional 30 GW of undeveloped capacity at 5,677 sites.\textsuperscript{53} A 2004 joint study by Idaho National Laboratory and the U.S. Geological Survey identified 18 GW of small hydro potential at 5,400 sites.\textsuperscript{54} Over half of favorable sites for hydro development in the EU-27 have already been exploited, and environmental and technical concerns make expansion to additional large-scale sites unlikely. Expansion of hydro generation will most likely come from

\textsuperscript{49}“Hydropower has a long history in the United States,” United States Energy Information Administration, 8 July 2011, site accessed 14 July 2011, http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=2130
\textsuperscript{50}http://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/index.cfm?page=electricity_in_the_united_states
\textsuperscript{52}“Hydropower” European Commission Strategic energy technologies information system, site accessed 14 July 2011, http://setis.ec.europa.eu/technologies/Hydroponwer/print_version
new low head plants and improvements to existing plants. If significant investments occur in these areas, large and small hydro capacity could increase to 112 and 19 GW by 2030, respectively.\textsuperscript{55}

\textit{Wind}

U.S. wind generation grew by 33.5 percent in 2009 to reach 73.9 TWh, or 1.9 percent of total electricity generation. Installed wind capacity 2009 was 34.3 GW.\textsuperscript{56} In 2010 it accounted for 11 percent of primary renewable energy consumption, up from just 4 percent in 2006.\textsuperscript{57} Despite the still relatively low share of total generation, new wind power has grown at a faster rate than any other electricity source for several years.\textsuperscript{58} A 2010 study estimated U.S. wind energy potential capacity at nearly 11,000 GW and over 38,000 terawatt hours (TWh) of potential generation,\textsuperscript{59} ten times the 3,741 TWh of all electricity consumed in the United States in 2009.\textsuperscript{60}

Wind power is experiencing even more rapid growth in Europe, where it has accounted for one-third of new electricity generating capacity since 2000.\textsuperscript{61} In 2008, 65 GW of installed wind capacity gen-


erated 4.2 percent of total EU electricity. Wind energy production is unevenly distributed the EU, with over two-thirds of the total installed capacity located in Germany, Spain and Denmark. Based on environmental, technical and economic considerations, the European Environment Agency estimates wind electricity generation potential in 2020 at 9,600 terawatt hours (TWh) onshore and 2,600 TWh offshore, more than triple the projected demand for that year.

**Solar**

Solar power production is increasing in both the U.S. and Europe, but the solar expansion is much more rapid in the EU due to effective policy measures of several European countries to promote solar development. Both regions have vast untapped solar potential, but the main drivers of solar power development are policies and incentives, not resource availability.

U.S. thermal and photovoltaic solar energy consumption is growing rapidly, at average annual rate of 12 percent between 2006 and 2010. Nevertheless, it still accounted for only 0.2 percent of renewable electricity generation. Installed solar photovoltaic (PV) and thermal capacity reached 603 MW by 2009. Solar PV energy accounted for 2.2 percent of total EU electricity capacity in 2009, but only 0.4 per-
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cent of generation due to variability.\textsuperscript{68} PV installations increased by 5.8 GW (21 percent of total new capacity) to reach 16 GW at the end of 2009.\textsuperscript{69} PV additions accelerated in 2010 with an estimated 10 GW of new capacity that year.\textsuperscript{70} Planned CSP installation in the EU is mostly centered in southern Europe, especially Spain, where the solar resource is strongest. Projects currently underway in the region will bring total CSP capacity to 4 GW in 2012.\textsuperscript{71}

A 2009 article in \textit{Energy Policy} described the vast potential for solar PV and concentrated solar power (CSP) to meet U.S. energy needs. The study examined technical, geographical and economic considerations and found that solar generation for the grid could be cost-competitive by 2020, and meet 69 percent of U.S. electricity (35 percent of total energy) needs by 2050.\textsuperscript{72} Best estimates for solar PV potential in the EU-27 are greater than 1,500 TWh per year, boosted to more than 2,000 TWh with the inclusion of Turkey and Croatia.\textsuperscript{73} Best CSP potential in Europe is concentrated in the Mediterranean countries. Potential for capacity and generation in this region is estimated at 30 GW and 85 TWh per year in 2020, and 60 GW and 170 TWh per year in 2030. This significant expansion will capitalize on further cost reductions, as the European Commission states that CSP energy could be cost competitive as soon as 2015.\textsuperscript{74}


\textsuperscript{69}Ibid.


\textsuperscript{74}“Concentrated Solar Power Technical Background,” European Commission
A Matter of Political Will

The importance of policies and incentives to promote solar development can be seen in the case of Germany, which is by far the world leader in total installed solar PV capacity. Figure 11 shows Germany leading the top ten countries with the greatest installed PV capacity of 17.3 GW in 2010, nearly seven times greater than the U.S. PV capacity of 2.5 GW that year.

As the maps in Figure 12 illustrate, this impressive capacity is not due to a favorable solar resource, which in fact is fairly weak in Germany compared to the U.S., but because of political will to incentivize solar development.

Figure 13 tracks the rapid increase in Germany’s renewable electricity generation in response to several effective policies.

Figure 11. Top 10 Countries with Greatest Installed Solar Capacity, 2010


Figure 12. Photovoltaic Solar Resource: United States and Germany

United States National Renewable Energy Laboratory.

Figure 13. Renewable Electricity Generation Growth and Policies in Germany, 1990–2008

German Ministry of the Environment, 2009.
**Biomass**

Biomass accounted for over half of U.S. primary renewable energy consumption in 2010.75 Biomass consumption grew by over 30 percent between 2006 and 2010, with the change mostly driven by a more than doubling of biofuel (ethanol and biodiesel) consumption for transportation which now accounts for nearly half of overall biomass consumption.76 Installed biomass electricity generating capacity reached 11.4 GW in 2009 and generated 55.4 terwatt-hours (TWh).77 The U.S. produced 10.6 billion gallons of ethanol and 12 million gallons of biodiesel in 2009.78

The European Union required that biofuels displace diesel and petroleum consumption by accounting for 5.75 percent of transportation fuel consumption by 2010. An estimated 4 to 13 percent of total EU agricultural land was required to produce this amount of biofuels. The EU Biofuels Research Advisory Council estimated that the EU could sustainably meet one-quarter of its transportation fuel needs with biofuels by 2030.79

Biomass provided 802 TWh of EU energy generation in 2003, accounting for 4 percent of energy use. The European Union set targets to reach 722 TWh of biomass heat and 162 TWh of biomass electricity by 2010, and increase the share of biofuels in oil consumption to 10 percent by 2020.80 An analysis by the European Environ-
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ment Agency (EEA) estimates that environmentally-compatible biomass energy generation could increase to nearly 3,500 TWh by 2030.\textsuperscript{81}

There are limits to growth in the ability of biomass to meet future energy needs. Biomass and biofuel potential worldwide depends on the availability of land and resources to generate energy crops. A 2008 study found that only 5 percent of total global energy demand could be sustainably met with biomass energy, mostly through use of abandoned agricultural land, without negatively impacting climate or food security. Because biomass energy is mostly used for transportation fuels, alternative energy technologies such as plug-in hybrids and fuel cells are needed to substitute petroleum, in addition to the limited contribution from biofuels.

\textbf{Geothermal}

Currently, shallow geothermal resources provide most of the geothermal electric capacity in the U.S., with 2.8 GW installed in 2006. As technologies advance, developable resources are expected to expand further to co-produced and geopressured and deep geothermal resources providing more than an estimated 260 GW capacity of developable resources by 2050. Geothermal heat pumps provide the greatest current and projected thermal capacity, with 7.4 MW of developed thermal power in 2006, and more than 1,000 GW of developable resources estimated for 2050.\textsuperscript{82}

The EU currently has 0.95 GW of operational geothermal electricity capacity which generates about 7,000 GWh each year. Direct and indirect thermal capacity is close to 9 GW and produces 23.6 TWh of heat annually.\textsuperscript{83}

\begin{footnotesize}


\end{footnotesize}
The European Commission estimates that the maximum capacity for geothermal electricity will reach 6 GW by 2020 and 8 GW by 2030, 1 and 1.3 percent of projected electricity demand in those years. Maximum geothermal capacity for heating is projected to reach 40 GW by 2020 and 70 GW by 2030.84

Summary

As the above overview reveals, the United States has significantly greater coal and natural gas resources than the European Union, and consumes those fossil energy sources at a greater rate. Both sides of the Atlantic face serious oil resource constraints, but continue to consume significant quantities by relying on imports. Nuclear generation and hydropower are stagnating or declining in both regions as a result of burdensome environmental, safety and financial concerns.

Due in part to its more limited fossil fuel resource base, the EU is expanding its renewable energy use much more rapidly than the U.S., despite comparable or even inferior physical resources. The EU leads in wind and biomass development, and its solar capacity and generation is several times that of the U.S.

Climate and Energy Policies and Politics in Europe and the United States

Examining past policy decisions in the U.S. and EU including climate and energy targets set by both can shed some light on what we might expect to see in the next decade.

Federal Goals: About Leaders and Laggards

The United States to date has failed to pass mandatory federal renewable energy or greenhouse gas emission standards. The passage of a comprehensive economy-wide cap-and-trade bill in the U.S. House of Representatives in 2009 provided some hope for progress, but the Senate’s failure to even vote on a comparable bill in 2010 has left little chance for such a policy to be enacted at the federal level in the next couple of years or more.

84Ibid.
In contrast, the EU has passed renewable energy and greenhouse gas emission targets into law that are internationally recognized as ambitious and have established Europe’s position as a global leader in promoting clean energy. Europe has demonstrated climate leadership by both pushing for binding and ambitious targets in the UN climate change negotiation process as well as leading by example through implementing strong support mechanisms at home. The central goals for 2020 are to reduce EU-27 greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 20 percent below 1990 levels, meet 20 percent of energy consumption with renewable energy, and increase energy efficiency by 20 percent above 2005 levels. The EU is on track to meet the 20 percent GHG target and even exceed its renewable energy goals, but is so far falling far short of energy efficiency targets.\(^{85}\)

The EU adopted GHG reduction goals for 2020 in an extension of their Kyoto commitments to reduce emissions by 8 percent below 1990 levels from 2008 to 2012. The EU-15 (the original Member States that adopted this goal) had collectively reduced emissions by 6.9 percent below 1990 levels in 2008, putting the Kyoto target well in reach. Some countries within the EU have fallen short of emission reduction goals, but the overall EU progress is made possible by dramatic reductions elsewhere. France, Germany, Sweden and the UK, among others, have already exceeded their individual targets.\(^{86}\)

Meanwhile, the EU-27 is moving forward with further goals. In addition to the unilateral 20 percent emission reduction by 2020 policy, the EU has also pledged to increase that ambition to a 30 percent reduction if other countries take comparable action. These reductions will be spread across the EU, with some countries like Germany taking on much stricter limits, while many new Member States in Central and Eastern Europe that are heavily coal-reliant and face substantial economic challenges will be granted more lenient targets and in some cases will even be allowed to increase emissions. While the 27 socioeconomically and politically diverse nations of the EU can agree
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on such a “bubble,” committing internationally to a joint reduction goal that is shouldered with common but differentiated responsibility, the United States has been unable to forge such agreement even at a national level.

The Importance of Policies at the State (U.S.) and Country (EU) Levels

Individual U.S. states have stepped up to try to fill the climate and energy policy vacuum left by the federal government. Twenty-three states have enacted greenhouse gas emission targets, albeit at varying levels of stringency and enforceability. California has established itself as a leader in climate policy, enacting the country’s first state-level economy-wide GHG cap-and-trade program with enforceable penalties in 2006.87

Multi-state regional initiatives across the U.S. including the Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord, Western Climate Initiative, and Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) have also been implemented in the absence of a nationwide program. RGGI was established in 2005 as the first mandatory carbon dioxide cap-and-trade program in the U.S. to limit emissions from power plants. Currently, the ten northeastern and mid-Atlantic states participating in RGGI have committed to reduce power sector CO₂ emissions by 10 percent below 2009 levels by 2018.88

Overall, state-level and regional goals fall far short of EU-wide and most individual EU countries’ goals. Starting in 2013 under the EU Emissions Trading System (ETS), all countries within the EU will be subject to the same rules for emission allowance allocations under a single EU-wide cap, meaning that individual country plans for GHG reductions within ETS sectors will not be necessary.89 However, for sec-

tors not subject to the cap including housing, transportation and agriculture, an effort-sharing program has been established to set different emission targets for Member States. Countries with low GDP per capita will be allowed to increase emissions, while countries with high GDP per capita will be required to implement more stringent reductions.

Nearly half of U.S. states have also adopted renewable portfolio standards (RPS). Nineteen states and Washington, DC have set mandatory targets, while another seven states have set goals without financial penalties for enforcement. RPS goals range from 10 to 40 percent, with target dates from 2010 to 2030.90 Decentralized energy and climate policies take on a different significance in the EU, where overarching mandates from above dictate region-wide targets. Unlike the U.S., where state policies are seen as a way to make progress on energy goals while a federal policy is still lacking, country-level policies in Europe are used mostly as a way to effectively implement EU statutes. Likewise, renewable energy targets vary at the national level and were set to ensure compatibility with the EU-wide goal of 20 percent by 2020. Targets range from 11 percent in Luxembourg to 49 percent in Sweden.

**Policy Changes on the Horizon?**

When the environmental movement first started gaining momentum four decades ago, the U.S. assumed a leadership role by establishing standards and protections and innovating new forms of environmental policies. More recently however, especially in the context of climate change, the U.S. has shown itself to be far more hesitant to take bold action, and the EU has emerged as the global leader in implementing ambitious energy and climate goals. This section will examine the political and institutional factors contributing to this evolution and divergence.

**Gridlock in U.S. energy politics**

The U.S. political system was designed to promote stability and prevent abuses of power. The separation of powers between the executive, legislative and judicial branches enable checks that ensure that no
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one branch becomes too authoritative. The distinct powers of Congress and the executive administration in particular can place the two entities at odds, especially when the partisan interests of each do not align.

One important consequence of this institutional structure is that the stable political system is slow to change in response to new pressures and evidence, including those in the areas of energy and the environment. The limited ability of the President to influence the legislative process and the President’s veto power over legislation passed in Congress makes it difficult to make headway on far-reaching goals such as a comprehensive climate and energy policy that would impact nearly every sector of the U.S. economy. The promise of a veto on any climate legislation that reached the President’s desk during the Bush presidency, and the anti-climate bias and preoccupation with other political priorities in the current Congress have halted progress. The possibility of gridlock was shown to be even more dramatic in the summer of 2010, when the threat of filibuster alone prevented the Senate from even voting on a climate bill despite House-passed legislation, a Democratic majority, and support from the Obama Administration. Furthermore, the two-party system puts pressure on lawmakers to moderate proposals toward a middle ground, which has tended to erode, undermine, and deter consideration of viable climate bills.

Another characteristic of the U.S. political system that has played a role in slow progress on clean energy and climate policy is its susceptibility to influence from vested private interests. Due to their extensive financial resources, coal and oil companies with an interest in maintaining the status quo as relates to fossil fuel reliance have exerted influence on policy-makers through campaign contributions and corporate lobbying. Superior resources and established relationships with lawmakers generally enable these corporations to have greater access to the halls of power than environmental organizations and clean energy interest groups. Aside from the willful mischaracterization of climate science that has dominated much of the debates, climate legis-
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lation is also consistently portrayed by certain business and political interests in the U.S. as a battle of environmental versus economic trade-offs.

**Policy change and inclusiveness in the EU parliamentary system**

The parliamentary systems in many of the EU’s member states tend to enable more rapid and substantial policy changes. The partisan alignment of prime ministers with their respective parliaments makes it easier for the dominant party to push through policy agendas, including on climate change. Many EU countries also have multi-party political systems as opposed to the two-party system in the United States. Multi-party systems allow a greater range of issues and positions to enter serious consideration in the policy-making process. With particular regard to climate policy, Green Party positions in EU countries are generally taken seriously and help shape the policy debate, as opposed to the U.S. Green Party, which is highly marginalized. In particular contrast to the framing of energy policy issues in the U.S., renewable energy, energy efficiency and climate policies are seen as measures that can have wide-ranging economic benefits by providing green jobs and allowing Europe to get an early start in capturing a rapidly expanding global clean energy market.

The dominant influence of more economically powerful EU member states with strong climate policy agendas such as Germany, in addition to the institutional characteristics described above, have led to the passage of robust EU-wide energy and climate policies.

**Value and political orientation changes in the last 30 years**

The United States was a leader and innovator in environmental regulation starting in 1969 with the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act. European countries often followed the U.S. lead through their own initiative or due to U.S.-led international pressure, sometimes even adopting policies wholesale as with the mandate requiring catalytic converters in 1974.

The United States began to slip from its leadership role with the start of the Reagan Administration in 1981 which ushered in an era of deregulation that affected environmental policy among other issue areas. As climate change emerged onto the environmental policy
agenda with increasing dominance over the past two decades, the EU filled the environmental leadership gap left by the U.S.92

In the absence of pressing energy security concerns, a major problem for addressing environmental and climate challenges is the increased partisanship of U.S. policy.93 Republican Senators, including former climate “champions” like John McCain, in 2010 closed ranks and opposed climate legislation as a block. It remains Senator McCain’s own secret why, in 2003, he introduced cap-and-trade legislation much like the bills he later opposed. Like its decision-makers, the country as a whole is increasingly paralyzed by a monumental societal divide. On the one side of a society that has drifted further to the right since the early Reagan years, are moderates and very few progressives who want to find political answers to the most pressing questions the nation faces; on the other side is the Tea Party, Fox News, and the “no” faction—no government, no taxes, no change, no climate and energy legislation.

Reading Tea Leaves: EU and U.S. Energy Policy in 2020

Relative fossil fuel abundance, stagnating political trends with regard to environmental issues, a system thus far unable to produce the change mandated by national environmental and health as well as international climate challenges have stalled significant U.S. energy policy advancements. Meanwhile, the EU has pulled ahead to establish its position as a global leader in renewable energy generation and climate protection. This disparity in sustainable development ambitions has begun to strain transatlantic relations. In April 2011, European
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Commission Director General for Climate Jos Debelke criticized the U.S. for its lack of leadership and commitment in international climate negotiations. Debelke highlighted resource scarcity as an impetus for engagement in climate talks, citing the discovery of abundant shale gas reserves as a key factor in U.S. reluctance to shift its energy consumption away from fossil fuels.94

U.S. state and local initiatives on climate and renewable energy policy can provide some momentum and best practice experience, even when national leadership is lacking. But we predict that the political environment will long remain unfavorable to comprehensive federal climate change and energy legislation and a transition of the national energy system. Disparities in clean energy and climate ambitions between EU member countries to some extent mirror the varying state commitments in the U.S., but overall, the EU appears much more determined to continue the transition of its energy system away from fossil fuels to one that is based on energy efficiency, renewable energies, and smart grids.

In theory, were the U.S. able to break its partisan gridlock and begin to implement ambitious energy and climate goals in the next few years, energy policy could provide common ground and a basis for increased transatlantic cooperation. By setting a strong collective example and demonstrating the benefits of the transition to a green economy, the U.S. and EU together could then play a critical role in leading the transition to a low-carbon energy world.95 In reality, however, this is highly unlikely. Due to the resource, technology, ideological and institutional reasons explored above, in the United States, comprehensive climate and energy legislation including binding emission targets and renewable energy standards seems to be off the table for the foreseeable future. There is a remaining flicker of hope that the EPA will make use of its court-backed authority to regulate industry greenhouse gas emissions as pollutants under the Clean Air Act.

This would be an important step forward, but it cannot substitute for the relatively bold, visionary, comprehensive, and long-term policies the EU and some of its member states have enacted.

This all means no good news for the international climate negotiation process and the development of a sustainable global energy system. In addition to the damage they are doing at home, U.S. legislators hold the international climate negotiation process hostage. Europe has to find a strategy for how to deal with a transatlantic partner tied up in internal divergences. To be sure, collaboration with the United States on climate and energy should remain a priority for European policymakers; but it seems to be most promising in contexts other than the UNFCCC such as the G20, the Major Economies Forum/Clean Energy Ministerial, and multiple technology-oriented partnerships. As for the UN process, Europe needs to concentrate on the areas where progress with the U.S. seems possible—financial assistance for developing countries being the most prominent—and build new alliances with those who are willing and able to move forward on the issues that are unlikely to be accepted by the U.S. China, India, Mexico, South Korea, among others are, or soon will be, as reliant on fossil energy imports and as motivated to build a low-carbon economy as the EU.

The more it becomes clear that sustainability means economic boom, not doom—compare the current economic performance of many environmental leaders to those who took a free ticket—we might see U.S. industry and decision-makers rethink their position. But this will in all likelihood take many years to create the significant changes in the U.S. climate and energy position that Europe and much of the world would like to see. It is much more probable that the EU and U.S. will continue to drift apart in their energy, climate and environmental performances, and that this divergence will create significant tension between the long-time partners with impacts well exceeding these individual issue areas.
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Chapter 10
Buying Time: Energy and the Art of Sustainable Advancement in Transatlantic Relations

Christof van Agt

This chapter investigates major developments in the energy security and sustainability policies of the European Union (EU) in relation to the United States (U.S.). Will energy and sustainability challenges bring these key transatlantic partners together or drive them apart between now and 2020? The impact of sentiment and perception on fundamental socioeconomic developments is growing, fueled by access to instant information and hypercommunication through global media reach and portable screens. Policy optics and/or postures are therefore more likely to affect international relations and global markets in future than the rule of law, economic disciplines and universal norms alone. Both the EU and U.S. should therefore handle their positioning and messaging to partners prudently.

Global economic, energy and climate trends are unsustainable.¹ Business-as-usual scenarios point to unprecedented crisis in energy networks and in supply and demand patterns of critical resources to satisfy demand. Major disasters expose systemic vulnerabilities, ranging from Hurricane Katrina and the Macondo oil well spill in the Gulf of Mexico to the impact of earthquakes and tsunamis in the Pacific on the use of nuclear power. Rising resource nationalism, transit disputes and the reinforcement of authoritarian trends in energy producing states reveal that energy governance advancement of market economic integration and value-based social economic growth appears to have

¹ See for instance the IEA World Energy Outlook of 2009 and 2010, which describe the contemporary challenges to global energy security and sustainability in the context of major financial economic crisis and fragile recovery: “The present world faces unprecedented uncertainty,” which government policy must address.
stalled. Fear of potential and actual resource scarcities² sharpen geopolitical rather than market dependencies, signaling a policy race to the bottom.

A bidding war for access to both resources and markets in a zero-sum-game among adversaries appears to be taking over the post-Cold-War globalization game of the 1990s. The latter’s long-term rule-based market vision of unlocking value from mutual co-dependencies among producers and consumers only faintly projects itself amidst rising insecurities, economic crises and unsustainable futures. The turbulence created by a world re-polarizing around resources worsens problems in developing countries and negatively affects stability and growth in other less-well-integrated and or potentially bypassed regions. Now that both the EU and U.S. are fiscally constrained, as well as geopolitically challenged by emerging economies, the bottom line is that new, essentially protectionist policy trends may emerge that alter the governance disciplines for energy and sustainability. This in turn risks a departure from the value- and rule-based market economic governance system that largely defines the transatlantic relationship and global market integration itself. As Europe risks edging towards a fortress Europe policy stance and the U.S. risks retreating into itself on the back of its shale gas revolution and national energy policy, the transatlantic relationship could fall apart, at the expense of global energy market security and overall socioeconomic sustainability. Weathering the storm and ensuring the enduring viability of transatlantic partnership requires, counter-intuitively, a steady-handed policy stance by governments focused on doing less rather than more, while enabling well-functioning markets, the self-regulating effect of fundamental co-dependencies, enhanced interconnectivity and last but not least the general applicability of universal norms.

Since the turn of the millennium the U.S. and EU member states have been assessing options and rolling out policies to move together towards more viable pathways that could lead to a more secure and

² Predictions of disruption are not uncommon, and range from the Club of Rome’s Limits to Growth and gloomy global predictions of the late 1970s to alarmist peak oilers and the advent of catastrophic climate change today. See for instance Walter J. Levy, “Oil and the Decline of the West,” Foreign Affairs, Vol. 58 No. 5 (Summer 1980), pp. 999-1015.
prosperous future. Dialogue has intensified at the highest EU-U.S. policy levels\(^3\) to deal with common energy and sustainability challenges. Ultimately, Europeans and Americans will make their own choices, due to different market structures, import needs and other macroeconomic dependencies. From an oil and gas market perspective this may look like a transatlantic flight into a new yet far-from-certain ‘green’ economy that can be bridged by unconventional gas resources in the U.S. and through gas import diversity in the EU. This however may also pressure producer-consumer relations and risks adverse policy reflexes.

On the other hand, the civil uprisings in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) expose weaknesses in the institutional arrangements governing transatlantic relations as well as varying perspectives regarding the very nature of long-term challenges. Most revealing today is the risk to energy security and sustainability when normative foreign policy is subsumed to transatlantic preoccupations, or when security of supply and sustainability concerns are based only on considerations regarding investment, trade and technology. Comprehensive transatlantic energy diplomacy across the full ambit of foreign policy will be essential if these relationship risks are to be managed credibly.

A complex yet complementary system of governance and institutional structures defines transatlantic relations. This relationship must evolve and be strengthened to deal with energy sustainability challenges for both sides of the Atlantic as well as globally beyond 2020. The alternative option is that its texture, which already appears strained by the “rise of the rest,” as well as its own institutional rigidities and poor policy reflexes, cause the transatlantic partnership to unravel in ad-hoc approaches and brinkmanship. The erosion of EU-U.S. global engagement has strengthened geopolitical undercurrents in a subtle but steady de-globalization process.

Thus the key question is how energy security and sustainability trends and challenges affect the advancement of the fundamental norms and values shared by the EU and U.S. The transatlantic rule-set encompasses the market model, as applied to investment, trade, transport, transit and innovation, with the energy sector as an engine for growth to service these universal humanist values and norms. In the lengthening shadows of growing global imbalances, this model appears to be facing its biggest test.

Shared Legacies, Economic Recovery, Energy Sector Cooperation and Events

Over the postwar period the transatlantic economies moved from reconstruction under the Marshall Plan for the rebuilding of Europe to state industry and subsequent progressive trade liberalization, market opening and deepening economic integration. This required decreasing state ownership of undertakings and increasing degrees of policy coordination in the Organization for European Economic Cooperation established in 1948, which become the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 1961 and which is undergoing further reform today.

The benefits Robert Schuman and Jean Monnet saw in energy sector and industrial cooperation for Western European economic recovery led to the formation of the European Coal and Steel Community in 1951 and the European Community for Atomic Energy, or “Euratom,” in 1958; both instruments used energy, industrial policy cooperation and embrace of new technologies to boost economic growth and implement the vision of the EU’s founding fathers of socio-economic integration in postwar Europe. This mirrored post-
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4 Former European Commission President Jacques Delors and European Parliament President and former Polish Prime Minister Jerzy Buzek followed somewhat haphazardly into the footsteps of these men in May 2010 by declaring energy to be the center of EU integration and economic recovery. They argued that rules granting equitable access to common resources no longer existed and that, beyond market liberalization and interconnection, new bolder approaches were required. Their new “European Energy Community” proposes a variety of initiatives, including the creation of combined purchasing concepts, possibly involving a degree of regionalization of the internal market through enhanced cooperation among its member states.
war developments in the U.S., where new nuclear technology was deployed for civil economic advancement through the 1954 Atomic Energy Act.

Together with EU enlargement and neighborhood policies this model functions. Some argue for an even broader vision of U.S.-EU-Russia energy cooperation, the feasibility of which remains hard to estimate though its logic is self-evident. This is because of the variation in energy market models and application of norms. After efforts towards market integration with OECD policies in the 1990s under the Energy Charter and Multilateral Agreement on Investments, Russia has returned to manage its energy resources with a strong geopolitical edge. Though market disciplines and norms are shared at the policy level with the EU and U.S., their implementation remains “fluid.” While in general Russian exports have been reliable, there have been exceptions, prompting Western concern, for instance regarding gas market upsets in countries providing transit and disputes with foreign investors. Moreover, the lack of independent outlets for Central Asian resources to Western markets enables Russia to act as a monopoly marketer of Caspian gas to the EU.

OPEC’s 1973 embargo of U.S. and European oil markets, which included oil export cutoffs to the Netherlands and Portugal, served as retaliation for Western support of Israel in the Yom Kippur War. The International Energy Agency (IEA), which U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger proposed in 1973 and was established in 1974 as an autonomous institution within the OECD, strengthened transatlantic energy security and policy coordination to overcome the OECD’s fragile emergency response capability. The OECD’s mechanisms had proved ineffective because member states failed to act collectively and decisively, even though individual or fragmented efforts increase the risks and cost to all. Globally the IEA has successfully evolved as the transatlantic platform for intergovernmental cooperation on energy security.

Recent Commission efforts to forge a common EU energy policy have moved forward roughly along these lines.


6 This is reflected in the widening of its Eurocentric membership and the relative weight of membership voting rights.
security, policy dialogue and technology transfer. In this capacity the IEA remains the singular stage for transatlantic oil market security and energy policy dialogue regarding global energy market dynamics. To maintain its effectiveness and extend the success of its policies into the 21st century, outreach has increased steadily since the 1990s. This has involved oil and gas producers such as Russia and the Middle East; cooperation with OPEC; and efforts to engage with China, India and Brazil, the major energy consumers of the emerging economies group.7 Outreach is at the core of the IEA’s mission today. Indeed, how the IEA engages in global energy dialogue to accommodate current challenges to energy security and sustainability and facilitate congruent energy policy and security measures by key non-member countries will in large part define the enduring nature of transatlantic energy relations.

The June 2011 IEA stock release in response to the outage of Libyan supplies of light sweet crude and conservative OPEC production policies was allegedly driven by fears among some IEA member states of an oil product supply crunch and the challenge high oil prices pose to economic recovery8. While the action is a ‘first of its kind’9 by the IEA’s own admission and was acclaimed as a success in terms of market response, it has also prompted criticism and raised questions about the IEA’s role in upholding market discipline. Previous IEA stock releases were associated with mitigating the effect of oil market disruptions occurring as a consequence of major geopolitical upheavals or extreme weather related outages, for instance at the onset of operation Desert Storm during the 1991 Gulf War or the impact of Hurricane Katrina on the Gulf of Mexico oil industry in 2005. The subsequent Iraq War did not necessitate a stock release, even though the IEA had readied itself for such an eventuality. In the June 2011
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IEA collective action, its Executive Director Nubuo Tanaka acted preemptively, thus enabling IEA member states to utilize the Agency as ‘central commodity banker.’ This ‘first of its kind’ action outraged OPEC’s Iranian Secretary-General Abdallah El-Badri and prompted pundits to question whether this is an appropriate role for the IEA to take.¹⁰ No doubt this newly established practice of acting preemptively ahead of market forces shall affect the IEA’s credibility.

Other intergovernmental platforms and organizations, such as the International Energy Forum IEF,¹¹ embed transatlantic energy relations in a wider system of energy market governance that also involves emerging economies outside the OECD/IEA. Because views differ as to how and when norms and values apply to the specific socioeconomic circumstances of the countries involved, this wider governance system involves flexible and varying degrees of commitment, and is therefore inherently fragile. Though informal forms of cooperation enable the formulation of coherent policy responses to energy and sustainability challenges with greater flexibility and larger political effect, when put to the test their implementation often seems rhetorical. Here the focus is on confidence-building and process, not on the application of multilateral market disciplines on energy markets, which would enable the application of more fundamental norms and values. Given current energy security and sustainability challenges, there is therefore a danger that transatlantic values and service to broader “human interests” could be sacrificed to expedient government policies and a false sense of urgency advanced by market actors intent on capitalizing on economic opportunities.

In this regard it is useful to ask whether the challenges we see are still the challenges we need to address, and whether the venues we choose are really still the best.

Among the informal platforms that embed the transatlantic relationship in the wider world is the G8 and its subsequent and expanded incarnation, the G20. The G-8 evolved from a 1975 summit meeting


among six key industrialized economies at Rambouillet. The objective was to address the impact of oil market dynamics on macroeconomic development while escaping the rigidity of existing institutions and avoiding protectionist reflexes. Today the G20 offers the world’s most prominent policy stage, yet it is still an ‘informal’ meeting of the major economies to deal with energy security from a macroeconomic, fiscal and monetary policy perspective. The prospect of global economic recovery from the current financial economic crisis remains uncertain, also because of rising energy security and sustainability concerns. The perceptions of impending resource scarcity, catastrophic climate change or geopolitical maneuverings between Russia and the U.S. and EU in wider Europe have become a cause of concern to the U.S., also in respect of the EU’s gas market diversification to Caspian and Central Asian gas resources. Political events unfolding in the MENA, spiked by nuclear disaster in Japan, will impact energy security and sustainability. Even with proper diversification, Russia’s oil and gas market dominance in the EU’s future energy mix will last. Alleviating normative governance hurdles, regardless of inconsistencies among market models alone, is therefore critical for energy security and sustainability and must therefore become a priority in dialogue between the transatlantic partners and the rising ‘Rest.’ Indeed the tragic events in the MENA underscore the unprecedented uncertainty to which global energy markets are exposed if they are not sufficiently anchored in shared values and socioeconomic policy goals.

The International Energy Forum (IEF), which resulted from the 1991 producer-consumer dialogue among IEA members and MENA provides a key platform for dialogue between major energy producer and consuming countries. Taken together, the countries involved represent 90% of the world’s oil and gas supply-demand balance. The IEF, which has been served by a permanent secretariat in Riyadh since 2002, gathers energy ministers to foster informal dialogue on oil and gas market fundamentals and underlying investment and trade patterns, while contributing to market stability through enhancing market data transparency in the Joint Oil Data Initiative (JODI) and Joint Gas Data Initiative.

12The ‘Group of Six’ comprised the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy and Japan.
The G20 economies’ ever-tighter codependency requires strengthened multilateral cooperation and formulation of shared visions in support of global macroeconomic stability and sustainable economic growth. Yet energy sector volatility and climate threats affect North Atlantic and emerging economies differently. These differences exacerbate major trade and monetary imbalances and lead to conflicting priorities. The February 2011 communiqué issued by the G20 finance ministers and central bank governors meeting welcomed the collaborative work undertaken by IEA IEF, OPEC on JODI to at least improve data transparency and mutual understanding of market fundamentals. The G20 Paris communiqué called on these organizations to recommend how it could extend its work on oil price volatility to gas and coal by October 2011—thus embracing organizations as varied as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Gas Exporting Countries Forum—a gas producer organization said to be modeled after OPEC (GECF). 13

At the extraordinary IEF ministerial meeting on February 22, 2011 in Riyadh, ministers signed the IEF charter, which enshrines the work and organization of the forum as a neutral facilitator for intergovernmental dialogue among producing, consuming and transit states in a legally non-binding document. The communiqué announces that signature of the Charter:

marks a new era of international energy cooperation built on greater mutual understanding and trust, with significant reinforced political commitment to an informal, open, informed and continuing dialogue in the framework of the IEF... With all the major energy producers and consumers united in this dialogue framework, this fact sends a powerful positive signal to the energy world and energy markets that difficult issues can and will be tackled in a global context, whenever necessary. 14
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In addition to the welcome diplomatic engagement of the IEF globally, basic norms and values codified in predictable and transparent rule of law, including fiscal and regulatory stability, will continue to be essential to let societies prosper and boost the necessary investor confidence to address the world’s energy and sustainability challenges. The transatlantic relationship may be in some disrepair due to geopolitical and economic dynamics in the post-9/11 world, but its long-standing and well-established fundamental disciplines and humanist bearings did not turn post-modern with the turn of the century; indeed, the Arab Spring shows how they in great part represent a self-propelling and universal human force. Alternative rule sets and terms of international engagement are difficult to envisage if they largely serve industry interests. Because of the universality of these values, which govern basic transatlantic market, trade and investment disciplines, the EU and U.S. are duty bound to help carry them forward until there are sufficient other safe harbors out there.

During the 1990s there was a broad trend of multilateral energy market integration; this has given way in large part to greater government-orchestrated efforts to attain energy security and sustainability goals. This interventionist trend mirrors the resource nationalism of producers whose integrated companies seek to capture the premium values that are best attained, despite their indebtedness, on open liberalized EU and U.S. markets. This now prompts energy-consuming governments to declare the need to “protect the integrity of internal markets” and hedge against real and perceived risks of scarcity and the intangibilities of geopolitical concerns. With the wisdom of hindsight and well-established market principles tested in practice, such initiatives are not very convincing, diminish EU and U.S. security by questioning their commitment to established norms and policies, and in practice will most likely prove to be self-defeating. Most importantly, however, is that their rather self-serving tit-for-tat character creates poor policy optics in wider contexts. It reveals a lack of confidence in the adequacy of the existing governance system and rule-set
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15a "The EU should continue to develop stronger common actions and accompanying measures on external energy matters to increase its influence on regional and global energy markets and to protect the integrity of the internal market and the security of energy supplies for all its members.” Cited from: Stock taking document Towards a new Energy Strategy for Europe 2011-2022 para 2, p. 14.
in terms of overcoming or accommodating energy security and sustainability challenges that could spawn bigger catastrophes globally before 2020.

Sluggish multilateral progress regarding the Energy Charter Treaty\(^{16}\) and the Climate Summits in Copenhagen and Cancun of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change\(^{17}\)
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\(^{17}\)The Conference of the Parties COP 15 Copenhagen summit of December 2009 was meant to agree on a legally binding treaty to replace the 1997 Kyoto Protocol that expires in 2012 and sets binding targets for reducing greenhouse gas emissions on mature industrialized economies through the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities relative to emissions in 1990. The rising expectations to make progress ultimately became an obstacle to move forward. The Kyoto Protocol a separate legally binding agreement under the 1992 UNFCCC is not ratified by the United States though under the current administration there is much more engagement for reaching an an effective arrangement for the second commitment period
(UNFCCC) are often cited as proof that the transatlantic relationship has become inadequate or insufficient with regard to the globalization of energy security and viable governance arrangements regarding sustainability. Due to the rising need to cater to public perceptions, EU and U.S. governments have surrendered to a fundamentally flawed assumption that lies behind these allegations, namely that governance has to be fast and furious when confronting crisis and glamorous for the voting public to perceive it as operating effectively. The truth is that international governance’s main characteristic is that it is a painstakingly slow process in which process and product serve equally important goals. Its torturous tendency towards patience is only broken in case of clear and present breaches of national and human integrity and, as the Libyan intervention demonstrated, only in the face of great disunity.

A more broadly shared vision for socio-economic integration and growth derived from transparent and nondiscriminatory energy market rules and robust engagement on climate change could possibly be achieved in the context of the WTO. There is no need for new institutions or yet another informal intergovernmental initiative. In fact, there is even an argument to be made to leave the now rather bizarre and rising complexities of multilateral negotiations on energy and climate in the context of the Energy Charter or UNFCCC for what they have achieved, and first make progress in other more homogeneous regional contexts. Ultimately, such efforts at ‘buying time’ will require multilateral validation to obtain the required critical mass. This means that progress between the U.S. and EU as key stakeholders in the transatlantic relationship through the WTO will be a key test of their
ability to further develop their relationship while welcoming the ‘Rise of the Rest’ within multilateral frameworks.

In July 2011 the WTO ruled against export restrictions imposed by China on its raw materials on environmental grounds since 2009. This provided some comfort to importing parties and enhances confidence in the ability of multilateral frameworks to deal with rising tensions effectively. “This is a clear verdict for open trade and fair access to raw materials. It sends a strong signal to refrain from imposing unfair restrictions to trade and takes us one step closer to a level playing field for raw materials,” noted EU Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht.18

It is of interest that in relation to Russia’s impending accession to WTO and the “reset” of relations between Russia and the U.S. that Vice President Joe Biden encouraged the strengthening of political freedoms and rule of law in Russia even as Prime Minister Putin made the lifting of visa restrictions a condition for moving forward towards a “new moral atmosphere”:19 “The reset is working, working for all of us, working for Russia and I would presumptuously say working for the world.”

Transatlantic energy and sustainability concerns institutionalized in the OECD/IEA and embedded in the wider world through the informal context of the G20 and other platforms and institutions such as the, IEF, Energy Charter and UNFCCC can thus still be strengthened and extended, notably through the WTO, by virtue of its general cross-sector approach. “A stronger rule book could benefit the energy sector”21 and help to maintain a predictable and transparent basis for rational energy market development and sustainability goals. This will avoid fragmentation of effort and zero-sum games between various stakeholders and country groups, much like the IEA did for the coun-
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19 Speech of Vice President Joseph Biden at Moscow State University cited in ‘US Warns Russia for investor risk” Financial Times, March 11, 2011, p. 2.

20 Speech of Vice President Joseph Biden at Moscow State University cited in ‘US Warns Russia for investor risk” Financial Times, March 11, 2011, p. 2.

tries of the OECD and WTO disciplines for opening markets and strengthening of universal norms.

For these reasons energy security and rule-based economic integration, as well as sustainable growth are back at the center of the U.S.-EU agenda:

Energy is an important component of the EU-U.S. dialogue in the 21st century, because it has effects across our foreign, economic and development policies. By working together on energy, the EU and the U.S. are increasing our mutual security and prosperity; underpinning stable, reliable and transparent global energy markets; and coordinating our regulatory regimes and research programmes to speed the development of tomorrow’s clean and efficient energy technologies.22

Changes in the geopolitical landscape of the modern world show that, although historic, the transatlantic relationship is no longer the “one and only” nor can or should it claim exclusive authority over the now much more widely acknowledged norms and values at its core. The transatlantic relationship could in fact become a victim of its own success due to

- the fact that economic growth and rising energy demand of Asian-Pacific and other rising non-OECD economies may crowd out the impact of transatlantic policies on global energy and foreign economic relations;

- the growing macro-economic gravity of other interdependencies, such as U.S.-China monetary relations or the economic co-dependency between Russia and the EU in energy issues;

- the EU’s ambition to become a more effective and cohesive actor on the international stage to confront risks from globalization, demographic trends, energy and sustainability and its mistaken ambitions (when considering EU capabilities), floated occasionally, to ‘go it alone’ or seek new non-transatlantic or U.S. alliances.

---

Europe’s ‘California Dreaming’

The entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty on December 1, 2009 reformed the workings of EU institutions to enable EU member states to “act as one” in confronting 21st century challenges, which means “rethinking some of the ground rules for working together.” While these public relations intonations may sound catchy, they reveal that Europe might be edging into panic mode to harness political unity and protect the integrity of its internal market rather than extending these rules externally. New measures to ring-fence open market disciplines and norms, as if these are the EU’s exclusive domain and not also governed by international treaties, with measures to leverage market power against monopolist energy suppliers such as Russia’s Gazprom, in favor of possible new market entrants such as gas supplies from a normatively underperforming Turkmenistan, represent the opening move in a dangerous and not-so-great game. Here real and perceived security of supply concerns cut through much broader foreign policy goals of the EU and the fundamental norms and values that the transatlantic relationship must carry at its core. The ambivalence shared by the EU and U.S. towards Russia and their preoccupation with project-specific policies in the Caspian region reflect divisions in a cumbersome and failing energy dialogue. They call into mind statements made by U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger in 1973 at the Pilgrims society, where he launched the concept of the International Energy Agency. Indeed these words could be voiced today from a Russian perspective as well:

Europe’s unity must not come at the expense of the Atlantic community, or both sides of the Atlantic will suffer, it is not that we are impatient with the cumbersome machinery of Europe, it is rather the tendency to highlight division rather than unity with us which concerns us.  


Of course the world, the EU and U.S. have changed since the Arab oil embargo in 1973 and with the end of the Cold War in 1991. The EU has enlarged its membership and seeks a more active engagement with its neighborhood policies, although this does not involve key Central Asian energy producers such as Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan or Turkmenistan, even though they are the focal point of EU and U.S. efforts to diversify gas markets via establishment of a Southern corridor around Russia.

Emerging economies such as China and India have increased the living standards of millions, but as a consequence they have also become more dependent on energy imports. China has made rapid progress in securing oil and gas supplies across the world and notably in Central Asia, with speedy and straightforward government-financed deals. Here the issue the transatlantic partners face is not so much new competition over resources but the fact that particular Asian-Pacific players fail to buy into the application of economic and other values and norms. On the transatlantic side, business-like cooperation with key MENA energy producers has improved in the producer-consumer dialogue and become more effective, as demonstrated by the willingness of OPEC producers to boost oil production and calm world energy markets in the wake of the Libya crisis, even though ultimately this was considered not enough.  

The geopolitical turmoil unleashed by the 9/11 terrorist attacks has tested the mettle of transatlantic partnership and considerably damaged the global market economic vision the twin towers stood for and was widely shared in the post-Cold-War world of the 1990s. Russia’s policy turns in utilizing its energy wealth as a geopolitical lever in response to military intervention in Iraq and Afghanistan or the U.S. Congress denial of CNOOC’s bid to take over UNOCAL are at least illustrative of the loss of confidence in level playing fields globally. Yet as the dust settles a decade on now we do see increasing system convergence around an enduring social and economic value-set reemerging.

Evidence hereof lies in the success of emerging economies in the Asia-Pacific and in Latin America, which today drive much of the world’s economic growth; and in the growing populations in MENA’s
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opening societies, who no longer wish to be excluded from the freedoms and benefits that transatlantic societies stand for. In addition, countries in the EU’s Eastern and Mediterranean partnership seek to become more closely associated with the EU. This should encourage the transatlantic relationship not to respond defensively to the rise of the rest, but rather take to a more daring posture claiming co-ownership and therefore being entitled to press for implementation of market disciplines and socio-economic values and norms. This provides the impetus to regain the confidence of the 1990s and to equip transatlantic partners with a clear basis from which to more confidently project their foreign economic policy.

Looking forward into the 21st century, what is certain is that the world and its macroeconomic and fundamental energy market dynamics will change in ways that are difficult to foresee. Finally, the shale gas revolution in the U.S. and the wide application of biofuels in Brazil are both examples of how the deployment of technology can affect market dynamics and sentiment. But crises in the Gulf of Mexico and Japan also show that vigilance with respect to the management of industrial risk is also needed.

Meet You in Geneva

In times of unprecedented uncertainty, innovative approaches that sidestep norms or economic discipline in anticipation of future challenges will not strengthen stability and investor confidence. Dilution of market discipline will diminish options for further engagement between the EU and the U.S., and will weaken the ability of the transatlantic partners to engage constructively with emerging economies. In the absence of more even-handed and effective multilateral approaches (think of Russia’s escape from the Energy Charter in relation to its impending WTO accession), the standing and credibility of the transatlantic rule-set will be lost. In this scenario, transatlantic states expose themselves in the eyes of the people of the “rising rest” to claims of neglect for taking responsibility for the protection

---

and advancement of values and norms that also determine their well-being and prosperity.

Shared Visions, from Stable to Dynamically Evolving

The IEA/OECD ensures the cohesion and consistency of energy market policy and regulation among its members precisely because there are important differences in energy governance, market structures and external dependencies between the EU as a whole, its member states, the U.S. and other transatlantic partners.

Despite the Lisbon Treaty’s\textsuperscript{27} chapter on energy\textsuperscript{28}, the EU mixes community competencies with intergovernmental forms of cooperation among EU member states. These retain sovereignty over their resources, the composition of their energy mixes and investment policies. Though parallels can be drawn between the federal governance system in the U.S. and the governance structure of the EU these are often misleading. First, the U.S. represents a stable federal governance system with a single department for energy and federal regulatory authority that ensures coherence in energy policy and regulation. The EU is, with the Lisbon Treaty in place, still a political process of governance formation in which the institutional set-up and division of competencies among EU bodies and member states is in dynamic evolution. Second, the use and ownership of subsoil energy resources in the EU are governed by EU member states, but are often privately held in the U.S., with the notable exemption of offshore resources. Although the predictability of the rule of law, policy objectives and market economic, fiscal and commercial disciplines are now equally shared as implementation of the EU’s “third energy package” is underway\textsuperscript{29}, the U.S. does not have a requirement for full-scale energy market liberal-

\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{27}Consolidated versions of the Treaty on European Union (TEU) and the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), \textit{Official Journal of the European Union} (OJ) C115 Volume 5 Notice 2008-C115-01 (Brussels 9\textsuperscript{th} of May 2008).
\item\textsuperscript{28}TFEU Title XXI Article 194 Energy C115 Volume 5 Notice 2008-C115-01 (Brussels 9\textsuperscript{th} of May 2008).
\item\textsuperscript{29}See the ‘Third Energy Package’: (OJ L 211, 14 August 2009) Legislative acts that formally entered into force on the 3\textsuperscript{rd} of March 2011. Due to the delay’s by some EU member states the Commission would only consider next steps and or infringement procedures in 4Q 2011 at best. See also ‘Brussels weighs legal action on internal
ization. Unlike the EU’s state traditions in economic governance, private enterprise is at the core of U.S. policymaking. This means that significant differences still exist between EU member states and U.S. states. Finally, governance in common law and civil law cultures mean that policy and regulatory approaches cannot automatically be transposed and that their utility and effect are not necessarily the same.

The division of responsibilities among senior representatives of the EU and member state institutions means that EU energy policy emerges from a complex process of negotiations and compromise between stakeholders with divergent perspectives, in particular with regard to its external relations. The EU, a post-modern entity in which the actors and elements together make up the EU’s single voice on foreign policy, focuses through a kaleidoscope of interests that can both blur and sharpen views. In the search for an external energy policy therefore, not only cohesion and consistency, but above all caution, remain key:

There is a need for better coordination of EU and Member States’ activities with a view to ensuring consistency and coherence in the EU’s external relations with key producer, transit, and consumer countries. The Commission is invited to submit by June 2011 a communication on security of supply and international cooperation aimed at further improving the consistency and coherence of the EU’s external action in the field of energy. The Member States are invited to inform from 1 January 2012 the Commission on all their new and existing bilateral energy agreements with third countries; the Commission will make this information available to all other Member states in an appropriate form, having regard to the need for protection of commercially sensitive information. The High Representative is invited to take fully account of the energy security dimension in her work. Energy security should also be fully reflected in the EU’s neighborhood policy.30
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By establishing an Agency for Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) the EU has moved one step further in the direction of an independent European regulator that may contribute to a more optimal regulatory environment, as the U.S. ensures through the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). Indeed, here the EU appears to have followed the U.S. lead. Another important policy trend is that since the 1990s, when the policy consensus was for energy to be governed by general non-discriminatory economic rules and commercial principles checked by competition and antitrust law, the policy and regulatory domain today seems more characteristic of the 1950s in terms of financing and industrial needs for dealing with real and perceived challenges and achieving a “green economy.” The weaknesses observed in the application of multilateral frameworks for open energy market integration gives rise to complaints over the absence of a European energy policy to cover also more clearly the external energy dimension of Europe’s internal energy market and to protect its integrity over the dominance of external monopoly power. The opportunities this creates for new “innovative” approaches are reflected in the concept of a Caspian Development Corporation and other initiatives that in their most radical interpretation will amount to ring-fencing the EU’s internal energy market. It is unclear how


34) To enhance, in its totality the competition on the EU’s own internal gas market, the European Commission jointly with the European Investment Bank, World Bank and the Public Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility investigates the option on bundling European gas demand in a single corporate vehicle to purchase gas and facilitate infrastructure investment with Turkmenistan and other Caspian and Middle Eastern producers. See also CERaHiS Caspian Development Corporation Final Implementation Report December 2010 presented to WB, EC, EIB Confidential Report.

such approaches will pass the test of the EU’s own general market rules\textsuperscript{36} or add cohesion and consistency to the EU’s own multilateral policy posture\textsuperscript{37} within the transatlantic relationship on the international scene, but as is already mentioned above these policy optics look rather poor.

Looking at the energy and sustainability challenges themselves, these center on managing rising import dependencies notably for gas in the EU and oil in the U.S. as well as the need to manage climate change and sustainable economic growth by reducing carbon emissions and decreasing the energy intensity in GDP. Energy efficiency, innovation and transition to alternative non-fossil sources of energy such as biofuels, wind and solar and other renewable energies are key. This is part of the Europe 2020 strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth,\textsuperscript{38} which among its five goals lays down where the EU should be on climate and energy in 2020:

- 20% reduction of greenhouse emissions (binding and on track)\textsuperscript{39}
- 20% increase in the share of renewable in the EU’s energy mix (binding and on track)
- 20% improvement of energy efficiency targets (non-binding and not on track)\textsuperscript{40}

\textsuperscript{36}General market rules as provided for in the EU Third energy legislative package and EU competition rules.

\textsuperscript{37}See in addition to multilateral energy market rules under in international frameworks such as the Energy Charter Treaty and WTO TEU Title V Chapter 1 General Provisions on the Union’s External Action Art. 21(2) paragraphs (a),(d),(e),(f),(g),(h). \textit{Official Journal of the European Union C115} (Brussel 9\textsuperscript{th} of May 2008).


\textsuperscript{39}Without prejudice to an offer in international negotiations to raise this to a 30% target.

\textsuperscript{40}But if this could be met through full implementation of the revised Energy Efficiency Plan this would enable a 25% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 instead of the 20% reduction target today. See Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee on the Regions A roadmap for moving to a low carbon economy in 2050, (Brussels COM 2011 xxx) p 12.
Next to climate change, this also serves security of supply and strategic economic interests in a resource-efficient economy to create jobs and boost competitiveness by stimulating investment in innovation and deployment of new more efficient “green” technologies.  

Unlike the U.S. and other transatlantic partners, the EU must manage these challenges while completing its internal market and moving forward with its own political and institutional integration in accordance with the Lisbon Treaty. This means that it can rely less on merely creating fiscal and regulatory conditions, as for instance is provided for by FERC in the U.S., or fostering public private partnerships to enable that ultimately market mechanisms ensure these challenges are met in an optimal and economically viable manner. The EU must focus permanently on policy coordination and consistency of effort among its member states. Thus the EU is becoming much more reliant than the U.S.—if not entrapped—on strategic inward planning and cooperation, which relies on a complex procedural universe internally that has become a science in its own right. For this reason next to the already observed sluggish multilateral negotiations internationally the EU will continue to need the U.S. to voice international policy clear and effectively. The fundamental belief in the U.S. in markets, combined with a federal system that works effectively, means
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41 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee on the Regions A Resource efficient Europe Flagship initiative under the 2020 strategy at Europe http://ec.europa.eu/resource-efficient-europe/

42 The third internal energy market package laid the basis for European network planning and investment by creating the requirement for Transmission System Operators (TSOs) to cooperate and elaborate regional and European 10-year network development plans (TYNDP) for electricity and gas in the framework of the European Network of TSOs (ENTSO and by establishing rules of cooperation for national regulators on cross-border investments in the framework of the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee on the Regions Energy infrastructure priorities for 2020 and beyond—a Blueprint for an integrated European energy network, (Brussels 17 November 2010) COM (210) 677 final p 8. at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=SPLIT_COM:2010:0677 (01):FIN:EN:PDF.

43 Compare the role of FERC in facilitating the expansion of interstate gas infrastructure—a major obstacle to integrate the gas market in the EU and diversify gas supplies—in the period 1998-2008 the interstate grid was expanded by some 30.000 km.
that the U.S. can project foreign policy much more swiftly and straightforwardly than the EU, with or without an effective External European Action service and despite the EU’s ambition, laid down in the Lisbon Treaty’s new article on energy, that individual EU member state energy security and sustainability policies are to be governed in ‘a spirit of solidarity.’ This appears to go against the principle of subsidiarity, by which EU member states retain authority on how best to implement EU policy.\(^{44}\)

In parallel to the adoption of the Lisbon Treaty and implementation of the third energy package, the EU is launching (among a wide range of new policy initiatives) major strategic approaches to tackle the challenges it sees on energy and sustainability. Among these are:

1. **The Energy 2020 Strategy (2020 Strategy)\(^ {45}\):** Sets out the EU’s key priorities in a step change to meet the energy challenge (‘the life blood of our society ... one of the greatest tests which Europe has to face’)\(^ {46}\) in five goals:

   i) Achieving an energy efficient Europe;

   ii) Building a truly pan-European integrated energy market;

   iii) Empowering consumers and achieving the highest level of safety and security;

   iv) Extending Europe’s leadership in energy technology and innovation;
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\(^{44}\)TFEU Title XXI Article 194 Energy C115 Volume 5 Notice 2008-C115-01 (Brussels 9\(^{th}\) of May 2008).


v) Strengthening the external dimension of the EU energy market.\textsuperscript{47}

2. The European Energy Infrastructure Package (EIP)\textsuperscript{48}: Sets out the EU’s vision of what is needed to mobilize the EU’s infrastructure investment needs, estimated at one trillion euro, making oil gas and electricity networks efficient and resilient to meet energy and sustainability needs by 2020:

i) Efficient and transparent project authorization and permitting procedures;

ii) Financing incentives that the current regulatory framework does not provide;

iii) Cross-border cooperation on European value-added as opposed to member state policy.

It maps out the necessary infrastructure, qualifies those of ‘European interest’ and offers a tool box for their timely implementation that includes a public co-financing Connecting Europe Facility.\textsuperscript{49}

3. The Roadmap for moving to a low carbon economy and energy policy beyond 2020 towards 2050 (Roadmap 2050)\textsuperscript{50}: Sets out the EU’s roadmap for action to fulfill its objective to reduce GHG emissions by 80-95\% compared to 1990 that enable a 50\% reduction in emissions globally by 2050\textsuperscript{51} outlining milestones achieving 40-60\% reduction lev-

\textsuperscript{47}Ibid, p. 5-6.


\textsuperscript{50}Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee on the Regions A roadmap for moving to a low carbon economy in 2050, (Brussels COM 2011 xxx).

\textsuperscript{51}In accordance with necessary reductions by IPCC taken on by developed countries as a group and multilateral agreements on climate change struck at Copenhagen and
els by 2030 and 2040 respectively, energy policy challenges, investments and opportunities. It identifies electricity as the key enabler to eliminate CO₂ emissions in 2050.

This is in addition to a communication on security of supply and international cooperation aimed at further improving the consistency and coherence of the EU’s external action in the field of energy. While the EU affirms open energy market integration and the application of competition policy as its foreign economic ‘leitmotif,’ it will look at foreign energy relations more on a case-by-case basis, rolling out the ‘principle of differentiation’ that remains to be tested notably in EU support for negotiations for an intergovernmental agreement on a Trans-Caspian gas pipeline between Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan.52

Summary: A False Sense of Urgency?

After a period of high geopolitical and energy market volatility, a striking feature is the sense of alarm about the energy security and sustainability challenges and the apparent frustration with the EU’s own functioning that resonates throughout these documents though the above referred to communication on external energy relations radiates more policy calm. The EU’s ambition to shepper Caspian intergovernmental gas relations may provide comfort to some, while for others this is a cause for alarm. The sense of urgency is also apparent in the swift succession of initiatives to foster new rules and the leadership role the EU contemplates to take on globally to tackle the challenges it sees. This can also be derived from a general report on the EU’s activities that discusses energy, climate and environment prominently in chapter III.53

---


ment intervention, public funding and coordination to deal more innovatively with the EU’s increasing energy market exposure to largely imported sources of fossil energy are recurrent themes. Policies and technologies are increasingly mandated aside of actual EU governance and market realities due to the preponderance of a strategizing bureaucracy based on yet to be tested extrapolation of existing trends. This creates both process and perception risks for EU governance in relations with the U.S. and with external partners, apart from reactions by the EU’s own member states, which despite the Lisbon Treaty’s appeal for solidarity retain important competencies over energy security and sustainability.

**Make Haste with Slow Policy**

More consolidated approaches based on agreed policy such as through implementation of the third energy package in the EU and working through multilateral frameworks and dialogue by Transatlantic partners on the international scene should add rationality and predictability. This will allow energy markets, themselves characterized by long-term approaches and an “ecosystem” of complex codependent international relations, to develop and capitalize on new opportunities while adapting to enduring challenges of climate change and energy security based on market needs. Time and transparency are of the essence to foster the necessary trust and confidence in effective multilateral frameworks through cooperative approaches by governments and competition by the energy industry. This enables deployment of the most economically viable options offered by new technology or allow markets to retain sufficient flexibility to capitalize on other unforeseen market developments effectively.

The February 2011 EU Council meeting conclusions on energy and innovation contributed to instill some calm and discipline in EU
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55 See the speech by the former executive director of the international energy agency Mr. Claude Mandil on energy security to the Clingendael International Energy Programme Advisory Board meeting on the 14th of December 2010 in The Hague at http://www.clingendael.nl//ciep/events/20101214/CIEP%20Lecture%20by%20Mr%20Mandil%2014%20December%202010.pdf.
policymaking on energy security and international cooperation, especially with respect to its foreign policy implications. The EU gears up to navigate the still rather uncharted limits of all that the Lisbon Treaty provides for, and certainly transatlantic partners have been eager to have a more robust partner on their side. This assessment however finds that in principle a transatlantic energy and climate policy is best served by buying time to recalibrate much more cautiously approaches based on market austerity and a reengagement on normative policy. A spirit of solidarity should accommodate diversity of situations among its partners rather than superimpose a centrally administered protectionist EU energy policy. U.S.-EU cooperation should be geared to 2020 by avoiding strident approaches and focusing on well-measured steps in a highly fluid energy market context to minimize rather than exacerbate geopolitical turbulence.

Conclusions

Today’s events, notably in relations between the transatlantic partners and the Middle East and North Africa, but less so with former cold war foes China and Russia, underscore the unprecedented uncertainty to which global energy security and sustainability is exposed when normative foreign policy is made secondary to transatlantic preoccupations with security of supply and sustainability concerns. These show that new U.S. and EU energy policy choices, whatever they might be, should be embedded much more convincingly into the values and norms that the transatlantic partners share in their foreign affairs and security policies. This is not only in the interest of economic development, primarily driven by emerging economies, but required to embed more firmly energy security and sustainability concerns in socioeconomic stability. Universal application of fundamental values and norms, which the transatlantic partners provide safe harbor to but do not hold on their own exclusively, must come to the fore in the articulation of a new and more appealing narrative on long-term energy market stability and sustainable economic growth.

Outreach is at the core of the OECD and IEA’s mission today. How these institutions engage in global dialogue to facilitate compatible governance, energy policy and security measures by non-member countries shall define the endurance and nature of transatlantic energy
relations. Transatlantic energy and sustainability policies institutionalized in the OECD/IEA are also embedded in the wider world through the informal context of the G20 and other platforms and institutions such as the IEF, Energy Charter and UNFCCC. Though policy dialogue can still be strengthened and extended here, the WTO stands out as a more appropriate venue to move towards further inclusion and implementation notably by virtue of its general cross-sector approach and genuine global appeal.

More consolidated approaches based on agreed policy and through multilateral frameworks and dialogue on the international scene is a sluggish undertaking. Informal venues may provide political impetus and some relief, but cannot provide a viable alternative. Time is an essential component in advancing multilateral market disciplines. With the exception of elementary norms and values, the transatlantic partners should not expect to receive instant gratification on these where we disagree. However, increased U.S. engagement in the multilateral scene is urgently required to add weight and augment appeal through modernization and re-engagement. Emphasis could be shifted from debating market models with Russia, MENA and the Asia Pacific towards more fertile ground, such as their own modernization, governance and development needs.

While buying time by avoiding the launch of new organizations, initiatives and rules on energy, a new policy narrative on energy security and sustainability needs to be created. This should enable the formulation of a credible and comprehensive energy diplomacy for the 21st century that the transatlantic partnership urgently needs. Such a narrative should go beyond market fundamentals, investment and trade terms that carry themselves quite well, but dare to speak to the norms and values that characterize the transatlantic relationship at its core and need to be carried more convincingly, as they ultimately provide for its global appeal.
Section VI
The Future of the Knowledge Economy
Chapter 11

The Changing Global Knowledge Landscape: The Need for a Transatlantic Vision and a New Pragmatism

Bengt-Åke Lundvall

“No matter if it is a white cat or a black cat; as long as it can catch mice, it is a good cat.”—Deng Xiaoping 1962, actually a Sichuan proverb

In the first part of this chapter I present data on the global distribution of knowledge production and innovation capabilities. They show a remarkable growth of investment in academic knowledge in China and stagnation in the U.S. and Europe. But they also show that innovation capacity is still limited in China. This is the background for the priority given to ‘indigenous’ innovation in China’s medium to long term plan presented in Appendix 1. How should Europe and the U.S. tackle this situation? Is the right response increased techno-nationalism?

In the second part of the chapter I present results from new research that indicates the need for a broader approach to innovation and innovation policy that brings to the forefront ‘the social dimension of the learning economy.’ I discuss implications for innovation policy in Europe and the United States. I propose that the U.S. and Europe need a new vision based upon a learning economy perspective as well as a more pragmatic perspective upon the respective roles of market and state.
The Changing Global Knowledge Landscape

Arond and Bell give a unique global coverage of R&D efforts for the period 1970-2010. In table 1 I have summarized some of the most important trends.

Europe does not appear in the table. Actually, the distribution of research efforts within Europe went through a radical transformation in connection with the dissolution of the Soviet Union. The share of global R&D expenditure of the former Soviet republics was for instance drastically reduced from 33% to 3% between 1973 and 2000. But it is well known that the 3% target for R&D as share of GNP that was set by the European Council in Barcelona 2002 to be reached 2010 for the EU15 has not been met. Actually the EU-area’s R&D-intensity stagnated at around 1.8% between 2000 and 2008 and in 2010 was still about 2.0%.

The growth of China’s share and R&D-intensity 2000-2007 reflects an annual growth rate of R&D expenditure of 20% per annum. China’s 15-year plan aims at raising its R&D-intensity to 2.5%, which presupposes a similar rate of growth per annum between 2006 and 2020.

---
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Table 1. Global Distribution of R&D 1990, 2000 and 2007
Share of total global R&D in percent and R&D as a share of GNP in percent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reinhilde Veugelers contributes to the picture of the changes in the knowledge landscape based upon data on the global distribution of scientific publications. I have presented some of her data in Table 2.

For the whole world the annual rate of R&D expenditure growth is around 2%. Japan has a corresponding rate of growth while the growth in the U.S. and in the European Union is below the average. The rate of growth in India and China is above the average.

Veugelers also presents data on doctoral degrees in different parts of the world. She does not give aggregate data on the EU so instead we include Germany as a representative of Europe.

Table 3 offers a picture very similar to that derived from the growth of R&D and the mapping of scientific publications. Both input and output in the academic system are growing much more rapidly in China than in the rest of the world. The investment in science and the output from science have either stagnated or grown moderately in the U.S. and in the EU. Japan seems to be more committed to investment in knowledge than the U.S. and EU. India has registered even stronger growth rates in scientific output than Japan.

Another process that contributes to the on-going changes in the global knowledge landscape is the mobility of students and scientists between countries and continents. In 2005 there were 2.7 million students studying abroad. As can be seen from Table 4, the biggest share
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**Table 2. Global Distribution of Scientific Publications 1990, 2000 and 2005**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1995</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>Annual growth rate 95-05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

came from China, followed by India. The country receiving most foreign students was the U.S., followed by the UK.

The proportion of students who stay on in their host country once their studies are completed is quite high, especially for students coming from China and India (around 90%). This is reflected, not least, in the high presence of university scholars coming from abroad in the U.S. (in 2005 almost 100,000, constituting 30-40% of the total number of university researchers). The number of Chinese scholars in the U.S. is estimated to be around 20,000 (between 5% and 10% of all university researchers in the U.S.). They constitute even bigger proportions of doctoral students in natural science and mathematics.
Not surprisingly, co-publication data tend to reflect the patterns of mobility of students and scholars. Co-publication data demonstrate that the U.S. remains an important node in global academic networking. 40% of China’s co-published papers were co-published with U.S. authors in 2005, while the share of papers co-published with European authors was significantly lower. The U.S. share was stable while the EU share fell between 2000 and 2006.3

Global Patenting Shows China’s Weakness in Technical Innovation

The data presented above indicate a dramatic increase in China’s relative contribution to the production of scientific knowledge. The results can be used to argue that the U.S. and Europe are falling seriously behind. The true picture, however, is somewhat less dramatic. First, in a system in which the leading authorities set up ambitious goals for investment in knowledge there will be a tendency to overstate numbers when reporting results both at the lower level of the system and at the level of central statistics. A closer analysis also indicates that the ‘quality’ of input and output is systematically lower than what we find in the U.S. and Europe. Yet even with such caveats taken into account, the scale and growth of the effort is impressive.

Second, and this is more important, the increase in the production of scientific knowledge and in the training of scientists is not yet reflected in a corresponding increase in technical innovation. Currently, Chinese firms contribute very little directly to innovation at the global level. Boeing and Sandner present data on patenting that indicate that China’s capacity to transform academic knowledge into radical innovation remains weak.4 They divide patents into three classes—high, medium and low. They assume that very valuable patents will be filed in all major markets, and therefore they define high-value patents as those filed in the Triad (U.S., Japan and Europe). Intermediate-value patents are defined as patents taken out both in
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3 Ibid.
the home country and in one of the Triad-countries. Low-value patents are those only applied for in the home country.

In the following citation the two authors compare China’s performance with that of the U.S. and Germany:

The comparatively low total volumes of high value patent family applications represent the strong filter function of the triadic patent family. China starts with 5 patent applications in 1990 and reaches 25 patent applications in 2005. In comparison, we can observe 2,139 patent applications in 1990 and 606 in 2005 for Germany. The corresponding volumes for the United States are 5,784 in 1990 and 1,722 in 2005. Considering the growth rate, applications in China increase by 400 percent in 2005 in comparison to the base year 1990. In the intermediate value class ... 1990, we observe 51 patent applications in China, compared to 10,101 in Germany and 40,232 in the United States. Thus, China starts with 0.5 percent of the German and around 0.1 percent of the United State’s volume. In 2005 we observe 2,528 patent applications in China, an increase of roughly 5,000 percent in yearly application compared to the base year 1990. Despite the impressive growth rate, China reaches only 14 percent of German applications and 5 percent of the patent applications of the United States in 2005. China’s total patent applications in the entire period sum up to 6,500. This figure presents a fraction of around 3 percent of the German and around 0.75 percent of the United States’ volume. Considering the low value class, volumes in Germany and the United States rises moderately but volatile over the period, whereas China reaches a strong growth rate in the late 1990s and increases continuously until 2005. For China, we observe 27,343 patent applications in 1990 and 187,067 patents applications in 2005—an increase in yearly applications by approximately 500 percent. In total, China accumulated around 1.2 million patent applications in the entire period.5
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5 Ibid.
While the annual growth rate for patents is impressive in all classes (for 1995–2005 it is 33% for the low class patents) the starting point is low and in comparison to Japan, the U.S. and Germany the very modest contribution to TRIAD-patents indicates a weakness in terms of radical high value innovation. This is accentuated by an analysis that takes into account the international origin of firms operating in China and applying for TRIAD-patents. Of the 25 Chinese patent applications in this class in 2005 no less than 21 came from foreign firms operating in China. There were only three Chinese firms engaged in triad patenting—Huawei and ZTV, each of which operates in the telecommunications industry; and BYD, which operates in the automotive and high-tech battery industry.

Various indicators suggest that so far the massive investment in research has been translated only to a limited extent into corresponding innovation performance in Chinese enterprises. Above we have focused upon an indicator that allows for comparisons across countries: the frequency of different types of patent applications. This indicator is far from unproblematic since institutional and historical conditions will affect the propensity to legally protect new technologies. As regards China, we must bear in mind that a regular legal framework for the protection of intellectual property was introduced only a few decades ago. Therefore, we must assume that also for this reason, Chinese enterprises may lag behind Western firms when it comes to patenting. Nevertheless, we find that the gap between China and the West is surprisingly large in this respect.

A Synthetic Indicator of Innovation Performance

Archibugi, et. al present a global innovation scoreboard aiming at comparing innovation performance across countries and regions. The indicator combines information about firms, human resources and infrastructure. Table 5 compares the EU, Japan, the U.S., India and China, focusing on 1995 and 2005. The overall picture is that the gap between the Triad and the emerging economies remains big but that

---

there is a process of catching up. It should be noted that four EU countries (Sweden, Finland, Denmark and Germany) are ranked among the top ten—the relatively weak position of the EU reflects its heterogeneous character.

It is worth noting that the catching-up is especially strong in the field of infrastructure and absorptive capacity. This indicator gives equal weight to ICT expenditures per capita, broadband penetration and public R&D as share of GDP. It seems as if the weakening position of the U.S. and Europe is related to stagnating public efforts to build infrastructure.  

Can China Change its Comparative Advantage?

So far China’s economic growth has been based upon a rapid expansion of manufacturing for exports. A major driver has been the

---

7 The global innovation scoreboard represents a systematic effort to compare innovation capacity. But it is dependent first on what is easy to measure, and second it is strongly biased in favor of formal academic codified knowledge. The quality of linkages in the innovation system, the quality of the overall labor force, corporate governance, managerial competences, social capital, social cohesion and the organization of work are all crucial factors for innovation performance but are not included in the scoreboard. Here a wider set of data such as those presented in Castellaci and Natera might be helpful. But even those omit important systemic features related to how organizational learning at the workplace takes place. See F. Castellaci and J.M. Natera, “A new panel data set for cross-country analyses of national systems, growth and development,” NUPI working paper. Oslo, NUPI (2011).
extremely high rate of capital accumulation combined with imitation strategy. The annual savings ratio and investment ratio has been between 40-50% and the annual growth rate around 10%. The pattern corresponds well with the kind of strategy that the classical development economists (Hirschman, Sen and Rosenstein Rodan) saw as the most realistic way toward economic development for poor countries. But the current growth pattern is not sustainable. There are environmental, social and international barriers that makes it impossible to move much further ahead along the current trajectory.\(^8\)

Attempts to compensate and bring innovation into the domestic economy through attracting foreign direct investments on a large scale have not been as successful as expected. China attracts more foreign direct investments than any other country in the world with the exception of the U.S. and the UK. During the past five years, hundreds of new R&D centers have been established by foreign companies in China. In several recent surveys, executives from multinational companies rated China as the most attractive country for future R&D investments. China has become a large exporter of high technology products, which accounted for one-fourth of China’s total exports in 2005.

Nonetheless, as seen from its limited contribution to high value patenting, China’s strategy of attracting foreign technology and knowledge has only partially been successful. A large share of China’s high-tech exports consists of imports of high-tech components which are assembled in China and then exported abroad. Moreover, no less than 80% of China’s high technology exports emanates from firms that are wholly or partially owned by foreign capitalists. This is the background for the emphasis on ‘independent innovation’ in the new plan.

The openness to foreign capital and the massive entrance of Chinese diaspora capitalists from other parts of Asia brought with it management and marketing skills. But the spill over from FDI in terms of increased capacity to innovate to the population of domestic firms has been quite limited. This may reflect weak corporate governance in state owned enterprises—top managers pass through as part of a

mainly political career reinforcing short-termism. It may also reflect a corporate culture that does not make use of the creativity of employees. The education system does not promote creativity but it seems as if foreign firms have been more successful than the domestic ones to overcome this barrier to innovation within China.

For China as a whole this indicates a comparative advantage in the production of standard commodities that are intensive in the use of physical capital and labor. But, as mentioned, there are limits to how far this trajectory can followed and it is obvious that the vision of China’s current leaders is to change China’s comparative advantage to make it more ‘innovation-intensive.’ They refer to ‘indigenous innovation’ as indicating a new model of economic growth where Chinese owned firms begin to contribute much more to new, high-value innovations.

One significant step in this direction was taken by the 2006 15-year medium-long term plan for science and technology, where almost 100 specific initiatives were defined with tasks allocated to specific authorities and individuals (See Appendix 1). When the first version of the plan was sent forward to Prime Minister Wen Jiabao (former professor in Geology) from the Ministry of Science and Technology, he refused to accept it because it was too vague. He forced all parties to specify their contributions.

The strong and direct engagement of China’s top leaders in science and technology policy reflects their academic background and is characteristic for China. Eight of the nine members of the standing committee of the Politburo of the Communist Party have an academic background in engineering or natural science—the ninth combines a degree in law with a Ph.D. in economics. Four of them are graduates from the prestigious Tsinghua University.

---


Actually, many Chinese economists are quite critical of the technology enthusiasm and the emphasis given to innovation by the current top leaders. The current debate is not so different from the one in Japan in the 1950s between MITI engineers and Bank of Japan economists over the right industrialization track to follow. As the Japanese case illustrates, a change in comparative advantage may be a way to accelerate economic development.

**How Should Europe and the U.S. Respond?**

Does the acceleration of knowledge investments in China signal the decline of the West, and should it be countered by aggressive technonationalism in Europe and the U.S. in the form of intellectual protectionism? A broader and deeper understanding of the innovation process leads to a more nuanced picture and to a different kind of response.

As we have seen, China’s capacity to innovate is still quite limited as compared to that of Europe and especially to the capacity of the U.S. The U.S. competitive advantage is an innovation mode that combines strong technological capacity with entrepreneurial initiative, managerial competence and advanced markets for services. Parts of Europe, not least the egalitarian welfare states in Scandinavia, have a unique potential when it comes to mobilize employees in processes of change and to engage consumers as advanced users.

Retain and further developing these competitive advantages may be the best way to respond to China’s growing contribution to the global knowledge base. That would make it possible to transform new scientific ideas developed abroad, including those developed in China, into attractive and useful new products and services. But in order to do so a certain ‘absorptive capacity’ is of course needed, and this absorptive capacity requires domestic/regional production of scientific knowledge. It is therefore necessary (but not sufficient) to host high-quality academic research, technological institutes engaged in applied science and firms with strong R&D departments in order to be able to transform new knowledge into innovation.

Rather than viewing the growth of China’s effort as a threat, the U.S. and Europe should welcome its contribution to the knowledge commons. It is true that the current emphasis in China upon ‘indige-
nous innovation’ and the tendency among Chinese firms to ‘borrow and steal’ technologies both from domestic competitors and from Western companies seems to contradict such a perspective. But it is nonetheless the case that both the U.S.-system of innovation and firms from EU and the U.S. already reaped significant benefits from China’s investment in higher education and science. The Chinese intellectuals in the U.S. and the research laboratories located in China owned by firms from the U.S. and from Europe have in different ways contributed to innovation in the U.S. and in Europe.

A major challenge will be to cope with China’s strategic shift toward ‘indigenous innovation’. One rational response might be to give China a stronger position in the international rule-setting system, including the WTO, and to use this system as well as informal mechanisms to develop fair and transparent global rules for how to share and protect knowledge at the global level—rules that establish positive sum games and maximize common benefits world-wide, not forgetting about the region that stands as the major loser in the new context—Africa. On this basis a broadening and deepening of technological collaboration between the U.S. and Europe with China could take place.

The Learning Economy and the Need for a Broader Understanding of the Innovation System

The concept of ‘the learning economy’ refers to a specific phase of capitalist development where a combination of factors such as globalization, deregulation of finance and the widespread use of information and communication technologies speeds up the rate of change in different dimensions (on the demand side user needs change rapidly, and on the supply side there is acceleration in the creation, diffusion and use of new technology).\(^{11}\)

The learning economy is characterized by cumulative circular causation. The selection by employers of more learning-prone employees and the market selection in favor of change-oriented firms accelerate further innovation and change. In this context the key to economic success for a national or regional economy is its capacity to renew

competences in order to be able to move into activities that are less exposed to global competition.

The mapping of knowledge pursued above has not captured the characteristics that determine success in the learning economy. The data sets cover mainly academic knowledge and do not capture learning processes taking place in the production system.

The same narrow perspective dominates the innovation policy strategies developed in China as well as in Europe and the U.S. Too much emphasis is on the role of codified scientific knowledge and too little attention is given to organizational learning. The innovation system is understood as encompassing mainly research, education and high technology industry, and innovation policy is correspondingly narrowly defined. The important role of employees in the innovation process is neglected.

Over the last 20 years I have been engaged in research that shows that the innovation process can be successful only if it combines science-based learning with experience-based learning, and that we therefore need a broad definition both of the innovation system and innovation policy. In this section I will build upon some recent outcomes of research showing:

— that innovation requires a combination of science-based and experience based knowledge; \(^\text{13}\)

— that innovation thrives in countries where a big proportion of the employees are engaged in work activities involving problem solving and learning; \(^\text{14}\)


—that the dramatic differences within Europe in how people learn at the workplace reflect differences in national institutional settings in relation to education and labor markets;\textsuperscript{15}

—that workers engage more widely in processes of change in innovation systems with strong welfare states and egalitarian income distribution.\textsuperscript{16}

Below I present some of the evidence. For detail and insight in the underlying methodology I refer to the referenced publications.

\textbf{How Europe’s Economies Learn}

Figure 1 indicates that countries with wide participation in discretionary learning have a bigger share of firms that develop their own innovations and innovations new to the market.

In Holm et. al\textsuperscript{17} we show that the frequency of discretionary learning is correlated with certain institutional characteristics that can be affected by public policy. The results suggest first that continuing vocational training goes hand in hand with high shares of discretionary learning. They also point to a north/south divide within Europe. The Nordic countries are characterized by relatively high levels of vocational training and by relatively high-level use of discretionary learning forms.

Another important field of public policy that sets the framework for how work is organized is labor market policy. EU member states display large differences in systems of employment and unemployment protection. The analysis indicates that systems combining high levels of unemployment protection with relatively low levels of employment protection may have an advantage in terms of the adoption of the forms of work organisation that promote learning and ‘new to the market’-innovation.\textsuperscript{18}


\textsuperscript{17}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{18}Holm, op. cit.
On the Competitive Advantage of Egalitarian Innovation Systems

The data referenced above on organizational models of learning in different European countries make it possible also to develop a more dynamic and adequate indicator of inequality than the ones based upon income distribution.19

In Table 7 we compare degree of inequality in access to learning with corresponding international differences in income inequality for the EU-15. The data on income inequality emanate from a paper by Brandolini and Smeeding (2007)20 on inequality patterns and refer to the Gini coefficient with respect to disposable income. Both data sets cover the year 2000.

---


The most striking result is that the countries with the highest degree of income inequality (UK and Portugal) are amongst those most unequal in terms of access to discretionary learning, and that those countries with the most equal income distribution (Denmark and Netherlands) also offer the most egalitarian access to jobs with discretionary learning.

This pattern indicates that workers are given and take on more responsibility at the workplace in countries where income distribution is more egalitarian. There seems to be a major ‘system effect’ from income distribution upon the degree of participation in processes of work. In an era with growing income inequality in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Discretionary learning</th>
<th>Share of managers in discretionary learning</th>
<th>Share of workers in discretionary learning</th>
<th>Learning inequality index*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>North</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>81.6</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>50.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>39.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Center</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>43.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>61.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>West</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>65.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>64.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>67.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>63.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>57.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The index is constructed by dividing the share of ‘workers’ engaged in discretionary learning by the share of ‘managers’ engaged in discretionary learning and subtracting the resulting percentage from 100. If the share of workers and managers were the same, the index would equal 0, and if the share of workers was 0 the index would equal 100.
U.S., in China and in most European countries this raises important questions about how increased inequality affects participatory learning. One fundamental cause of the weakening of the competitiveness of countries may be ‘below the radar’ and reflect that growing income inequality reduces the willingness of workers to take an active part in processes of organisational learning.

The learning-economy perspective may help explain the fact that the Nordic welfare states come out strong in all rankings related to innovation. Most interesting forms of learning take place in interaction between people. When it comes to implement innovation a close interaction between workers and managers is crucial for success.

**Implications for Europe, the United States and China**

A more complete and relevant mapping of the global knowledge landscape should include the learning that takes place among employ-

---

**Table 7. Comparing Income Inequality with Organizational Learning Inequality**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Income Inequality Gini Coefficient</th>
<th>Ranking Income Inequality</th>
<th>Inequality in Organizational Learning</th>
<th>Ranking Inequality in Organizational Learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Brandolini and Schmeeding 2007 p. 31 and the last column of Table 3.
ees, but the data are missing. The outcome of global technological competition will reflect not only the investment in higher education and in research. It will depend upon a broader institutional setting and a wider set of public policies including labour market policy, education policy and not least programs supporting adult vocational training.

The current problems of the European monetary union reflect structural weaknesses, and the low frequency of discretionary learning in the so-called peripheral countries may be seen as a relevant indicator for this weakness. They also reflect the failure of the EU’s Lisbon strategy to realize its goals of ‘more social cohesion’ and knowledge-based economic growth. Specifically, it did not succeed in transforming education and labor market institutions in the peripheral countries so that the institutional setting could support organizational learning. European leaders did not understand the requirements of the learning economy and therefore they made the mistake of regarding that ‘social cohesion’ as a burden and not as an asset.

Currently, Europe’s weakest point is its high degree of inequality. Galbraith has shown that Europe is much more unequal in terms of regional income distribution than the U.S.: “When this comparison is undertaken, the results are quite striking. A European cross-regions Gini coefficient comes in at about .235, or more than twice the value of .101 computed across the 51 [sic] American states.”

Galbraith argues quite convincingly that increasing regional equality would be an efficient way to increase employment, since employment rates are higher in more egalitarian countries and regions. Here we would add that a more egalitarian Europe would be better prepared to cope with the globalizing learning economy and contribute more to innovation. One of Galbraith’s interesting proposals is to let Europe fund and build European universities, throughout the European periphery, on a scale and of a quality to rival higher education in the United States.

The U.S. and Europe are pushing China to become more like themselves, not only when it comes to human rights and democracy,
but also when it comes to finance, intellectual property rights and competition. And it is correct that ‘systemic differences’ do give rise to increasing friction as national systems get closer to each other through an increase in their economic interaction. But it might be a mistake to expect all the adaptation to take place in China. Chinese leaders have excelled in pragmatism when it comes to promoting economic reform (installing private ownership and market mechanisms whenever it serves their purpose) while the political and ideological leaders of the West suffer from the heritage of a neo-liberal vision where markets are always for the good and governments and planning are often seen as threats to freedom.

There is both in the U.S. and in Europe a need for a paradigmatic shift where the exaggerated belief in markets is changed into a pragmatic perspective where governments take on the tasks necessary to promote sustainable economic growth. This includes establishing a strict regulation of financial markets. But most importantly it involves a rethinking and redesign of policies and institutions so that they take seriously that we are in a new phase where knowledge is the most important resource and learning the most important process. This includes building institutions that make it possible to engage more people as active contributors to the process of innovation.

The EU’s new Europe 2020 strategy sets ambitious goals for the EU, including ‘smart growth’ as materialised in an Innovation Union. But the experience from the Lisbon strategy is that the goals will not be reached within the current mode of governance. To achieve such goals, the integration process must accelerate and the current monetary union must be transformed into an economic and social union. Movement toward a fiscal union is needed to bolster the building of a European welfare state and a European knowledge infrastructure. The basis for such movement could be a European vision that takes seriously the original idea behind the Lisbon Strategy—the combination of social cohesion and competitiveness.

Appendix: China’s 2006-2020 Science Technology Development Plan

On February 9, 2006, the State Council presented its strategy for strengthening China’s scientific and technological progress in the coming 15 years (State Council 2006a). The plan reflects ambitions to make China one of the world’s most innovative countries. In addition, it contains an explicit target to reduce China’s dependence on foreign research and development using public procurement as a way of strengthening its domestic capabilities. The aim of this Appendix is to provide a critical assessment of the plan. First, we identify key components of the plan and examine the actors, processes and driving forces explaining its development. Second, we analyze the plan in the context of China’s larger socio-economic challenges. Finally, we assess how the 15-year plan relates to some of the principal weaknesses in China’s innovation policy and its innovation system.

The General Targets of the Plan

The plan sets eight major objectives to be reached over the 15-year plan horizon:

1. Industries important for the country’s national competitiveness, should develop and master core technologies at world-class level.

2. The scientific and technological base of agricultural production should become one of the most advanced in the world.

3. Breakthroughs should take place in energy exploration, energy-saving technology and clean energy technology.

4. Scientific and technological efforts should support building of a resource-efficient and environment-friendly society.

---

5. Major progress should be achieved in fighting major diseases and in epidemics prevention.

6. The development of S&T for national defense should support R&D of modern weapons and equipment, for information technology for the army, and for safeguarding national security.

7. Scientists and research teams should reach world-class levels, and breakthroughs in science should be achieved specifically in information, biology, materials and space technologies.

8. World-class research institutions as well as internationally competitive business R&D institutes should be developed.

The aim is a complete national innovation system with Chinese characteristics.

The plan lists sixteen key projects. The common criteria for these projects are that they address significant socioeconomic problems, and that they will develop technologies where China already possesses sufficient competence. Examples of key projects are to put a Chinese on the moon and to develop the next generation of jumbo jets. Others focus on the development of fast processors, high-performance chips, oil and gas exploitation, nuclear power technology, water purification, new drugs, fighting AIDS and hepatitis, and developing the next generation of broad band technology.

The plan addresses strategic technologies. Among these are biotechnology, IT, advanced materials, production technology, advanced energy technology, oceanography, laser and space technology. These priorities are not radically different from what has been behind earlier generations of science and technology programs. But the urgency in relation to finding solutions on environmental and energy problems is stronger and the ambition to build ‘independent innovation capacity’ is more explicit. There are also some major differences in the tools proposed for implementing the plan. Public procurement and tax subsidies are given stronger emphasis and in general there seems to be a new kind of mobilization around the strategy.

One novel method suggested in the plan is tax incentives for small and medium-sized enterprises which are intended to encourage com-
panies to invest in R&D and even to establish R&D activities abroad. The latter is particularly interesting and it might be unique for China. It signals that ‘independent innovation’ does not aim at decoupling Chinese firms from global sources of knowledge and innovation.

The Main Features of the Plan

*An NSI-perspective*

According to the documents presenting the plan, for the first time the concept of *national innovation system* is used to structure a mid-and-long-term plan (Lu 2007). The plan defines the national innovation system as a social system where government is in a guiding position, market plays a fundamental role to deploy resources, and various sources of S&T innovation link tightly and interact effectively. It is referred to ‘a national innovation system with Chinese characteristics.’

*Governance*

To promote and improve the building of a national innovation system, institutional reform will take place in the country’s S&T system. According to the plan, “the national S&T decision making system and macro coordination mechanism for S&T policy will be improved. General planning and administration of the development of S&T by the government will be strengthened. S&T policies will act as the country’s fundamental public policy. The system for examining and appraising S&T quality, and as the system for assessing and rewarding S&T achievements are to be reformed. Justice, fairness, openness, and innovation-friendliness will be embodied into the system.”

*The Purpose of the Plan and the Brave Target Numbers*

The plan explicitly sets some rather ambitious quantitative targets to be reached over the 15 year period. First, the proportion of R&D expenditures of GDP will be raised from 1.3% to 2.5% of GDP. Second, more than half of economic growth should emanate from ‘technical progress’—i.e. not from the extended use of labor and capital. Third, reliance on foreign technology should be reduced from 60% to 30%.
**Enterprises as Main Force for Innovation**

As indicated by the basic definition of the ‘system of innovation,’ it is assumed that the national government has a lead role, but it is also argued that markets play a major role. The plan states that enterprises should be seen as being at the very core of the innovation system.

According to the plan, an innovation-friendly tax policy will be adopted. For instance, 150% of R&D expenditure can be deducted from taxable income of the same year. Companies will be allowed to accelerate depreciation of the equipment used for R&D. Income tax will be remitted for new startups in national high-tech industrial zones for two years once they become profit-making and after these two years the income tax rate for these companies is 15% which is 10 percentage points lower than that for ordinary companies.

**Public Procurement**

Government procurement is to be used as an important tool to encourage indigenous innovation. The system of procurement of innovative products will be enhanced. The government is to purchase the first vintage of innovation products created by domestic enterprises or research institutions when the innovative products have significant market potential. A control and evaluation system giving guidelines for procuring domestic and foreign products will be set up. Normally, in the purchasing process, domestic products have priority over foreign products. When government procures products from foreign companies, those companies that are willing to transfer technology to local companies will be given priority over other candidates.

**Indigenous Innovation**

One of most characteristic features of the new plan is the declared intention to strengthen ‘independent’ or ‘indigenous’ innovation. Indigenous innovation is defined as a value-creating process resulting in new products based upon core technologies and upon IPR.

Several different policies aim at using IPR to reach the aim. Government will strongly support the IPRs of core technologies and key products. According to the plan, China will actively participate in international standard setting and will promote domestic market-cen-
tred technological standards. The plan calls for the government to support research on standards of core technologies, it will guide joint research by industries, universities, and research institutes on technological standards, and it will promote the integration of R&D, design, and manufacturing.

**International Cooperation for S&T Development is Highlighted**

While there is a strong emphasis on strengthening the domestic capacity to innovate there is no intention to reduce international cooperation on knowledge production. There is a strong emphasis on the potential for drawing upon global sources of knowledge through international cooperation and through attracting expertise from the rest of the world.

The plan envisages that various forms of international and regional cooperation and exchange on S&T will be expanded. Research institutes and universities are encouraged to set up joint laboratories or R&D centers with overseas R&D institutes. International cooperation projects under bilateral or multilateral frameworks of cooperation agreements for S&T will be supported. Companies are encouraged to “go global.” Companies that set up overseas R&D institutes and industrialization bases will be encouraged and supported. Multinational companies will be encouraged to set up R&D institutes in China.

Scientists and S&T institutes will be encouraged to join major international scientific projects and international academic organisations. They will also be supported to participate in or lead major international or regional scientific projects.

**Dual Use of Scientific Research in Defense and Civilian Sectors**

One of the areas where national priorities as well as secrecy are important is scientific and technological research for military purposes. The plan aims to form a dual-use technological and industrial base that serves both military and civilian needs. So far government investment in science and technology development has been divided into two parts, one for military use, and the other for civil use. According to the plan document, over half of all the military R&D projects
overlap with civilian ones and it is argued that this has resulted in a lack of investment and a waste of human resources in both areas.

To make full use of economic and social resources the two systems will be integrated. Military research institutes will be encouraged to shoulder tasks of scientific research for civilian use. At the same time, civilian research institutes and enterprises are allowed to take part in national defence research projects. The purchase of military articles will also be expanded to more areas of civilian research organizations and enterprises.
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Section VII
New and Traditional Dimensions of Security
Since the end of World War II the global security environment has undergone a series of profound changes whose causes remain curiously little examined—even by security analysts.

As Figure 1 reveals, the total number of conflicts—international and civil wars—being waged around the world increased threefold during the Cold War years, then sharply declined, with this latter change going largely unheralded, even at the United Nations.

The forces that have been driving this decline are likely to be sustained, or to increase, in the years ahead, providing grounds for cautious—though qualified—optimism about future security trends.

Patterns of Warfare in the Post-Cold War World

Almost all of the increase in conflict numbers from the end of World War II until the end of the Cold War was accounted for by the proliferation of intrastate conflicts—civil wars. But, as Figure I indicates, following the end of the Cold War, the number of conflicts—almost all intrastate—dropped sharply. By 2008, there were a third fewer conflicts than in 1992.1

1 Figure I only counts conflicts in which a government is one of the warring parties and is either fighting another government (international conflict) or a non-state armed group (intrastate conflict). Conflicts in which a government in not one of the warring parties—intercommunal conflicts, or those between rival rebel groups or warlords, are not counted. There are however relatively few of these conflicts and they are far less deadly on average than conflicts in which a state is one of the warring parties. Conflicts are defined here as violent contestations that result in least 25 battle deaths a year. Battle deaths include so-called “collateral damage”—i.e., civilians caught in the crossfire.
From 2003 to 2008 overall conflict numbers increased by some 25 percent. This was due primarily due to an increase in minor conflicts that killed relatively few people. But the number of high-intensity wars (those with an annual battle death toll of 1,000 or more) have continued to decline. By 2008 there were 78 percent fewer of these conflicts being fought around the world than at the end of the 1980s.

Remarkably, not a single full-length study has been devoted to explaining why this extraordinary reduction in conflict numbers—almost all of which were civil wars—has taken place.

How Wars Have Become Less Deadly

The average war in the 1950s killed about 10,000 people a year; in the new millennium the average was a little less than one thousand.

The remarkable, but extremely uneven, reduction in death tolls revealed in Figure 2 has been caused, in part, by the long-term decline in international conflicts (which kill far more people on average than...
civil wars), and by the sharp decline in the direct and indirect military interventions by the superpowers in other countries wars that were characteristic of the major conflicts of the Cold War years. These conflicts—from the Chinese Civil War and the Korean and Vietnam Wars to the Soviet invasion and occupation of Afghanistan—typically involved prolonged engagements between huge armies, at least one of which was equipped with heavy conventional weapons such as strike aircraft, tanks, or long-range artillery. Death tolls often exceeded a million.

In the post-Cold War world, wars are mostly fought within, not between, states and by small armies mostly equipped with small arms and light weapons. While often characterized by extreme brutality towards civilians, they have killed relatively few people compared to the major wars of the Cold War period.

And it is not just battle deaths that have declined. Deaths from conflict-exacerbated disease and malnutrition have also been reduced by long-term improvements in public health, notably immunization, that have caused child and adult mortality rates to decline sharply across

Figure 2. Trends in Reported Battle Deaths from Armed Conflicts by Region, 1946–2008.

the developing world over the past 30 years. These improvements, have not only steadily reduced mortality rates in peacetime, but also saved countless lives in wartime.

In addition there have been major increases in the level, scope, and effectiveness of humanitarian assistance to war-affected populations in countries in conflict. These interventions have reduced wartime death tolls still further.

Can We Be Confident About the Trends?

These findings present a picture that is very much at odds with popular—mostly media-derived—depictions of a progressively more violent world. And they raise an obvious question: how reliable are the data? The short answer is that we can be quite confident about the number of conflicts, but battle death data are far less reliable. Exaggerated, politically-driven claims about death tolls are common in some conflicts, while undercounting is a problem in most—particularly in wars in very poor countries. But there is no doubt that the 50-plus year trend in battle-related deaths is downwards—no serious scholar would deny that today’s wars are, on average, far less deadly than those of the Cold War years.

Predicting future security trends is an exercise fraught with peril, as the near-universal failure of the security studies community to predict the end of the Cold War reminds us. But while current statistical models do very poorly at predicting exactly when and where wars will start, considerable progress has been made in establishing the conditions, dynamics and policies that increase—and decrease—the risks that countries will succumb to war.

Ironically given the huge, and sometimes disproportionate attention, paid to the risks of war and terrorism, to say nothing of some 1.5-plus trillion dollars a year being devoted to military expenditure around the world, there has been far less attention paid to what prevents or stops wars than what causes them. As Australian historian Geoffrey Blainey succinctly put it. “For every thousand pages on the causes of war, there is less than one page directly on the causes of peace.”

---

Understanding the drivers of peace in the post-World War II world at minimum requires explaining the decline international conflicts since the 1950s, and decline in civil wars since the end of the Cold War. The next two sections attempt this, while the final section reflects on the implications these analyses for global security over the next decade.

Explaining the 60-Year Decline in the Incidence of International Conflict

In the 1950s, there were, on average, just over six international conflicts being fought around the world each year—anti-colonial conflicts are included in this category. In the new millennium there has been fewer than one international conflict each year on average, as Figure 3 makes clear.

Moreover, there has not been a single war between the major powers for an unprecedented 60-plus years. This does not mean that the
major powers are war-averse—far from it. In fact France, the UK, the U.S., and Russia (USSR) top the list of countries that have fought the most wars since 1946—though their wars were almost all fought in poor countries, never against other major powers.

International conflicts are not only fewer in number, they have also become far less deadly. In the 1950s, the average international conflict killed some 20,000 people a year on the battlefield. In the post-Cold War 1990s, the average annual battle-death toll was less than 6,000; in the new millennium the figure was around 3,000.

International relations scholars have offered a number of—contested—explanations for the causes of war and peace in the nuclear age. However, notwithstanding heated debates among their proponents, most of the contested theories are complementary.

A Nuclear Peace?

For “realist” scholars, the absence of war between the major powers during the Cold War years is best explained by the existence of a stable balance of power between East and West—in particular by the deterrence created by the mutual possession of nuclear arsenals with “second strike” capacities.

Kenneth Waltz, the leading proponent of the pacifying impact of nuclear weapons, has argued that, “Peace has become the privilege of states having nuclear weapons, while wars are fought by those who lack them.”

But while nuclear arsenals undoubtedly induced a measure of caution in the behavior of the superpowers and their allies towards each other, Waltz’ assertion is wrong for two reasons.

First, nuclear weapons states are not embroiled in fewer wars. Quite the contrary. Each of the four countries that have fought most international wars since the end of World War II—France, the UK, the U.S., and Russia (USSR)—is a nuclear weapons state.

Second, since the end of World War II, non-nuclear states have repeatedly attacked nuclear weapons states. U.S. nuclear weapons did not deter China from attacking U.S. forces in the Korean War, nor North Vietnam from attacking South Vietnam and U.S. forces in the 1960s. Israeli nuclear weapons did not dissuade Egypt from attacking Israel in 1973. British nuclear weapons did not deter Argentina from invading the Falkland Islands in 1982, and the Soviet nuclear arsenal did not deter the mujahedeen from waging war against the Soviet army in Afghanistan in the 1980s—nor did it prevent a Soviet defeat.

Somewhat ironically, nuclear weapons are of greatest utility to the very governments that are of greatest proliferation concern to the international community. For small states—like North Korea—that perceive themselves to be under military threat from far more powerful adversaries and that lack powerful allies, nuclear weapons are a relatively low-cost “strategic equalizer.” Whether or not the threat they perceive is real is immaterial—it is the perception that counts. This is why the prospect of the paranoid North Koreans giving up their nuclear arsenal any time soon is remote.

The best the international community can hope for here is a “capping” regime that keeps the North Korean nuclear arsenal down to a handful of weapons, plus a verifiable agreement to prevent the cash-strapped regime from selling nuclear technology and materiel to other would-be nuclear powers.

Dissuading Iran from continuing to pursue its nuclear weapons program will be difficult, if not impossible, for essentially the same reason.

While the prospect of further nuclear proliferation is a major security concern, it is important to remember that almost all states that seek a nuclear capability do so for essentially defensive reasons—nuclear weapons have little value as weapons of aggression. And of course they have zero utility in the civil wars that now make up more than 90 percent of all conflicts.

**Peace Through Democratization and Interdependence**

“Liberal” scholars, who have a much less pessimistic view of human nature and institutions than “realists,” believe that the risk of war
between states has been reduced since the end of World War II by the steady growth in the number of democracies in the international system and by growing international economic interdependence.

The best-known liberal theory is the “democratic peace,” whose central—and uncontested—finding is that fully democratic states never, or to be more precise, *almost* never, go to war against each other.

Proponents of democratic peace theory do not argue that democracies are *generally* peaceful; democracies frequently fight non-democracies. What they argue, simply, is that democratic states do not fight *each other*. If the democratic peace theory is correct, the dramatic increase in the number of democracies around the world over the last three decades will have reduced the number of countries in the world likely to fight each other.

Other liberal scholars place much less stress on the conflict-reducing effect of democracy and a lot more on the security impact of the ever-growing interdependencies that are associated with today’s globalized economy. Interdependence increases the costs of going to war, while reducing its benefits. One study by the libertarian Cato Institute argued that when measures of both democratization and economic liberalization are included in statistical analyses, “economic freedom is about 50 times more effective than democracy in diminishing violent conflict.”

The debate among quantitative scholars over the *relative* impact of democracy versus economic interdependence on the risk of war is both unresolved and highly technical, but there is little dissent from the proposition that increasing levels of international trade and foreign direct investment (FDI) are associated with a reduced risk of war.

But, increased interdependence is not the only economic driver of reduced war risks. In the modern era there are far fewer economic incentives for embarking on war than there were in the era of colonial expansion. Today it is almost always cheaper—politically as well as economically—to buy raw materials from other countries than to mount invasions in order to seize them.

---

Peace through Ideas: The Change in Attitudes to War

In the 21st century the traditional economic benefits of conquest have not only largely disappeared, but the resort to war as an instrument of statecraft has become legally and normatively proscribed except in self-defense, or with the authorization of the UN Security Council.

This shift in global norms is evident in the universal recognition of the illegitimacy of colonial conquest and the absence among national governments the world over of the sort of aggressive hyper-nationalism associated with German and Japanese Fascism prior to World War II. What the French call bellicisme—the glorification of warfare—has almost completely disappeared from the developed world and very rare elsewhere—though it is characteristic of some radical Islamist organizations like al-Qaeda.

The importance of the anti-war norm is not negated by the fact that it is sometimes violated. All norms are violated to some degree, this does not mean that they are ineffectual.

Explaining the Decline in Civil Wars

The most robust finding to have emerged from two decades of statistical research on the causes of war is that there is a strong association between rising levels of economic development and the risk of war onsets. As national incomes increase, the risk of war declines. Economic development, in other words, appears to be a powerful long-term form of conflict prevention.

Several reasons have been advanced to explain why higher incomes should be associated with reduced risks of civil war. The most compelling and best supported, is that income is a “proxy” indicator for state capacity. As national incomes rise, tax revenues increase and state capacity grows. This in turn provides governments with the political, economic, and military resources to prevent rebellions—and to crush militarily those that cannot be stopped via negotiation, or by buying off grievances, or political co-optation.

Rebel groups, often living in the rural periphery, are generally excluded from the benefits of rising levels of development, so the bal-
ance of resources relevant to preventing wars, and winning those that cannot be prevented, will—other things being equal—tilt progressively in favour of governments as incomes rise.

Given that economic growth generally increases the capacities of governments relative to those of insurgent organizations, we might expect to see fewer insurgent victories as poor-country incomes rise.

This is in fact the case. In East and Southeast Asia, for example, there has not been a single insurgent military victory since the end of the 1970s, while among the “strong” states of the Middle East and North Africa, there has been just one (Yemen) in the same period. The greatest number of insurgent victories over the past 30 years has been in sub-Saharan Africa—the region with the weakest states.

If, as seems likely, poor-country incomes continue to rise, the prospect for insurgent victories will continue to decline. Confronting diminishing returns from political violence, some would-be rebels may in future be deterred from starting wars.

The Impact of the End of the Cold War

The extraordinary post-Cold War decline in the number of high-intensity conflicts went largely unnoticed in the policy community, the media, and by many in the research community. In the 1990s this was perhaps not surprising. Most people believed that conflict numbers were increasing—and they were partly correct. In fact, twice as many conflicts started in the 1990s, as in the 1980s. But an even greater number of conflicts ended in the latter decade. It was this little-recognized, development, that led to the net decline in conflict numbers.

The end of the Cold War directly caused, or indirectly catalyzed, a series of changes that had a major impact on the global security landscape.

First, the deep ideological division that had driven conflicts both between and within states in the international system for more than 40 years simply disappeared.

Second, the flow of resources from the US and the Soviet Union and their allies to the warring parties in various “proxy” wars in the
developing world simply shrivelled up. One consequence was the ending of “... nearly all the large scale communist insurgencies in the world.”

Third, the UN, freed from the political stasis imposed by more than four decades of East-West rivalry, spearheaded an extraordinary upsurge of security initiatives by the international community.

Most notable were “peacemaking” (UN-speak for negotiations to end wars) and post-conflict “peacebuilding,” whose central security task, as its name suggests, is to prevent wars that have ended from starting again.

Preventive diplomacy was talked about a great deal but little practiced. This was in part because the UN Security Council is so consumed by the demands of constant crisis management that it has little time to pursue prevention initiatives, and in part because many states in the developing world worried that inviting the UN in to play a dispute resolution role would give unwanted international legitimacy to insurgent groups.

The UN was not alone in its security activism, of course. The World Bank, other international agencies, regional security organizations, donor governments, and huge numbers of international NGOs (nongovernmental organizations) were also actively involved, as were the national governments and national NGOs of the war-affected countries.

The increase in the level of international security activism has been extraordinary. It has included:

- A threefold increase in UN and non-UN peace operations from 1988 to 2008—there are currently more than 30 such operations underway around the world, with a comparable number of non-UN missions in the field.
- An increase in UN Security Council “Chapter VII” resolutions from zero in 1989 to 40 in 2008. Chapter VII resolutions authorize the Security Council to respond to threats to the peace with military force, sanctions, or other means.

---

• A fivefold increase between 1989 and 2008 in the number of Special Representatives of the Secretary-General of the UN, most of whom have a security-related mandate.

• A tenfold increase between 1991 and 2001 in the number of “Friends of the Secretary-General,” “contact groups,” and other political arrangements that support peacemaking and post-conflict peacebuilding initiatives.

• A thirteen-fold increase in the number of multilateral-sanctions regimes in place each year between 1991 and 2008.

• A nine-fold increase in the number of ongoing disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration operations from 1989 to 2008.

In some important areas—notably mediation initiatives to end civil wars—we still lack reliable global data. But, there is little doubt that the trends are similar.

**Conclusion**

The security history of the post-World War II era, despite some major failures, provides grounds for some cautious optimism about the future.

Two system-wide drivers of armed conflict—the imposition of colonial rule on much of the developing world and the Cold War—ceased to exist in this period. Neither will return. No obvious new system-wide source of conflict appears likely to replace them.

Some might argue that the threat of Islamist radicalism exemplified by al-Qaeda is already a major threat to international security. But support for extremist Islamist ideology has declined substantially throughout the Muslim world. Absent popular support, Islamist radicals cannot wage a successful “peoples’ war,” and without conventional armies, which none have, they cannot overthrow governments. It appears extremely unlikely that radical Islamists can ever energise a effective global campaign comparable to the anti-colonial and Marxist political movements of the Cold War period.
There are other reasons for cautious optimism. First, absent a global economic crisis that is far greater than the current one, economic interdependence will continue to grow. This will likely further increase the costs and decrease the benefits of interstate war—and hence the risk of it occurring.

Second, incomes will almost certainly continue to grow in the developing world. This will continue to enhance state capacity, which almost all the statistical studies agree, reduces the risks of armed conflict.

Third, there are no signs that the international community’s commitment to peacemaking and peacebuilding is waning—indeed the contrary is true.

Fourth, in the two decades since the Cold War ended, a dynamic, inchoate, rarely efficient, but nonetheless quite effective, system of global security governance has emerged. Its central focus is civil war in the developing world, and it comprises a loose network of international organizations—most importantly the UN and the World Bank—national governments and NGOs, plus informal clusters of like-minded states such as the various “Friends of the Secretary-General” groups—that share core values and objectives and are created to support peace negotiations and peacebuilding missions.

This is not a mode of governance that eschews the use of the military—indeed peacekeeping is central its peacebuilding policy. But its major security objectives—conflict prevention, peacemaking and post-conflict peacebuilding—are pursued primarily by non-military means.

The evolution of this mode of security governance has been, and remains, messy, disputatious, and—as Rwanda and Darfur remind us—prone to tragic failures. But the security initiatives that have been pursued have been a major driver of the dramatic post-Cold War decline in armed conflict. This is no mean achievement.
Chapter 13
International Security in 2020

James Dobbins

Much of today’s geopolitical punditry rests on two assumptions; that American power has passed its zenith and will continue to decline, and that this will occur in a world of increasing disorder and rising conflict. Both these predictions represent straight line projections of what are perceived as current trends: the rise of China, America’s diminishing clout, the decline of the West, the growth of terrorism and the importance of non state actors, the shift from a uni- to multi-polar world and the consequent rise in turbulence. As predictions, these two prognoses may or may not be true. As descriptions of the recent past, they are both largely false.

The End of American Hegemony

The early 1990s is generally seen as the apogee of American power. With its Soviet adversary vanquished and no other competitor in sight, the United States emerged as the world only superpower. Yet by any objective measure, the real peak of American power was between 1945 and 1950, when the United States produced and consumed half the world’s wealth and had a monopoly on nuclear weapons. By 1970, the American share of global GDP had fallen from half to one-quarter of the world total, and there were four other nuclear powers, two of them hostile.

The relative decline in American power that occurred between 1945 and 1970 was in some measure the product of American policy, specifically its efforts to turn both former allies into prosperous competitors and former enemies into well-armed allies. Since the 1970s, American economic power has remained steady, at about a quarter of global GDP, while American military dominance has grown, not
diminished, to the point where today the U.S. defense budget is almost as large as that of every other nation in the world combined. Recent American setbacks in Iraq and Afghanistan have demonstrated the limits on that power, but the United States had an even harder time forty years ago and enjoyed less success in pacifying a significantly smaller and less populous, country, South Vietnam. A comparison of the Vietnam, Afghan and Iraqi campaigns does not suggest any degradation in American military capacity, nor indeed of its political weight, since the United States has been able to secure more international support for both of the latter two ventures than it did for its Vietnam intervention.

Whereas the United States economy has grown at about the global average since the 1970s, Europe, Japan and Russia have grown more slowly than the norm, even as China, Taiwan, South Korea, Indian and Brazil have expanded more quickly. As a result, the rise of China (and these others) has come at the expense not of the United States, but of Europe, Japan and Russia, all of which have seen their share of global GDP, and their resultant influence shrink over the past several decades. Their comparative decline has been even more precipitate in the military sphere for both Europe and Russia.

The United States has also grown demographically at a faster rate than the rest of the world, to include even China. Thus the American population has grown 10 percent since 2000, while its economy expanded by 21 percent, and its defense budget by 55 percent. The United States also has a higher proportion of working age people to dependents than do Russia, Japan, China and most European nations—another source of economic strength.¹

The Rise of China

While America’s global predominance has not significantly diminished since the 1970s, and has indeed grown since the disappearance of the Soviet Union twenty years ago, China and to a lesser extent India are emerging, or reemerging, as major powers. Nevertheless, China still has a way to go before it enters the superpower bracket.

The Chinese economy is presently 40 to 60 percent the size of the American, depending on whether one uses market exchange rates or purchasing power parity as methods of comparison. The Indian economy is either 26 percent or 42 percent the size of the Chinese, again depending on which method is used. China has been growing faster than India for decades, but the gap in growth rates is narrowing. A RAND analysis of 27 different expert forecasts finds that the projected average annual GDP growth for the two economies through 2025 is approximately the same, 5.7 percent for China, 5.6 percent for India. Assuming that the American economy grows at about half this rate over the same period, China’s GDP will be about half that of America’s in 2025 at market exchange rates, while India’s will remain less than half of China’s.\(^2\)

China has a much healthier and better educated population than India and it spends a good deal more on research and development. China has the world’s third highest expenditure on R&D, after the United States and Japan. China commits one percent of its GDP to R&D, versus 0.8 percent for India and 2.6 percent for the United States. Given the different size of the three economies, this means China spends three to five times more on R&D as India, whereas the United States spends four to eight times more than China.

China has sustained its high growth rate longer than did the earlier Asian tigers, but it is about to encounter some severe demographic headwinds. Historically, societies have become rich before they became old, as rising prosperity led to declining birth rates and increased longevity. China’s one child policy has greatly accelerated this process, and is about to produce the first aged society that is still relatively poor. By 2025, India’s population will equal China’s after which China’s overall population will begin to fall while India’s will continue to grow. More significantly, China’s working age population will begin to fall much earlier than that, while India’s will continue to

grow for another twenty years and then decline much more slowly. As China’s working age population declines, its elderly population will grow. Dependency ratios will rise, savings rates will decline, and the government will face heightened pressures to increase spending on health care and pensions. These demographic factors are among the chief reasons that Chinese and Indian economic growth rates are likely to converge.

Although much has been written about increases in Chinese defense spending, China has in this regard actually been falling further behind the United States. In 2000 the American defense budget was seven times that of China, in 2010 it was ten times bigger. Of course, China is not fighting any wars, which accounts for much of the American increase.\(^3\)

China and India both spend about 2.5 percent of their GDP on defense, more or less equal to the shares of the United Kingdom or Russia, but about half the current American proportion. RAND economists estimate that China defense spending will be a little more than half that of the United States by 2025, while India’s will be a half to a quarter that of China’s. China will thus begin to narrow the military gap with the United States over the next fifteen years, while India will remain pretty much its current distance behind China.

As these figures suggest, for another generation, at least, the United States will remain the world’s predominant power, albeit less dominant than heretofore. China and India will become more influential actors. China is already the world’s second largest economy and will soon be its second largest military power. India will maintain but probably not gain measurably on its current position vis-à-vis China. Europe, Japan and Russia may see their relative positions wane further.

**The End of History and the Decline of the West**

China and Russia may not themselves be models of democracy, but neither state is seeking to export any alternative ideology. Indeed both China and Russia regularly vote for and fund UN efforts to hold free elections in fragile states around the globe. Only strict Islamists cur-

\(^3\) Wolf, op. cit.
rently offer any systematic alternative to representative democracy, and this ideology has shown only limited appeal in Muslim societies and none whatsoever beyond them. Iran, the sole exemplar, has not had the slightest success exporting its system. Frank Fukuyama may have been somewhat premature in declaring that the collapse of communism represented the end of history, in the sense of competing ideologies, but it is certainly true that history has been moving in this direction for several decades. Only the Arab Middle East has escaped until very recently the democratizing trend that has swept through Europe, Latin America, Asia and even Africa. Thus, since the 1980s the global number of democratic nations has doubled, from under thirty to almost sixty.\(^4\) In the spring of 2011 several Arab societies sought to jump on the democratic bandwagon.

If one defines the West geographically as the United States and Europe, or in Cold War geopolitical terms as the United States, Europe and Japan, then there has already been some relative decline vis-à-vis China, a decline which will likely be accentuated further over the next decade. If, by contrast, the West is conceived ideologically to include all established democracies that are marked by representative governments, the regular alternance in power, civil liberties and free market economies, then nearly all of the world's fastest growing states, with the exception of China, but including India, South Korea, Taiwan, and Brazil, must be counted on the Western side of the global equation. So defined, the “West”, far from declining, has seen an extraordinary expansion over the past several decades, its values now almost universally espoused and increasingly widely practiced.

**New World Disorder**

Americans and Europeans tend to recall the Cold War era as tense and occasionally scary era, but basically stable and peaceful. They contrast this oddly nostalgic image with the much more fluid and uncertain international environment they have experienced, or at least observed over the past twenty years. The immediacy and global reach of modern communications heighten their perception of turbulence and rising violence and intensifies the anxieties that go with it.

\(^4\) Polity IV Project, University of Maryland.
Contrary to this picture of a peaceful cold war and an increasingly violent aftermath, actual trends have been just the opposite, with rising conflict throughout the duration of the Cold War, and a falling incidence of warfare thereafter. From the 1950s to the early 1990s the number of wars, mostly civil, rose year after year. In the early 1990s, even as the Soviet Union was disappearing into history, the number of conflicts simultaneously underway around the world had risen to over fifty. The social impact of these wars, as measured in casualties, refugees and physical destruction, also rose commensurately throughout this forty year period.\(^5\) The Cold War was certainly peaceful compared to the historically unparalleled half century of bloodletting that preceded it, but it was much more violent than anything that has followed.

As Andrew Mack makes clear in his chapter of this volume, the number of conflicts, the number of battle deaths, and the ancillary consequences of conflict all fell precipitously over the next two decades. There are currently a couple of dozen wars ongoing, all civil, but most recent wars have been smaller, less destructive and shorter in duration than those that preceded them. Indeed, the World Bank has found that mortality rates have been declining of late \textit{even in states in conflict}. Improvements in health care and economic growth have combined to increase longevity in societies around the world, and the pace of this process now exceeds the contrary effects of armed conflict even in most societies experiencing undergoing civil wars.\(^6\) Andrew Mack’s \textit{Human Security Report} for 2009/10 comments on this counterintuitive phenomenon, noting that “the reality is simply that today’s armed conflicts rarely generate enough fatalities to reverse the long-term downward trend in peacetime mortality that has become the norm for most of the developing world.”

Given the growth in global population and the decline in armed conflict, it seems probable that a smaller proportion of humanity is directly affected by warfare today than at any time in human history. This happy situation does not represent the perfection of human nature or even the slow march of civilization. The first half of the 20\textsuperscript{th}

\(^5\) Figures 10/1 and 10/6, \textit{Human Security Report 2009/10}, Simon Fraser University, Canada.

century was, after all, probably the most violent in recorded history. Today’s comparatively tranquil international environment is the product of geopolitical circumstances which may not last forever, but show no sign of rapid erosion. All of the world’s major powers suffered grievous losses during both World Wars, and became more risk adverse as a result. Nuclear deterrence helped prevent direct conflict between these major powers throughout the latter half of the 20th century, but only at the risk of mutual annihilation. Since the end of the Cold War, the major powers have also ceased to conduct proxy wars against each other. On the contrary, they have routinely collaborated, usually via the United Nations, in settling localized disputes and working to prevent their reoccurrence. Wars, almost all civil in nature, continue to break out, but they tend to be contained, short-lived and not repeated due to international support for conflict resolution, peacekeeping and peace building and a growing international willingness to isolate, suppress and punish the worst offenders.

During the Cold War, Americans and, to an even greater extent Europeans were insulated from much of the world’s turbulence by the absence of direct conflict among the major powers. In the subsequent two decades, Americans and Europeans have become more exposed to violence elsewhere, at least in a virtual sense, because they have joined with the rest of the international community in trying to stop it. The level of conflict has fallen because the level of international involvement in trying to end such conflicts has risen. Since the early 1990s a new peacekeeping mission has been dispatched, on average, every six months. Cambodia, El Salvador, Namibia, Mozambique, Albania, Bosnia, Kosovo, Macedonia, Sierra Leone, Liberia and East Timor are at peace today, and most of these societies are currently ruled by freely elected governments because United Nations, NATO, European Union or nationally-led coalitions have intervened to separate the combatants, disarm and demobilize the contending factions, stimulate the economy, promote political and economic reform, oversee free elections and remain long enough to ensure that the resultant governments can take hold. The United States and Europe have paid at least half the costs for all these operations, contributed soldiers and police to many of them, and led several of the largest.
America’s Role

As the world’s predominant power for another generation at least the United States will continue to assume leadership responsibilities for protecting the global commons, to include freedom of the seas, space and cyberspace. Security challenges during this period will continue to come not from peer competitors, but from rogue regimes, fragile or failed states, and non-state actors.

While continuing to shoulder the burdens of leadership, the United States will seek to share these more broadly. Washington has already begun accommodating itself to the rise of China, India and others by deemphasizing the Eurocentric G-7/8 in favor of the G-20. Over the next decade other such adjustments will be in order. The UN Security Council is likely to be enlarged to include India as well as Japan and Brazil. Within limits, India can be seen as a valuable counterweight to growing Chinese power. Nevertheless, there is no inevitability to conflict with China, and no aspect of Chinese aspirations, as one currently understands them, that necessarily threaten such conflict. Facing no peer, or even near peer competitor well into the next decade, the United States will have no need to build a countervailing alliance, and it should, on the contrary, work to diminish anyone’s incentive to form such blocs.

NATO’s Future

The continued relevance of the Atlantic Alliance, and its inherent limitations were both reemphasized in the 2011 Libyan crisis. NATO represents the only institutional alternative to nationally led ad-hoc coalitions in conducting peace enforcement or humanitarian operations in non-permissive environments. On the other hand, the Alliance’s exclusively trans-Atlantic membership limits its appeal to and entrée into other regions. Its requirement for unanimity, its tolerance for national caveats on the use of their forces and its inability to provide non-member co-combatants an effective voice in directing operations makes it both more cumbersome and more exclusionary than the United Nations, where only five, rather than twenty-five members can exercise veto rights, and all states have at least occasional
seats on the Security Council as well as permanent seats in the General Assembly that controls the purse strings.

Libyan operations also highlight the continued run-down in European military capabilities. Despite that country’s proximity to Europe, despite heavy American commitments in both Iraq and Afghanistan and despite everyone’s agreement that Europe, rather than the United States should take the lead in this mission, it fell to Americans both to lead and provide the bulk of the forces through the early days. Europe thus remains fully as dependent on American military capabilities today is it did sixteen years ago in the Balkans, despite all of the intervening rhetoric and institutional innovation designed to strengthen Europe’s capacity for independent expeditionary warfare.

The Iraqi and Afghan experiences have led to a “never again” reaction among American and European publics, much as Vietnam did nearly four decades ago. In the aftermath of that earlier war the American military consciously turned its back on counterinsurgency for thirty years. As a result, the United States and its allies have had to reacquire these skills belatedly and at great expense in blood and treasure. It will certainly be tempting, as the Iraqi and Afghan missions wind down, to again turn away from this form of warfare. Yet experience also shows that the cost of doing so could be very high, since it is quite impossible to predict where Western forces may become engaged five or ten years hence. Indeed, who would have predicted in January of 2011 that NATO would be fighting in Libya by March.

The recent string of popular uprisings in the Middle East, like the fall of the Berlin wall, the disintegration of the Soviet Union, the collapse of Yugoslavia and the attacks of 9/11 remind us how rapidly the global security environment can change. Yet one encouraging aspect of the changes underway in the Middle East has been the relatively concerted international response. The United States, Europe and Russia spent the first half of the 1990s at loggerheads over what to do about the Balkan wars. They and the rest of the international community agreed to launch (or in Russia and Germany’s case not to block) an intervention in Libya within days of commencement of large scale fighting there.
The current upheaval throughout the Arab world could well change the nature of American and European interaction with the Arab world. Depending on the fate of democratization in Egypt and Tunisia and on the outcome of NATO’s engagement in Libya, one may see the evolution toward a more collaborative relationship between Middle Eastern nations and the Atlantic Alliance. Possibilities might include a NATO role in helping preserve an Israeli-Palestinian peace, and in securing the Gulf states against a nuclearizing Iran.

**Europe’s Role**

President Obama’s insistence on *not* leading the Libyan campaign any longer than necessary could also presage some larger rebalancing of Western burdens for security. Certainly the Obama administration would seem to favor such a development. But such a move would require that European governments take advantage of the opportunity, halt the decline in their military capabilities and narrow their differences over the use of armed force as an instrument of policy. As of this writing, one would have to assess the chances of that happening over the next decade as less than even. France and Britain have demonstrated their continued willingness to project power and employ armed force, but they have found it easier to carry the United Nations Security Council with them than either NATO or the European Union. Certainly individual European nations will continue to play important roles throughout the Middle East, while the European Union may likely become a more significant partner for the emerging democracies of the region in the economic, political and social spheres. Within the domain of defense and security, however, the most important decisions will continue to be made by national governments even when collective action is taken via NATO, the UN or nationally led coalitions in most circumstances. The European Union seems likely to continue to limit its military expeditions to the least demanding of cases.

**Interdependence and Vulnerability**

Since the end of the Korean War there has been no armed conflict between any major powers. Since the end of the Cold War, the major
powers have also ceased to fight proxy wars. On the contrary, they have collaborated with the broader international community to end such conflicts and prevent their reoccurrence. As a result the world has become more peaceful. It has also, as a result, become more interdependent. The prosperity, if not the physical safety of Americans and Europeans depends on what happens on the other side of the globe, and on the reliability of the links which deliver people, goods, services and information from great distances. Small groups of individuals or otherwise weak and insignificant states can wreak disproportionate damage by attacking these links. Piracy at sea is hardly a new phenomenon, but its recent revival is a reminder of the cost the entire world economy bears when a small and desolate portion of the globe is left ungoverned for any length of time. Airplane hijacking is also a familiar threat, made more dangerous when the planes themselves are turned into weapons of mass destruction. The internet represents the latest frontier of interdependence and consequent vulnerability, an exposure to risk from which geography offers no safety whatsoever.

Interdependence also brings heightened vulnerability to natural phenomenon. In 2010 more people died in Haiti’s earthquake than in all the world’s wars put together, yet Haiti was not deeply embedded in the global economy and its catastrophe had little larger effect. The following year far fewer people were immediately affected by Japan’s earthquake, yet factories in American and Europe almost immediately slowed as essential parts threatened to become scarce. Global warming will affect different parts of the world differently, but its costs will be distributed universally, if not uniformly. Societal resilience will emerge as an important component of long term security, offering recovery from disasters which cannot be prevented.

Assuming continued collective action to reduce the scope and frequency of armed conflict, most of the world’s population will find the weather to be more of a threat than any foreign or domestic enemy. Collaboration to address these less traditional security challenges is likely to take place largely outside NATO or the UN Security Council and to involve elements of national governments other than foreign and defense ministries. It is in these non-traditional security spheres that the European Union has most to offer its members and its external partners and it is into these areas that transatlantic collaboration will be increasingly moving over the coming decade.
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